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PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION
IT may be satisfactory to Scoutmasters and others to him that ,

thanks to their energy and to that oj their hoy s the Boy S touts*

movement has madi a wide and rapid dei eloprncni during the

time of its existence not only throughout the i nited Kingdom,
hut also in ait the British therseas Demi nuns and m many
countries beyond the seas such as Germany the United Staus of
America Russia, Argentina thih etc V has uceued e fficud

approial in bting incorporated under a Royal Charter and m
lulling the uniform ofjm illy rteog/ustd h\ II or Office memoran-
dum
Prawns editions of our hem Ibook

>l

Scoutin' fen Boy
”

exceeding 270000 eopus hiuin 1 bun c'huuste i this in * one
has become necessary

H luh keeping within the compass of the price of the first

edition, a good deal of new matter Jaw been introduced, alncli

if is hoped milt be pound accept ibL by Scoutmasters m the

training of the ir lads

I bt<T to e f/er m v sincere tharAs to those 7t ho hare, by their

knit ' s / >11 s, helped so mu h m 1

1

1 umfiction of this work,

and to Mr 1 n est Ihornpson w / >n, to «.Ji sc Birchlark

Roll of tin If ooehrajl Indians, I am * n lied for some valuable

hints ami games

EXPLANATION OF SCOUTING
[See also chapter x

]

N B —Sentences in italics throughout the book are addressed

to Scoutmasters (Instructors).

By the term “ scouting ” is meant the work and attributes of
backwoodsmen, explorers ,

and frontiersmen

In gnmg the elements of these to boys we supply a system of
games and practices which meets their desires and instincts

, end
is at the same time educative

From the boys’ point of view Scouting puts them into

fraternity gangs, which is their natural organization, whether

for games, mischief, or loafing , it gives them a smart dress and
equipments , it appeals to their imagination and romance ; and
it engages them in an active, open-air life.

From the parents' point of view it gives physical health and

development , it teaches ene rgy, resourcefulness, and handier ifis

it puts into the lad discipline, pluck, chivalry , and patriotism /
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in a word , it develops “ character ” which is more essential than
anything else to a lad for making his way in life.

The method of instruction in “ Scouting ” is that of creating

in the hoy the desire to learn for himself, and not by drilling
•

knowledge into him.

From the national point of view our aim is solely to make the

rising generation into good citizens. Except in time of war we
avoid military trainingfor reasons given in Chapter X. If proof
were wanted of the value of the training one has only to look at

the public service rendered by the Scouts during the national

crisis in the great war ,
and their efficiency whether as Coastguards

,

Railway and Telegraph Watchers, Police or Military Hospital
Attendants or Relief Agents.

We do not interfere with the boy’s religion of whatever form it

may be, though wc encourage him to practise whichever he pro-

fesses.

Our training divides itself under four heads :

—

1. Individual character ti aining in resourcefulness
,
observation,

selfreliance to gain the Scouts Badge.

2 . Handicrafts or hobbies which may help a boy to make his way
m life,for which we give “ Proficiency ” badges.

3. Service for the Stale

,

such as fire brigade
,
ambulance, mis-

sloner, sailor, life-saving, or other collective public duty by

the troop.

4. Physical Health
,
by encouraging the boy to take plenty of

exercise and to look after his body.

Scouting appeals to boys of every class, and can be carried

out in towns pist as well as m the country.

When a Scoutmaster has not sufficient knowledge in any one

subject he can generally get a friend who is an expert to come

and give his troop the required instruction.

Funds must be earned by the Scouts themselves, by their work,

not by begging. Various ways of making money are given in

the book.

Scouting is applicable to existing organizations, such as Boys'

Brigades, Clubs, Schools, Training-ships
,
etc. Applications for

affiliation, equipment ,
etc., and all inquiries should be directed to—

THE SECRETARY
,
The Boy Scouts Association, 116 Victoria

Street, London, S.W.

Nov., 1914 R. S. S. B.-P.
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CHAPTER I

SGOUTCRAFT
NOTES TO INSTRUCTORS

Instruction in scouting should he given as far as possible

through practices
,
games, and competitions.

Games should he organised mainly as team matches, where the

patrol forms the team, and every boy is playing, none merely

looking on.

Strict obedience to the rules to be at all limes insisted on as

instruction in discipline.

The rules given in the book as to games may be altered

Scoutmasters where necessary to suit local conditions.

The ideas given here are merely offered as suggestions
,
upoi

which it is hoped that instructors will develop further games,

competitions, and displays.

Several of the games given here are founded on those in Mr.
Thompson Scion's “ Birchbark Roll of the Woodcraft Indians,'

1

called “ Spearing the Sturgeon " (Whale Hunt), “ Quick Sight
"

(Spotty Face), “ Spot the Rabbit
" “ Bang the Bear," ” Hostile

Spy " (Stop Thief), etc.

A number of non scouting games are quoted from the book
“ Social—to Save

”

The following is a suggestion for the distribution of the work

for the first week. It is merely a suggestion and in no seme
binding.
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Remember that the boy, on Joining, wants to begin “Scouting" right

away; eo don't dull his keenness, as is so often done, by too much pro*

liminary explanation at first. Meet his wants by games and scouting

practices, and instil elementary details bit by bit afterwards as you go
along.

N.B.—The above paragraph was in the former editions of

this book, but it was in some cases ignored by Scoutmasters
,
with

the result that their training was a failure

.

FIRST EVENING
INDOORS

Address the boys on " Scoutcraft” giving a summary of the

whole scheme, as in this chapter, with demonstrations or lantern

slides , etc. »

Form Patrols, and give shoulder knots

.

FOLLOWING DAY
Practical work, outdoors if possible

,
as follows :

—

Alternatives according to whether tn town or country
, indoors

or out

.

MORNING

Parade, hoist Union Jack and salute it.

Scouting game : e.g., “ Scout Meets Scout ” (see page 50).

Practise salutes, secret signs, patrol calls, scouts ’ chorus, etc

.

Practise drawing scout-signs on ground or walls with stick

or chalk (to be rubbed out afterward).

Tie knots

.

Make ration bags
,
leather buttons, etc

.

Parade . Prayers or Church Parade (if Sunday).
Physical Exercises (see pages 186-191).

Drill (see pages 203-207).

Self-measurement by each scout of span , cubit, finger Joint,

stride, etc. (see page 94).

Send out scouts independently or in pairs to do a " good
turn,” to return and repoit how they have done it (see page 210).

March out the Patrol to see the neighbourhood.

Make them note direction of starting by compass, wind, and
sun (see pages 64-69).

Notice and question them on details seen, explain “ land
marks,” etc. (see page 125).

Practise Scout's pace (see page 205).

Judge distances (see page 96).
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AFTERNOON

Play an extended Scouting Game (see “ Games ” page 50).
Of indoors if wet

—
“ Ju-Jitsu” “Scouts* War. Dance”

Boxing
, Scouts* Chorus and Rally, etc.

EVENING
Camp Fire Yarns from this book or from books recommended

(see page 12).

Or rehearse a Scout play , or hold Debate, Kim*s Game, etc.

Patrols to continue practice in these throughout the week in
their own time or under the scoutmaster, with final games or

exercises on the following Saturday afternoon.

If more evenings than one are available in the week one of the

subjects might be taken in turn more fully each evening, and
rehearsals carried out of a display such as “ Pocahontas ** (see
“ Scouting Games” price if*. Post-free ijj.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 1

SCOUTS* WORK

Peace Scouts

—

11 Kim”—Mafeking.

Peace Scouts

I suppose every British boy wants to help his country in some
way or other.

There is a way, by which he can do so easily, and that is by
becoming a scout.

A scout, as you know, is generally a soldier who is chosen for

his cleverness and pluck to go out in front of an army in war to

find out where the enemy are, and report to the commander all

about them.
But, besides war scouts, there are also peace scouts, i.e., men

who in peace time carry out work which requires the same kind

of abilities. These are the frontiersmen of all parts of our

Empire. The “trappers” of North America, hunters of Central

Africa, the British pioneers, explorers, and missionaries over

Asia and all the wild parts of the world, the bushmen and droveis

of Australia, the constabulary of North-West Canada and of

South Africa—all are peace scouts, real men in every sense of the

word, and thoroughly up in scoutcraft, i.e. they undei stand living

out m the jungles, and they can find their way anywhere, are able

to read meaning from the smallest signs and foot-tracks ; they

Jcnow how to look after their health when far may from any doc-
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tors, are strong and plucky, and ready to face any danger, and

always keen to help each other. They are accustomed to take

their lives in their hands, and to fling them down without hesita-

tion if they can help tHeir country by doing so.

They give up everything, their personal comforts and desires,

in order to get their work done. They do not do all this for

their own amusement, but because it is their duty to their King,

fellow-countrymen, or employers.

The History of the Empire has been made by British

adventureis and explorers, the scouts of the nation, for hundreds

of years past up to the present time.

The Knights of King Arthur, Richard Coeur de Lion, and the

Crusaders, carried British chivalry into distant parts of the earth.

Raleigh, Drake, and Capt. John Smith, soldiers and sailors of

Queen Elizabeth's time, faced unknown dangers of strange seas,

as well as the known dangers of powerful enemies, to taice and
hold new lands, for the expansion of our small kingdom.

Capt. Cook in Australia, Lord Clive in India, opened up new
countries. Speke, Baker, and Livingstone pushed their way
through the savage deserts and forests of Africa

;
Davis, Franklin

and Ross braved the ice and snows of the Arctic regions.

In our time Selous, the great hunter, and Lieut. Boyd
Alexander, who crossed Africa, are examples of peace scouts.

These are juit a few names out of many hundreds of the scouts

of the nation who have from all times down to the present spread
the good name and power of our country in all parts of the world.

And there have been women scouts of the nation, too : such as

Grace Darling, who risked her life to save a shipwrecked crew;
Florence Nightingale, who nursed sick soldiers in the Crimean
War

;
Miss Kingsley, the African explorer

; Lady Lugard, in

Africa and Alaska; and many devoted lady missionaries and
nurses in all parts of our Empire. These have shown that girls as
well as boys may well learn scouting while they are young, and so
be able to do useful work in the world as they grow older.

It is a grand life, but it cannot suddenly be taken up by any
man who thinks he would like it, unless he has prepared himself
for it beforehand. Those who succeed best are those who learnt

scouting while they were still boys
Scouting also comes in veiy useful in any kind of life you like

to take up, whether it is soldiering or even business life in a
city. Sir William Crookes says it is even valuable for a man
who goes in for science, finding out little things about air, and
light, and so on. And Sir Lauder Brunton points out how
necessary it is for a doctor or a surgeon tQ notice a small sign like

a scout does, and know its meaning



So I am going to show you how you can learn scoutcraft for

yourself and can put it into practice at home.
It is very easy to learn and very interesting when you get into

it. You can best learn by joining the “ Boy Scouts.”

“Kim ”

A good example of what a Boy Scout can do is to be found in

Rudyard Kipling’s story of “ Kim.”
“ Kim,” or, to give him his full name, Kimball O’Hara, was the

son of a sergeant of an Irish regiment in India. His father and
mother died while he was a child, and he had been left to tht

care of an aunt who lived in a humble way in India.

His playmates were all natives, so he got to talk their language

and to know their ways better than any European. He became
gi*eat friends with an old wandering priest who was tramping
about India, and with whom he travelled all over the north part

of that country. At last, one day he chanced to meet his father’s

old regiment on the line of march, and in visiting the camp he
was arrested on suspicion of being a thief. His birth certificate

and other papers were found on him, and the regiment, seeing

that he had belonged to them, took charge of him, and started to

educate him. But whenever he could get away for holidays he
dressed himself in Indian clothes, and went again among the

natives as one of them.

After a time he became acquainted with a Mr. Lurgan, a dealer

m old jewellery and curiosities, who, owing to his knowledge
from dealing with natives, was also a member of the Government
Intelligence Department.

This man, finding that Kim had such special knowledge of

native habits and customs, saw that he would make a usefjl

agent for Government Intelligence work, that is, a kind of

detective among the natives. But, first of all, before employing

him, he put him to one or two tests to see whether he was
sufficiently brave and strong minded.

As a trial of his strong-mindedness he attempted to mesmerise
him, that is to say, he tried to make Kim’s thoughts obey what

was in his own mind. It is possible for strong minded men to

do this with those of weaker mind. The way he attempted it

was by throwing down a jug of water so that it smashed to

pieces ; he then laid his fingers on the boy’s neck, and wished

him to imagine the jug mended itself again. But do what he

would to make his thought reach the boy's brain, he failed

;

Kim saw the jug was broken, and would not believe it was

mended, although at one time he nearly obeyed him, for he saw
•. kind of vision of the jug being mended, but it faded away again,
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Most boys would have let their mind and eyes wander, and
would not have been able to keep them on the one subject, and
would so have easily become mesmerised by the man.

Lurgan, .finding him strong-minded and quick at learning, then
gave him lessons at noticing small details and remembering them,
which is a most important point in the training of a scout—it is

a thing that he should learn and be practising every hour of the

day wherever he may be. Lurgan began it with Kim by show-
ing him a tray full of precious stones of different kinds—he let

him look at it for a minute, and then covered it with a cloth,

and asked him to state how many stones and what sort were
there. At first he found he could only remember a few, and
could not describe them very accurately, but with a little practice

he soon got to remember them all quite well. And so, also,

with many other kinds of articles which were shown to him fri

the same way.

Then Kim travelled about the country a great deal with a fine

old Afghan horse-dealer to whom he was much attached, who
was also an agent of the Intelligence Department. On one
occasion Kim was able to do him a good turn by carrying an
important message for him secretly ; and another time he saved

his life by overhearing some natives planning to murder him
when he came along. By pretending to be asleep and then

having a nightmare which caused him to remove from his position,

Kim got away from the neighbourhood of the would-be murderers,

and was able to give warning to his friend in good time.

At last he was made a member of the Secret Service, and was
given a secret sign—hamely, a badge to wear round his neck
and a certain sentence to say, which, if said in a peculiar way,

meant he was one of the service. Scouts generally have secret

signs by which they can communicate with each other.

The members of the Intelligence Service are very numerous in

India, and do not know each other by sight, so they have to

have a secret sign by which they will recognise each other among
other people who may be their enemies.

Once when travelling in the tram Kim met another member
whom he did not know. This was a native, who when he got

into the carriage was evidently in a great state of alarm, and was
lather badly cut about the head and arms. He explained to the

other passengers that he had met with an accident from a cart

whilst he was driving to the station, but Kim, like a good scout,

noticed the cuts were sharp and not grazes such as you would
get by falling from a cait, and so did not believe him. While
the man was tying up a bandage over his head, Kim noticed that

he was wearing a locket like his own
;
so Kim let his own be



seen. Directly the mao saw it he brought into conversation

some of the secret words, and Kim answered with the proper
ones in reply. So then the stranger got into a corner with Kim
and explained to him that he was carrying out some secret service

work, and had been found out and hunted by some of the

enemies of the Government who had nearly killed him. They
probably knew he was in the train and would therefore telegraph

down the line to their friends that he was coming. He wanted
to get his message to a certain police officer without being caught

by the enemy, but he could not tell how to do it if they were
already warned of his coming. Kim thereupon hit upon the

idea of disguising him.

In India there are a number of holy beggars who go about the

country. They wear next to no clothing and smear themselves
with ashes, and paint certain marks on their faces ; they are con-
sidered very holy, and people always help them with food and
money. So Kim made a mixture of flour and wood ashes, which
he took from the bowl of a native pipe, and he undressed his

friend and smeared these all over him, and finally with the aid of

a little paint-box which he carried, he painted the proper marks
on the man’s forehead. He smeared the man’s wounds with

flour and ashes, partly so as to heal them, and also so that they

did not show
, and he brushed his hair down to look wild and

shaggy like that of a beggar, and covered it with dust, so that

the man’s own mother would not have known him. Soon after-

wards they got to a big station where on the platform they found
the police officer to whom the report was to be made. The
imitation beggar pushed up against him and got abused by the

officer in English
;
the beggar replied with a string of native abuse

into which he introduced the secret words. The police officer,

although he had pretended not to know Hindustani, understood
it quite well, and at once recognised from the secret words that

this beggar was an agent
;
and so he pretended to arrest him and

marched him off to the police-station where he could talk to him
quietly. It was thus done without anyone on the platform know-
ing that they were in league with each other, or that this native

beggar was the escaped Intelligence agent.

Finally, Kim became acquainted with another agent of the

department—an educated native or Babu as they are called in

India—and was able to give him great assistance in capturing

two Russian officers who were acting as spies against the British

on the north-west frontier of India.

[Note.—Point out on map respective positions of British

and 2?ws$tans.]
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The Babu pretended to the Russians that he was the manager for

a local native prince who did not like the English, and travelled

with them for some time as representative of this prince. In

this way he got to know where they kept their secret papers in

their baggage. At last he got up trouble between them and a

holy priest, whom they struck; this cansed great excitement

among the natives, who rushed off with the baggage and got lost

in the darkness. Kim, who was among the natives, opened the

luggage and found the secret papers, which he took out and
carried to headquarters.

These and other adventures of Kim are well worth reading,

because they show what valuable work a Boy Scout could do for

his country if he were sufficiently trained and sufficiently intelli-

gent. t

Mafeking Boy Scouts

We had an example of how useful Boy Scouts can be on active

service, when a corps of boys was formed in the defence of Mafe-

king, 1899-1900,

Mafeking, you may remember, was quite a small ordinary

country town out on the open plains of South Afnca.

Nobody ever thought of its being, attacked by an enemy, any

more than you would expect this town (or village) to be attacked

—the thing was so improbable.

But it just shows you how you must be prepared for what is

possible, not only what is piobable in war; and so, too, we ought

to be prepared in Bntain against being attacked by enemies; for

though it may not be probable, it is quite as possible as it was at

Mafeking; and every boy in Biitain should be just as ready as

those boys were in Mafeking to take their slune 111 its defence.

Well, when we found we were to be attacked at Mafeking, wc
told off our gairison to the points that they were to protect

—

some 700 trained men, police, and volunteers. And then wc
armed the townsmen, of whom them were some 300. Some of

them were old frontiersmen, and quite equal to the occasion
;
but

many of them, young shopmen, cleiks, and othcis,' had never seen

a rifle befoie, and had never tiicd to learn to dull or to shoot,

and so they were hopelessly at sea at first. It is not much fun

to have to face an enemy who means to kill you, when you have

never learned to shoot.

Altogether, then, we only had about a thousand men all told to
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LOrD EPW \RD CECII AND T?OY cCOTJlS IN MATURING

fighting and keeping u itc h at ni^ht got harder for the rc*t It

was then that Lord lidward Cecil, the rhuf ptaff officer, g^t to-

gether the boys in the place and made them into a cadet corps,

put them in uniform and drilled #them
; and a jolly smart and

useful lot they were. We had till then used a
large number of men for carrying oiders and
messages and keeping look out, and acting as

orderlies, and so on. These dutus were now
handed over to the boy cadets, and the men utie
released to go and strengthen the filing line.

And the cadets, under their set geant major,

a boy named Good) ear, did right good wotk, and
well deserved the medals which they got at the

end of the \sar. Many of them rode hic>cles, and wc were thus

able to establish a post by which people could send letters to

their friends in the different forts, or about the town, without

going out under fwc themselves; snd we made postage stamps
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for these letters which had on them a picture of a cadet bicycle

orderly.

I said to one of these boys on one occasion, when he came in

through rather a heavy fire : “ You will get hit one of these days
riding about like that when shells are flying.” And he replied :

“I pedal so quick, sir, they'd never catch me.” These boys

didn't seem to mind the bullets one bit
; they were always ready

to carry out orders, though it meant risk to their life every time.

Would any of you do that ? If an enemy were firing down this

street, and I were to tell one of you to take a message across to a

house on the other side, would you do it? I am sure you would.

But probably you wouldn't much like doing it.

But you want to prepare yourself for it beforehand. It’s just

like taking a header into cold water
;
a fellow who is accustomed

to bathing thinks nothing of it
;
he has practised it over and ovef

again, but ask a fellow to do it who has never practised it and he
will funk it.

So, too, with a boy who has been accustomed to obey orders

at once, whether there is risk about it or not ;
the moment you

order him to do a thing on active service, no matter how great the

danger is to him he does it, while another chap who has never

cared to obey would object, and would then be despised as a
coward even by his former friends.

But you need not wait for war in order to be useful as a scout.

As a peace scout there is lots for you to do any day, wherever you
may be.

BOOKS TO READ
The following books, which may be got from a Lending

Library or from friends, may be found useful in connection with
Chapter I :

—

“ Rob the Ranger,” by Herbert Strang, price 6s. (Published

by Hodder & Stoughton). Describes the exciting adventures of

boy scouts in Canada in the early days, including tracking and
backwoods life. .

.

Also,

“ Kidnapped,” by R. L. Stevenson. Price 8d. (postage ad.).

“ Kim,” by Rudyard Kipling. Price 6s.

“ Two Little Savages,” by E. Thompson Seton. Price 6s, nett

(postage 4d.).

“Parents and Children,” by Miss Charlotte Mason. Price

3s. 6d. nett (postage 4d.).

“The Romance of Every Day,” by L. Quiller Couch, gives in-

spiring instances of heroism in everyday life. 5s.

“ Heroes of Pioneering,” by Edgar Sanderson. 5s.
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 2
SUMMARY OF SCOUT'S COURSE OF INSTRUCTION

To become a Boy Scout you should
1. Apply to the Secretary of the nearest Local Association. A

list of Secretaries and Commissioners can be obtained from
Headquarters.

2. Join a patrol or troop raised by any gentleman in your
neighbourhood, with the written permission of your parent.

3. Join one of the other organisations for boys who use the
Boy Scout scheme as part of their instruction Patrols should,
if possible, be all about the same age. One boy is then chosen
asJLeader to command the patrol, and is called “Patrol Leader ”

He selects another boy to be second in command, who is called

“Second.” Two patrols together can form a “Troop,” under an
officer called a “ Scoutmaster.”

After one month’s training as a Tendeifoot you all take the

scout’s promise, that is you promise, 0,1 )ou? honour
, to do >our

best •

1. To do your duty to God and the King.

2. To help other people at all tim^s.

3. To obey the scout law.

You learn the scout sign of the scouts (see page 41), and also

the call of your patrol (see pages 45 and 46).

Every patrol is named after some animal, and each scout in it

has to be able to make the cry of that animal in order to com-
municate with his pals, especially at night. Thus you may be
“the Wolves,” “the Curlews,” “the Eagles,” or “the Rats" if

you like. But don’t be a 11 Monkey Patrol,” that is a patrol that

plays games but has no discipline and wins no badges. No scout

may ever use the call o! another patrol. The Scout law binds

you to be loyal, kind, obedient, and cheerful. Most of your
work then consists in playing scouting games and practices by
which you gain experience as scouts When you have learned

sufficient to pass the tests you can win the badge of either a first

class ci second class scout.

That of the first-class scout consists of a brass arrow head

and a scroll with the motto “ be prepared ” on it.

That of the second-class scout is the motto alone.

The meaning of the motto is that a scout must piepare himself

by previous thinking out and pnictising how to act on any

accident or emergency so that he is nevei taken by surprise;

he knows exactly what to do when anything unexpected happens.
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The following subjects are what you have to know about to

pass the test as a scout—
Woodcraft means knowing all about animals, which is gained

by following up their foot tracks and creeping up to them so that

you can watch them in their natural state, and learn the different

kinds of animals and their various habits. You only shoot them
if in want of food ; but no scout wilfully kills an animal for the

mere sake of killing, unless it is a harmful creature.

By continually watching animals in their natural state, one gets

to like them too well to shoot them.

The whole sport of hunting animals lies in the woodcraft of

stalking them, not in the killing.

Woodcraft includes, besides being able to see the tracks and
other small signs, the power to read their meaning, such as at

what pace the animal was going, whether he was frightened «or

unsuspicious, and so on. It enables the hunter also to find his

way in the jungle or desert; it teaches him which are the best

wild fruits, roots, etc., for his own food, or which are favouiite

food for animals, and, therefore, likely to attract them.

In the same way in scouting in civilised countries you read the

tracks of men, horses, bicycles, etc., and find out from these

what has been going on
;
noticing by small |igns, such as birds

suddenly starting up, that someone is moving near, though you

cannot see him.

By noticing little things on the ground you will often find lost

articles, which you can then restore to their owners.

By noticing details of harness, and so on, you can often save

a horse from the pain of an ill-fitting strap or bit.

By noticing the behaviour or dress of people, and putting this

and that together, you can sometimes see that they are up to no
good and can thus prevent a crime, or you can often tell when
they are in distress and need help or sympathy—and you can

then do what is one of the chief duties of a scout, namely, help

those in distress in any possible way that you can.

Remember that it is a disgrace to a scout if, when he is with

other people, they see anything big or little, near or far, high or

low, that he has not already seen for himself.

Campaigning.—Scouts must, of course, he accustomed to

living in the open; they have to know how to put up tents or

huts for themselves
; how to lay and light a fire; how to kill, cut

up, and cook their food
;
how to tie logs together to make bridges

and rafts
;
how to find their way by night, as well as by day, in a

strange country, and so on.

But very few fellows learn or practise these things when they

are liung in civilised places, because they get comfortable houses
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and beds to sleep in, their food is prepared and cooked for them,

and when they want to know the way “ they ask a policeman.”

Well, when those fellows go out to a colony, or try to go

scouting, they find themselves helpless duffers.

Take even the captain of your cricket eleven and put him
down on the South African veldt alongside the young Colonial,

and see which can look after himself. High averages and clean

flannels are not much good to him there. He is only a 11 tender-

foot,” and would be the object of continual chaff until he got

some scoutcraft into him.

And scoutcraft, mind you, comes in useful in any line of life

that you like to take up. Cricket doesn't matter a hang

—

thgugh it is a jolly good game to play, and comes in useful to a

certain extent in training a fellow’s eye, nerve, and temper.

But, as the American would say, “it isn’t a circumstance” to

scouting, which teaches a fellow to be a man.

IMake each boy lay a fire in his own way and light it.

Alter failures, show them the right way (i.e., delicate use

oj dry chips and shavings, and sticks tn a pyramid), and
make them do it again. Also leach them how to tie knots.

See Chapter III.]

Chivalry.—In the old days the knights were the scouts of

Britain, and their rules were very much the same as the scout

law which we have now And very much like what the Japanese

have, too. We are their descendants, and we ought to keep up
their good name and follow in their steps.

They considered that their honour was the most sacred thing

to uphold; they would not do a dishonourable thing, such as

telling a lie or stealing : they would really rather die than do it.

They were always ready to fight and to be killed in upholding

their king, or their religion, or their honour. Thousands of

them went out to Palestine (the Holy Land) to maintain the

Christian religion against the Mohammedan Turks.

Each knight had a small following of a squire and some men-
at-arms, just as our patrol leader has his corporal and four or five

scouts.

, The knight's patrol used to stick to him through thick and
thin, and all carried out the same idea as their leader—namely

:

Their honour was sacred.

They were loyal to God, and their king, and to their

country.

They were particularly courteous and pplite to all women
and children, and infirm people.

They were helpful to everybody.
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They gave money and food where it was wanted, and saved
up their money in order to do so.

They taught themselves the use of arms in order to protect

their religion and their country against enemies.

They kept themselves strong and healthy and active in order
to be able to do these things well.

You scouts cannot do better than follow the example of your
forefathers, the knights, who made the tiny British nation into

one of the best and greatest that the world has ever known.
One great point about them was that every day they had to

do a good turn to somebody, and that is one of our rules. When
you get up in the morning, remember that you have got tp do a

[Make each scout tie a second knot in his necktie to remind him
to do a good turn next day.]

Saving Life.—You have all heard of the Victoria Cross—the*
little bronze cross given by Queen Victoria to soldiers who specially
distinguish themselves in action under the fire of the enemy.

But there is the companion medal to it, and that is the Albert
Medal'for those who are not soldiers, and who distinguish them-
selves in saving life" in peace time. And there is the Stanhope
Medal for civilian gallantry, and the Edward Medal for gallantry
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in mines, the Royal Humane Society’s medals, and Mr. Carnegie's

Heroes Fund, as well as our Scout’s Gallantry medals.

And I think the man who wins these medals, as he does in the

sudden appalling accidents which occur in big cities, mines, and
factories, in everyday life, is no less a hero than the soldier who
rushes iiito the thiok of the fight to rescue a comrade amid all

the excitment and glamour of the battle.

Since the Scouts, started more than six years ago nearly six

hundred have won medals for life-saving, and I hope that many
more will do the same.

It is certain that very many of you will at one time or another

get a chance of it if you are prepared to seize the opportunity.

That is, you must be prepared for it; you should know what to

do the moment an accident occurs—and do it then and there.

• it is not enough to read about it in a book and think that you
know how to do it—but you must actually practise, and practise

pretty often, the actual things to be done ; such as how to cover

your mouth and nose with a wet handkerchief to enable you to

breathe in smoke, howto tear a sheet into strips and make a rope
for escaping from fire, how to open a manhole to let air into a

gassy sewer, how to lift and carry an insensible person, how to

collar, save, and revive apparently drowned people, and so on.

When you have learnt all these things you will have confidence

in yourself, so that when an accident happens and everybody is

in a state of fluster, not knowing what to do, you will quietly

step out and do the right thing.

Remember the case at the Hampstead Ponds a year or two
ago, when a woman drowned herself in shallow water before a
whole lot of men, who were too frightened to do anything but

shout to her. It was a disgrace to our nation that there was not

a real man amongst them. It would have been a grand oppor-

tunity for a Boy Scout, had there been one there, to go in and
fetch her out.

Since I first wrote this paragraph I am glad to say that Boy
Scouts have in several cases saved lives when other people were

afraid to do so,

[Teach the scouts how to lift and carry an insensible man .

Also how to drag an insensible man through smoke
,
gas ,

etc. Also how to covet nose and mouth with wet hand-

kerchief. Divide them off into pairs , and lei each in turn

act as insensible patient to be rescued by his comrade.]

Endurance.—To carry out all the duties and work of a scout

properly a fellow has to be strong, healthy, and active. And he

can make himself so if he takes a little care about it.
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It means a lot of exercise, like playing games, running, walking,

cycling, and so on.

A scout has to sleep very much in the open, and a boy who is

accustomed to sleep with his window shut will probably suffer,

like many a tenderfoot has done, by catching cold and rheu-

matism when he first tries sleeping out. The thing is always to

sleep with your windows open, summer and winter, and you will

never catch cold. Personally I cannot sleep with my window
shut or with blinds down, and when living in the country I

always sleep outside the house, summer and winter alike. A
soft bed and too many blankets make a boy dream bad dreams,
which weaken him.

A short go of Swedish or ju-jitsu exercises every morning and
evening is a grand thing for keeping you fit—not so much for

making showy muscle as to work all your internal organs [Z,Yc-

phiin\ and to work up the circulation of the blood in every part

of you.

A good rub down daily with a wet rough towel, even if you
cannot get a bath, is what every real scout takes, and is of the

utmost importance.

Scouts breathe through the nose, not through the mouth;
in thto way they don’t get thirsty

;
they don’t get out of breath

so quickly
;
they don’t suck into their insides all sorts of microbes

or seeds of disease that are in the air
;
and they don’t snore at

night, and so give themselves away to an enemy.
“Deep breathing” exercises are of great value for developing

the lungs, and for putting fresh air (oxygen) into the blood,

provided that they are carried out in the open air, and are not

overdone so as to injure the heart, etc. For deep breathing the

breath must be taken in slowly and deeply through the nose, not

through the mouth, till it opens out the ribs to the greatest extent,

especially at the back; then, after a time, it should be slowly

and steadily breathed out again without strain. But the best

deep breathing after all is that which comes naturally from
plenty of running exercise.

Alcohol is now shown to be quite useless as a health-giving

drink, and it is mere poison when a man takes much of it. A
man who is in the habit of drinking beer, wine or spirits in strong

doses every day is not the slightest use for scouting, and very

little use for anything else.

Similarly a man who smokes much. The best war scouts don’t

smoke because it weakens their eyesight
;

it sometimes makes
them shaky and nervous; It spoils their noses for smelling

(which is of great importance at night), and the glow of their pipe
or even the scent of tobacco carried on them at night, gives them
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away to watchful enemies They arc not such fools as to smoke
No boy ever began smoking because he liked it, but because he
thought it made him look like a grown up man As a matter of

fact it generally makes him look a little ass

[Show fu jitsu or Swedish extension motions—one or two
exercises only to begin wdh Jlso deep breathing

]

Patriotism —You belong to the great Bntish Empire, one of

the gieatest empires that has ever existed in the world

[
Show on the map

]

Trom this little island of Great Britain have sprung colonies

all over the world, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India,

Canada
Almost every race, every kind of man, black, white, or yellow,

in the world furnishes subjects of King George V
This vast empire did not grow of itself out of nothing

,
it

was made by your forefathers by dint of hard work and hard
fighting, at the sacrifice of their lives—that is, by their hearty

patriotism

People say that we lnve no pitnotisin nowadays, and that

therefore our empire will fall to pieces like the great Roman
empire did, oecause its citizens became selfish and lazy, and only

cared for amusements I am not so sun about that lam sure

that if you boys will keep the good of your country m your e>f s

above even thirty else she will go on all ri^ht But if you doi t do
this there is very great danger, because we have many enemies

abroad, and they are growing daily stronger and stronger

Therefore, in all that you do, remember to think of your

country first, don’t spend the whole of your time and money on
games and tuck shops mtrely to amuse youtself^ but think first

how you can be of use in helping your empire, and when you

have done that you can justly and honestly sit down and enjoy

yourself in your own way Perhaps you don’t see how a mere

small boy can be of use to the great British Empue, but by

becoming a scout and carrying out the scout laws every boy can

be of use
u Country first, self second," should be your motto. Probably,

if you ask yourself truly, you will find you have at present got

them just the other way about

I hope if it is so that you will from this moment put yourself

right and remain so always Patriot first, player second. Don’t

be content, like the Romans were, and some people now are, to

pay other people to play your football or to fight your baules for

yoyi Do something yourself to help in keeping the fag flying
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If you take up scouting in that spirit you will be doing some*

thing ; take it up, not merely because it amuses you, but because

by doing so you will be fitting yourself to help your country.

Then you will have in you the true spirit of patriotism, which

every British boy ought to have if he is worth his salt.

How to Fly Britain's Flag

EIGHT WAY UP

HOtSV M

UPSIDE DOWN

How not to Fly Britain's Flag

[Show the Union Jack . Explain its history and composition,

and which ts the right way of flying it. See Chapter IX.]

Headquarters Gazette is the official organ for Scoutmasters

Secretaries, etc., published monthly. Price ad.

The Scout, id. weekly is the official "paper for the boys.
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Winter's Stob ; or, The Elsdon Murder

[Note : The following story , which in the main is true , is a

sample of a story that should he given by the Instructor

illustrating generally the duties of a Boy Seoul]

A brutal murder took place many years ago in the North of

England ; and the* murderer was caught, convicted, and hanged
chiefly through the scoutcraft of a shepherd boy.

Woodcraft.—The boy, Robert Hindmarsh, had been up on
the moor tending his sheep, and was finding his way home over

a wild out-of-the-way part of the hills, when he passed a tramp
sitting on the ground with his legs stretched out in front of him
eating some food.

Observation.—The boy in passing noticed his appearance,

and especially the peculiar nails in the soles of his boots.

Concealment,—He did not stop and stare, but just took

these things in at a glance as he went by without attracting much
attention from the man, who merely regarded him as an ordinary

boy not worth his notice.

Deduction.—When he got near home, some five or six miles

away, he came to a crowd round a cottage, where they had found

the old woman (Margaret Crozier) who inhabited it lying mur-

dered. All sorts of guesses were being hazarded as to who had
done the deed, and suspicion seemed to centre on a small gang

of three or four gipsies who were going about the country robbing

and threatening death to anyone who made any report of their

misdeeds.

The boy heard all these things, but presently he saw some
peculiar footprints in the little garden of the cottage; the* nail-

marks agreed with those he had seen in the boots of the man on
the moor, and he naturally deduced from these that the man
might have something to do with the murder.

Chivalry.—The fact that it wras a helpless old woman who
had been murdered made the boy’s chivalrous feeling rise against

the murderer, whoever he might be.

Pluck and Self-discipline, Alacrity.—So, although he
knew that the friends of the murderer might kill him for giving

;

information, he cast his fears on one side and went at once and
told the constable of the footmarks in the garden, and where he

could find the man who had made them—if he went immediately.

Health and Strength.—The man up on the moor had got

so far from the scene of the murder, unseen (except by this one
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small boy), that he thought himself safe, and never thought of

the boy being able to walk all the way to the scene of the murder
and then to come back, as he did, with the police. So he took

no precautions.

But the boy was a strong healthy hill boy, and did the journey

rapidly and well, so that they found the man and captured bun
without difficulty

The man was Willie Winter, a gipsy

He was t-nd, found guilty, and hanged at Newcastle His

OBSERVING THE MURDERER’S BOOTS

body was then brought and hung on a gibbet near the scene of

the murder, as was the custom m those days, and the gibbet still

stands to this day Iwo of the gipsies who were his accomplices

were caught with some of the stolen property, and were also

executed at Newcastle.

Kind heartedness —But when the boy saw the murderer’s

body hanging there on tne gibbet he was overcome with misery

at having caused the death of a fellow creature #
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Saving Life.—However, the magistrate sent for him and
complimented him on the great good he had done to his fellow-

countrymen—probably saving some of their lives—by ridding

the world of sftch a dangerous criminal.

Dwty.—

H

e said: “You have dorfe your duty, although it

caused you personally some danger and much distress. Still,

you must not mind that—it was you»* duty to the King to help

the police in getting justice done, and doty must always be carried

out regardless of how much it cost you, e^en if you have to give

up your life.”

Exam ill.—Thus the boy did every part of the duty of a Bo>
Scout without ever having been taught.

He exercised

—

Woodu aft.

Observation, without being noticed.

Dedin tion.

Chivaliy.

Sense of duty.

Enduiance.
Kind htarlulness.

*
He little thought that the act which he did entirely of his own

accord would ) eais afterwards be held up as an example to you

other bo>s 111 teaching you to do your duty. In the same wav
von should remember your acts may be watched by others after

you, and taken as an example too. So try to do your duty the

right way on all occasions.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 3

BOY SCOUTS’ ORGANISATION

It was not otiginally intended that Boy Scouts should form a

corps separated from all others, but that boys belonging to any

kind of existing oiganisation, such as schools, football clubs,

Boys’ or Chiiich Lads’ Bugadcs, factories, district messengers,

Telegraph Seivice, Cadet Corps, etc., etc., would also take up
scouting in addition to their other work or play.

The Scout Movement, however, developed to such an ex-

tent that it became necessary to compile definite Rules for

Boy Scouts, which are published by Headquarters, price id.

post free, and which should be in the hands of every Scout-

master.
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RANKS
The following ranks are recognised as constituting membership of

the Boy Scouts Association :— %

Tenderfoot. Instructor.

Second-Class Scout. Surgeon.

All-Round Scout. Chaplain.

Coastwarden. Honorary Scoutmaster.

Waterman. Assistant Scoutmaster.

First-Class Scout. Scoutmaster.

Kings Scout. Secretary.

Kings Sea Scout. District Scoutmaster.

Second. Assistant Commissioner.

Patrol Leader. District Commissioner.

Lady Worker. County Commissioner.

County President.

The use of other titles and terms denoting naval or military ranks
is not authorised.

A Court of Honour is formed of the Scoutmaster and the Patrol

Leaders, or in the case of a single patrol by the Patrol Leader and
Second. It decides rewards, punishments, and other questions.

The Scout’s Promise.

Before he becomes a Scout a boy must take the Scout’s promise thus :

u On my honour I promise that I will do my best

1. To do my duty to God and the King.

2. To help other people at all times.

3. To obey the Scout Law.”

(For Scout Law, see page 48.)

“THE TESTS”
BOY SCOUTS' BADGE QUALIFICATIONS

Tenderfoot.—A boy on joining the Boy Scouts must be between
the ages of 11 and 18 and pass the following tests before making the

promise :

—

^ Know the Scouts’ laws and signs and salute.

Know the composition of the Union Jack and the

yFfra^
way t0 **• (p*

Tie the following knots : Reef, sheet bend, clove

hitch, bowline, fisherman’s, sheepshank.
He is then enrolled as a Tenderfoot, and is en-

titled to wear the Scout buttonhole badge in button-
hole of coat or left pocket buttonhole of shirt when in

uniform.

Second-Class Scout.—Before being awarded the Second-class

Scout’s badge a tenderfoot must
1. Have at lea$t one month’s service as a Tenderfoot
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2

Have a knowledge of elementary first aid and bandaging (See
Scout Chart 16, excepting fracture of thigh )

3. Know the semaphore or Morse sign for every letterm the alphabet

4 Follow a track half a mile m twenty five

minutes , or, if m a town, describe satisfactorily

the contents of one shop window out of four,

observed for one minute each, or Kims Game, to

remember sixteen out of twenty four well assorted
small articles after one m nute s observation

5 Go a mile In twelve minutes at
1 Scout s pace ’ (20 Daces walk

ing and 20 paces running alternately)

6 Lay and light a wood hre in the open, using not more than two
matches

7 Cook a quarter of a pound of meat and two potatoes without
cooking utensils other than the regulation billy in the open over camp
fire jf possible

8 H tve at least sixpence in a savings bank

9 Know the sixteen pnncipal points of the compass
1 he badge is worn on left arm between shoulder and elbow
First Class Scout A Second class Scout must pass the following

tests before at least one qualified and independent examiner approved
bv the Association —

1 Swim fifty yaids If a doctor certifies that bathm& is d mgerous
to the boys health, he must instead of this pass one of the f llowmg
badges Ambulance, I ireman, Marksman, lath
finder, Signallei, or Stalker

2 Have one shilling at least in the savings bank

3 Send and receive a message eithei in sema
phore, twenty letters per minute, or in Morse, six

teen letters per minute

4 Go on foot, or row a boat, alone or with

another Scout, to a point seven miles away and
return again, or if conveyed by any vehicle (rail

ways not allowed) or animal, go a distance of

fifteen miles and back He must write a short

report of the journey It is pieferable he should

take two days over the journey

5 Describe the proper method of dealing with

two of the following accidents (allotted by the

examiners) hire, drowning, runaway carnage, sewer gas, ice Dreak

mg, electric shock Bandage an injured p itient, or revive apparently

drowned person (See Scout Charts 10 and 16 )

6 Cook satisfactorily (over camp fne in the open if possible) an> out

of the following dishes, as may be dn ected Porridge, bacon hunters
stew , or skin and cook a labbit, or pluck and cook a bird Also make a

“damper” of half a pound of flour, or a “twist” baked on a thick stick

7 Read the conventional signs of a map correctly, and draw an
intelligible rough sketch map Point out a compass direction with

out the help of a compass
8 Use an axe for felling or trimming light timber, or, as alternative,

B
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roduce an article of carpentry or joinery, or metal work, made by
imself satisfactorily.

9. Judge distance, area, size, numbers, height and weight within 25
per cent enor.

10. Bring a Tenderfoot trained by himself in the points required
for a Tenderfoot badge. (This may be postponed if recruits are not
immediately desired, but must be carried out within three months of
its being required, or the badge given up.)

The badge is worn on left arm between shoulder and elbow.
Service Mark.—For each year's service a six-point star may be

worn above the left breast pocket of the Scout shirt.

King's Scout.—To be a King’s Scout a boy must
be a first-class Scout and Pathfinder, and pass three
of the following Proficiency tests :

—

Ambulance, Cyclist, Rescuer,
Fueman, Marksmen, Signaller.

He then receives a crown as badge to wear on the
left arm above his First-class Badge, surrounded by
the qualifying badges.

King’s Sea Scout.—Must be a First-class Scout
and a Coastwarden, and must have in addition a
badge either as “ Watchman," or “ Pilot ” or “ Sea
h isherman.” The badge is a Naval Crown, worn
in same position as King’s Scout Badge, or between
that and I< irst-class badge if he is also a King’s
Scout.

Waterman —A Sea Scout who has obtained the

badges for “Boatmen'’ and “Swimmer." He is

entitled to wear an 8-plait or other fancy knife-lanyard, which he
must make himself.

Coastwarden.— Is a Wateiman who has obtained badges for

“ Signaller” and “ Rescuer.” He is entitled to wear an anchor on his

cap-ribbon between the words “ Sea " and “ Scout."

Silver Wolf.— Is awarded to a King's Scout or

King’s Sea Scout of at least two years’ service who
has gained twelve proficiency badges and performed

some special piece of scout work. The “Honorary
Silver Wolf” is given for exceptionally valuable woik
on behalf of the movement.

All Bound Scout must gain a
certain number of proficiency badges.

There are three grades, and full par-

ticulars will be found in Boy Scouts
Rules, No. 18.

“Swastika,” the Badge of Brotherhood.—
Can be given by a Scout of any rank to anybody
who has done him or the movement a good turn.

It is a token of thanks.

This badge entitles the holder to the assistance of any Scout at any

time. A Scout on seeing a person wearing this badge will go upf

salute, and ask if he can be of any service.
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROFICIENCY BADGES
All Scouts who wish to obtain these badges must pass the necessary

tests before at least one independent and qualified examiner, ap-

proved by the local Association, and must be First or Second-Class
Scouts or Scoutmasters. They are worn on the right arm, except the

King’s Scout badges.
Prize medals are never worp by Scouts. Those badges marked by

an asterisk must be passed for annually.
*Ambulance.—A Scout must know :

—

The Fireman’s lift

How to drag an insensible man with ropes.

How to improvise a stretcher.

How to fling a life-line.

The position of main arteries.

How to stop bleeding from vein, artery, internal or
External.

How to improvise splints and to diagnose and bind
fractured limb.

The Schafer method of artificial respiration.

How to deal with choking, burning, poison, grit in eye, sprains and
bruises as the examiners may require.

Generally the laws of health and sanitation as given in “ Scouting
for Boys,” including dangers of smoking, incontinence, want of venti-

lation, and lack of cleanliness.

Airman.—A Scout must make a working model
of an aeroplane or dirigible that will fly at least

25 yards, and have a knowledge of the theory of

aeroplanes and dirigibles and their engines, and
balloons.

Basket Worker.—Must have a general know-
ledge of the raw material used in one or other of

the branches covered by the Badge. He must
know where that raw material is obtained and how
prepared for working, and must produce an article

of practical use in either basket, cane, rush or

straw work, made entirely by himself.

Bee-farmer.—A Scout must have a practical know-
ledge of swarming, hiving, hives, and general api-

culture, including a knowledge of the use of artificial

combs, etc.

Blacksmith.—A Scout must be able to upset and
weld a one-inch iron rod, make a horseshoe, know
how to tyre a wheel, use a sledge-hammer and
forge ; shoe and rough a horse correctly, and be
able to temper iron and steel.
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Boatman.—Must be able to manage a boat single-handed, rowing,
punting, and sculling over the stern ; to steer a boat
under oars and bring her alongside a vessel and land-
ing stage He must be able to box the compass He
must know how to tow or be towed He must be able to

distinguish the various classes of vessels by their rig.

He must be able to make the various b^pds and hitches,

knots and splices, and be able to throw a line.

Bugler.—A Scout must be able to sound properly

on the bugle the Scout's Rally and the following

Army calls Alarm, Charge, Ordeiiies (ord corpls ),

Orders, Warning for Parade, Quaiter Bugle, Fall in,

Dismiss, Rations, ist and 2nd Dinner Calls (men’s),

Reveille, Last Post, Lights Out

Carpenter.—A Scout must be able to shute and
glue a 2 ft straight joint, make a housing, tenon
and mortice, and halved joint

,
grind and set a

chisel and plane-iron
,
make a dovetailed locked

box, 01 a table or chair

Clerk —A Scout must pass tests in handwnting,
hand printing, typewriting (or as an alternative to

typewriting, shorthand 20 words a minute as a mini-

mum)
,

writing a letter from memory on a subject

given verbally hve minutes previously, simple book
keeping

Cook Must be able to light a fire and make a cooking

-

pla<e with a few bucks or logs, rook the following

dishes Irish stew, vegetables, omelet, rice pudding,
or any dishes which the examiner may consider equiva-

lent , make tea, coffee, or cocoa
,
mix dough and bake

bread in oven, or a “damper” or “twist” (round
stake) at a camp fire , carve propeily, and hand plates

and dishes correctly to peopJe at table.

Cyclist—A Scout must sign a certificate that he owns a bicycle

in good working order, which he is willing to use in the

• King’s service if called upon at any time in case of

emergency He must be able to ride his bicycle satis-

factorily and repair punctures, etc He must be able

to read a map, and repeat correctly a vcibal message.
On ceasing to own a bicycle he must
hand back his badge

Dairyman.—A Scout must have a knowledge
gained by practice of management of dairy cattle,

milking, making butter, and cheese, sterilisation of

milk, safe use of preservatives, care of daily utensils

and appliances

As an alternative to cheese making must be able to make scalded

cream in the Cornish or Devonshire system.
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Electrician—A Scout must make simple electro-

magnet, repair blown fuses and broken electrical con-

nections
, have a knowledge of the method of rescue

and resuscitation of persons suffering from shock , ele-

mentary knowledge of the action of simple battery cells

and the working of electric bells and telephones

Engineer —A Scout must have a general idea of

the working of motor cars and steam locomotives,

marine, internal combustion, and electric engines

He must also know the names of the principal

parts and their functions of any one of them chosen
by himself, and how to start, drive, feed, stop and
lubricate it

Falmer —A Scout must have 1 knowledge gained
by practice of ploughing, cultivating, drilling, hedg-
ing md draining

,
ilso a general knowledge of firm

mac hint ry, hay making, reaping, leidmg ind stick

mg, and an acquaintance with the loutine seasonal

work on a farm, including the care of cattle, horses
sheep and pigs

*Fireman — Must pass tests in se of hose and hydrants, escapes,

ladders, chutes, ropes juu p ng sheets, fire extinguish

ers
,

firemans lift, dragging patients, chmbing and

p issing buckets
,
and have ki owledge of how to give

alarm to mhibitants and police, how to cntei burning
buildings and work in fumes, how to prevent spread of

fire, how to rescue animals and salve property, and the

use of “scium ’ to keep back ciowd, and how to im-
provise ropes and jumping sheets

Fnend to Animals —Must have a general know
ledge of the anatomy of domestic and farm animals
and be able to describe treatment and symptoms of

wounds, fractures and sprains, exhaustion, choking,

lameness
,
understand shoeing and shoes, and be

able to give a drench for colic

{Barton
1

s smalt votertnary book recommended^ price 6d
, ftom Headquarters )

Gardener—Must dig a piece of ground not less than

12 feet square ,
plant and grow successfully six kinds

of vegetables or flowers from seeds or cuttings Know
the names of a dozen plants pointed out in an ordinary

garden, and understand what is meant by pruning,

grafting and manuring
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Handyman —Must be able to paint a door or bath,

whitewash a ceiling, repair gas fittings, ball cocks,

tap washers, sash lines, Window and door fastenings,

replace gas mantles and electric light bulbs, hang
pictures and curtains, repair blinds, fix curtain and
portiere rods, blind fixtures, lay carpets, mend clothing

and upholstery, do small furniture and china repairs,

and sharpen knives

As an alternative to repairmg gas fittings and the repla mg ofgas
inantle* and electric light bulbs: must be able to put glass in windows,

prepaie and hang paper on the wall, and repair cine bottomed chairs

Horseman - Must ude at all paces and jump an
ordinary fence on horseback ,

saddle and bridle a

hoise correctly
,
harness coriectly in- single or double

harness, and be able to dri\ e

Know how to water and feed, and groom his horse

properly
,
the evil of bearing and hame rems and ill

fitting saddlery
,
the principal causes and remedies

of lameness
Interpreter —Must be able to carry on a simple

conversation, write a simple letter on subject given

by examiner, read and translate a passage from a

book or newspapei, in either Fspeianto or an>

language that is not that of his own country, and be
able to carry on a conversation in the deaf ind

dumb alphabet.

Laundryman —Must wash and finish garments
of linen, cotton and flannel, including starching

and “getting up” a shirt

Leather Worker—Must eithei (a) be able to

sole and heel a pair of boots sewn or nailed, and
geneially repair boots and shoes

,
or (b ) be able to

diess a saddle, repair tiaces, stirrup leatheis, etc,
and know the various parts of harness, and have a
knowledge of tanning and curing

* Marksman —I or particulars of this test see
Boy Scouts Rules, No 39

Mason —Must lay at least four courses of a
straight wall with a corner in addition to the
foundation and damp course

,
must make mortar

and understand the use of a plumb line and
trowel
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Master-at-Arms.—Must attain proficiency in two
out of the following subjects :

Single-Stick, Quarter-Staff, Fencing, Boxing*
Ju jitsu, Gymnastics, and Wrestling.

Metal Worker.—Must
(1) Make and repair some of the simpler tin-

ware articles in common use

(2) Chip and file small surfaces of cast iron.
^

(3) horge wrought iron to simple forms, viz.

S hook, ring, staple, hold fast or pipe hook

(4) forge and temper a drill or chipping chisel.

(5) Fit and braze two pieces of wrought iron together.

(6) Explain the names, uses and construction of metal-woik tools

and apparatus in common use, and give reasons for shapes, cutting-

angles, etc
,
of tools

(7^ Explain thecomposition and propel ties ofsoldeis,fluxesand metals.

(8) Be funihar with oidinaiy workshop practices and processes.

Miner —Have a general knowledge of one
particular branch of the Mining Industry, such as
Coal, Iron or other m ncral, with the special
dangeis imoived, and safeguards against them,
and must have woiked below the surface for not
less than .ax months

Missioner— Must have a general elementary know-
ledge of sick nursing ; invalid cookery, sick room
attendance, bed-making, and ventilation

Ability to help aged and infirm

Musician.—A Scout must be able to play a musical
mstiument correctly (other than triangle), and to read
simple piano music Or to play properly any kind of
musical toy, such as a penny whistle, mouth organ,
and sing a song.

Naturalist —Must make a collection of the leaves of thirty different

trees or of sixty species of wild flowers, ferns or grasses, dried and
mounted m a book and correctly named.

Or, alternatively—
Must make coloured drawings of twenty flowers,

ferns or grasses from life, or twelve sketches from life of

animals and birds. Original studies, as well as the

finished pictures, to be submitted.

Or
,
alternatively—

Must be able to name sixty different kinds of animals, insects,

reptiles, or buds m a Museum or Zoological Garden, or from unnamed
coloured plates, and give particulars of the lives, habits, appearance

and markings of twenty of them.
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Or,

alternatively—
Must describe the habits and recognise by their songs, calls or

voices thirty different kinds of birds or animals.

^Pathfinder—A Scout must know every lane, by path, and short

cut for a distance of at least two miles in every

direction around the local Scouts’ headquarters in

the country, or for one mile if in a town, and to

have a general knowledge of the district within a

five mile ladius of his loc .,1 headquarters, so as to

be able to guide people at ai y time, by day or night

Must know the geneial direction of the principal

neighbouring towns for a distance of twenty-five

miles, and
Must be able to give strangeis clear directions how to get to them.

In the country, in a two-mile ladius, to know the namec of the

different farms, their appioximate aucage and stork
;
or, m a town,

to know m a half mile ladius what livery stabling, corn chandlers,

forage merchants, bikers, butch eis there aie In town or country, to

know where are the police stations, hospitals, doctois, telegraph, tele-

phone offices, fire engines, turncocks, blacksmiths and job masters

or factories where over a dozen horses are kept

Must know something of the history of the place, 01 of any old

buildings, such as the church, or castle

As much as possible of the above information should be entered by

the Scout on a large scale map for permanent reference at the local

headquarters

In towns where there are unde arable streets or localities Associations

may
,
with the consent ofthe Commissioner

,
vary the half mile radius

round the local Scouts' Headquarter j, so as to exclude such undesirable

localities

Photographer —A Scout must have a knowledge
of the theory and use of lenses, and the construction

of cameras, action of developers He must take,

develop and print twelve sep irate subjects, thiee

interiors, three portraits, three landscapes and three

instantaneous “ action
" photos

Pilot.—Must be able to sail a boat,A tack, wear, reef, make
and shorten sail He must have a full knowledge
of the Admiralty chait for the nearest port and
the coast on each side of it. He must know the

buoys, beacons, landmarks and leading marks into

and out of the harbour, and be able to heave the lead.

He must know the Rule of the Road at sea, the lights

earned by all classes of vessels, the danger and storm
signals and the mercantile code of signals. He must be able to fix

positions by means of cross bearings, both from land and sea, and
must keep a log for at least a month, registering the wind, weather,
barometer and thermometer, as generally earned out at sea.
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Pioneer.

—

A Scout must show extra efficiency m the following ;

—

Fell a nine-inch tree or scaffolding pole neatly and
quickly.

Tie eight kinds of knots quickly in the daik or
blindfolded.

Lash spars properly together for scaffolding.

Build model bridge or derrick.

Make a camp kitchen.

Build a hut of one kind or another suitable for three occupants.

Piper.—A Scout must be able

1 o play a march and a reel on the pipes.

To dance the sword-dance

Plumber.—A Scout must be able

to make wiped and braced joints,

to cut and fix a window pane,

lepair a buist pipe, mend a ball or

faucet tap, and undci stand the oidinaiy hot and cold-

water system of a house and know how to piotcct

exposed pipes against fiost.

Poultry Farmer.—A Scout must have a knowledge
gained by practice of incubators, foster-motheis,

sanitary fowl houses and coops and runs
;

also of
rearing, feeding, kiiLncr, and dressing birds for

market ,
and must be able to pack birds and eggs for

maiket.

Printer.—A Scout must know the names of different

types and paper sizes. Be able to compose by hand
or machine, understand the use of hand or power
printing machines
He must also print a handbill set up by himself.

Prospector.—A Scout must have a general knowledge of the
various periods of the formation of the earth’s crust,

and which are water-bearing rocks. Must under-
stand stratification, dip and faults, and be able to
identify— ^

(a) Twenty different minerals in their natural

state
;

(b) Twenty different fossils, and know to what
period they belong.

Rescuer.—Must peiform four methods of rescue and
three of release in the water, the drowning subject in

the rescue methods being carried at least ten yards

He must be able to demonstiate the Schafer method of

resuscitation and the promotion of warmth and circula-

tion, and if a Sea Scout must be able to work the rocket

apparatus.
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• Sea Fisherman.—Must have a practical knowledge
of the various methods of catching sea fish for the mar-

ket by means of trawls, nets and lines, and of catching

shell fish. He must have had experience of at least

three of these methods, one of which shall be by the

trawl, and must know the mercantile code of signals.

* Signaller.—A Scout must pass tests in both sending

and receiving in Semaphore and Morse signalling by

flag. Minimum rate 24 letters per minute for Morse
and 36 for Semaphoie.
He must be able : to give and read signals by sound.

To make correct smoke and flame signals with fires.

To show the proper method of signalling with the

staff (see p. 83).

Stalker.—A ‘Scout must take a series of twenty

photographs of wild animals or birds from life, and
develop and print them himself, and must be able to

give particulars of their lives, habits and markings.

Star-Man.—A Scout must have a general knowledge of the nature
and movements of the stars.

He must be able to point out and name six

piincipal constellations.

Find the north by means of other stars than the
Pole Star in case of that star being obscured by
clouds, etc., and tell the hour of the night by the
stars or moon.
He must have a geneial knowledge of the relative

positions and movements of the earth, sun and
moon, and of tides, eclipses, meteors, comets, sun-spots, planets.

Surveyor.—A Scout must map correctly, from the country itself,

the main features of half a mile of road, with 440 yards each side, to a
scale of two feet to the mile, and afterwards re-diaw same map from
memory.
Measure the heights of a ti ee, telegraph pole and

church steeple, describing method adopted.
Measure width of a river, and distance apart of two

objects a known distance away and unapproachable.
Be able to measure a gradient.

Understand what is meant by II. E., V.I., R.F.,
Contours, conventional signs of Oidnance survey and
scales.

Swimmer.—Must swim 50 yards with clothes on
(shirt, trousers and socks as a minimum), and be able
to undress in the water. He must swim (without
clothes) 100 yards on the breast and 50 yards on the
back with the hands either clasped or the arms folded
in fiont of the body. He must be able to dive and

pick up small objects fiom the bottom.
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Tailor.—Must cut out and sew, either by hand

or machine, a Scout’s shirt and shorts to fit him-
self. '

Telegraphist.—Must understand simple electric
circuits

;
be able to send out and receive by Morse

key and sounder a message at the rate of 30 let-

ters a minute j
be able to explain construction of,

and do simple repairs to, single needle telegraph
instruments, and understand the elementary prin-

ciples of a wireless telegraphy installation.

Textile Worker.—Must have a general know-
ledge of the names and natuies of the raw materials

used m weaving and spinning ; where they are grown
and obtained

;
and the names and natures of the

finished products made from the taw materials.

He must understand and describe the different

processes by which the raw material becomes
finished product, and must have a detailed practi-

cal knowledge of at least one particular branch of

the textile industiy, such as spinning, weaving or finishing.

Watchman.—Must know every rock and shoal within the five-

fatiiom line on a four-mile stretch of coast near his head-
quailers. He must know the rise and fall of tides, both
spring and neap, and how to as< v\ tain the times of high
and low water. He must know when the moon rises or u /'l

JJ
sets and its quaitcr. He must know the set of the /* \ B
currents at all times of tide. He must know all danger
spots to bathers and visitors, such as quicksands and
places where they ate liable to be cut oil by the tide, and what to do
if they get into difficulties. lie must know the best landing-places for

boats and wheic they can find shcllei in bad weather. He must
know the marks of fishing boats whuh ficquent the coast, tind the

national flags of ships which pass. lie must know the lighthouses

vJhich can be seen from his stnp of coast and describe the lights they

exhibit. He must know the beacons, storm signals, coastguard

stations, steam tugs, lifeboats and rocket apparatus, the nearest

telegraph offices, telephones and addi esses of doctors available from

each point, and the mercantile code of signals.

Woodman.—Must fell a tree with felling axe, propeily
;
know how

0
to use a saw for felling big tree

;
know the d’fferent

species of trees by their appearance, and their respec-

tive uses as timber ;
know a well grown tree (i.e. one

useful for timber purposes) from a bad one ; know the

trade names and dimensions of planks, scantlings,

etc., etc., and how to measure timber ; know the

general principles of levering, hauling, stacking timber

and bark usual in the locality ; sharpen axe on grindstone and know
how to use wedges*
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MEDALS.

These are worn on the right breast and are

awarded as follows:

Bronze Cross. Red Ribbon.—Highest possible

award for gallantry. It can only be won where

the claimant has shown special heroism, or has

faced extraordinary risks in saving life.

Silver Cross. Blue Ribbon.—For gallantry

with considerable risk to himself.

(Gilt) Medal of Merit. White
Ribbon.— For a Scout who does

his duty exceptionally well though

without grave risks to himself ; or

for twenty marks awarded by his Scoutmaster for

various specially good actions ; or for specially

good work on behalf of the Boy Scout movement.

Full records of such deeds must be kept by the

Scoutmaster to accompany the claim.

A Certificate of Merit : Is awarded for similar

cases not quite deserving the medal.

These medals are only granted by the Chief Scout, or by the

Scout President in a Colony, on special recommendation from
the local Association, who should send in a full account of the

case.

It should be noted that the rules given in this book are gener-

ally intended to apply to units of Boy Scouts which do not belong
to other existing organisations. Where scouting is taken up by
any society, such, for instance, as the Boys’ Brigade, that society

takes up as much or as little as it likes of the training. Its own
officers, properly qualified as Scouts, will be considered to be Scout-

masters without further recommendation, and the boys who take
up scouting keep to the uniform of their corps, and do not wear
Boy Scout uniform or badges unless their officers permit it.

If it is desired that such boys should wear scouts’ uniform, the
officers will be expected to work in conjunction with the local

Scout Association
;
and if the officers wish for Scoutnias •

warrants or the boys to wear the Scouts’ badges, life-saving med.-

or badges of merit, they must pass the same tests as other Scon,

masters or Boy Scouts.

Distinction for Boy Scouts.-—A Boy Scout when signing
his name officially to any letter or document on Scout business
is entitled to put after his signature any distinctions which h^
may have gained, by drawing a small sketch of the badge. •
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Thus, if he is a First-class Scout, who has passed in signalling and

seamanship, he signs thus —

Similarly these signs may be shown after his name m official

lists, etc

If an ‘ All round Scout, he diaws the St iff31 cl knot if a Kings
Scout, the crown

,
if a ‘ Wolf, the wolf

BADGES OF RANK, ETC.

A Tenderfoot—Wears a button hole bad^e

A Second —Wears 1 single white veitic il bir on left breast pirl et,

J in wide ind 3 in long

A Patrol Leader Wears a white mctil fleur de 1 s and scroll v th

motto (like i 1 list class badge) in front if hit white met il button
hole bulge ind two sti pcs as for Second

Instructor Weais special hit badg< on the fiont of hit consist

ing of wh te loin de lis with wh te plume beh nd

Assistant Scoutmaster —Wears special hat b ul^e e n the side of
hit with 1 ( d plume ind nm latuie while me til fleur de 1 ^ button hole
hid^e or t c pin with scarlet s x ouldei kn >t

Scoutmaster - Wears a speci 1 hit bulge on s de of hit with

grten plun u and miniatuie bionze bmc hole 01 t e pm fleui de lis,

with white shoulder 1 not

District Scoutmaster —W ears hit bad^e with white plume

Commissioner—Wens hat badge with pu pie plume Cieen
enamel and gold miniature buttonhole tiepin badge with “C
superposed

Secretary —Red enamel ind sihei mil atuie pin badge with “S
supei post d

Chaplain —Wens a b reen fleui de 1 s enamelled pin with a cross

supei impost d, to be won w th ord n nv < lothes W hen in unifoim a

squire kh iki cloth badge with a blick rto s suptqosed is to be

worn on the left pocket of the Scout shut

Supporter Frier* Is of the mo\emeiit ot mcmbcis of Associations,

etc
,
m\y puichise m matuie silver gold 01 enamel pin bulges

Lady Worker We us il\ci fleur de lis w th dailv blue enamel
sins it tlnoat 01 on bieist (lhc gi mt ng tf this bida c is in the

hands ot the lie ulqu irtus Committee )

Headquarters Staff— Have ^ieen enamel and .,old cucular badge
woidei boy Scouts 1 Ie adqu irteis Staff lound rim, usual 1 ink

badges, and icd white, and blue shouldci 1 nots when 111 unifoim

War Service Badge Ilou/ontal bar of led with yello v crown on
left breast

All members of the Scout mov ement are requested tc weai their

general button hole badge at all times for mutual lecognition
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DECORATIONS AUTHORISED BY THE COUNCIL TO BE
WORN ON SCOUT UNIFORM

1. All King's Medals, War Medals, and decorations.

2. The Scout Badges, Cords and Medals.

3. St. John's or St. Andrew’s Ambulance Badges.
4. Royal Humane Society’s Medals.

REGULATIONS AS TO UNIFORMS
SCOUT UNIFORM

Hat.—Khaki colour, flat brim, strap round crown, and chin-strap

or lace.

Neckerchief.—Of one colour for the troop, worn loosely knotted at

the throat and also at the ends.

Shirt.—Blue, khaki, green or grey, or a jersey or sweater of the
same colour, if prefened.

#

Shorts.—Blue or khaki. Scottish Scouts may wear the kilt and
sporran in place of shorts.

Belt.—Blown leather or web. Swivels, coat-straps, pouch and axe
optional. Buckles, etc., should be of dull metal. Official design of
belt is obtainable at Headquaiters.

Stockings.— Blue, khaki, green or grey, coloured tops optional,

giecn gaiters with tabs showing on outside of leg. Stockings are
worn turned down below the knee.

Shoes or boots.— Biown or black.

Staff —Marked in feet and inches.

Haversack.—Worn as a knapsack.

Shoulder-knot—Six inches, colours as for Patrols to be worn by
every Scout on left shoulder.

Lanyard (optional).—Cord one fathom long.

Knife (optional).—On belt or lanyard.

Whistle and knife.—On lanyards.

Great coats.—Official pattern, obtainable at Headquarters.

Nothing but the above should be worn visibly. All extras to be
carried in haversack. A Scout’s clothing should be of flannel or wool,

as much as possible
;
cotton next the skin should be avoided, as it

does not absorb the perspiration, and is likely to give a chill.

SEA SCOUTS’ UNIFORM
All Sea Scouts in a County must wear the same dress. At the dis-

cretion of the County Commissioner, this will consist either of the
present Boy Scout costume and hat, or of the same costume in blue
serge and with a bluejacket’s cap instead of the present hat. Cap
covers to be worn in the summer only. Stockings should be of blue
woollen, and be made long enough to turn up over the knees when in

boats. Scoutmasters and leader? may use a “ boatswain’s pipe ” instead
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of the usual whistle. Waterproof or oilskins and sou’westers may be
worn with either costume at the discretion of the Scoutmaster.
Hat or cap ribbons are inscribed u Sea Scout.”

SCOUTMASTER’S UNIFORM
Any extraordinary " get-up n

is much to be deprecated. Military
uniform and accoutrements must not be worn or copied by Scout-
masters on duty. A Scoutmaster’s uniform may be blue, khaki, gieen
or grey.

For Drills and Parades.—Shorts or breeches, coloured flannel
shirt and collar, Scout’s belt (if uniform coat b* needed it should be
similar to Commissioner’s, and a white linen collar should be worn),
stockings, puttees or leather gaiters ; brown shoes or boots, green
tie, walking-stick, whistle and lanyard, white shoulder-knot on left

shoulder
; flat-brimmed khaki hat with authorised badge on left side

;

waterproof cape or overcoat optional.

Jpor Camp and Games.—Short-sleeved shirt, shorts, coloured
neckerchief and white sweater may be worn.

If on the score of expense, etc., uniform is not desired, an ordinal y
Norfolk suit, preferably grey or khaki, with the Scout hat, appiopriate

badges and green tie, may be worn on all occasions

Scottish Scoutmasters may wear the kilt and sporian with shirt,

hat, etc., as described above.

UNIFORM FOR SCOUTMASTERS IN CHARGE OF SEA
SCOU r TROOPS

When Scouts are dressed as ordinary Scouts, Scoutmasters to wear
ordinary Scoutmaster’s uniform Whtn Scouts wear Sea Scout

uniform, Scoutmasters to wear blue serge double-breasted jacket,

horn buttons, blue trousers, and blue peak cap with white cover for

summer, and black band.

ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTERS
The uniform should be the same as for a Scoutmaster, with

authorised badge on hat and scarlet shoulder-knot.

COMMISSIONER’S UNIFORM
Riding breeches, shorts or knickerbockers, khaki coat, Scout hat,

green tic. A hat-badge with purple plume worn on left of hat, and a

Commissionei’s pin.

COMPETITIONS
The following standing Competitions are open to members of the

Boy Scouts’ Association

The King’s Challenge Flags.

The Connaught Challenge Shield.

The Otter Swimming Club Challenge Shield.

The Boy Scout Team Sw ;mming Championship of London for

the Newcourt Cup.

The Darnell Challenge Cup for Swimming and Life Saving.

Full particulars are contained m a separate pamphlet obtainable at

Headquarters, price 3d., post-free.
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INVESTITURE OF SCOUTS

Ceremonial for a Tenderfoot to be invested as a Scout.

The troop is formed in a horseshoe formation, with Scout-

master and Assistant Scoutmaster in the gap.

The Tenderfoot with his Patrol Leader stands just inside the

circle, opposite to the Scoutmaster. The Assistant Scoutmaster

holds the staff and hat of the Tenderfoot. When ordered to

come forward by the Scoutmaster, the Patrol Leader brings the

Tenderfoot to the centre. The Scoutmaster then asks :

11 Do
you know what your honour is ?

”

The Tenderfoot replies: " Yes. It means that I can be

trusted to be truthful and honest.” (Or words to that effect.)

Scoutmaster : “ Can I trust you, on your honour,

1. To do your duty to God and the King?
2. To help other people at all times ?

3. To obey the Scout Law ?
”

Tenderfoot then makes the half salute, and so do the whole
troop whilst he says :

“ I promise, on my honour,

1. To do my duty to God and the King.

2. To help other people at all times.

3. To obey the Scout Law.”

Scoutmaster: "I trust you, on your honour, to keep this

promise. You are now one of the great brotherhood of

Scouts.”

The Assistant Scoutmaster then puts on his hat and gives him
his staff.

The Scoutmaster shakes hands with him with the left hand.

The new Scout faces about and salutes the troop.

The troop present staves.

The Scoutmaster gives the word, “To your patrol, quick
march.”
The troop shoulder staves, and the new Scout and his Patrol

Leader march back to their patrol.

When taking this promise the Scout will stand holding his right

hand raised level with his shoulder, palm to the front, thumb
resting on the nail of the little finger, and the other three fingers

upright, pointing upwards.

That is the Scout's salute and secret sign.

When the hand is raised shoulder high it is called “The
Half Salute.”

When raised to the forehead it is the “ Full Salute.”
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Scout's Salute and Secret Sign

The three fingers held up (like the three points

of a Scout’s badge) remind him of his three

promises in the Scout’s promise.

1. To do his duty to God and the King.
2. To help others.

3. To obey the Scout Law.

When a Scout meets another for the first time
in the day, whether he is a comrade or a stranger,

he salutes with the secret sign in the half salute.

He always salutes an officer—that is, a Patrol
Leader, or a Scoutmaster, or any commissioned officer of His
Majesty’s forces, army and navy—with the full salute.

Also the hoisting of the Union Jack, the colours of a regiment,
the playing of “ God Save the King,” and any funeral.

A Scout who has the “Silver Wolf” honour is entitled to make
the sign with the first finger and thumb opened out, the remain-
ing fingers clenched, thumb upwards. This is a sign with the
Red Indians of America.

The hand salute is only used when a Scout is not carrying his staff.

When carrying a staff the salute shown on page 206 is used for

all occasions, and when in uniform a Scout salutes whether he is

wearing a hat or not.

A man told me the other day that “ he was an Englishman,

and just as good as anybody else, and he was blowed if ever he

would raise a finger to salute his so-called 1 betters ’
; he wasn’t

going to be a slave and kow-tow to them, not he !
” and so on.

That is a churlish spirit, which is very common among fellows

who have not been brought up as Scouts.

I didn’t argue with him, but I might have told him that he

had got hold of the wrong idea about saluting.

A salute is merely a sign between men of standing. It is a

privilege to be able to salute anyone.

In the old days the free men of England all were allowed to

carry weapons, and when one met another each would hold

up his right hand to show that he had no weapon in it, and that

they met as friends. So also when an armed man met a defence-

less person or a lady.

Slaves or serfs were not allowed to carry weapons, and so had

to slink past the freemen without making any sign.

* Nowadays people do not carry weapons
;
but those who would

have been entitled to do so, such as knights, esquires, and men-

at-arms, that is, anyone living on their own property or earning
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their own living, still go through the form of saluting each other

by holding up their hand to their cap, or even taking it off.
11 Wasters ” are not entitled to salute, and so should slink by,

as they generally do, without taking notice of the freemen or

wage-earners

To salute merely shows that you are a right sort of fellow
and mean well to the others ; there is nothing slavish about it.

If a stranger makes the Scout’s sign to you, you should acknow-
ledge it at once by making the sign back to him, and then shake
hands with the left hand. If he then shows his Scout’s badge,
or proves that he is a Scout, you must treat him as a brother-

Scout, and help him in any way you can.

Scouts’ War Songs

i. The Scouts' chorus.

To be shouted on the march, or as applause at games,
meetings, etc. Must be sung exactly in time.

Leader : Een gony&ma—gonyima.
Chorus: Invooboo.

Yah bo! Yah Ml
Invooboo.

The meaning is

—

Leader; “ He is a lion !

”

Chorus: M Yesl he is better than that; he is a hippo-

potamus !
”

Solo (Leader). Chorus.
a r" a a

f— —

—

\'Tw?wmm£mm

*i»ma

hmhSii|i gSSS^SSTSS mmSSSSSSSSS

Ya - Boh ! Ya - Boh t In - voo - boo. • •

"

s. The Scouts* Rally.

To be shouted as a salute, or in a game, or at any timo»

Leader : Be prepared

!

Chorus: Zing-a-Zing I

Bom ! Bom

!

*(Stamp or bang something at the
" Bom ! Bom l")
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Solo (Leader). Chorus

For scoutmaster to call together his troop by bugle ; or lor scout
to whistle to attract attention oi another scout.

TfiCB SCOUT SONG* BOOK, Edited by Arthur Poyser, is the
OF FICIA1 COLLI* CTION IOR BOY SCOUTS Puce 2 6 nett, papei (post

age 4d), 4/6 nett, cloth (postage 5d ), with full pianoforte score Also
Pocket Edition with music of aus only, prirc 6d nett (postage ijd)
C A Peaison Ltd

the official scouts’ marching <on is Paul Kubf n’s
u
lie Prepared’

(obt tin ible from lleidquaiters, i/6
,
poot fice, i/b)

NOTE TO INSTRUCTORS
Although the war dance and songs may seem at first sight

to be gibberish—especially to those who hare never had much
V> do with boys—yet there is a certain value underlying them as

a corrective of self consciousness

If you want, for instance
,
to get discipline among your lads

it means their constantly bottling up some energy that requires

an occasional vent or safely vahe A uar dance supplies such

vent, but still in a certain disciplined uay
Also it forms an attraction to wilder spirits who would never

join a band of quieter boys.

Mr. Tomlin
,

“ the hooligan tamer ” catches and gets his lads in

hand entirely by the force of energetic singing and action tn chorus.

Most schools and colkges have their “ Ra ra ra ” choruses,

of which " Zing a-zxng bom, bom ” is a type.

Fatrol Signs

Each froop is named after the place to which it belongs Each

patrol in that troop is named after an animal or bird Thus the

33rd London Troop may have five patrols which are respectively

the Wolves, the Ravens, the Curlews, the Bulls, the Owls

Each scout in a patrol has his regular number, the patrol leader

being No. i, the corporal No a, and the scouts have the consecu*

tivc numbers after these. Scouts usua ly work m pair* t* 90m*
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rades, Nos. 3 and 4 together, Nos. 5 and 6 together, and Nos. 7
and 8.

A white shoulder knot is worn by Officers, and Umpires at

games.

Each scout in the patrol has to be able to make the call of his

patrol - animal—thus every scout in the “ Ravens ” must be
able to imitate the croak of the raven. This is the sign by which
scouts of a patrol can communicate with each other when hiding

or at night. No scout is allowed to imitate the call of any patrol

except his own. The patiol leader calls up the patrol at any
time by sounding his whistle and uttering the call of the patrol.

Also when a scout makes signs on the ground for others to

read he also diaws the head of the patrol animal. Thus if he
wants to show that a certain road should not be followed he
draws the sign acioss it, “Not to be followed,” and add§ the
head of his patrol animal to show which patiol discovered that

the road was no good, and his own number to the left of the head

to show which scout discovered it, thus :

Each patrol leader has a small white j flag on his staff

with the head of his patrol animal shown y/ in red cloth

stitched on to it on both sides. Thus the “Wolves” of the

1 st London Troop would have the flag shown below.

All these signs scouts must be able to draw according to the

patrol to which they belong.

[Practise with chalk on floors or walls
t
or with a stick on

sand or mud.]

Bla7ed Tiees. Stones. Shi ul>s. (brasses. Mark.

This way to water.
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MONGOOSI HAWK WOLF PEFWIT
Squtak Cheep Cry (same ns Fag!*) Hrwl— ' How 0000 V histU—" few Ht

Brown and Orange — '* Kreeee I in* Yei low and Black f 1 snandWhhe

Dpv >5
HOUND. CAT JAC kAL.

Bark—"Bawow wow." Cry—' Meeaow ' Laughing Cry—" W»h
Orange Grey and Brown. wah wah wah wah

Grey and Black

'j*r %r—
PFA( OCk KANGAP00

try Bee 01k ^ all Co cr

( KFKN AN Bl UR I Fn AND L T6Y

RA\. N
Cry— Kar ka»

Black

BULI
I mt mg—

"Um maouw
km

BUFkATO
Lon mg(same as 1 ull)

Um ma >uw
RfD AND >\ HITE

SI AT
t alt —

‘ Hark
Rfd and Lime

1 I 0RSF
H h nntj—
Hee c e e

’

Bl ACK an W hit

F

0\t I

W h It—
ko t Loot kio

Bi v

9%
HYP N \

I ivflung ( ry—
Ooowah oiwah wah
Yei ioa and White

TirtR I ION CUR] FW
Purr—" Grrrao Call—1 ku uph Whittle- Curley

Violet Yellow and Red Gk«fn
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FOX. BEAK Si AG SIORK.
Bark— 111 Ha ha M Growl—' 1 Boom * Bear—" Baow." Cry—U Kornr

"

YiuovandGrism Dsownaku Buck. Violet and Black Bi ub and White

P\N1 flFR
Ton^Ui in si 4 ofmo tth—

“ Keeook
Yi llo v

\ ADC.FR
Cry, like a shit m a high
ton* thi u^h the teeth

Chcet tt it

Mauvi ani W jutk

WOODPECKER
I anih-c ha+tenng Yell—

“ Heearfle arfle arfa
*

Grk*n and Violkt

RAM. WOOD 110EON EAGLE.
Bleat— 1 ' Ba a a.'* Call—“ Book booroo." Very shrill cry—" Kreece

*

Brown Blue akd Gkev Green akd Black

a*
HIPPO RATTLESNAKE. WILD BOAR.

Hus—" Brrus\ssn.*' Rattle a pebble in a small Grunt—* Broof broot

Pink and Black. potted meat tin. Gray and Pink.
Pink and Whjtb.

COBKA. CUCKOO OTTER. BEAVER.
Hite—** Pmt M Call—" Cook Woo " Cry—" Hoi oi olek." Slap made by dapping

Oranuk and BlaCk. Gary. Brown and Wntts. hands.

Blok and Yellow,
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ALLIGATOR.
Hmrtk Btllom—" Hoo-

ah-ex.”

Oiiin amp Khaki.

BAT.

Vtry Hi&h Squeak—" Pitr-

pux "

Light Blub and Biack.

SWIFT.

Scream—' *
Quea."

Dark Blub.

RHINO ELEPHANT
Rear—" War-war *' Trumpeting Bellow—" Trex-

Obang. and Dare Blub.
••mp-awmp er

"

PURFLE AND WhiTB

DOVE. SI A Gl'I I

Call—“COo-oo-oo " Afew- ‘Wee wet w.t

Grey and White Light Blue and Sl\i i kt

Dark Blub and White.

BULLDOG
Gt ->7t l— il Giaa ow ’

I tom Blll and Pkovvn

#

Scout signs on the ground or wall, etc., close to the right-hand
•ide of the road.

m*
<s>

Road to be followed.

better hidden three paces from heic in the dnection

of the arrow.

This path not to be followed.

“ I have gone home.”

I
(Signed) Patrol Leader of the Ravens Fifteenth

London Troop.

At night sticks with a wisp of grass round them or stones should

be laid on the road in similar forms so that they can be felt with

the hand.

[Practise this.]
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 4
Scout Law

Scouts, all the world over, have unwritten laws which bind them
just as much as if they had been printed in black and white.

They come down to us from old times.

The Japanese have their Bushido, or laws of the old Samurai
warriors, just as we have chivalry or rules of the knights of the

Middle Ages. The Red Indians in America have their laws of
honour ;

the Zulus, the natives of India, the European nations

—

all have their ancient codes.

The following are the rules which apply to Boy Scouts, and

which you promise to obey when you are enrolled as a sco
#
ut,

so it is as well that you should know all about them.

The scouts’ motto is :

Be Prepared,
which means you are always to be in a state of readiness in mind
and body to do your duty.

Be Prepared in Mind by having disciplined yourself to be
obedient to every order, and also by having thought out before-

hand any accident or situation that might occur, so that you know
the right thing to do at the right moment, and are willing to do it.

Be Prepared in Body by making yourself strong and active and
able to do the right thing at the right moment, and do it.

The Scout Law

1. A Scout’s Honour is to be Trusted.

If a scout says “ On my honour it is so,” that means that it

is so, just as if he had taken a most solemn oath.

Similarly, if a scout officer says to a scout, “ I trust you on
your honour to do this,” the scout is bound to carry out

the order to the very best of his ability, and to let nothing
interfere with his doing so.

If a scout were to break his honour by telling a lie, or by
not carrying out an order exactly when trusted on his

honour to do so, he may be directed to hand over his

scout badge, and never to wear it again. He may also be
directed to cease to be a scout.

2 . A Seoul is Loyal to the King, and to his officers, and to

his parents, his country, his employers, and his comrades.
He must stick to them through thick and thin against any-

one who is their enemy or who even talks badly of them.
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3. A Scout's Duty is to be Useful and to Help Others.

And he is to do his duty before anything else, even though
he gives up his own pleasure, or comfort, or safety to

do it. When in difficulty to know which of two things

to do, he must ask himself, “ Which is my duty ? ” that

is, “ Which is best for other people ? ”—and do that one.
He must Be Prepared at any time to save life, or to help
injured persons. And he must try his best to do at lea>t

one good turn to somebody every day.

4. A Scout is a Friend to All, and a Brother to
Every Other Scout, no matter to what Social
Class the Other belongs.

Thus if a scout meets another scout, even though a stranger

* to him, he must speak to him, and help him in any way

,
that he can, either to carry out the duty he is then doing,

or by giving him food, or, as far as possible, anything that

he may be in want of. A scout must never be a snob.

A snob is one who looks down upon another because he
is poorer, or who is poor and resents another because he
is rich. A scout ac< epts the other man as he finds him,

and makes the best of him
u Kim,” the boy scout, was called by the Indians 11 Little

friend of all the world,” and that is the name that every

scout should earn for himself.

5. A Scout is Courteous : That is, he is polite to all—but

especially to women and children, and old people and
invalids, cripples, etc. And he must not take any reward

for being helpful or courteous.

6. A Scout is a Friend to Animals. He should save them
as far as possible from pain, and should not kill any

animal unnecessarily, even if it is only a fly—for it is

one of God’s creatures. Killing an animal for food or

an animal which is harmful is allowable.

7. A Scout Obeys Orders of Lis parents, patrol leader, or

scoutmaster without question.

Even if he gets an order he does not like he must do as

soldiers and sailors do, he must carry it out all the same

because it is his dvty\ and after he has done it he can

come and state any reasons against it : but he must carry

out the order at once. That is discipline.

8. A Scout Smiles and Whistlfs under all difficulties.

When he gets an order he should obey it cheerily and
readily, not in a slow, hang-dog sort of way.
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Scouts never grouse at hardships, nor whine at each other
nor swear when put out, but go on whistling and smiling

When you just miss a train, or someone treads on your

favourite com—not that a scout ought to have such things

as corns—or under any annoying circumstances, you
should force yourself to smile at once, and then whistle

a tune, and you will be all right.

The punishment for swearing or using bad language is

for each offence a mug of cold water to be poured down
the offender’s sleeve by the other scouts. It was the
punishment invented by the old British scout, Captain
John Smith, three hundred years ago,

9. A Scout is Thrifty, that is, he saves every penny he can,
and puts it into the bank, so that he may nave money^to
keep himself when out of woik, and thus not make him-
self a burden to others

;
or that he may have money to

give away to othei s when they need it.

10. A Scout is Ciean in Thought, Word, and Deed,
that is, he looks down upon a silly youth who talks dirt,

and he does not let himself give way to temptation eithei

to talk it or to think, or to do anything dirty.

A scout is pure and clean-minded and manly.

Scout Games

Scout Meets Scout
IN TOWN OR COUNTRY

Single scouts, or complete patrols or pairs of scouts, to be

taken out about two miles apart, and made to work towards each

other, either alongside a road, or by giving each side a landmark

to work to, such as a steep hill or big tree, which is directly

behind the other party, and will thus insure their coming to-

gether. The patrol which first sees the other wins. This is

signified by the patrol leader holding up his patrol flag for the

umpire to see, and sounding his whistle. A patrol need not

keep together, but that patrol wins which first holds out its flag,

so it is well for the scouts to be in touch with their patrol leaders

by signal, voice, or message.

Scouts may employ any ruse they like, such as climbing into

trees, hiding m carts, etc., but they must not dress up in disguise

unless specially permitted.

This game may also be practised at night.

Dispatch Runners

A scout is sent out to take note of some well-known spot, say,

the post office in a neighbouring town or district He will there

get the note stamped with the postmark* of the office and return
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The rest of the scouts are posted by their leader to prevent him
getting there by watching all the roads and likely paths by which
he can come, but none may be nearer to the post office than two
hundred yards. The dispatch runner is allowed to use any dis-

guise and any method of travelling that he can hit upon.
In the country the game may similarly be played, the scout

being directed to go to a certain house or other specified spot.

Kim’s Game
Place about twenty or thirty small articles on a tray, or on the

table or floor, such as two or three different kinds of buttons,

pencils, corks, rags, nuts, stones, knives, string, photos—an> thing
you can find—and cover them over with a cloth or coat.

Make a list of these, and make a column opposite the list for

ea$h boy’s replies. Like this :

List. Jones. Brown. Smith . A tktns. Green. Long,

Walnut ... ...

Button ....
Black button

Red rag ....
Yellow rag .

.

Black rag . .

.

Kntfe
Red pencil. .

Black pencil

Cork
String knot .

Plain string .

Blue bead . .

.

:

Then uncover the artides for one minute by >ou r watch, or

while you count sixty at the rate of "quick march.” Then cover

them over again.

Take each boy separately and let him whisper to you each of

the articles that he can remember, and maik it off on your

scoring sheet.

The boy who remembers the greatest number wins the game.

Morgan’s Game

(Played by the aist Dublin Co. Boys’ Brigade.)

Scouts are ordered to run to a certain hoarding where an

umpire is already posted to time them. They are each allowed
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to look at this for one minute, and then to run back to head-

quarters and report to the instructor all that was on the hoarding
in the way of advertisements.

Debates, Trials, Etc.

A good exercise for a winter’s evening in the clubroom is to

hold a debate on any subject of topical interest, the Instructor

acting as chairman. He will see that there is a speaker on one
side prepared beforehand to introduce and support one view
of the subject, and that there is another speaker prepared to

expound another view. After hearing them, he will call on the

others present in turn to express their views. And in the end
he takes the votes for and against the motion.

At first boys will be very shy of speaking unless the subject

selected by the Instructor is one which really interests them dhd
takes them out of themselves.

After a debate or two they get greater confidence, and are able

to express themselves coherently
;
and also pick up the proper

procedure for public meetings, such as seconding the motion,

moving amendments, obeying chairman’s ruling, voting, according

votes of thanks to chair, etc., etc.

In place of a debate a mock trial may be of interest as a
change.

For instance, the story of the murder given on page 21 might
form the subject of trial.

The Instructor would appoint himself to act the judge, and
detail boys to the following parts

:

Prisoner . . William Winter.

Witness . . Boy, Robert Hindmarsh.

„ . . Police Constable.

„ . . Villager.

„ . . Old woman (friend of the murdered woman).
Counsel for prisoner.

„ prosecution.

Foreman and jury (if there are enough scouts).

Follow as nearly as possible the procedure of a court of law.

Let each make up his own evidence, speeches, or cross-examina-

tion according to his own notions and imagination, the evidence

to be made up on the lines of the story, but in greater detail.

Do not necessarily find the prisoner guilty unless the prosecution

prove their case to the jury.

In your summing up bring out the fact of the boy (Hindmarsh)
having carried out each part of the duty of a scout, in order to

bring home its lesson to the boys.
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Unprepared Plays

Give the plot of a short, simple play, and assign to each player

his part, with an outline of what he has to do and say.

And then let them act it, making up th<* required conversation

as they go along.

This develops the power of imagination and expression on
points kept in the mind, and is a valuable means of education.

It is well before starting to act a play in this way to be a little

less ambitious, and to make two or three players merely carry

out a conversation on given topic leading up to a given point,

using their own words and imagination in doing so.

Scouts’ War Dance

SccAits form up in one line with leader in front, each holding his

staff in the right hand, and his left on the next man’s shoulder.

Leader sings the Eengonyama song. Scouts sing chorus, and
advance to their front a few steps at a time, stamping in unison

on the long notes.

At the second time of singing they step backwards.

At the third, they turn to the left, still holding each other’s

shoulders, and move round in a large circle, repeating the chorus

until they have completed the circle.

They then form into a wide circle, into the centre of which

one steps forward and carries out a war dance, representing how
he tracked and fought with one of his enemies. He goes through

the whole fight in dumb show, until he finally kills his foe ; the

scouts meantime still singing the Eengonyama choius and dancing

on their own ground. So soon as he finishes the fight, the leader

starts the “ lie Prepared ” chorus, which they repeat three times

in honour of the scout who has just danced.

Then they lecommence the Eengonyama chorus, and another

scout steps into the ring, and describes in dumb show how he

stalked and killed a wild buffalo. While he does the creeping

up and stalking the animal, the scouts all crouch and sing their

chorus very softly, and as he gets more into the light with the

beast, they simultaneously spring up and dance and shout the

chorus loudly. When he has slain the beast, the leader again

gives the M Be Prepared ” chorus in his honour which is repeated

three times, the scouts banging their staffs on the ground at the

same time as they stamp “ Bom ! bom !

”

At the end of the third repetition, “ Bom ! bom !
” is repeated

the second time.

The circle then close together, turn to their left again, grasping

shoulders with the left hand, and move off, singing the Eengonyama
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chorus, or, if it is not desired to move away, they break up after

the final " Bom ! bom !

"

The Eengonyama song should be sung in a spirited way, and
not droned out dismally like a dirge.

FOR WINTER IN THE COUNTRY

Arctic Expedition

Each patrol makes a bob sleigh with ropes, harness, for two
of their number to pull (or for dogs if they have them, and can
train them to the worJ

\). Two scouts go a mile or so ahead, the

remainder with the sleigh follow, finding the way by means of the

spoor, and by such signs as the leading scouts may draw in the

snow. All other drawings seen on the way are to be examined,

noted, and their meaning read. The sleigh carries rations and
cooking-pots, etc.

Build snow huts. These must be made narrow, according to

the length of sticks available for forming the roof, which can be

made with brushwood, and covered with snow.

Snow Fort

The snow fort may be built by one patrol according to their

own ideas of fortification, with loop holes, etc., for looking out.

When finished it will be attacked by hostile patrols, using snow-

balls as ammunition. Every scout struck by a snowball is counted

dead. The attackdrs should, as a rule, number at least twice the

strength of the defenders.

Siuirian Man Hunt

One scout as fugitive runs away across the snow in any direc-

tion he may please unti' he finds a good hiding-place, and there

conceals himself. The remainder, after giving him twenty

minutes’ stait or more, proceed to follow him by his tracks. As
they approach his hiding-place, he shoots at them with snowballs,

and everyone that is struck must fall out dead. The fugitive

must be struck three times before he is counted dead.

in towns

Scouts can be very useful in snowy weather by working as

a patrol under their leader in clearing away the snow from pave-

ments, houses, etc. This they may either do as a "good turn,”

or accept money to be devoted to their fundi.
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LIFE IN THE OPEN

On the Veldt—Exploration—Boat Cruising—Weather Wisdom-
Mountaineering — Patrolling — Night work — Finding the

North.

The native boys of the Zulu and Swazi tubes in South Africa

learn to be scouts before they are allowed to be considered

men, and they do it in this way : When a boy is about fifteen

or sixteen he is taken by the men of his village, stripped of

all clothes, and painted white from head to foot, and he is

given a shield and one assegai or small spear, and he is turned out

of the village and told that he will be killed if anyone catches

him while he is still painted white. So the boy has to go ofl

into the jungle and mountains and hide himself from other mer
until the white paint wears off, and this generally takes about a

month ; so that all this time he has to look after himself and
stalk game with his one assegai, and kill it and cut it up; he

has to light his fire by means of rubbing sticks together in order

to cook his meat ; he has to make the skin of the animal into a

covering for himself
;
and he has to know what kind of wild

root, berries, and leaves are good for food as vegetables. If he

is not able to do these things he dies of starvation, or is killed

by wild animals. If he succeeds in keeping himself alive, and

is able to find his way back to his village, he returns when the

white paint has worn off, and is then received with great rejoic-

ings by his friends and relations, and is allowed to become a

soldier of the tribe, since he has shown that he is able to look

after himself.

And in South America the boys of the Yaghan tribe—down
in the cold, rainy regions of Patagonia—wear no clothes, and

before they are allowed to consider themselves men they have

55
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to undergo a test of pluck, which consists in the boy driving a
spear deep into his thigh and smiling all the time in spite of

the pain.

It is a cruel test, but it shows that these savages understand
how necessary it is that boys should be trained to manliness
uid not be allowed to drift into being poor spirited wasters who
can only look on at men’s work.
The ancient British boys Used to have the same kind of

training before they were allowed to be considered men, and
the training which we are now doing as scouts is intended to

fill that want as far as possible. If every boy works hard at

this course and really learns all that we try to teach him, he
will, at the end of it, have some claim to call himself a scout and
a man, and will find if ever he goes on service, or to a colony,

that he will have no difficulty in looking after himself and in

being really useful to his country.

There is an old Canadian scout and trapper, now over eighty

years of age, still living, and, what is more, still working at his

trade of trapping. His name is Bill Hamilton. In a book
which he lately wrote, called “My Sixty Years in the Plains,”

he describes the dangers of that adventurous line of life. The
chief danger was that of falling into the hands of the Red
Indians. “To be taken prisoner was to experience a death not

at all to be desired. A slow fire is merciful beside other cruelties

practised by the Indians. I have often been asked why we
exposed ourselves to such danger ? My answer has always been

that there was a charm in the open-air life of a scout from which

one cannot free himself after he has once come under its spell.

Give me the man who has been raised among the great things of

Nature
;
he cultivates truth, independence, and self-reliance

;
he

has generous impulses
;
he is true to his friends, and true to the

flag of his country.”

I can fully endorse what this old scout has said, and, what is

more, I find that those men who come from the farthest frontiers

of the Empire—from what we should call a rude and savage life

—are among the most generous and chivalrous of their race,

especially towards women and weaker folk. They become
“gentle men” by their contact with Nature.

Mr. Roosevelt, the Vice-President of the Boy Scouts of

America, also is one who believes in outdoor life. When returning

from his hunting trip in E. Africa he inspected some Boy Scouts
in London, and expressed great admiration for them. He writes :

—

“ I believe in outdoor games, and I do not mind in the least

that they are rough games, or that those who take part in them
are occasionally injured. I have no sympathy with the over-
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wrought sentiment which would keep a young man in cotton
wool. The out-of-doors man must always prove the better in

life’s contest. When you play, play hard
;
and when you work,

work hard. But do not let your play and your sport interfere

with your study.”

I knew an old Boer who, after the war, s.vd that he could not

live in the country with the Liitish, because when they ai rived

in the country they were so “stom,” as he called it—i.e. so

utterly stupid when living on the veldt that they did not know
how to look after themselves, to make themselves comfortable in

camp, to kill their food or to cook it, and they were always
losing iheir way in the bush; he allowed that after six months
01 so the English soldiers got to learn how to manage for them*
selveS fairly well if they lived so long, but that they often died,

and they generally died through blundcnng about at the business

end of the mule.

The truth is that, being brought up in a civilised country like

England, soldiers and others have no training whatever in

looking afler themselves out on the veldt, or in the backwoods,
and the consequence is that when the\ go out to a colony or

on a campaign they are for a long time peifectly helpless, and
go through a lot of hardship and trouble which would not occur
had they learnt, while boys, how’ to look after themselves both

in camp and when on patiol. They are just a lot 01 “ tenderfoots.”

They have never had to light a fire or to cook their ow'n food :

that has always been done for them. At home, if they wanted
water they merely had to turn on the tap, and had no idea of

how to set about finding water in a dcst.it place b> looking at the

grass, or bush, or by scratching at the sand till they began to

find signs of dampness; and if they lost their way. or did not

know the time, they merely bad to “ask a poh< eman.” They
had always found houses to shelter them, and beds to lie in.

They had never to manufacture these for themselves, nor to

make tluir own boots or clothing. That is why a “ tenderfoot
’’

talks oi “roughing it in camp”; but living in camp lor a sc out

who knows the game is by no means “roughing it.” He knows
how to make himself comfortable in a thousand small ways, and
then, when he does came back to civilisation, he enjoys it all

the more for having seen a contrast ;
and even there he can do

very much more for himself than the ordinary mortal, who has

never really learned to provide for his own wants. The man who
has had to turn his hand to many things, as the scout does in

camp, finds that when he comes into civilisation he is more easily

able to obtain employment, because he s ready to turn 1 Is hand

to whatever kind of work may turn up.

c
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Exploration

A good form of scout work can be got in Great Britain by

scouts going about either as patrols on an exploring expedition,

or in pairs like knight-errants of old on a pilgi image through the

country to find people wanting help and to help them. This can
equally well be done with bicycles, or in the winter by skating

along the canals.

Scouts in carrying out such a tramp should never, if possible,

sleep under a roof—that is to say, on fine nights they would sleep

in the open wherever they may be
;
or, in bad weather, would get

leave to occupy a hay loft or barn.

You should on all occasions take a map with you, and find your

way by it, as far as possible, without having to ask the v*ay of

passers-by. You would, of course, have to do your daily good
turn whenever opportunity presented itself, but besides that, you
should do good turns to farmers and others who may allow you
the use of their barns, and so on, as a return for their kindness.

As a rule you should have some object in your expedition

;

that is to say, if you are a patrol of town boys, you would go off

with the idea of scouting some special spot, say a mountain in

Scotland or Wales, or a lake in Cumberland, or possibly some old

castle or battlefield, or a seaside beach. Or you may be on your
way to join one of the larger camps.

If, on the other hand, you are a patrol from the country, you
can make your way up to London, or to a big town, with the idea

of going to see its buildings, and its Zoological Gardens, circuses,

museums, etc. And you should notice everything as you go
along the roads, and remember, as far as possible, all your journey,

so that you could give directions to anybody else who wanted
to follow that road afterwards. And make a map. Explorers, of

course, keep a log or journal, giving a short account of each day’s

journey, with sketches or photos of any interesting things they see.

Boat Cruising

Instead of tramping or cycling, it is also an excellent practice

for a patrol to take a boat and make a trip in that way through

the country ; but no one should be allowed in the boat who is not

a good swimmer, because accidents are pretty sure to happen,
and if all are swimmers it does not matter—in fact, it is rather a

good expeiience than otherwise.

I once made such a cruise with two of my brothers. We took
a small folding-up canvas boat, and went as far up the Thames
as we could possibly get, till it became so narrow and small a
stream that we were continually having to get out and pull our
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boat over fallen trees and stopped-up bits of river. Then we took
the boat on the Avon, which rises near the source of the Thames,
but flows to the westward, and here, again, we began where the
rivci was very small, and gradually worked our way down until it

developed into a big stream, and so through Bath and Bristol on
to the Severn. Then across the Severn and up the Wye into

Wales. We carried with us our tent, stores, and cooking appara-
tus, so that we were able to live out, independent of houses the
whole time. A more enjoyable trip could not be imagined, and
the expense was very small.

From London you can go by boat along canals or rivers to

Bristol, Gloucester, York, or Liverpool. [See “ Inland Cruising,”

by George Westall, 7s. 6d.]

* Mountaineering

A good deal of interesting mountaineering can be done in the

British Isles if you know where to go, and it is grand sport, and
bungs out into practice all your scout-craft to enable you to find

your way, and to make yourself comfortable in camp.
You are, of course, continually losing your direction, because,

moving up and down in the deep gullies of the mountain side,

you lose sight of the landmarks which usually guide you, so that

>ou have to watch your direction by the sun and by your com-
pass, and keep on estimating in what direction your proper line

of travel lies.

Then, again, you are very liable to be caught in fogs and mists,

which aie at all times upsetting to the ca ! culations even of men
who know every inch of the country. I had such an experience

in Scotland one year, when, in company with a Highlander who
knew the ground, we got lost in the mist. But, supposing that

he knew the way, I committed myself entirely to his guidance,

and after going some distance I felt bound to remaik to him that

I noticed the wind had suddenly changed, for it had been blow-

ing from our left when we started, and was now blowing hard

on our right cheek. However, he seemed in no way nonplussed,

and led on. Presently I remarked that the wind was blowing

behind us, so that either the wind, or the mountain, or we our-

selves were turning round. And eventually it proved as 1

suggested, that it was not the wind that had turned, or the

mountain ; it was ourselves who had wandered round in a com-

plete circle, and were almost back at the point we start* d from

within an hour.

The scouts working on a mountain ought to practise the art

of roping themselves together, as mour taineers do on icy slopes

to save themselves from falling into holes in the snow an*' slipping
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down precipices. When roped together in this way, supposing

that one man fails, the weight of the others will save him from
going down into the depths.

When roped together each man has about 14 feet between him-
self and the next man. The rope is fastened round his waist by

a loop or bowline, the knot being on his left side. Each man has

to keep back off the man in front of him, so as to keep the rope
tight all the time

;
then if one falls or slips the others lean away

from him with all their weight, and hold lum up till he regains his

footing. A loop takes up about 4 ft. 6 in. of rope, and should

be a “bowline” at the ends of the rope, and an “overhand knot”
or a 44 middleman's loop ” for central men on the rope.

Patrolling

Scouts generally go about scouting in pairs, or sometimes sfhgly

;

if more go together they are called a patrol. When they aie

patrolling the scouts of a patrol haidly ever move close together;

they are spread out so as to see more country, and so that if cut

off or ambuscaded by an enemy, they will not all get caught, some
will get away to give information. A patrol of six scouts working

<5V

fc>

PATROL IN THB OPEN

in open country would usually move in this sort of formation, in

the shape of a kite with the patrol leader in the centre ; if going

along a street or road the patrol would move in a similar way,

the flank scouts keeping close to the hedges or walls. No. 2

scout is in front, Nos. 3 and 4 to the right and left, No. 5 to the

rear, and No. 6 with the leader (No. 1) in the centre.

Patrols when going across open country where they are likely

to be seen by enemu s or animals should get over it as quickly as

possible, /.<?., by moving at the scout’s pace, walking and running

alternately from one point of cover to another. As soon as they

are hidden in cover they can rest and look round before making
the next move. If as leading scout you get out of sight of your
patrol, you should, in passing thick bushes, reeds, etc., bend
branches or stems of reeds and grass every few yards, making
*he heads point fotii'ard to show your path, for in this way you
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can always find your way back again, or the patrol or anyone
coming after you can easily follow you up, and they can judge
from the freshness of the grass pretty well how long ago it was

PATROL ON A ROAD OR SI REST

you passed that way. It is always useful in unexplored countries

to “ blaze ” trees—that means take a chip out of the bark with

your axe or knife, or chalk marks upon walls, or make marks
in the sand, or lay stones, or show which way you have gone by
the signs which I have given you.

WJien a troop is marching as a body along a road it is well to

“divide the road.” That is for the scouts to move in a single file

along each side of the load. In this way they don’t suffer from
dust ; and they don’t intei fere with the traffic.

Night Work

Scouts must be able to find their way equally well by night as

by day. In tact, military scouts in the Army work mostly by
night, in order to keep hidden, and lie up during the day.

Liut unless they practise it frequently, fellows are very apt to

lose themselves by night, distances seem greater, and landmarks

are hard to see. Also you are apt to make more noise than by

day, in walking along, by accidentally tieading on dry sticks,

kicking stones, etc.

If you are watching for an enemy at night, you have to trust

much more to your ears than to your eyes, and also to your nose,

for a scout who is well practised at snn lling out things, and
who has not damaged his sense of smell by smoking can often

smell an enemy a good distance away. I have done it many
times myself, and found it of the greatest value.

When patrolling at night, scouts keep closer together than by

day, and in very dark places, such as woods, etc., they should

keep touch with each other by each catching hold of the end of

the next scout’s staff.

When working singly the scout’s staff is most useful for feeling

the way in the dark, and pushing aside dry branches, etc.

Scouts working apart from each other in the dark keep up

communication by occasionally giving the call of their patrol-

animal. An enemy would thus not be made suspicious.

All scouts have to guide themselveu very much by the stars at

night.
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Finding the Way
Among the Red Indian scouts the man who was good at finding

his way in a strange country was termed a “ Pathfinder,” which

was with them a name of great honour, because a scout who
cannot find his way is of very little use.

Many a “tenderfoot” has got lost in the veldt or forest, and has

never been seen again, through not having learned a little scout-

ing, or what is called “ eye for a country,” when a boy, I have

known many instances of it myself.

In one case a ipan got off a coach, which was driving through

the bush in Matabeleland, for a few minutes, while the mules

were being changed. He apparently walked off a few yards

into the bush, and when the coach was ready to start they

called for him in every direction, and searched for him, but «were

unable to find him ; and at last, the coach, being unable to wait

any longer, pursued its journey, leaving word for the lost man to

be sought for. Full search was made for him ; his tracks were

followed as far as they could be, in the very difficult soil of that

country, but he was not found for weeks afterwards, and then his

dead body was discovered nearly fifteen miles away from where he
started, and close to the road.

It often happens that when you are tramping along alone through

the bush, or even m a town, you become careless in noticing

what direction you are moving in
;
that is, you frequently change

it to get round a fallen tree, or some rocks, or some other

obstacle, and having passed it, you do not take up exactly the

correct direction again, and a man’s inclination somehow is to

keep edging to his right, and the consequence is that when you
think you are going straight, you are really not doing so at all

;

and unless you watch the sun, or your compass, or your land-

marks, you are very apt to find yourself going round in a big

circle after a short time.

In such a case a “ tenderfoot,” when he suddenly finds himself

out of his bearings, and lost alone in the desert or forest, at once
loses his head and gets excited, and probably begins to run,

when the right thing to do is to force yourself to keep cool

and give yourself something useful to do—that is, to track

your own spoor back again; or, if you fail, start getting fire-

wood for making signal fires to direct those who are looking

for you.

The main point is not to get lost in the first instance.

Every old scout on first turning out in the morning notices
which way the wind is blowing.

When you start out for a walk or on patrol, you should notice
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which direction, by the compass, you start in, and also notice

which direction the wind is blowing, as that would be a gieat

help to you in keeping your direction, ebpccially if you have not
got a compass, or if the sun is not shining.

Then you should notice all landmark: for finding your way,

that is, in the country notice any hills or prominent towers,

steeples, curious trees, rocks, gates, mounds, bridges, and so on

;

any points, in fact, by wrhich you could find your way back a^ain,

or by which you could instruct anyone to go the same line w hidi

you have gone. If you notice your landmarks going out you
can always find your way back by them, but you should take

care occasionally to look back at them after passing them, so

that you get to know their appearance for your return journey.

The*same holds good when you are in a town, or when you
arrive in a new town by train

;
the moment you step out from

the station notice where the sun is, or which way the smoke is

blowing. Also notice your landmarks, which would be prominent
buildings, churches, factory chimneys, names of streets and
shops, etc., so that when you have gone down numerous streets

you can turn round and find your way back again to the

station without any difficulty. It is wondei fully easy when
you have practised it a little, yet many people get lost when
they have turned a few corners in a town which they do not

know.

The way to find which way the wind is blowing if there is only

very light air is to throw up little bits of dry grass, or to hold up
a handful of light dust and let it fall, or to suck your thumb and
wet it all round and let the wind blow on it, and the cold side of

it will then tell you which way the wind is blowing. When you

are acting as scout to find the way for a part) you should move
ahead of them and fix your whole attention on what you are

doing, because you have to go by the very smallest signs, and if

you get talking and thinking of other things you are very apt to

miss them. Old scouts are generally very silent people, from

having got into this habit of fixing their attention on the work in

hand. Very often you see a “tendeifoot” out for the first time,

thinking that the leading scout looks lonely, will go and walk

or ride alongside of him and begin a conversation, until the

scout shows him by his manner or otherwise that he does not

particularly want him there. On Thames steamers you see

a notice,
41 Don’t speak to the man at the wheel,” and the

same thing applies with a scout who is guiding a party.

When acting as scout you must keep all your thoughts on

the one subject, like Kim did when Lurgan tried to oesmerise

him.
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Weather Wisdom

Weather.— Every scout ought to be able to read signs of the

weather, especially when going mountaineering or cruising, and
to read a barometer.

He should remember the following points

:

Red at night shepherd’s delight (/>., fine day coming).

Red in morning is the shepherd’s warning (*>., rain).

Yellow sunset means wind.

Pale yellow sunset means rain.

Dew and fog in early morning mean fine weather.

Clear distant view means lain coming or just past.

Red dawn means fine weather—so does low dawn.

High dawn is when sun rises over a bank of clouds
;
high above

xhe horizon means wind.

Soft clouds, fine weather.

Hard edged clouds, wind.

Rolled or jagged, strong wind.

“ When the wind’s before the rain,

Soon you may make sail again
;

When the rain’s before the wind,

Then your sheets and halyards mind."

Finding the North

Every sailor boy knows the points of the compass by heart, and
so should a scout. I have talked a good deal about the north,

and you will understand that it is a most important help to

a scout in pathfinding to know the direction of the north.

If you have not a compass the sun will tell you by day where

the north is, and the moon and the stars by night.

At six o’clock in the morning the sun is due cast, at nine

o’clock he is south-east, at noon he is south, at three o’clock in

the afternoon he is south-west, and at six o’clock he is due west.

In winter he will have set long before six o’clock, but he will not

have reached due west when he is set.

The Phoenicians who sailed round Africa in anefent times

noticed that when they started the sun rose on their left-hand

side—they were going south. Then they reported that they got

to a strange country where the sun got up in the wrong quarter,

namely, on their right-hand. The truth was that they had gone
round the Cape of Good Hope and were steering north again up
the east side of Africa.
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To find the south at any time of day by the sun—hold your
watch flat, face upwards, so that the sun shines on it Turn it

round till the hour hand points at the sun Then without

moving the watch, lay the edge of a piece of paper or a pencil

across the face of the watch so that it usts on the centre of the

dial and points out half way between the K ?ure XII and the hour
hand. The line given by that pencil will be the true south and
north line. This applies only in the Northern Hemisphere. In

the Southern turn the XII., instead of the hand, to the sun, and
the south and north line will then lie between the two as before.

{Make each hoy find the south for hansel/ with a watch),

Thh Siars appear to circle over us during the night, which is

really due to our earth turning round under them.

There are various groups which ha\e got names given to them

because they seem to make some kind ot pictures or “sty signs”

of men and animals

The "Plough” is an easy one to find, being shaped

something like a plough And it is the most useful one

for a scout to know, because in the northern pa of the
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world it shows him exactly where the north is. , The Plough

is also called the “ Great Bear,” and the four stars -in the

curve make its tail. It is the only bear I know of that wears

a long tail.

The two stars in the Plough called the “ Pointers ” point
.

out

where the North or Pole Star is. All the stars and constellations

move round, as I have said, during the night, but the Pole Star

remains fixed in the north. There is also the u Little Bear ”

near the Great Bear, and the last star in his tail is the North or

Pole Star.

The sky may be compared to an umbrella over you.

V

The pole star is where the stick goes through the centre

of it.

A real umbrella has been made with all the stars marked on
it in their proper places. If you stand under it and twist it

slowly round you see exactly how the stars quietly go round, but

the pole star remains steady in the middle.

Then another set of stars or “ constellation,” as it is called,

represents a man wearing a sword and belt, and is named
11 Orion.” It is easily recognised by the three stars in line, which
are the belt, and three smaller stars in another line, close by,

which are the sword. Then two stars to right and left below
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the sword are his feet, while two more above the belt are his

shoulders, and a group of three small stars between them make
his head.

Now the great point about Orion
is that by him you always can tell

which way the north or pole star

lies, and you can see him whether you
are in the south or the north part of
the woi Id. The Great Bear you only
see when you are in the noith, and
the Southern Cioss when you are in

the south.
\

If you draw a line, by holding up** V J
youi staff against the sky, from the^ V
centre star of Orion’s belt through the

centre of his head, and carry that line

on through two big stars till it comes
to a third, that third one is the noith

or pole star.

Koughly, Orion’s swoid -the tmee
small stirs—points north

The Zulu scouts call Orion’s belt and
sword the “Ingolubu,” or three pigs

pursued by three dogs. The Masai in

East Africa say that the three stars m
Orion’s belt are three bachelors being

followed by three old maids. You see,

scouts all know Orion, though under

different names.

On the south side of the world, that

is in South Africa, South America, New
Zealand, and Australia, the Plough or

Great Bear is not visible, but the

Southern Cross is seen. The Southern

Cross is a good guide as to where the

exact south is, which, of course, ttlls

a scout just as much as the Great

Bear m the north pointing to the

North Star.

If you carry your eye along in the

same direction A as the long stem of the

cross for a distance of about three

times its length this point will be about due south (see diagram).

Or if you imagine a line between the two “ Pointers ** nd another

imaginary line B standing upright on this first line so long that 't

U\
! £'\ '

• */ v

! *

V*

lo SauXK

ORION AND HIS SWORD
ALWAYS POINT TO THE

NOR I II AND SOUTH POLES.
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cuts the imaginary line A foiming the continuation of the stem,

the point where A and 13 cut each other will be the south.

SOLTT HERM
CROSS *

©
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?©l*

B /
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HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

Practices in Pathfinding

Teach the boy s to recognise the Great Bear and the Pole Star,

and Orion ; to judge time by the sun ; find the south by the

watch. Practise map reading and finding the way by the map ;

and mark off roads by blazing ,
broken branches

,
and signs drawn

The way to estimate the distance

across a river is to take an object

x, such as a tree or rock on the

opposite ban\; start off at right

angles to it from A, and pace
,
say,

ninety yards along your bank ; on
arriving at sixty yards, plant a stick

or stone, B
;
on arriving at c, thirty

yards beyond that, that is ninety

from the start, turn at right angles

and walk inland, counting your paces until you bring the stick and
the distant tree in line ; the number of paces that you have taken

from the bank C D will then give you the half distance across A x.
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To find the height of an object, such as a free (a x), or a house,

pace a distance of, say, eight yards away ftom it, and there at B
plant a stick, say, six

feet high ; then pace on
until you arrive at a

point where the top of

the stick comes in line

c with the top of the

tree ; then the whole dis-

tance A c from the foot

is to ax, the height of

the tree, the same as the

distance B c, from the

stick, is to the height of

the stick ; that is if the uh >h J \ t vice a c is thirty-three feet,

and the distance B c ftom the stick is nine (the stick being six

feet high), the tree is twenty-tuo feet high.

Games in FatWinding

Instructor takes a patrol in
\
iLrollu

t

* formation into a strange

town or into an intricate piece of Strang'* country, with a cy cling

map. lie then gives mstruc turns as to where he wants to go to,

makes each scout in turn lead the patrol, say for seven minutes

if cycling, fifteen minutes if walking
r

llns scout is to find the

way entirely by the map, and points ue given for ability in

reading.

Mountain Scouting

This has been played by touiisis* clubs in the Lake District,

and is very similar to the “ Spul r and 1 ly ” game Three hares

are sent out at daybreak to hide themselves about in the moun-

tains; after breakfast a party of hounds go out to find them

before a certain hour, say 4 p m If thev find them, even with

field glasses, it counts, provided that the firth r 'an say definitely

who it was he spotted. Certuu limits of ground must le given,

beyond winch an) one wculd be out ol bounds, and therefore

disqualified.

Find the ^okiii.— Scouts are posted thirty yards apart, and

each lays down his staff on the ground pointing to what he con-

siders the exat i north (or south), without using any instrument,

and steps back three paces away horn his staff Tne umpire

compares each stick with the compass
,

the one w no guesses

nearest wins Tins is a useful game to play at 1 gilt or on

sunless days as well as sunny days.
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HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
PRACTICES

Practise toping scouts together for mountain climbing . Prac-

tise {if boats available) coming alongside, making fart, sculling,

punting, laying oars, coiling ropes, etc,, and other details of

boat management. Read barometer.

Games in Life in the Open
NIGHT PATROLLING

Practise scouts to hear and see by night by posting some sen-

tries, who must stand or walk about , armed with rifles and blank

cartridges, or with whistles. Other scouts should be sent out as

enemies to stalk and kill them. If a sentry hears a sound he

fires, calls, or whistles. Scouts must at once halt and lie still.

The umpire comes to the sentry and asks which direction the

sound came from, and, if correct, the sentry wins. If the stalker

can creep up within 15 yards of the sentry without being seen,

he deposits some article, such as a handkerchief
,
on the ground

at that point, and creeps away again. Then he makes a noise

for the sentry to fire at, and when the umpire comes up, he can

explain what he has done This can also be practised by day,

the sentries being blindfolded .

BOOKS TO READ

“Guide to the Umbrella Star Map,” by D. MacEwan. Price

5s. nett. (Postage 4d.) “The Umbrella Star Map.” Price

12s. 6d. nett. (Postage 6d.) (An ordinary umbrella with all the

stars in their proper places on the inside. This map can be

correctly set for any day in the year and any hour, showing the

approximate positions of the stars.) Kegan Paul & Co.

“The Skies Night by Night,” by J. H. Elgie, f.r.a.s. Price is.

net. (Postage 3d.)

“An Easy Guide to the Constellations,” by the Rev. James
Gail. is. (Postage 2d.) (Gall & Inglis.) Contains diagrams of
the constellations.

“Astronomy for Boy Scouts,” by T. W. Corbin. Price is.

nett. Post-free, is. 2d.

“Astionomy for Everybody,” by Simon Newcomb. 7s. 6d.
(Publisher, Pitman.) Also books on astronomy by Professors
Ball, Heath, Maunder, and Flammarion.

“Two Little Savages,” by Ernest Thompson Seton. 6s. nett.

(Postage 4d.) (Published by A. Constable & Co.)

“Mountaineering.” Badminton Library. 6s. nett. (Postage 4d.)
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 6

8EA SCOUTS
Old Sea dogs —Drake and Nelson—Lifeboatmen—Waterman-

ship—Sea Games.

Old Sea-dogs

In the days of Queen Elizabeth, some four hundred years ago,
the sailors of Spain, of Britain, of Holland, and of Portugal
were all making themselves famous for their daring voyages in

small sailing ships across unknown oceans, by which they kept
discovering new lands for their country in distant corners of the
world.

There was one small cabin boy on a coasting brig in the

English Channel who used to long to become one of these dis-

coverers, but when he looked at the practical side of the ques-

tion, it seemed hopeless for a poor little chap like him ever to

hope to rise in the world beyond his ptesent hard life in the

wretched little coaster, living 011 bad food and getting, as a rule,

more kicks than halfpence.

But it shows you how the poorest boy can get on if he only

puts his back into it. Young Drake—for that was his name

—

did get on, in spite of his difficulties : he worked hard at his

duty, till his officers saw that he meant to get on and they pro-

moted him, and in the end he became a captain of two small ships,

one of seventy the other of thirty tons
;
and with these he sailed

to fight the Spaniards, who were at that time our enemies* away
across the ocean in Central America. He not only fought them,

but was successful in taking some of their ships and a great deal

of valuable booty from their towns. On his return home he

was promoted to command a larger expedition of five ships, the

biggest of which, however, was only one bundled tons, and the

smallest was nfteen tons. These weie considcied fine ships in

thos»e days, but were no bigger than our coasting schooneis and

fishing smacks of to-day.

[Show a map of the world.]

With these he sailed down the West Coast of Africa, then

across to Brazil and down the South American Coast till he

rounded the end of it through the dangerous and difficult Straits

of Magellan into the Pacific. He coasted up the western side

of America as far as California, and then struck across the ocean

to India, and thence via the Cape of Good Hope to England.

This voyage took him neaily three ytars to complete. His good

ship, the Golden Hini^ though much batteied an^ wounded
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with war and weather, was received with much honour at Dept-

ford. The Queen herself went on hoard, and while there she

showed such pleasure at Diake’s good woik that she knighted

him, using his own well woin suoid to make him Sir Francis

Drake.

Soon after this King Philip of Spain began to prepare an

enormous fleet, and though he told Queen Elizabeth that it was

not intended to be used against England, Sir Francis Drake, who
was now in command of a small fleet of British ships, maintained

that it could be for no other purpose. And a secret letter was
shortly afterwards intercepted, which proved that his suspicions

were right. Drake went of! with his fleet, and sailed up and
down the Spanish coast, destroying their ships and stores when-
ever he could find them, and thus lie hindered their preparations

for war. In this way he sunk or burned some twelve thousand

tons of shipping, which meant a great many ships in those d!iys.

He merely described it in his report as “ singeing the Spanish

King’s beard.”

In the end, in 1588, the great Spanish fleet—the “Armada”

—

was ready, and sailed against England. But there were a fine

lot of British admirals and men awaiting it, for besides Lord
Charles Howard of Effingham, the Lord High Admiral, there

were Frobisher and Davis, Walter Raleigh and Francis Drake.

It is true they had only 67 ships with which to oppose
the 130 of the Spaniards, but they sallied out and tackled

them at once before the Spaniards were really ready for them
and drove them into Dunkirk. Here the Spaniards felt secure,

and would not come oat till one night the Butish sent fire ships

in among them which forced them to put to sea. Then ensued
a tremendous sea-fight in which Drake in the Revenue took the

lead. The battle lasted all day, with guns roaring and ships

foundering or exploding.

At length the Spaniards drew off northward to the German
ocean, the only line of escape open to them. Round the North of

Scotland and Ireland they went, damaged by shot and beset by
a gale, so that in the end out of the magnificent fleet of 130 sail

which had set out for the conquest of England only 53 got back,

with only about 9000 out of the original 30,000 men.

“The pride of Spain was humbled to the dust, and England
at once stepped into the highest tank among the nations ot the

world.” [See “ In Empire’s Cause,” by E Prolheroe.]

Nelson

Two hundred years after Diake came Nelson He was the

son of a clergyman in Norfolk—a poor sickly little fellow, and
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was for a time in the Merchant Service. His first step to

greatness was when the ship which he was in captured an
enemy’s ship, and the first lieutenant was ordeicd to take a boat
and some men and go aboard the prize.

13at owing to the heavy sea which was running the officer gave
up the attempt as too dangerous, whereupon Nelson like a good
scout stepped forward and offered to go. He succeeded, and
was thence marked as a good officer.

Every boy knows how, after a splendid career of fighting for

England, he at last won the great sea battle of Trafalgar against

the French and Spanish fleets, and fell mortally wounded in the

hour of victory. *

But his woik and that of other great sea captains who served

with him completed the supremacy of the* British navy at sea

begun by Drake and the sea dogs of his time. The navies ot

out* enemies were entirely swept from of! the seas, and theit

merchant ships could only cairy on their tiade so long as their

countries remained at peace with (heat Britain.

And that supremacy has remained with us till to day. But we
have rivals who are continually crowing strong* r, and it will be
the duty of many of our boys to become good seamen like their

forefathers if we are going to keep up the power which they

wron for us.

That powei at sea has enabled us of late yt ars to put a stop

to the awful slave trade which used to go on on the coasts of

Africa; it lias enabled us to discover new lands for our Empire,

and to bring civilisation to savages in farthest corners of the

world. Ai <1 the emerprUe of our merchant ships has made our

tiade successful all over the globe, and so increased the pros-

perity of our people both at home and in our colonies.

The sailor lias a grand life of it, continually visiting strange

and interesting lands, with a good ship to manoeuvre through

distant oceans, with plenty of contests with tides and winds. A
free, open, and healthy life which breeds cheery handiness and

pluck, such as make a sailor so deservedly lo\ed by all—and

all the time he is doing grand work for lus country.

Our Lifeboatmen

We are heaiing a good deal of the hciocs of everyday life,

but there are perhaps no greater heroes, and no truer “scouts”

than sailors of that kind who man our lifeboats all round the

coasts of Gnat B.itum. The> have to Bn I*Ri r\RM> to turn out

at any minute, when the dangerous storm is at its woist, to face

danger in older to save otheis. Be< ausc they do it so often and

so quietly we have come to look upon it almost as m everyday
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affair, to be expected, but it is none the less splendid of them
and worthy of our admiration.

I am glad that so many Boy Scouts are taking up “ sea scout-

ing
,

1t} and by learning boat management and seamanship are

also learning to take their place in the service of their country as

seamen on our battleships, or in our great merchant service, or as

lifeboatmen upon our coasts.

A ship can be either a heaven or a hell
;

it depends entirely on
the fellows in her. If they aie surly, inclined to grouse, and
untidy, they will be an unhappy ship’s company. If they are, like

scouts, cheerily determined to make the best of things, to give

and take, and to keep their place tidy and clean, they will be a

happy family and enjoy their life.

Watermanship

It is very necessary for a scout to be able to swim, for he ndVtr

knows when he may have to cross a river, to swim for his life, or

to plunge in to save someone from drowning. So those of you that

cannot swim should make it your business to begin at once and
learn ;

it is not very difficult.

Also, a scout should be able to manage a boat, to bring it

properly alongside the ship or pier, that is, either by rowing
it or steering it in a wide circle so

that it comes up alongside with its

head pointing the same way as the

bow of the ship or towards the

current. You should be able to

row one oar in time with the rest of

the boat’s crew, or to scull a pair of

oais, or to scull a boat by screwing

a single oar over the stern. In
rowing, the object of feathering or

turning the blade of the oar fiat

when it is out of the water is to

save it from catching the wind and thereby checking the pace of

the boat. You should know how to throw a coil of rope so as to

fling it on to another boat or wharf, or how to catch and make
fast a rope thrown to you. Also you should know how to make a

raft out of any materials that you can get hold of, such as planks,

logs, barrels, sacks of straw, and so on, for often you may want to

cross a river with your food and baggage where no boats are

available, or you may be in a shipwreck where nobody can make
a raft for saving themselves. You should also know how to

throw a lifebuoy to a drowning man. These things can only be
learnt by practice.
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As a scout you must know how to fish, else you would find

yourself very helpless, and perhaps starving, on a river which is

full of food for you if you were only able to catch it.

Sea Scouting Practices

Boat management : rowing or sculling single-handed and with

others ;
steering ;

sailing
; swimming.

Knotting and splicing.

Build, repair, caulk, and paint a boat.

Principles of the engines and of steam or hydraulic winch, etc.

Knowledge of the different rigs of sailing vessels, and of the different

classes of men-of-war.

Cutting out and sewing sails and own clothes.

Nautical songs, chanties, and hornpipe.

Climbing aloft.

•

Games

A Whaie Hunt
The whale is made of a big log of wood with a roughly-shaped

head and tail to represent a whale. Two boats will usually

carry out the whale hunt, each boat manned by one patrol—the
patrol leader acting as captain, the corporal as bowman or har

pooner, the remainder of the patrol as oarsmen. Each boat

belongs to a different harbour, the two harbours being about a

mile apart. The umpire takes the whale and lets it loose about

half-way between the two harbours, and on a given signal, the

two boats race out to see who can get to the whale fir»t. The
harpooner who first arrives within range of the whale drives his

harpoon into it, and the boat promptly turns round and tows the

whale to its harbour. The second boat pursues, and when it
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overtakes the other, also harpoons the whale, turns round, and
endeavouis to tow the whale back to its harbour. In this way
the two boats have a tug-of-war, and eventually the better boat

tow's the whale, and, possibly, the opposing boat into its harbour.

It will be found that discipline and strict silence and attention

to the captain’s orders are* veiy strong points towards winning
the game. It shows, above all things, the value of discipline.

The game is similar to one described in E. Thomp'.on Scton’s

“Birchbark of the Woodcraft Indians.”

Sea-Scouting Games.—Exploiation
;
Whale hunt; Shipwreck;

Cutting out expedition; Slavers; Smugglers; Shipwreck
display. (S^e “Scouting Games,” price is., post free is. 3d.)

BOOKS TO READ

“The Frontiersman’s Pocket Book” (Publisher, J. Murray.

Price 5s. nett., postage 4d.), by R. Pocock. An excellent guide

for all brant lies of Scouting.

“The ABC of the Royal Navy.” is., postage 2d. Gale & Polden.
“ llow Our Navy is Run." By A. S. lluid. With preface by

Lord Charles Beresford. is. nett., postage 3d. (A popular

account of life in the Navy.)
“ Hearts of Oak,” by Gordon Stables. 6d., postage 2d

(Publisheis, J. F. Shaw & Co.)
“ In Empire’s Cause,” E. Protheroe. 3s. 6d (Gay & Hancock.)
“ The Cruise of the ‘ Cachelut,’ ” by Frank Bullen. Tuce 3s. Cd.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)

“Sea Scouting and Seamanship for Boy Scoutb,” By W.
Baden-Powcll. is. nett, postage 3d.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
Vhit

% if posbille
t

II.M. man ofwar, ocean liner
,
or dockyard.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 7
SIGNALS AND COMMANDS

Information by Signal—Hidden Dispatches—Signal Fires

—

Woids of Command— Whistle and Flag Signals

Scouts have to be very clever at passing news secretly from one
place to another, or signalling to each other, and if it should ever
happen that an enemy got into England the Boy Scouts would be
of gieatest value if the) have practised this art.

Before the siege of Maffkmg commenced, 1 received a secict

message from some unknown friend m the Transvaal, who sent
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me news of the Boers’ plans against the place, and the numbers
tint they were getting together of men, horses, and guns This
news came to me by means of a very small \0 ur which was
rolled up in a little ball, the si/e of a pill, and put inside a tiny

hole m a rough walking stick, and plugg d in there with wax
The stick was given to a native, who m rely bad orders to come
into Mateking and give me the stick as a present Naturally,

when he brought me this stick, and said *t was from another

white man, I guessed there must be something inside it, and soon
found tins very important letter

Also I received mother letter fiom a friend, which was written

in Hindustani larbua0c, but in I m iish writing, so that anybody
reading would be quite pu/7kd as to wlnt lanc uage it was written

m , but to me it was all is ckar as daylight

Ihen whrn we sent lexers out from M afeking we used to give

them to native'', who were able to crc p out between the Boer
outposts, and once through the line of sentries, the Lutrs mistook
them for thur own natnes, and took no further notice of them
I hey carried th< lr lc ,f trs in thic way The le f ltrs were all

written on thin piper in sn h tmeh
j
cs and half a do*tn letters

or moie would be crumj 1
el up t htly 11 o a little bill, and then

rolled up lmo a p ece of lead p«, v* *>ach as tea is packed in

The native scout would carry a number of these little balls m his

hand, md ban iru round hn neck loosely by str ngs Then, if

he saw he. w s in danger of being captured by a Boer, he would
drop all his bills on the ,round, wbtie tluy locked exactly like

so many stones, and ht would noti e landnniks from two or

three points re unci ibout h m, by which he w< uld be able acam
to find thi evict s[ e t where the letters wtre lying, then he would
walk boldly on until accosted by the I oer who, if he searched

him, would h iv t ft and n thing s 1 \
kious about him He would

then wait about f r peril q a a chy or two until the coast was

cltir, and ccme back to the spot where the landmarks told him
the letters were King

“Landmaiks, you nny teincmbcr, mean any objects—1 k<

trees, mounds, rocks, or other det ills— which do not move away,

and act as sign posts for a scout, w ho notices and remembers

them

Signalling

Captain John Smith was one of the first to make use of signals

to express regulu words, three hundred years ago

He was then fighting on the side of the Austrians against the

Turks He thought it wicked for Ch lslian men to fi at against

Christians if it could possibly be avoiced, but he wou T help any
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Christian, although a foreigner, to fight against a heathen ; so he
joined the Austrians against the Turks.

He invented a system of showing lights at night with torches,

which when held in certain positions with each other meant
certain words.

Several officers in the Austrian forces practised these signals

fill they knew them.

On one occasion one of these officers was besieged by the

Turks. John Smith brought a force to help him, and arrived on
a hill near the town in the night. Here he made a number of

torch signals, which were read by the officer inside, and they told

him what to do when Smith attacked the enemy in the rear, and
this enabled the garrison to break out successfully.

Signal Fires

Scouts of all countries use fires for signalling purposes—smoke
fires by day and flame fires by night.

Smoke Signals.—Three big puffs in slow succession mean “ Go
on/’ A succession of small puffs mean “ Rally, come here.”

A continued column of smoke means “ Halt.” Alternate small

puffs and big ones mean “ Dangei.”

To make a smoke fire light your fire in the ordinary way, and
as soon as it is strong enough put on green leaves and grass, or

damped hay, etc., to make it smoke.

Cover the fire with a damp blanket, and take off the blanket to

let up a puff of smoke, and put it over the fire again. The size

of puff depends on for how long you lift the blanket. For a

short puff hold it up while you count two, and then replace the

blanket while you count eight, then let up another puff while you
count two, and so on.

For a long puff hold up the blanket for about six seconds.

Flare Signals .—Long or short flares mean at night the same as

the above smoke signals by day,

You light a flare fire with dry sticks and brushwood, so as to

make as bright a flame as possible.

Two scouts hold up a blanket in front of the fire, that is, be-

tween it and those to whom you are signalling, so that your

friends do not see the flame till you want them to. Then you drop
the blanket while you count two for a short flash, or six for a long
one, hiding the fire while you count four between each flash.

In the American Civil War Captain Clowry, a scout officer,

wanted to give warning to a large force of his own army that the
enemy were going to attack it unexpectedly during the night

;

but he could not get to his friends because there was a flooded
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river between them which he could not cross, and a storm of rain

was going on.

What would you have done if you had been him ?

A good idea struck him. He got hold of an old railway engine
that was standing near him. lie lit the fire and got up steam in

her, and then started to blow the whistle with short and long

blasts—what is called the Morse alphabet. Soon his friends

heard and understood, and answered back with a bugle. And
he then spelt out a message of warning to them, which they read

and acted upon. And so their force of 20,000 men was saved

from surprise.

Lieutenant Boyd-Alexander describes in his book, “ From the

Niger to the Nile,” how a certain tribe of natives in Cential

Africa signal news to each other by means of beats on a drum
An^I have known tribes in the forests of the West Coast o*

Africa who do the same.

Every scout ought to learn the “dot and dash,” or Morse
method of signalling, because it comes in most useful whenever
you want to send messages some distance by flag signalling, as

in the Army and Navy, and it is also useful m getting you employ-
ment as a telegraphist. It is not difficult to learn if you set about
it with a will. I found it most useful once during the Boer War.
My column had been trying to get past a Boer force which was
holding a pass in the mountains. Finding they were too strong

for us we gave it up late in the evening, and, leaving a lot of fires

alight, as if we weie in camp in front of them, we moved during

the night by a rapid march right round the end of the mountain
range, and by daylight next day we were exactly in rear of them
without their knowing it. We then found a telegraph line, evi-

dently leading from them to their head juarters some fifty miles

farther off, so we sat down by the tok/raph wire and attached

our own little wne to *t and lead all the messages they were

sending, and they gave us most valu thle information. But we
should not have been able to do that had it not been that some
of our scouts could read the Morse code.

Then the semaphore signalling, which is done by waving your

arms at different angles to each other, is most useful and quite

easy to learn, and is known by every soldier and sailor in the

service. Here you have all the different letters, and the different

angles at which you have to put your arms to represent those

letters ; and though it looks complicated in the picture, when
you come to work it out you will find it is very simple.

For all letters from A to G one arm only is used, making an

eighth of a circle for each letter in succession. Then from H to

(except J), the right arm stands at A, while the left moves
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round the circle again for the other letters. From 0 to S the

right arm stands at B, and the left arm moves round as before.

For T, U, Y, and the “annul,” the right arm stands at C f
the

left moving to the next point of the circle successively.

m <T z — •
• ^

MuKoU jLMArilORtt NU MURAL MOKSK SI MAI lit >! 1

The letters A to I also mean the figures i to 9 (K standing

for o)—if you make the numerical sign ^ to show that you
are going to send numbeis, followed b>

J
the alphabetical

sign (J) when the figures are finished. -I They will be
checked by being repeated back by the receiving station.

Should figures be wrongly repeated by the receiving station,

the sending station will send the “Erase or Annul” sign :

(which is answeied by the same signal), and then send the
group of figures again.
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MISCELLANEOUS SIGNALS

Signal Meaning and Use.

Jloth arms waving A Calling up signal.

at letter J. 1 Used after numerals.
K. Q.

J
Are you ready ?

G. Go on.

R. U. Who are you ?

M. Q. Wait.
P. P. “ Private Palaver,” not recorded.
V. E. “ Very End,” finish of message.
R. D. “Read,” got message 'orrect.

“ block Sign,” suit before and after any special

words or imponant names, to be wntten in

Block Capitals.

Z.
*

A. A. A. “ Full Stop.”

S. S. S. “ Oblique Stroke,” examples— C/o, l/C, B/l.

STOP. Anns held out at lttter R until answered, when
repetition will be asked for.

C. I. “ Come in,” tui’sh woik, come in to headquaiteis.

The sender must always face the station he is sending to. On
a word failing to make sense, the wnterdo.cn will say *'N

T
o,”

when the reader will at once stop the sending station by raising

both arms hoii/ontaily to their fu’l extent (letter R). This

demand for repetition the sending station will acknowledge by

making “ J." The signaller receiving the message will then send

the last word he has lead correctly, upon which the sender will

continue the message from that word.

If you want to wiite a despatch that will puzzle most people to

read, use the Morse or Semaphore letters in place of the oniinaiy

alphabet. It will be quite readable to any of >our fiieiuG who
understand signalling.

Also if you want to use a secret language in your pati >1, 3 oa

should all set to work to learn “Esperanto.” It is not dniicult,

and is taught in a little book costing one penny. This language

is being used in all countries, so that you would be able to get on

with it abroad now.

Commands and Signals

Each patrol leader should provide himself with a whistle and

a lanyard or cnnl for keeping it. The following commands and

signals should be at >our linger ends, so that you could teach them

to your patrol, and know how to order it properly.
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Words of Command
44 Fall in ” (in line).
44 Alert ” (stand up smartly).
44 Easy ” (stand at ease).
44
Sit easy ” (sit or lie down without leaving the ranks).

“ Dismiss ” (break off).
14 Right ” (or left)

;
(each scout turns accordingly).

44 Patrol right ” (or left)

;

(each patrol with its scouts in line

wheels to that hand).
44 Quick march ” (walk smartly, stepping off on the left foot).
u Double ” (run at smart pace, arms hanging loose).

“Scouts’ pace” (walk twenty paces and jog twenty paces

alternately).

Signals and Signs

When a scoutmaster wants to call his troop together he makes
his bugler sound 44 The Scouts’ Call.”

Patrol leaders thereupon call together their patrols by sounding
their whistles, followed by their patrol (animal) war cry. Then
they double their patrol to the scoutmaster.

Whistle Signals are these

:

1. One long blast means “Silence,” “Alert,* “Look out for

my next signal.”

2. A succession of long, slow blasts means “Go out,” “Get
farther away,” or

44 Advance,” 14 Extend,” 44 Scatter.”

3. A succession of short, sharp blasts means 11 Rally,” 44 Close
in,”

44 Come together,” “ Fall in.”

4. A succession of short and long blasts alternately means
14 Alarm,” “Look out,”

44 Be ready,” 44 Man your alarm

posts.”

5. Three short blasts followed by one long one from scout-

master calls up the patrol leaders—i.e.
44 Leaders come

here !

”

Any whistle signal must be instantly obeyed at the double as

fast as ever you can run—no matter what other job you may be
doing at the time.

Hand signals—which can also be made by patrol leaders with
their patrol flags when necessary.

Hand waved several times across the face from side to side, or
flag waved horizontally from side to side opposite the face means
“ No,” 44 Never mind,” 44 As you were.”
Hand or flag held high, and waved very slowly from side to

side, at full extent of arm, or whistle a succession of slow blasts
means 44 Extend,” 41 Go farther out,” 44

Scatter.”
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Hand or flag held high, and waved quickly from side to side at

full extent of arm, or whistle a succession of short, quick blasts

means “ Close in,” “ Hally,” “ Come here.”

Hand or flag pointing in any direction means u Go in that

direction.”

Clenched hand or flag jumped rapidly up and down several

times means “ Run.”
Hand or flag held straight up over head means “ Stop,” “ Halt.”

When a leader is shouting an order or message to a scout who
is some way off, the scout, if he hears what is being said, should

hold up his hand level with his head all the time. If he cannot

hear he should stand still, making no sign. The leader will then

repeat louder, or beckon to the scout to come in nearer.

The following signals are made by a scout with his staff when
he is»sent out to reconnoitre within sight of his patrol, and they

have the following meanings :

Staff held up horizontally, that is, flat with both hands above
the head, means ** A few enemy in sight.”

The same, but with staff moved up and down slowly, means
“ A number of enemy in sight, a long w’ay off.”

The same, staff moved up and down rapidly, means “ A number
of enemy in sight, and close by.”

The staff held straight up over the head means No enemy in

sight.”

Practices in Signalling

Practise laying, lighting, and use of signal fires of smoke or

flame.

Practise whistle and drill signals.

Teach Semaphore and Morse codes ; also Esperanto, if feasible.

Encourage competitive ingenuity in concealing dispatches on
the person.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

In all games and competitions it should be arranged, as far

as possible, that all the scouts should take part
,
because we do

not want to have merely one or two brilliant performers and the

others no use at all . All ought to get practice ,
and all ought

to be pretty good . In competitions where there are enough

entries to make heats, ties should be run off by losers instead of

the usual system of by winners, and the game should be to find

out which are the worst instead of which are the best. Good men
will striveJust as hard not to be worst as they would to gain a

prize, and this form of competition gives the bad man most

practice
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Dispatch Running

A scout is given a dispatch to take to the headquarters of a

besieged town, which may be a real town (village, farm, or house),

and he must return with a receipt for it. He must wear a coloured

rag, two feet long, pinned on to his shoulder. He must start at

least four miles away from the town he is going to. Besiegers,

who have to spot him, can place themselves where they like, but

must not go nearer to the headquarters building than three

hundred yards. (Best to give certain boundaries that they know
or can recognise.) Anyone found within that limit by the umpire
will be ruled out as shot by the defenders at headquarters. The
dispatch runner can use any ruse he likes, except dressing up as

a woman, but he must always wear the red rag on his shoulder.

To catch him the enemy must get the red rag from him. Ten
hours maybe allowed as the limit of time, by which the dispatch

runner should get his message to headquarters and get back again

to the starting-point with the receipt. The enemy wrin three

marks each if they spot him, and lose three marks if he succeeds.

A similar game can be played in a city, but requires modifications

to suit the local conditions.

On Trek.—Make a trek through Central Africa, each scout

carrying his kit and food packed in a bundle on his head. Walk
in single file, with scout 200 yards out in front, and find the

‘way—he makes scout signs as to the road to follow; make
bridge over stream or raft over lake

;
corduroy or faggots in

boggy ground
;
leave signs and notes for any parties who may

follow by day or night.

To teach your scouts individually ideas of time and distance,

send each out in a different direction on some such order as this:

“Go two miles to north-north-cast. Write a report to show exactly

where you are (with sketch map, if possible, to explain it). Bring

in your report as quickly as possible.”

Then test by ordnance maps or otherwise to see how far he
was out of the distance and direction ordered.

Send out scouts in pairs, to compete each pair against the other.

Each pair to be started by a different route to gain the same spot,

finding the way by map, and to reach the goal without being seen
by the others on the way.

This develops map-reading, eye for country, concealment, look-

out, etc.

F'or judging time. Send out scouts in different directions, each
with a slip of paper, to say how long he is to be away—say seven
minutes for one, ten for another, and so on.

Note down his exact time of starting, and take it again on his
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return. Scouts must be put on their honour not to consult watches

or clocks.

N.B.—Many of these games and practices can be carried out

in town just as well as in the country.

Scouting Race.—Instructor stations three individuals or

groups, each group differently clothed as far as possible, and
carrying different articles (such as stick, bundle, paper, etc.) at

distances from 300 to 1200 yards from starting-point. If there

are other people about, these groups might be told to kneel on
one knee, or take some such attitude to distinguish them from
passers-by. He makes out a circular course of three points for

the competitors to run, say about £ mile, with a few jumps if

possible.

The competitors start and run to No. i point. Here the um
pire*tells them the compass direction of the group they have to

report on. Each competitor on seeing this gtoup writes a report

showing

—

1. How many in the group.

2. How clothed or how distinguishable

3. Position as regards any U ulmark near them.

4. Distance from his own position.

He then runs to the next point and repeats the same on another

group, and so on; and finally he runs with his report to the

winning post.

Marks.—Full marks, 5 for each correct and complete descrip-

tion of a group—that is, an aggregate of 1 5 marks for the course.

One mark deducted for every ten seconds later than the first boy

handing in his report at the winning post. Marks or half marks

deducted for mistakes or omissions in reports

Book r.
—“ Signalling foi Boy Scouts.” Brown & Sons, Glasgow.

“Scout Charts,” No 14, Moise Sign iliing ('ode, No. 15, Sema-

phore Signalling Code. (Published by the Editor ot The N vet.)

“Esperanto.’' id. Post free, 1 Jd. (Stead Publishing House,

Kir.gsway, Condon, W.C.)



CHAPTER III

CAMP LIFE
CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 8

PIONEERING

Knot tying—Hut building— Felling Trees—Bridging—Se¥*
measurement—Judging Heights &nd Distances.

Knot-tying

Pionelrs are men who go ahead to open up a way m the jangles

or elsewhere for those coming after them.

When I was on service on the West Coast of Africa I had
command of a large force of native scouts, and, like all scouts,

we tried to make ourselves useful in e\ery way to otft mam
army, which was coming along behind us So not did

we look out for the enemy and watch his moves^but we also

did what we could to improve the road for out owp army,
since it was merely a narrow track through thick jungle and
swamps. That is, we became pioneers as well as scouts. In
the course of our march we built nearly two hundred bridges of
timber over streams. But when I first set the scouts to do this

jAft"important work I found that, out of the thousand men, a
many did not know how to use an axe to cut down the

irees, and, except one company of about sixty men, none knew
I$pw to make knots—even bad knots. So they were quite useless

for building bridges, as this had to be done by tying poles together.

So eveiy scout ought to be able to tie knots.

To tie a knot seems to be a simple thing, and yet there are

right ways and wrong ways of doing it, and scouts ought to

know the right way. Very often it may happen that lives

depend on a knot being properly tied. ,

The right kind of knot to tie is one much you can be certain

will hgld under any amount of strain, and Isrhicb you can always
undo easily if you wish to.

86
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1 IhkRekf Knot, for tjing two
topes together Bemp a flat knot, it

is much used in ambulance work
Ihc best simple knot as it will not

dtp and is easy to untie

3svHaif Hitch
rope end round standing pflpknd be
hHtd itself If free end is turned 1 irk

Stud form n loop tbe hitch ran leeivly
looked A do ible half hitch is re

qu|red to qiake a secure knot

•* Shi ax Ubkd, for tjing iwu
rop ends together Make loop

A B with one rope and pa s rope
end C ti rough and rc 1. id whole

loop and bend it under its own
standing part.

*

4 1 hb bi hep 'hank for shorten
mg ropes (>atl er up the amount to
be shortened as in first il’ustration
Then « ul

f
iris \ and B make a half

1 icb ron d e* h of the bends as in

finished draw mg

5 inaftotfUM a loop that will

not slip to tie rou^d a person being

lowere 1 ftom* building etc Foim*
io >p iher in the stanen p part form a
"< ond and smaller loop Tlnough
U is pass the end of the large loop
and hr hind tli« standing part and
do n through the small I op

* tiMiirn* ah s Knot used to tie tee
tines or ropes of d T nt sfipX together
A knot quickly m and lx taiy to undo
tbe ends being «m ply pulled apart.

6 Cuv 1 IHH
a rope to a pole L tther i

stand a stra n without :

either lengthways or downwards*'

6 Mmui smam s Knot Made in sumlai
fashion to fishermans knot. ^Thu loop
u !1 not slip when knots are drawn to*

gether, and can safely be used as a halter
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A bad knot, which is called a “granny,” is one whlich slips

away when a hapd pull comes on it, or which gets jammed so

tight that you cattnot untie it.

On page 87 are useful knots which every scout ought to

know, and ought to use whenever he is tying string or rope, etc.

We had no rope with us in West Africa, so we used the strong

creeping plants, and also used thin withes or long whippy sticks,

which we made still more pliant or bendable by holding one end
under foot and twisting the other round and round with our

hands. The best wood for withes in England is willow or ha&el.

You see them used for binding faggots of wood together. You
cannot tie all knots with them, as with rope, but they can gener-

ally make a timber hitch, or this withe knot.

Hut-building

To live comfortably in camp a scout must know how to make
a bivouac shelter for the night, or a hut if he is going to be for a

long time in camp.
It all depends on the country and weather as to what sort of

shelter you put up.

In making your roof—whether of hr niches of fir trees, or of

grass pr reeds, etc.—put them on as you would do tiles or slates,

FRAMEWORK OF A BIVOUAC SHELTER
To be thatched with brushwood or grass. A second lean to

roof on opposite side of ridge pole will then make a hut.
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beginning at the bottom, so that the upper overlap the lower

ones, and thus run off the rain without letting it through.

Notice which direction the wind generally blows from, and
put the back of your shelter that way, with your fire in front of it.

The simplest shelter is to plant two forked sticks firmly m
the ground, and rest a cross bar on them as ridge pole Then
lean other poles against it, or a hurdle or branches, and thatch

it with grass, etc.

Or another good way, and quicker, is to cut one pole only and
lei* it against a tree, binding its end there, then thatch it

with branches or brushwood, etc

Where you have no poles available you can do as the South

African natives do—pile up a lot of brushwood, heather, etc*|

AN EASILY MAPP HIM

into a small wall made in semi circle to kt ep out the cold whigA,

and make your fire in the open part

If your tent or hut is too hot in the sun, put blankets or more
straw, etd., over the top. The thicker the roof the cooler is

the tent in summer If it is too cold make the bottom of the

walls thicker, or build a small wall of sods about a foot high

round #he foot of the wall outside Never forget to dig a good
dram all round your but, so that if heavy ram comes in the night

your floor will not get flooded from outside.

Zulus make their huts by planting m the ground a circle of

long whippy sticks Standing upright, then they bend the tops all

down towards the centre and tie them together, then they weave
more whippy sticks ttrnnd m and out of the uprights horizontally,

until they have made a kind of circular bird-cage; thr< thev then

0
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cover with a straw mat or thatch, or with straw woven into the
sticks. Sometimes a small hole is left at the top where all the
sticks join, to act as a chimney.

The Red Indians make their “ Tee Pee ” with several poles tied

together in the form of a pyramid, and over these they pass a
piece of canvas, which al a little distance looks like a bell tent.

Felling Trees

A scout must know how to use
an axe or bill hook ior chopping
down small trees and branches.

The way to cut down a tree is

first to chop out a chunk of wood
near the bottom of the stem on
that side to which you want the
tree to fall, then go round to the
other side, and chop awa^ on the

opposite side of the stem a few
in< hes above the first cut until the
tree topples over. It is a matter
of practice to be c ome a woodcutter,
but you have to be very careful

at first lest in chopping you miss
the tree, and (. hop youi own leg.

How to Make Bridges

As I told you 1 ore, my scouts in Ashanti, when also acting
as pioneers, had to build nearly two hundred bridges— and they

ROPE BRIDGE

had to make them out of any kind of material that they could
find on the spot.

There are many ways of making bridges. In the Army they
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are generally made of poles lashed together. In India, in the

Himalaya mountains the natives make bridge * out of three ropes

stretched across the river and connected together every few

yards by V-shaped sticks, so that one rope forms the footpath

and the other two make the handrail on each sule 'Ihey are

jumpy kind of biulees to walk across, bu 1 they take you ovet
,

and they are easily made.
The simplest way for bndgin r a narrow, d < p stream is t > fell

atue, oi twro trees side by side, on the bai k, so that the> fall

across the stream. \\ ith

an ad/e
)
ou then flatten the

top side
,
put up a handrail,

and thcie you have a very

good bridge

Rafts, too, can be used

You build your raft alor

side the*lnrik, in the watt r

if the river is sh illow , on
the buik if deep When
it i< fimslu d you hold on
to the d< \\n tnam < ml,

push tin olh 1 out from tin

bulk, and Ut the >lrcim

carry it down into position

A bridge whuh Pioneer

Scouts can build is the

vn rle lo< k budge shown
below. This, as you will

sec, 1 , <onsli luted with tlu ud of two tre \
,
and these are

lashe 1 toother in the manna shown above.

A SINGIB LOCK BRIDGE.

For fuller lfridge building instructions see
( Boy Scout Tests.**

is. 6d. net, postage 4d extia. (Jamt'S Brown & Sons, Glasgow.)
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How to Maks a Tent

For “ Tee Pee,” or American Indian tent, see Thompson Seton i

“ Birchbark Roll” is. nett, postage 2d. (A. Constable & Co.)

For light cyclists* tents, see “The Camper*s Handbook," by

J, H. Holding, price 5s. nett, postage 3d.
11 Boy Scouts* ** tent is made with canvas and scouts* staves, as

shown in the picture on the previous page.

To Make a Ladder with a Pole.—Tie firmly sticks., or tufts

of twigs, or straw, across the pole at intervals to form steps. A
pole can be made by tying several scouts’ staves together.

How to Make a Sleigh.—See “ Camp Life," by Hamilton

Gibson. 5s. (Harper

)

N.B—Before making a real article, whether tent, or boat, or

other thing, to scale, it is almost always best to make
a model on a small scale first—make an inch of

model represent a foot of the real thing.

Game.—Food: Name not less than twelve different

kinds of wild food, such as you would find in Great

Britain, supposing there were no supplies avail-

able from butchers, bakcis, grocers, or greengrocers.

N.B.— A pike or a trout are not considered different

fands of food for this competition

Fire - lighting Race. — To collect material, lay,

and light a fire till the log given by umpire is alight.

How to Make a Rope.—Every scout takes off

his neckerchief, and knots the two ends firmly together.

Then link up all the loops thus made. This will

serve either as a tope or as a rope ladder.

Boy Scouts* Tent for a Patrol Four canvas squares
make the tent. Two make the ground sheet

HOW TO MAKE A TENT
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HOW TO MAKE A BOAT

Sufnt*M
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How to Make a Boat

(From “Camp Life,” by Hamilton Gibson, 5s. Harper.)

Get two boards, A and B, 12 feet long, 20 inches wide, and

j inch thick. Cut them both as in Fig. 1. (See page 93.)

Nail a plank (C) between them at the centre to hold them in

position, and a second similar plank below it.

Cut solid block of wood (D) to form the stem or bow-piece,

and a stern board about 2 feet long, 10 inches deep.

Join the two bow ends of A and B by screwing them into the

block D.

Join the two stern ends by screwing them to each end of the

stem board, and strengthen by screwing stern seat (E) on to

both sides and stern piece. •

Turn the boat upside down, and screw on planks FF to form

the bottom. Caulk the seams between these by driving in tow
by means of a blunt chisel and mallet, and paint them with pitch,

if necessary, to make them watertight. Mark where the seats

GG are to come, and nail pieces of plank to the sides of the

boat, reaching to a height of six inches from the floor, to act as

supports to the seats. But the seats in resting on these clunks,

and screw them to the sides. Screw a pair of strong wooden
pins to each side of the boat (HH) to form rowdocks. Knock
out plank C, and your boat is ready.

Self Measures

Every pioneer should know his exact personal measurement in

the following details (of which I give the average man’s measure):

Nail joint of forefinger, or breadth of thumb 1 inch

Span of thumb and forefinger 8 inches

Span of thumb and little finger or other finger... 9 inches

Wrist to elbow 10 inches

(This also gives you the length of your foot.)

Elbow to tip of forefinger (called cubit") 17 inches

Middle of kneecap to ground 18 inches

Extended arms, from finger-tip to finger-tip, is called a fathom,

and nearly equals your height.

Pulse beats about 75 times a minute: each beat is a little

quicker than a second.
Pace: A pace is about 2$ feet; about 120 paces equal 100

yards. Fast walking paces are shorter than when going slow.

Fast walking you walk a mile in 16 minutes, or nearly four

np'W an hour.
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The Scout is always a Handy-man

Pioneers are always “ handy men ” In the Army the Regi-
mental Pioneers are the men who in war make bridges and road

ways for the troops to get along
,

they destroy the enemy’s
bridges and railways, so that he eannot get av ay, and thty blow
up his fortifications, so that the rest of the soldiers can rush in

and capture the place, and so on In peace time the pioneers

do all the useful jobs in barra?ks, such as carpentering, doing
plumbeis’ and painters’ work, brukhy ng and metal work,

making chairs, tables, bookshelves, etc So scouts, if they want
to be h mdy pioneers, should also learn this kind of work

, and
it will always be useful to them afterwards

Also pcouts must know how to mend and even to make them
selves

1-

clothes and boots because you dont find tailors and
cobblers in the jun0lc 1 have made mjself boots as well as

shoes out of all sorts of nnt nals, but alwa>& wished I had, while

a boy, learned to do a bit f boot mending from a eobller

Judging Heights ana Distances

Every scout must be able to judbe disci ce from an inch up to

a mile and more You ought, first of ill, to know exactly what is

the span of your hand and the breadth of your thumb, and the

length from your elbow to your wrist, and the length from one
hand to the other with your arms stretened out to either side, and
also the len0th of your feet, if you remember these accurately

they are a great help to you m measuring things Also it is use

ful to cut notches on your staff, showing such measurements as

one inch, six inches, one foot, and one yard Ihcse you can

measure off with a tape rmasure before you use youi staff, and
they may come in very useful

Judging the distance of objects from you is only gained by
practice, and juuging the distance of a journey is generally esti-

mated bv seeing how long you have be n travelling, and at what
rate, that is to say, supposing you walk at the rate of four miles

an hour, if you have been walking for an hour and a half you
know that you have done about six miles

Distance can also be judged by sound ,
that is to say, if you

see a gun fired m the distance, and you count the number of

seconds between the flash and the sound of the explosion reach-

ing you, you will be able to tell how far off y ou are from the gun

Sound travels at the rate of 365 yard'1 in a second
,
that is, as

many yards as there are days in the year

A scout must also be able to estimate height*, froi a few

inches up to three thousand feet or imre, that is to say, he

ought to be able to judge the height o a fence, the depth of a
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ditch, or the height of an embankment, of a house, tree, of a
tower, or hill, or mountain. It is easy to do when once you have
practised it for a few times, but it is very difficult to teach it by
book.

You must also know how to estimate weights, from a letter of

an ounce, or a fish, or a potato of one pound, or a sack of bran,

or a cartload of coals
;
and also the probable weight of a man

from his appearance—these, again, are only learnt by practice,

but as a scout you should take care to learn them for yourself.

Also you should be able to judge numbers ;
that is to say, you

should be able to tell at a glance about how many people are in a

group, or on a 'bus, or in a big crowd, how many sheep in a flock,

how many marbles on a tray, and so on. These you can practise

for yourself at all times in the street or field.

In the German Army instructions for judging distance are

given as follows :

—

At fifty yards, mouth and eyes of the enemy can be clearly seen.

At 100 yards eyes appear as dots
; 200 yards buttons and de-

tails of uniform can still be seen
;
at 300 yards face can be seen

;

at 400 yards the movement of the legs can be seen ; at 500 yards

the colour of the uniform can be seen.

For distances over these, think out for yourself which point is

half-way to the object. Estimate how far this may be from you,

and then double it to obtain the distance. Or another way is to

estimate the farthest distance that the object can be away, and
then the very nearest it could be, and strike a mean between the two.

Objects appear nearer than they really are : First, when the

light is bright and shining on the object
;
secondly, when looking

across water or snow, or looking uphill or down. Objects appear

farther off when in the shade
;
across a vallc7 ; when the back-

ground is of the same colour ;
when the observer is lying down or

kneeling ;
when there is a heat haze over the ground.

Judging Distance.—'lake a patrol and station its members
about m different directions and with different background, ac-

cording to the colour of their clothes
;
then take another patrol to

judge distance of these points. Two competitors are sent in turn

to three different points. At the first point they are merely given

the compass bearing of the next one, which is some three hundred
yards distant, and so on in succession. At each point each pair

of scouts notices regarding the enemy—first, how many visible

;

second, how far off; third, what is their compass direction;

fourth, how they are clothed. The best answers win provided
they are within the specified time. The time allowed should be
one minute for observation at each station, and half a minute for

each bit of running.
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HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
Start a carpentry class

,
or instruction m electricity, or plumb-

ing, elementary engineering, etc., with a view to teaching the boys

handicrafts that may be of real use to them in their future life.

If you do not know enough about it yourself
,
get a friend to come

and demonstrate with models or instruments for a few evenings.

Get leave to take the scouts over a factory to study the engines etc.

Teach the boys to chop firewood. If they learn to chop up old

packing-cases, etc., and make the billets into bundles for the

trade , they can earn a good deal towards their funds .

Teach them to make wooden mechanical toys (from one or two

cheap ones as models) Thereby teat king them elementary

mechanics and handiness with tools.
«

PRACTICE

Knot-tying should be practised against time, by knot tying

1races between scouts in heats, the losers to pair off again for

further heats till the slowest knot tier is found In this wav
(which should be used in other bramhc * of instruction also) the

worst performers get the most practice— and the emulation is y<st

as great to avoid being the worst as it would be in striving to be

the best , and win a prize

Knot tying races should also be carried out m the dark the

Instructor turning out the Utfit for a few seconds on naming the

knot to be tied, or blindfolding the competitors.

Hurdle-making by planting a row of upright stakes and
weaving in withes.

Make modds of bridges with scouts ’ staves, cords, planks out

of old packing-cases *

BOOKS TO READ
“ The Frontiersman’s Pocket Book,” by R Pocock (Publisher,

J. Murray) 5$ nett, (postage 4d )

“ Manual of Military Engineering ”
: War Office Publication.

u Active Service Pocket Book,” by Mr. Bertrand Stewart,

41* nett (postage 3d ). (Clowes and Son
)

“ Romance of Engineering and Mechanism,” $s. each. (Pub-

lished by Seeley and Co

)

u How it Works,” by Archibald Williams

Showing how such things work as steam engines, motors,

vacuum brakes, telephones, telegraphs, etc. 3s. 6d. (Nelson )

“Wood-Carving,” by J. H. Garnett is. (postage 2d ) (CA.
Pearson, Ltd )

“ Metal Work,” by George Day. is. 1 postage ad ) (Ditto.)
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“ The Camper’s Handbook,” by T. H. Holding. 5s. (postage

4d.) (Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.)
“ Camping Out for Boy Scouts.” By Victor Bridges. With

Introduction by Sir R. Baden-Powell. is. nett (postage 2d.).

** The Young Marooners,” by F. Goulding, is. 6d. (postage 3d.)

(Nisbet.) A story of resourcefulness in camp, including raft-

building, shoe-making, frst aid, etc.

“Carpentry and Cabinet-making,” by W. M. Oakwood. is.

(postage 2d.) (C. A. Pearson, Ltd.)
11 Model-making,” by Cyril Hall. is. nett, (postage 2d.) In-

cluding steam-engine,' turbine, electric motor, etc.

The “ How Does it Work of Electricity,” by T. W. Corbin,

is. nett (postage 2d.).

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 9
CAMPING

Comfort in Camp—Ground—Camp Equipment—Tidiness

—

Hints to Instructors—Camp Orders—Practices.

Comfort in Camp
Some people talk of

11 roughing ” it in camp. Those people

are generally “ tenderfoots ”
; an old backwoodsman doesn't

RESOURCEFULNESS IN DOING A GOOD TURN

rough it, he knows how to look after himself, and to make himself
comfortable by a hundred little dodges. For instance, if there
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are no tents he doesn’t sit down to shiver and grouse, but at

once sets to work to rig up a shelter or hut foi himself. Kc
chooses a good spot for it, where he is not likely to be flooded out

if a storm of rain were to come on. Then he lights up a camp fire,

and makes himself a comfortable mattress of ferns or straw. An
old scout is full of iesource, that is, he can find a way out of any

difficulty or discomfort. He is full of “dodges,” like the boy in

this picture who had to rap on the door with the knocker which

he could not reach, lie showed resourcefulness

Ground

In the first place you must think where you will have your

camp, and what kind of camp it shall be

The nearer you have it to your homes, the less will be thr

expense of travelling to and from camp
The best place to my mind for a camp is in or clo ( e by a wood

where you have leave to <ut firewood and to budd huts So if

you know of an owner in your ntighbouihood who is likely to

give you leave to use a cornu of Ins wood, tl crc is jour chance
Inside a wood is apt to be damp ai J to suffir from drip m wet
weather, so you must be on the look c»ut for tli s. If you build

good rain proof huts yoti need not have tents

1 ho seaside also gives some good camp grounds if you get a place

where boats are avail lble and batlm g possible Sometimes >ou can
get the use of a bo itshcd or the cabin of a disused vessel to live in

Don’t forget that you will want good vatu and some firewood.

Or you can go to mountains, moor, or river, and get leave to

pitch your camp Uut in choosing the site a^ays think what it

would be if the weather c ime on very lainy and windy, and get

the driest and most slultucd place you cm and not too far away
from your water supply.

Tiampmg Camps

Instead of a fixed camp, many scouts prefer a “tramping camp ”

Of course, it is much better fun to go over n< w country, but

to make a tiampmg camp enjoyable you want cood wtatl tr.

In airmung your tu*mp, your first point will be to select the

line of countiy you want to visit, and maik out from the map
whereabouts you will halt for each ni^ht You will find that

about five nnles a day is as much as you will want to do
You would do well to make a baggage barrow for car ymg youi

tents, blankets, and waterproof sheets, etc. At the end of each

day’s march you would get leave from a farmer to pitch yoUJ:

camp in his field, or get the use of his barn to sic' in— espe-
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Boat Cruising

Another enjoyable way of camping is to take a boat and ex*

plore a river, camping out in the same way as in a tramping camp.
But in this case every member of the patrol must be able to

swim. It is often very convenient to make your tent inside the

boat at night.

Tents

With so many different kinds of camps, it depends upon which
kind you choose before you know what kind of tent you will want

For a standing camp, from which you don’t mean to move, bell

tents are useful, or huts can be made. Bell tents can be hired in

almost any town for a few shillings per week, or you can buy a
second-hand one in good condition for about £2 . You could
probably let it out on hire to other patrols when not usihg it

yourself, and so get back your money on it.

Scouts’ patrol tents also do very well for camp, but you need a

second set of staves or poles for rigging them with if you want to

leave the camp standing while you are out scouting.

You can also make your own tents during the winter months
—and this, perhaps, is the best way of all, as it comes cheapest

in the end. And if, while you are about it, you make one or two
extra ones, you may be able to sell them at a good profit.

Camp Equipment

When you have decided what kind of camp you intend to have
and whereabouts, your next point is to look to the equipment
—that is to say, what you will need in the way of buckets,

brooms, tools, and so on. Here is a rough list of things that are

useful in a standing camp, but they will not all be necessary in a

bivouac or shifting < amp :

For Tent.—Bucket, lantern, and candles, matches, mallet,

tin basin, spade, axe, pick, hank of cord, flag, and pole-strap for

hanging things on.

For Kitchen.—Saucepan or stewpot, fry pan, kettle, gridiron,

matches, bucket, butcher’s knife, ladle, cleaning rags, empty
bottles for milk, bags for rusks, potatoes, etc.

For each Scout.—Waterproof sheet, two blankets, cord or
strap for tying them up, straw mattress (to be made in camp—
twine and straw required), ration bags (one for sugar and tea, one
for pepper and salt, one for flour and baking powder).

Clothing.—Each scout, in addition to the suit of clothing

which he is wearing, should take to camp the following things.
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If you are going for a tramping camp you need only those
marked with a *.

Old greatcoat or waterproof coat

•One flannel shirt

One extra flannel shirt.

One pair drawers

•Two pair socks or stockings

One vest.

Flannels or sleeping suit

One pair stout walking boots or shoes.

•One pair camas shoes

One sweater or old jacket

One pair bathing drawers

Hairbrush
*9bap and towel

•Toothbrush
Two handkerchiefs

Personal Equipmfnt—Hau rsack, billy, staff, knife, fork, and
spoon, matches, whistle, portion of tint

Food—Food is often a difficulty 1 hough it may seem strange

to a tenderfoot, scouts know that neither bread nor meat are

wholly necessary to keep them Li Personally, I very seldom
eat either myself. Biscuits are good for camp food, and can be
carried m your pocket or haversack, for which bread is useless

The best kind of bread for camp is what the Boers and most

South African hunters use, and that is “ rusks ” Rusks are easily

made. You buy a stale loaf at the baker’s at half price, cut it up
into thick slices or square “junks," and then bake these in an
oven or toast them before a hot tire till they are quite hard like

biscuits They can then be carried in i spare haversack or bag,

and do very well instead of bread Soft bread easily gets damp
and sour and stale m camp

Tinned meat, eggs, rice, and p hi ulh < m easier to keep and to

cook than fresh meat when in camp, and are just as good food

Fruit is easy to stew and good to eat Cakes of chocolate ait

very useful in camp and on the march I have often gone a

whole day on an Army biscuit and a cake of chocolate

The amount of food that is nt edtd can be made out fiom the

following list, which shows a good rati 3n for a boy for one day.

You have to multiply this amount b\ the number of boys m
camp to see how much to provide each day. The most necessary

are marked *.

•Oatmeal, rice, or macaroni, 2 J oz
;
or potatoes, J lb, ; or

onions, 1J oz, •Biscuits, bread, or rusk*, J lb. •Chocolate and

sugar, a oz, Fruit, J lb , or jam or syrup, 1$ oz. Cocoa,
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£ oz. Meat, £ lb.; or fish, 6 oz.; or cheese, ij 02. *Milk, 9

pints. Butter, 1 oz. Also required: salt, pepper, currants,

raisins, Hour, suet, and so on. I omit tea because it is no good to

a boy, and is expensive.

Pitching Camp

Having chosen the spot for your camp, pitch your tent with the

door away from the wind. Dig a small trench about three inches

deep all round it to prevertf it getting flooded if heavy rain comes
on. This trench should lead the water away downhill. Dig a

small hole the size of a teacup alongside the foot of the pole into

which to shift it if rain comes on. This enables you to slack up
all ropes at once to allow for their shrinking when wet.

In Scouts’ camps the tents are not pitched in lines and streets

as in military camps, but are dotted about, fifty or a hundred
yards apart or moie, in a big circle round the Scoutmaster’s tent,

which, with the mesa marque e, if theie is one, is generally in the

centre. This keeps each patrol separate as a unit.

Water Supply.— If there is a spring or stream, the best part

of it must be strictly kept clear and clean for drinking water.

Farther downs!team a place may be appointed for bathing, wash-

ing clothes, and so on. The greatest care is always taken by

Scouts to keep tin *r chinking water supply vety clean, otheiwise

they are very likely to get sickness among than.

All water has a la<
t
0 number of tiny animals floating about in

it, too small to be s u without the help of n iniuoscope. Some
of them are poisonous, some are not; you can’t tell whether the

poisonous ones are there, so the safest way is to kill them all

befoic you drink any water
;
and the wav to kill them is to boil

the water, and let it cool again beioie drinking it. In boilmg the

water don’t let it uiciely come to a boil and then take it off, but

let it boil fully for a quaiter of an hour, as these little beasts, or

microbes as they aie called, are veny tough customers, and take

a lot of boiling befuie they get killed.

Kitchens.—The cooking tire is made to leewaid, or down-wind
of the camp, so that the smoke and spaiks from the fuo don’t

blow into the tents. Cooking fires are des< nbed on p. 1 13.

Old scouts always take special care to keep the kitchen par-

ticularly clean, as if scraps are left lying about, flies collect and
smells arise which ai e very likely to slightly poison the food while it

is being got icady for a meal, and this brings sickness to the scouts.

So keep the camp kitchen and ground round it very clean at

all times.

Dig a small pit a couple of feet dt ep near the kitchen and
throw all refine that bum io*/> this iwl fiil in the pit with
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Latrines.—Another very important point for the health of the

scouts is to dig a trench to serve as a latrine. The trench should

be two or three feet deep and quite narrow—one foot wide—so

that the user can squat astride of it, one foot on each side. A
thick sprinkling of earth should be thrown in after use, and the

whole trench carefully filled in with earth after a few days’ use.

The cross screens are necessary for decency, about which scouts

are always very careful.

m ~xmmrn Screen

-ym —
1

1 m—i— r 1
— i-iiiijn $ m - L Screen

TRENCH 'LATE INK, WITH SCREENS ACROSS

Even in a one-night camp, scouts should dig a latrine trench.

And when rearing away from camp a scout will always dig a

small pit of a few inches, which he will fill in again after use.

Neglect of this not only makes a place un l
^ealthy, but also

makes farmers and landowners disinclined to pve the use of their

ground for scouts to camp on or to work over. So don’t forget

it, Scouts.

Camp Routine

As a large number of inquiries have reached me as to what

I consider a good routine for a camp, I cannot do better than
tell you what was done at my camp at ILimshaugh in 1908.

Here is the time table for the day •

6.30 a.m. Turn out, air bedding, coflte a 1 l uouit.

7 to 7.30 a.m. Parade for prajers, and
]
hyucal exercise, or

instruction parade.

7.30 a.m Stow tents and wash,

8 a.m. Breakfast.

9 a.m. Scouting practice.

11 a.m. Biscuit and milk.

11 a.m. to *.30 p m. Scouting games.

1.30 p m. Dinner.
2 to 3 p.m. Rest (compulsory). No movement or talking

allowed in camp.

3 to 5.30 p.m. Scouting games in the neighbourhood.

5.30 p.m. Tea.
6 to 7,30 p.m. Recreation, camp games.

7.30 to 9 p.m Camp fire
;

or, fiom 8 till ii, night practices#

9. p.m. Biscuit and milk; turn in.

9.30 p.m. Lights out.

No night work or night attacks or sentry duty should go OH
after 11.30.
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Cleaning damp Ground

Never forget also that the state of an old camp-ground, after

the camp has finished, tells exactly whether the patrol or troop

which has used it was a smart one or not. No scouts who are

any good ever leave a camp-ground dirty; they sweep up and
bury or burn every scrap of rubbish* This is done on service to

prevent the enemy reading any information from what is left.

Thus, supposing you left some bits of old bandages, a few

tunic buttons, old food scraps, etc., an enemy could tell which
regiments were in the force, and that there were wounded men,
and that the men were reduced to certain shifts for food.

In peace camps it is quite as important to get into this habit

of cleaning up your camp ground before leaving it, as then

farmers don't have the trouble of having to clean their ground
after you leave, and they are, therefore, all the more willing to Jet

you use it again.

Payment

Another point to remember is that when you use a farmers

gfcund you ought to repay him for the use of it. If you do not

do this with money you can do it in other ways. You can, and
ought to do jobs that are useful for him. You can mend his

fences or gates, or herd his cows, cut thistles or dig up weeds, and
so on. You should always be doing “good turns” both to the

farmer and to the people living near your camp, so that they will

be glad to have you there.

Trespassing

Especially be careful to get leave from the owners of land

in the neighbourhood before you go on to it. You have no right

to go anywhere off the roads without leave, but most owners will

give you this if you go and tell them who you are and what you
want to do.

When going over their land remember above all things

:

x. To shut all gates after you.

a. To disturb animals and game as little as you possibly can.

3. To do no damage to fences, crops, or trees.

Any firewood that you require you must ask for before taking.

Loafers in Camp
A camp is a roomy place, but there is no room in it for one

chap, and that is the fellow who does not want to take his share
in the many little odd jobs that have to be done

;
there is no

room for the shirker or the grouser— well, there is no room for

them in the Boy Scouts at all, but least of all when in camp.
Every fellow must help, and help cheerily, in making it com*
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fortable for alL In this way comradeship grows. On service, if

one fellow is out on night duty getting wet through, one of those

left in the tent will be sure to get ready a cup of hot cocoa for

him when he comes in, and that is the kind of thing every scout

should think of and carry

Note to Parents

Camping-out is the great point in
14 Scouting u which appeals to

the boy, and is the opportunity in which to teach him self-

reliance and resourcefulness, besides giving him health and
development.

Many parents who have never had experience of camp life

themselves look upon it with misgiving as possibly likely to be
too rough and risky for their boys ;

but when they see their lads

return^well set up and full of health and happiness outwardly,

and morally improved in the points of practical manliness and
comradeship they cannot fail to appreciate the good which comes
from such an outing.

I sincerely hope, therefore, that no obstacle may be placed in

the way of the boys taking their holiday on the lines suggested.

Camp Beds

There are many ways of making a comfortable bed in camp,
but always, if possible, have some kind of covering over ihe

ground between your body and the earth, especially after wet

weather. Cut grass or straw or bracken are very good things to

lay down thickly where you are going to lie, but if you cannot
get any of these and are obliged to lie on the ground, do not

forget before lying down to make a small hole about the size of

a teacup in which your hip joint will rest vhen you are lying on
your side ; it makes all the difference for sleeping comfortably.

A very comfortable bed, almost a spring mattress, is made in

Canada by cutting a large number of tops ot the fir tree blanches,

and planting them upright m the ground as close together as

possible, like bristles in a brush, so close that when you he down
on them they form a comfortable and springy couch.

Remember when sleeping in camp the secret of keeping warm
is to have as many blankets underneath you as you have above

you. If a patrol were sleeping round a fire, you would ail lie

with your feet towards it" like the spokes of a wheeL If your

blankets do not keep you sufficiently warm, put straw or bracken

•over yourselves and newspapers, if you have them. It is also

a goodjip in cold weather, if you have not sufficiently Warm
clothing, to put a newspaper under your coat or waistcoat up
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your back and round your body ; it will be as good as a greatcoat

in giving you extra warmth.
To make a bed, cut four poles—two of seven feet, two of three

—lay them on the ground, so as to form the edges.

BSD

Cut four pegs, two feet long, and sharpen, drive them into the

ground at the four corners to keep the poles in place.

Cut down a fir tree, cut off all branches, and lay them over-

lapping each other like slates on a roof till a thick bed of th$m is

made; the outside ones underlapping the poles. Cover with a

blanket.

To make a mattress you first set up a camp loom (see “ Hints

to Instructors,” at end of this Camp Fire Yarn), and weave a

mattress out of bracken, ferns, heather, straw, or grass, etc., six

feet long, and two feet nine inches across.

With this same loom you can make grass or straw mats, with

which to form tents, or shelters, or walls, or carpets, etc.

Camp candlesticks can be made by bending a bit of wire into

a small spiral spring ; or by using a cleft stick stuck in the wall

;

or by sticking the candle upright in a lamp of clay or in a hole

bored in a big potatoe
;

01 a glass candle shade can be made by

cutting the bottom off a bottle and sticking it upside down in the

ground with a candle stuck in the neck.

C AM J* CANDLESTICKS

The bottom of the bottle may be cut off, either by putting

about an inch or an inch and a half of water into the bottle, and
then standing it in the embers of the fire till it gets hot and
cracks at the water level. Or it can be done by passing a piece

of string round the body of the bottle, and drawing it rapidly

to and fro till it makes a hot line round the bottle, which then
breaks neatly off with a blow, or on being immeiscd in cold
water.
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Camp forks can also be made out of wire sharpened at the^ points.

It is something to know how to sit down
1 1 jn a wet camp You “squat” instead of

camp fork sitting. Natives in India squat on their

heels, Lnu Lius is a tiring way, if you have not done it as a child

,

though it comes easy if you put a sloping stone or chock of wood
under your heels

Boers and other camp men squat on one heel It is a little

tiring at first

Buttons are always being lost in camp, and it adds greatly to

your comfort to know how to make buttons out of bootlaces or

string. This is shown on page 232 Scouts should also be able

to carve collar studs out of wood, bone or horn

A #
great secret of sleeping corntmu bl\ in (.imp is to have a

canvas bag about two ftet long by oik. foot wide, into which you
pack odds and ends—or carry einpH, and lill up with grass or

underclothing to form your pillow at night

Camp Fires—The Right Way of Making Them

Btfoie h t luiiig your fire 1 memU r Jw s to do as every back-

woodsman docs, and that is to cut u\\ ly or burn mi bmcken,
heather, grass, ett

,
round the fne, to prevent its setting li^ht to

the sai rounding g
rass or bush Many bad bush Has hue bi^n

caused by young tendciloo s toeing about wnh blj/cs which
they imagined to be camp hies In burn 1 g the grass for this

purpose (or “ ring burning,” as it is called ), bum only a little at

a tune, and ha\e branches of trees or old sicks ready with which
you can beat it out ag 1111 at o ,xcc win 11 it Lib go u far c nough

Scouts should alw •> 1 be on the lo >K cat to b^at out a bush

fire that has bcv.n accident illy stilted at any time as a “good
turn ” to the owner of the1 land 01 to ptople who miy have ht ids

and crops in danger
It is no use 10 learn how to light a fire by hearsay

,
the only

way is to pay attention to the instiui tions gnui you, and then

practise laying and lighting a lire youm '1

In the book called “iwo Libia bulges,” instructions for

laying a fire are given in the following rhyme.

—

“ First a curl of birch b 11 k as dry as it < mi be,

Then some twig.. ot soli wood tit id fro 11 oft a tiee,

Last of all some pine knots lo make a kt tde fo un,

And there's a fire to make you think you’re sitting right at home "

Remember to begin your fiic with a si tall amount of very small

rhips or twuTs of r< a
1

!) »» r * » 1
x c

1 n \ 1 t^p^l >ctn< r
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and a little straw or paper to ignite it
; about this should be put

little sticks leaning together in the shape of a pyramid, and
above this bigger sticks similarly standing on end. When the

fire is well alight bigger sticks can be added, and finally logs

i 1,,
, ^ of wood. A great thing for
" ~

l ^ ^ a cooking fue is to get a good

P^e red-hot wood ashes,

and if you use three large logs,
' they should be placed lying

on the ground, star-shaped,

like the spokes of a wheel,
SIAK FIRE READY TO LIGHT ^ their^ celltred fc^

fire. A fire made in this way need never go out, for as the logs

burn away you keep pushing them towards the centre of the fire,

always making fresh red-hot ashes there. This makes a*good
cooking fire, and also one which gives very little flame or smoke
for the enemy to detect from a distance.

To leave your fire alight at night, cover it over with a heap of

ashes, and it will smoulder all night ready for early use in the

morning, when you can easily blow it into a glow.

If you want to keep a fire going all night to show or to warm
you, put good-sized logs end to end star-shaped—and one long

one reaching to your hand, so that you can push it in from time

to time to the centre without trouble of getting up to stoke the fire.

If coals or wood are difficult to get for making fires at home,
don’t forget that old boots which you often find lying about on
dust-heaps make very good fuel.

You can do a good turn to any poor old woman in winter

time by collecting old boots and giving then* to her for firing.

Another way to make a good cooking fire is one they use in

America.

Drive two stout stakes into the ground about four feet apart,

both leaning a bit backwards. Cut down a young tree with a

trunk some fifteen feet high and
ten inches thick

;
chop it into

five-foot lengths; lay three logs,

one* on top of another, leaning

against the upright stakes. This
forms the back of your fireplace.

Two short logs are then laid as

fire-dogs, and a log laid across

them as front bar of the fne. Inside

this “ grate
” you build a pyramid-

shaped fire, which then gives out great heat The ** grate” must,

of course, be built so that it faces the wind.

CAMP GRATE
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Tongs are useful about a camp fire, and can be made from a

rod of beech or other tough wood, about four feet long and one
inch thick. Shave it away in the middle to about half its proper
thickness, and put this part into the hot embers of the fire for a

few moments, and “bend the stick over till the two ends come
together. Then flatten away the inside edges of the ends so that

they have a better grip—and there are your tongs.

A besom is also useful for keeping the camp clean, and can
easily be made with a few sprigs of birch bound tightly round a

stake

Drying Clothes.

You will often get wet through on service, and you will see
tenderfoots remaining in their wet clothes until they get dry

agair^; no old scout would do so, as that is the way to

catch fever and get ill. When you are wet, take the first oppor-

tunity of getting your wet clothes off and drying them, even

though you may not have other clothes to put on, as happened
to me many a time. I have sat naked under a waggon while

my one suit of clothes was drying over a fire. The way to dry

clothes over a fire is to make a fire of hot ashes, and then build

a small beehive-shaped cage of sticks over the fire, and then to

hang your clothes all ovei this cage, and they will very quickly

dry. Also, in hot weather it is dangerous to sit in your clothes

when they have got wet from your perspiration. On the West
Coast of Africa I always carried a spare shut, hanging down my
back, with the sleeves tied round my neck

;
so soon as I halted

I would take off the wet shirt I was wearing, and put on the dry,

which had been hanging out in the sun on my back. By this

means I never got fever when almost everyone else went down
with it,

Tidiness

The camp ground should at all times be kept clean and tidy,

not only (as I have pointed out) to keep flies away, but also

because if you go away to another place, and leave an untidy

ground behind you, it gives so much important information to

enemy’s scouts. For this reason scouts are always tidy, whether

in camp or not, as a matter of habit. If you are not tidy at

home, you won't be tidy in camp; and if you're not tidy in

camp, you wiU be only a tenderfoot and no scout.

A scout is tidy also in his tent, bunk, oi room, because he may yet

be suddenly called upon to go off on an alarm, or something un-

expected
; and if he does not know exactly where to lay his hand

on his things, he will be a long time in t jrning out, especially if

Called up in the middle of the night. So on going to b< d, even
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when at homet
practise the habit of folding up your clothes and

putting them where you can at once find them in the dark, and
get into them quickly.

SllOK lA^LD IN I UK ^COUl’S WAV

One end of the la e t\ Jn^t'cl uni ? 'he loucst ou's* le ki 7e, and
the hie is b>ou It thu i h and threat lacuna? i\ though the

opposi'e tele it is thm ta'cn vp to the to* 71 e dottei part

of tne h e is the pi?t zc huh lies unhnmih tne sh e and is

not visit e

A scout even U s h s shoe liccs m ttly— in fact, they are not

tied, but are wove thiouji the c^Vl holes fiom top of the boot

downwards, and so netd no tjmg

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
CAMP OI DLKS

In going into i amp it i s <ssintuit to June a few “ Standing
Orders

1
* pidli h i, uhuh uni be added to from time to tune,

if nectssary . llus s/a ill be cari fully exfd lined to patrol

L idea,, who shui 1 1 i\n be In Id fully t expansible that thar scunts

carry them out t\ utlv

Such orders nnjd point out that each patrol will tamp separately

from the others, a,id then u i
!
l be a conipunsun between the rtspcc-

tii” eleai lint s and [
r )od Older t } Luts an l surnntndmg ground.

Lath paLol n ually has a tent to itself, lull away from any
others

,
but within e ill cj the st nalma't r's tent 'I he patrol

leader may mala his oan Lltle tent or shelter oal ule this patrol

tent , but clo*e to it.

1'ilrtl It ados t > n jolt on the good work or otherwise of thetf

suats, (
! i?h hill Ic icu rf'J t\ the < ** ; a to

f

s book of mark*
hV i iif s Inf t f h i

v
t,ni * hiU 1 1 * u(tfi f dav t
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Bathing under strict supervision to prevent non-swimmers

getting into dangerous water.
u Bathing picquet of two good swimmers will be on duty while

bathing ts going on, and ready to help any boy in distress . This
picquet will be m the boat

(
undressed ) with greatcoats on They

may only bathe when the general bathing is over, and the last of

the bathers has left the water ” 1 he observance of this rule has

saved the life of more than one scout already

Orders as to what is to be done in ca^e of fire alarm.

Orders as to boundaries of grown Is to be worked over, damages
to fences

,
property, good drinking uahr, etc.

II ACriCFS

To Make a Camp Loom — Plant a row (i) of five stakes,

2 ft <6 m , firmly m the ground
, of posite to them, at a distance

of 6 ft to 7 ft
,
drive in a row ot two and a crossbar or fhe

stakes (2) Fasten a cord or gardener’s twine to the head of

each stake m No 1 row and strttch it to the corresponding stake

in No 2 and nnke it fast there, then carry the continuation of

CAMP i-OOM, FOR MAKING MATS AND MAUIL^ IS

t back o\cr No 1 row for some 5 ft extra, and fasten it to a

loose crossbar or “beam” at exactly the same distances apait

from the next cord as it stands at the stakes This beam is then

moved up and down at 'nw inUnals by one scout, while the

remainder lay bundles of fern or straw, itc, m layers alternately

under and over the stretched stnngs, which are thus bound in

by the rising or falling on to them
If m camp, practise making different kinds of beds

If indoors, make camp candlesticks, lamps, forks tongs,

buttons, besoms
If outdoors, practise laying and lighting fires

Make scouts* lace shoes neatly on the principle given
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 10

CAMP COOKINQ.

Cooking—Bread-making—Cattle-driving—Cleanliness—Hints

—Camp games.

Cooking

Every scout must, of course, know how to cook his own meat
and vegetables, and to make bread for himself, without regular

cooking utensils. For boiling water a scout would usually have

his tin “ billy,” and in that he can boil vegetables or stew his

meat ; but often he will want it for drinking, and will cook his

meat in some other way. This would usually be done by stick-

ing it on sharp sticks and hanging it close to the fire, so that

it gets broiled
;
or the lid of an old biscuit tin can be used as a

kind of frying-pan. Put grease or water in it to prevent the meat
getting burnt before it is cooked.

Meat can also be wrapped in a few sheets of wet paper, or in a

coating of clay, and put in the red-hot embers of the fire, where

it will cook itself. Birds and fish can also be cooked in this

manner, and there is no need to pluck the bird before doing so

if you use clay, as the feathers will stick to the clay when it

hardens in the heat, and when you break it open the bird will

come out cooked, without its feathers, ‘like the kernel out of a

nutshell.

Another way is to clean out the inside of the bird, get a pebble

about the size of its inside, and heat it till nearly red-hot
;
place

it inside the bird, and put the bird on a gridiron, or on a wooden
spit over the fire.

Birds are most easily plucked immediately after being killed.

Don’t do as I did once when I was a tenderfoot. It was my
turn to cook, so I thought I would vary the dinner by giving them
soup. I had some pea-flower, and I mixed it with water and
boiled it up, and served it as pea-soup

;
but I did not put in any

stock or meat juice of any kind. I didn’t know that it was
necessary or would be noticeable. But they noticed it directly,

called my beautiful soup a “ wet pease-pudding,” and told me I

might eat it myself—not only told me I mighty but they jolly well

made me eat it, I never made the mistake again.

To boil your “ billy,” or camp kettle, you can either stand it on
the logs (where it often falls over unless care is taken), or, better,

stand It on the ground among the hot embers of the fire ; or else

rig up a triangle of three green poles oy$r the fire, tying them
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together at the top, and hanging the pot by a wire or chain from

the poles. But in making this tripod do not, if there is an old

scout in camp, use poplar sticks for poles, because, although they

are easy to cut and trim for the purpose, old-fashioned scouts have

a fancy that they bring bad luck to the cooking. Any other kind

of wood will do better.

This is as good a kind of camp kitchen as any : it is made with

two lines of sods, bricks, stones, or thick logs, flattened at the

top, about six feet long, slightly splayed from each other, being

four inches apart at one end and eight inches at the other—the

big end towards the wind.

Another way, when there are several “ billies
”

to cook, is to

put them in two lines a few inches apart, one end of the line fac-

ing towards the wind. Lay your fire of small wood between the

two lines, and put a third row of “ billies ” standing on top of the

first two rows—so that a small tunnel is made by the 11
billies.”

In the windward end of this tunnel start your fire ; the draught

will carry its heat along the tunnel, and this will heat all the pots,

The fire should be kept up with small split chunks of wood.

When boiling a pot of water on the fire do not jam the lid on
too firmly, as, when the steam forms mside the pot, it must have

some means of escape, or it will burst the pot.

To find out when the water is beginning to boil, you need not

take off the lid and look, but just hold the end of a stick or knife,

etc., to the pot, and if the water is boiling you will feel it trembling.

Kabobs.—Cut your meat up into a slice about half or three-

quarters of an inch thick ; cut this up into small pieces about one

to one and a half inches across. String a lot of these chunks on
to a stick or iron rod, and plant it in front of the fire, or suspend

it over the hot embers for a few minutes till the meat is roasted.

Hunter’s Stew.—Chop your meat into small chunks about an

inch or one and a half inch square.
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Scrape and chop up any vegetables, such as potatoes, carrots,

onions, etc., and put them into your “ billy.”

Add clean water or soup till it is half full.

Mix some flour, salt, and pepper together, and rub your meat
well in it, and put this in the 11

billy.”

There should be enough water just to cover the food—no more.

Let the “ billy ” stand in the embers and simmer for about
one hour and a quarter.

The potatoes take longest to cook. When these are soft (which

you try with a fork) enough not to lift out, the whole stew is cooked.

Bread making
11 The three B’s of life in camp are the ability to cook bannocks,

beans, and bacon.”

To make bread, or bannocks, the usual way is for a scoflit to

take of his coat, spread it on the ground, with the inside upper-

most (so that any mess he makes in it will not show outwardly

when he wears his coat afterwards). Then he washes his hands
thoroughly. Then he makes a pile of flour on the coat, and
scoops out the ctntie until it forms a cup for the water, which
he then pours in; he then mixes the dough with a pinch or

two of salt, and of baking powder or of lino’s Fruit Salt, and
kneads and mixes it well together until it forms a lump of well-

mixed dough. Then, with a little fresh flour sprinkled over the

hands to prevent the dough sticking to them, he pats it and
makes it into the shape of a large bun or several buns.

Then he puts it on a gridiron over hot ashes, or sweeps part

of the fire to one side, and on the hot ground left there he puts

his dough, and piles hot ashes round it and lets it bake itself.

Only small loaves, or bannocks, like buns, can be made in this

way.

If real bread is required a kind of oven has to be made, either

by using an old earthenware pot or tin box, and putting it into

the fire and piling fire all over it, or by making a clay oven,

lighting a fire inside it, and then, when it is well heated, raking

out the fire and putting the dough inside, and shutting up thf

entrance tightly till the bread is baked.

Another way is to cut a stout club, sharpen its thin end, peel

it, and heat it in the fne. Make a long strip of dough, about
two inches wide and half an inch thick : wind it spirally down
the club

;
then plant the club close to the fire and let the dough

toast itself, just giving the club a turn now and then.

Ration Bags.—Very often on service they serve you out with
a double handful of flour instead of bread or biscuits, a bit of

meat, a spoonful of salt, one of pepper, one of sugar, one of baking-
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powder, and a handful of coffee or tea. It is rather fun to watch

a tenderfoot get this ration and see how he carries it away to his

bivouac.

How would you do it ?

Of course you could put the pepper into one pocket, the salt

into another, the sugar into another, the flour into your hat,

and carry that in one hand, the bit of beef in the other hand,

and the coffee in the other.

Only if you are in your shut sleeves, as you generally are, you
haven't many pockets, and if, like some people, you have only

two hands, it is a difficult job.

The old campaigner, therefore, alwa>s has his three " ration

bags”—little bags which he makes himself out of bits of

shirt tails or pocket-handkerchiefs, or other such luxuries; and
into one he puts the flour and bakmc powder, into No. 2 his

coffee and sugar, into No. 3 his salt and pepper.

Very often just after we had got our rations we would have
to march at once. IIow do you suppose we made o^r fl ,ur into

bread in one minute ?

We just mixed it with a lot of w.ter in a mug, and drank it

!

It did just as w^l in the end.

Cattle-driving and Slaughtering

Befoie you cook your hare vtui’ve got to cntdi him. So v ith

mutton or beef—you have to bi.ng the du (p or ox to the place

where you want him. 1 hen you have to kill him and cut him
up before you can cook nun and eat him.

Scouts ought to know how to drive sheep and cattle and
horses. Tenderfoots always forget to send someone in front

of the herd to draw them or.

Sheep are apt to crowd up too niikh together, so that those in

the middle of the flock suon get half suffocated in dust and heat,

and then they faint. It is always therefore advisable for one
driver to keep moving in the centre of the flock to make an occa-

sional opening for air, and it keeps the whole flock moving better.

If you come to an obstacle like a stile or wa 1
! with sheep, lift one

or two over it and the rest will soon follow, but they should not

be too hurried.

Scouts should also know how to kill and cut up their cattle.

Cattle are generally poleaxed, or a spike is driven into the

forehead with a mallet, or a shot or blank cartridge is fired into

the forehead, or a big, sharp knife is driven into the spine just

behind the horns, the animal's head having first been securely

tied down to a cart wheel or fence.

Sheep are generally killed by either being laid on the r back
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and having their head drawn back and throat cut with a big

sharp knife, or by being shot in the forehead with a revolver or

blank cartridge of a rifle.

If you are a beginner in slaughtering with the knife, it is some-
times useful to first drop the animal insensible by a heavy blow
with a big hammer or back of a felling-axe on the top of the head.

After being killed the animal should then be gutted by having the

belly slitopen and the inside taken out, liver and kidneys being kept.

To skin the beast, lay the carcase on its back and slit the skin

down the centre with a sharp knife, slit up the inside of the legs,

and pull the skin off, helping it with the knife where it sticks to

the body, first one side and then the other, down to the backbone.

In the case of a sheep the carcase should be securely hung up
by the hind legs and, after slitting round the head and legs and
down the centre, the fleece can be pulled off like an overcoat

The carcase is split in half in the case of a big beast ; with a

sheep it is cut into two, and the forequarters and hindquarters

are then again divided into joints

A scout should know how to milk a cow or a goat, else he may
go thirsty when there is lots of milk available. A goat is not so

easy to milk as you might think. You have to keep hold of its

head with one hand, its hind leg with the other, and milk it with

the other if you have a third. The way a native does it is to

catch hold of its hind leg between his big toe and the next, and
thus he has a hand to spare to milk with.

Cleanliness

One thing to remember in camp is that if you get sick you are

no use as a scout, and are only a burden to others, and you
generally get ill through your own fault. Either you don’t change
into dry clothes when you get wet, or you let dirt get into your

food, or you drink bad water.

So, when cooking your food, always be careful to clean your

cooking pots, plates, forks, etc., very thoroughly.

Flies are most dangerous, because they carry about seeds of

disease on their feet, and if they settle on your food they will

often leave the poison there for you to eat—and then you wonder
why you get ill. Flies generally live best where there is dirt and
scraps of food are left lying about

For this reason you should be careful to keep your camp very
dean, so that flies won’t come there. All slops and scraps should
be thrown away into a properly dug hole, where they can be
buried, and not scattered about all over the place. Patrol leaden
must be very careful to see that this is always done.

For the same reason it is very dangerous to drink out of streams,
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and especially out of ponds, when you feel thirsty, for you may
suck down any amount of poison in doing so If a pond is your

only water-supply, it is best to dig a small well, three feet deep,

about ten feet away from the pond, and the water will ooze

through into it, and will be much more healthy to drink

We did this m Mafeking when the Boers cut off our regular

water supply, and so had no sickness from bad water.

Sulphate of copper, one part to a million of water, is used in

South America for purifying lakes and ponds

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
Practice mixing dough and baking , it ts useful If possible

gd a baker to give a lesson But let each scout mix his oun dough

with the amount of uattr he thinks right Let him make his

mistakes at first to get experience.

A visit to a slaughter house and butcher's shop to see the cut-

ting up is useful for boys

Get scouts to make their oun linen raticn bags

Issue raw rations
, and let euh scout make his own fire and

cook his oun meal.

Camp Games

Hockey, Rounders, Football, bisket Bill, which is practically

football played only with the hands, with a basket se\en feet

above ground as goal A small bit of ground or room or court

will do for the game
“Bang the Bear 1

’ (from Mr Thompson befons “ Birchbark of

the Woodcraft Indians ”) One big boy is bear, and has three

bases in winch he can tike refuse and be safe lie carries a

small air balloon on his back l he other boys are armed with

clubs of straw rope twisted, with which they try to burst his

balloon while he is outside the base I he bear has a similar

club, with which he knot ks off the hunters’ hats The hat repre

suits the hunter’s life. A good game for introducing strange or

shy boys to each other

Songs, iecitations, small plays, etc, can be performed round

the camp fire, and every scout should be made to contribute

something to the programme, whether he thinks he is a performer

Or not. A different patrol may be told off for each night of the

week to provide for the performance ,
they can thus prepare it

beforehand*

BOOKS TO READ
** Woodcraft for Scouts,” by Owen Jones and Marcus Wood-

ward. is. nett paper, as nett cloth (Postage 3d

)

" ActiveService Pocket Book.” Lt B Stewart 4s. nett. (Po ^, 4d.)
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TRACKING
HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

Instruction tn the art of observation and deduction ts difficult

to lav down in Uadi ami white It must l e ta,tght by practice.

One can only give a ftu instances and lints
, the rest depends

upon your oun powers of imi^in titon and local unmnstances .

The importance of the poatr of obstnahm and deduction to

the young citizen is gieat ( Inlinn are punerbiallv quick in

observation, but it dies out as thev glow dhr largelv because

first experiences catch their attention, which they fail to do on
repetition.

Observation is, in fact, a habit to which a boy has to be

trained Trvcking is an ntnesting step towards gaming it.

Deduction is the art of subsequently reasoning out and extract-

ing the meaning from the points observed.

When once observation and de tuction have been made habitual

in the boy, a great step m the development of “ character ” has

been gained.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. u
OBSERVATION OF "SIGN

"

Noticing “Sign”— Details of people—Sign round a dead body
—Details in the Country—Use of eyes, ears, and nose by
Scouts—Night Scouting.

Noticing Sign

“Sign” is the word used by scouts to mean any little details,

such as footprints, broken twigs, trampled grass, scraps of food,

n8
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a drop of blood, a hair, and so on
,
anything that may help as

ctyes m getting the information they are in search of

Mrs Walter Smithson, when travelling in Kashmir last year,

was following up with some native Indian tiael ers the “ pugs” of

a panther winch had killed and earned of! a young buck He
had ciosscd a wide bare slab of rock whieh, f course, give no
muk of his soft feet I he tr teker went at once to the far side of

the lock where it came to a sharp edge, he wetted his finger,

and just pissed it along the edge till he found a few buck’s hairs

sticki ig to it
r
lhis showed him whtre the panther had passed

down oif the rock, dri n i ig tlw buck with him Those few hairs

w r whit scouts (all “sign ”

Mrs Smithson’s tracker 1L0 found bears by noticing small

“sigr^” On one occasion he nc ti ed a fre h sciatch in the bark

of a tree evidently mule b> a b us dnv, and 01 »hc other he

found a single bluk hair stuku to tl e birk of a tree, which
told him tint a bevr had rubbed 11 oust it

One of the most imp >rl ml ti n s tint a o ut has to leam,

w he th r he is a w u s out or 1 I 11 ti or pt i< e sc iut, is to let

tio*hins ape hn at/ it < 1 lu im not e « mil points and
sit ns, and then nnke < ut tl 1 min 1 m but it tikes a

good deil of pi act ice bef >rr a tc 1 ufoot cm
t
el n to tlu habit

of really noting everythin* md le t ng nothu » escape his e>e

It can be learnt juot as well in 1 town as in the country

And in the same w ly > u sho ild 11 tice any str n&e sound or

any peculiar smell and think for ycurself what it may mean
Unless you learn to notice ‘ s ns you will have very little of
** this and thit” to put together, and so you will be no use as a

scout It conics by practice

Remember, a scout always considers it a great disgrace if an out

sider discovers a thing befort be his seen it for himself, whether
that thing is fir aw ly m the distinct or close by under his feet

If you go out with a reil > tiamed scout you will see that his

eyes are constantly moving, lookn 0 out m every direction near

and far, noticing everything that is going on just from habit, not

because he wants to show off how much he notices

I was walking with one the other day in Hyde Park in London
He presently remarked, “lhat horse is going a little lame"

—

there was no horse near us, but I found he was looking at one
far away across the Serpentine the next moment he picked up
a peculiar button lying by the path His eyes, you see, were

looking both far away and near

In the streets of a strange town a stoat will notice his way by
the principal buildings and side streets, and in any cast he will

notice what shops he passes and what is m their wmdov a
,
also
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• what vehicles pass him and such details as whether the horses'

harness and shoes are all right
;
and most especially what people

he passes, what their faces are like, their dress, their boots, and
their way of walking, so that if, for instance, he should be asked
by a policeman, “ Have you seen a man with dark overhanging
eyebrows, dressed in a blue suit, going down this street?” he
should be able to give some such answer ts “Yes—he was walk-

ing a little lame with the right foot, wore foreign-looking boots,

was carrying a parcel in his hand, he turned down Gold Street,

the second turning on the left from here, about three minutes ago.”

Information of that kind has often been of greatest value in

tracing out a criminal, but so many people go along with their

eyes shut and never notice things.

In the story of“ Kim,” by Rudyard Kipling, there is an account
of two boys being taught “observation” m order to become detec-

tives, or scouts, by means of a game in which a trayful of small

objects was shown to them for a minute and was then covered
over and they had to describe all the things on it from memory,

' We will have that game, as it is excellent practice for scouts.

There was a revolutionary society in Italy called the Camorra,
who used to train their boys to be quick at noticing and remem-
bering things. When walking through the streets of the city, the

Camorrist would suddenly stop and ask his boy

—

11 How was the

woman dressed who sat at the door of the fourth house on the right

in the last street?” or, “What were the, two men talking about

whom we met at the corner of the last street but three?” or, “Where
was the cab ordered to drive to, and what was its number ?

” “What
is the height of that house and what is the width of its upper-

floor window ? " and so on. Or the boy was given a minute to look

in a shop window, and then he had to describe all that was in it.

Captain Cook, the great explorer and scout, was trained in the

same way as a boy, and so was Houdin, the great conjurer.

Every town scout should know, as a matter of course, where
is the nearest chemist’s shop (in case of accidents), the nearest

police “ fixed point,” police station, hospital, fire alarm, telephone,

ambulance station, etc.

' The scout must also have his eyes on the ground, especially

along the edge of the pavement against the bouses or in the

gutter. 1 have often found valuable trinkets that have been
dropped, and which have been walked over by numbers of people,

and swept to one side by ladies’ dresses without being noticed.

Details of People

When you are travelling by train or tram always notice every

little thing about your fellow-travellers ; notice their faces, dress,
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way of talking, and so on, so that you could describe them each

pretty accurately afterwards ; and also try and make out from

their appearance and behaviour whether they are rich or poor

(which you can generally tell from their boots), and what is their

probable business, whether they are happy, or ill, or in want of

help.

But in doing this you must not let them see you are watching

them, else it puts them on their guard. Remember the shepherd-

boy who noticed the gipsy’s boots, but did not look at him, and
so did not make the gipsy suspicious of him.

HOW THE WEARING OF A HAT «UIOWS CHARACTEE

Close observation of people and ability to read their character

and their thoughts is of immense value m trade and commerce,
especially for a shop-assistant or salesman m persuading people
to buy goods, or in detecting would-be swindlers.

It is said that you can tell a man’s character from the way he
wears his hat. If it is slightly on one side, the wearer is good-
natured

; if it is worn very much on one side, he is a swaggerer

;

if on the back of his head, he is bad at paying his debts
;

if worn
straight on .he top, he is probably honest but very dull.

The way a man (or a woman) walks is often a good guide to

his character—witness the fussy, swaggering little man pa llmg

8
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along with short steps with much arm action
, the nervous man's

hurried, jerky stride, the slow slou< h of the loafer, the smooth,
quic k, and silent step of the s< out, and so on

1 wis once accused of nustiustmg men with waxed moustaches
Well, so, to a certain extent, I do It often mians \amty and
sometimes drink

Ccrtan ly the “qunf ” ot lock of hair which some lads wear on
their forehead, is a sure sign of silliness 1 he shape of the face

guts a g >od ^uide to the man’s character

Perhaps you can till the chc.ra^tus of these g^i tlcmcn?

Practise Observation

A wei L know n d teetive Mr Justin Choasse, describes how
w.th a little prirtice in c b ervation you can tell pretty accurately

a man’s character from his dress

I he boots aie veiy gcntnlly the best test of all the details of

clothing I was with a lady the other day in the country, and a

yo ing lady was walking just m front of us “I wonder who she

is? ’said my f lend ‘Well, I said, “I should be inclined to

say I wonder whose maid she i
’ The girl was very well dre»sed,

Lut when I saw her bouts I gi cssed that thr dress had be longed to

c me one else hid bee l gi\en to her and re fitted by herself—but

0 at ia regards b jots si < felt more comfortab e m he r own She
went up to tl e h ;use at wl ich we were staying- to the servants’

entrance—and we found that she was the maid of one of the

ladic s stay ng there

1 was speaking with a detective not long ago about a gentle

man we had both been talking to, ard we were trying to make
out his clnruter I remarked, “Well, at any rate, he is a

fisherman’
,
but my companion could not see why - but then he

was not a fisherman himself I bad noticed a lot of little tufts of

cloth sticking up on the left cuff of his coat

(A good many fishermen, when they take their flies off the line,
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stick them into their cap to dry
,
others stick them into their

sleeve. When dry they pull them out, whi< h often tears a tliread

or two of the cloth)

It is an amusing practice when you are in a railway canape or

omnibus with other people to look only at their feet and guess,

without looking any higher, what sort of people they are, old or

young, well to do or poor, fat or thin, and so on, and then look

up and see how near you have been to the truth

Mr Nat Goodwin, the American actor, onte described to me
how he went to see a balloon ascent at a time whin he happ nt 1

to be suffering from a stiff neck He w is only able to look down
instead of up, and he could only see tin feet of the people ro 1 id

him in the crowd So he cho t am >ng the feet thooe that he felt

sure belonged to an afiable, kind he irt d m in, who would describe

to hirS what the balloon was doinj

I once w is able to be of service to a lady who was m poo-
circumstances, as 1 had guessed it from noticing, while walking

behind her, that thru
f
h bhc was wtll dressed the solto of Kr

shoes were m the but stage of d
(
u 1 d m t suppose she

ever knew how I uts id thit si e was 1 5 bid way
But it is surprising how much of Uic s R of the boot vou cm

see when behind a person w liking 1 id it c t pi illy su
t
riMm

how much meaning you can reid from tint boc t It is sud t } t

to wear out soles and heels c ju illv la to g w c\ ldente of bus nt

capacity and honesty, to we r yo r lice s d iwn on tho outs dt

meins that you are a man of inn mitiou md love of adv^n t

but heels v urn down on the in dt ^>ig nif\ wc iknesS md m 1

sion of chaiaeter, and thn u •in is more m illil e m tin

of n an thin m tint t)t won 1

Remember how * Sltilo 1 1
T m mti 1 i r 1 d noti td

that he was looking furly wtll to uo in ik v t th w th a mouin
ing bind on his sleeve, »%ith 1 sokliuly btainn. and 1 ai r

way of walking sm bur it, vvi h into > mirks on his h ends, and I e

was carrying some children s toys in his lund W hat hould v u

have supposed that man to bt ? Well Sherlot ^ II drucs g icisid,

correctly, that he had lately raiitd lrom the Roy 1 M nines a* a

Sergeant, and his wi fc had dttd, and he had some small chi!d ren

at home

Sign Bound a Dead Body

It may happen to some of you that one day you will be the first

to find the dead body of a man, in which ease you will remember
that it is your duty to examine and note town the smallest signs

that are to be seen on and near the body before it is moved ar the

ground disturbed and trampled down. Betides noticing tht exact
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position of the body (which should, if possible, be photographed
exactly as found) the ground all round should be very carefully

examined—without treading on it yourself more than is absolutely

necessary, for fear of spoiling existing tracks. If you can also

draw a little map of how the body lay and where the signs round
it were, it might be of value.

Twice lately bodies have been found which were at first sup-

posed to be those of people who had hanged themselves; but
close examination of the ground round them—in one case some
torn twigs and trampled grass, and in the other a crumpled
carpet—showed that murder had been committed, and that the

bodies had been hung after death to make it appear as though
they had committed suicide.

Finger-marks should especially be looked for on any «likcly

articles, and if they do not correspond to those of the murdered
man they may be those of his murderer, who could then be
identified by comparing the impression with his fingers. Such
a case occurred in India, where a man was found murdered and
a bloody finger-mark on his clothes. The owner of the finger-

mark was found, tried, and convicted.

Dr. Gross relates the story of a learned old gentleman who
was found dead in his bedroom with a wound in his forehead

and another in his left temple.

Very often after a murder the murderer, with his hands bloody
from the deed and running away, may catch hold of the door,

or a jug of water to wash his hands.

In tne present case a newspaper lying on the table had the

marks of three blood-stained fingers on it.

The son of the dead man was suspected and was arrested

by the police.

But careful examination of the room and the prints of the

finger-marks showed that the old gentleman had been taken ill in

the night—had got out of bed to get some medicine, but getting

jnear the table a new spasm seized him and he fell, striking his

*head violently against the corner of the table, and made the

wound on his temple, which just fitted the corner. In trying to

get u}> he had caught hold of the table and the newspaper on it

and had made the bloody finger-marks on the newspaper in doing

so. Then he had fallen again, cutting his head a second time

on the foot of the bed.

The finger-marks were compared with the dead man's fingers,

and were found to be exactly the same. Well, you don't find

two men in 64,000,000,000,000 with the same pattern on the

skin of their fingers. So it was evident there had been no murder,

and the dead man's son was released as innocent.
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In St Petersburg in Russia a banker was fc und murdered Near

the body was found a cigar holder with an amber mouthpiece

1 his mouthpiece was of peculiar shape and could only be held

in the mouth in one position, and it had two teeth marks m it

These marks showed that the two teeth were of different lengths

The teeth of the murdered man were quite regular, so the

cigar holder was evidently not his But his nephew had teeth

which corresponded to the marks on the mouthpiece, so he was
arrested, and then further proof came up and showed that he was

the murderer

[Compare the story tn
14
Sherlock Holmes * Memoirs ” called

44 The Resident Patient tn which a man was found hanging
and was considered to bt a suicide till SJurlo k Holmes came in

and showe4 various signs, such as cigar ends bitten by different

teeth footprints, and that three men had been tn the toom with

the dead man for some time previous to hi s death and had hanged

him ]

Details in the Cou itrv

Ip you are in the country you should notice landn arks, that is,

objects which help you to hnd your wa> oi present you getting

lost, such as d slant hills, church towers, and nearer objects, such
as peculiar buildings, trees, gates, rocks, etc

And remember m noticing such landmarks that you may want
to use your knowledge of them some day for telling someone else

how to find Ins way, so you mu'-* notice them pretty closely so as to

be able to describe them unmistakably and in their proper order

You must notice and remember every by road and foot path

1 hen you must also notice smaller signs such as birds getting

up and flying hurriedly, which means somebody or some animal
is there

,
dust shows animals, men, or vehicles moving

Of course, when in the country you should notice just as much
as m town all passers by very carefully—how they are dressed,

what their faces are like, and their way of walking, and examine
their footmarks—and jot down a sketch of them m your note

book, so that you would know the footmark again if you found it

somewhere else—(as the shepherd boy did in the story at the

beginning of th's book)
And notice all tracks—that is, footmarks of men, animals,

birds, wheels, etc, for from these you can read the most lm
portant information, as Captain d'Artagnan did in the story of

the seciet duel, in my 11 Yarns for Boy Scouts,” is

This track reading is of such importance that I shall gn you

a lecture on that subject by itself.
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Using your Eyes

Let nothing be too small for your notice
; a button, a match, a

cigar ash, a feather, or a leaf, might be of great importance.
Remember too that there are a number of people now who

wear the Scouts* Badge of Thanks, and it would be a great disgrace

to a scout if he let one of these people pass him without noticing

it, and asking if he could be of any service.

A scout must not only look to his front, but also to either side

and behind him
; he must luve “ eyes at the back of his head,”

as the saying is.

Often by suddenly looking back you will see an enemy’s scout

or a thief showing himself in a way that he would not have done
had he thought you would look round.

There is an interesting story by Tenimore Cooper calle4
14 The

Pathfinder,” in which the action of a Red Indian scout is well

described. He had “eyes at the back of his head,” and after

passing some bushes he caught sight of a withered leaf or two
among the fresli ones, which made him suspect that somebody
might have put the h aves there to make a better hiding-place,

and so he discovered some hidden fugitives.

Night Scouting

A scout has to be able to notice small details just as much by

night as by day, and this he has to do chiefly by listening,

occasionally by feeling or smelling.

In the stillness of the night sounds carry farther than by day.

If you put your ear to the ground or place it against a stick, or

especially against a drum, which is touching the ground, you will

hear the shake of horses’ hoofs or the thud of a man’s footfall a

long way off. Another way is to open a knife with a blade at

each end, stick one blade into the ground and hold the other

between your teeth and you will hear all the better. The human
voice, even though talking low, carries to a great distance, and is

not likely to be mistaken for any other sound.

I have often passed through outposts at night after having

found where the picquets were posted by healing the low talking

of the men or the snoring of those asleep.

BOOK TO READ ON OBSERVATION
“ Aids to Scouting.” is. nett, postage id. (Gale and Polden.)

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
IIow to Teach Observation in Practice—practices

In Towns : Practise your boys first in walking down a street

to notice the different kinds of shops as they pass and to re-

member them in their proper-Sequence at the end.
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Then to notice and remember the names on the shops.

Then to notice and remember the contents of a shop window
after two minutes

*
gaze Fmallv to notice ihe contents of several

shop windows in succession with half a mtnu*e at each

The boys must also notice prominent building* as lan hi atks ,

the number of turnings off ihe street they are wing , nv us of

olhtY streets , details of horses and lelndes passing by , an l—
espeadly —details of the people as to dtess, jc dures, gnt,
numbers on motor cars policemen etc

Take them the first time to dww them how to do it ; and afltr

that sail them out and on their icturn qut tion them , as

l tlow

Mafce them learn for tJumsdots to n U t and remember the

uhneabouts of all cJu mists* Jtops fre alarms, police fixed

points, ambulances, etc etc .

In THE Country Take He /> it) A out f)r a u il\ ai l tiach

the bo\s to notice di tant prjminem f ituus as l indmarl s such

as hills, church Ut fits and so on an l as irer landmarks such

things as peculiar i mldin T$ trus r Is g *#>s etc , by r ads or

paths nature cf fences, oofs , diff i nt hud s of trus
,
birds,

animals tracks etc also pc fit ithid etc Al n any peculiar

smells of plants, animal
,
manure dc

1 hen send them out a cert nn ualk ai l cn their return hate

them in one by one an l examine Hum itibady, or haie them all

in and let them write their ansutrs on ^ ly
,
six questions uhich

you gnt them uith reference to ctrhin p nits uhuh they should

haze nrtut l

It adds to ihe value of the practne if you make a Certain

number of smalt mu* m the g) and btfouhind or leaie but

tons or miithes etc
, for the boxs to notice or to pick up and

bring in (<7 $ a means of making Hum examine the y n ml close

to them, us mil as distant objects)

Teu tng Cn\RACTrR St nd scou's out for h«lj an hour to look

f)r, say, a brutish character or a case of genteel poverty, etc .

The scout must on his return be able to describe the person

accurately, and gue the reason s uhich made him think the person

w is of the character he reports

He should also state how many other characters he passed \n

his search , such as silly
,
good nattered, deceitful, szvaggenng,

wax-moustached
,
and so on

,
judging of course by their faces,

their walk, th air boots
,
hats, clothing, etc.
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Games in Observation

Thimble Finding (Indoors).

Send the patrol out of the room.
Take a thimble, ring, coin, bit of paper, or any small article,

and place it where it is perfectly visible, but in a spot where it

is not likely to be noticed. Let the patrol come in and look for

it. When one of them sees it he should go and quietly sit down
without indicating to the others where it is.

After a fair time he should be told to point it out to those who
have not succeeded in finding it.

[This ensures his having really seen it.]

Shop Window (Outdoors in town).

Umpire takes a patrol down a street past six shops. Gives
them half a minute at each shop, then, after moving them off to

some distance, he gives each boy a pencil and card, and tells

him to write from memory, or himself takes down what they

noticed in, say, the thud and fifth shops. The one who sets down
most articles correctly wins. It is useful practice to match one
boy against another in heats—the loser competing again, till you
arrive at the worst. This gives the worst scouts the most practice.

Similar Game (Indoors).

Send each scout in turn into a room for half a minute ; when
he cornes out lake down a list of furniture and articles which he
notices. The boy who notices most wins.

The simplest way of scoring is to make a list of the articles in

the room on your scoring paper with a column for marks for each

scout against them, which can then easily be totalled up at foot.

Spotting the SroT (Indoors—town or country).

Show a series of photos or sketches of objects in the neigh-

bourhood such as would be known to all the scouts if they kept

their eyes open—such, for instance, as cross-roads, curious win-

dow, gargoyle or weathercock, tree, reflection in the water (guess

the building causing it), and so on.

A pair of scouts can play most of the above competitions off

between themselves, if they like, as a matter of practice.

Patrol leaders can match one pair of their scouts against

another pair in the game, and thus get them really practised at

it, and when they become really good he can challenge other

pi trots to compete aeraimt bis.
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Follow the Trail

Send out a “hare,” either walking or cycling with a pocketful

of conn, nutshells, confetti paper or buttons, etc
,
and drop a few

here and there to give a trail for the patrol to follow

Or go out with a piece of chalk and draw the patrol sign on
wails, gateposts, pavements, lampposts, trees, etc, every here

and there, and let the patrol hunt you by ihese marks Patrols

should wipe out all these marks a« they pass them for tidiness,

and so as not to mislead them for another day's practice

The other road signs should also be used, such as closing up
certain roads as not used, and hiding a letter at some point,

giving directions as to the next turn

Scour’s Nosk (Indoors)

Prepare a number of paper bags, all alike, and put m each a

different smelling article, such as chopped onion in one, tan in

another, rose leaves, leather, aniseed vk let powder, orange peel,

etc Put these packets in a row a ( ouple of feet apart, and let

each competitor walk down the line °n 1 have five seconds smfT

at each At the end he has one minute in which to write down
or to state to the umpire tl e names of the difTcrent objects

6melled, from memory, m thur cor] r\ order

Par and Near (lor town ot country)

Umpire goes along a given road or In e of country with a

patrol in pitrol formation lit emits i stonng card with the

name of each scout on it

Each stout looks out for the details reqaiied, and directly he

notices one he runs to the umpire and mfirms him or hands in

the article, if it is an ariick ht finds I he umpire enters a mark
accordingly against Jus name ihc scout who ^ains most marks

in the walk wins
Details like the following should be chosui, to dtvelop the

scout’s observation and to encourage him to 1 ok far and near, up
and down, etc

The details should be varied every time the game is played

,

and about 8 ono should be given at a time

Every match found
Every button found
Birds’ foot tracks

Patch noticed on sti anger’s clothing or boots

Grey horse seen ,

Pigeon flying

Sparrow sitting

Ash tree

Broken chimney pot *

Broken window *

1 point
1 >»

2 points

1 point

2 points

3
7

i point
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 12

SPOORING
Men’s Tracks—Animals’ Tracks—How to learn “Spooring."

Men's Tracks

General Dodge, of the American Army, describes how he once

had to pursue a party of Red Indians who had been murdering

some people.

The murderers had nearly a week’s stait, and had gone away
on horseback. But General Dodge got a splendid tracking-scout

named Espinosa to help him. The Indians were all riding un-

shod horses, except one, and after Espinosa had been tracking

them for many miles he suddenly got off his horse and pulled

four horseshoes out of a hidden crevice in the rocks. The
Indian had evidently pulled them off so that they should not

leave a track.

For six days they pursued the band, and for a great part of the

time there was no sign visible to an ordinary eye, and after going

for 150 miles they eventually overtook and captured the whole
party. But it was all entirely due to Espinosa’s good tracking.

On another occasion some American tioops were following up
a number of Indians, who hoi been raiding and murdering

whites, and they had some other Red Indian scouts to assist

them in tracking. In order to make a successful attack, they

marched by night, and the trackers found the way in the dark nos*

by feeling the tracks of the enemy with their hands, and they

went at a fairly good pace for many miles, merely touching the

track with their Ungers; hut suddenly they halted and repotted

that the track they had been following had been crowed by a

fresh track, and on the commanding officer going up, he found
the Indians still holding the track with their hands, so that

there should be no mistake. A light was brought and it was
found that the new track was that of a bear which had walked
acioss the trail of the cm my ! So the march continued without

further incident, and the enemy were surprised, and caught m
the early hours of the morning.

The scout, Burnham, in South Afrira, who was with Wilson’s

party when they were massacred on the Shangani River in Mata
beldam], was sent away with a dispatch shortly before they were
surrounded. lie travelled during the night to escape the observa-

tion of the enemy, lie found his way by feeling for the tracks

left in the mud by the column when it marched up there in the

morning
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I myself led a column through an intricate part of the Matopo
Mountains m Rhodesia by night to attack the enemy's strong-

bold which I had reconnoitred the prexious day. I found the

way by feeling my own tracks, sometime*, with my hands and
sometimes through the soks of my shoe0

, which had worn very

thin; and I never had any difficulty in fi nhng the line.

Tracking, or following up tracks, is called by different names
in different countries. Thus, in South Afru a you would talk

only of ‘‘spooring," that is, following up the “spoor"; in India

it would be following the “pug?,” or “pugging"; in America
it is “trailing.”

It is one of the principal ways by w Inc h scouts gain information,

and hunters find their game. Rut to become a good tracker you

must begin young, and practise it at all times when you are out

walWng, whether m town country

If at first you constantly remind yourcT to do it you will soon
find that you do it as a hibit without hnung to remind yourself

And it is a very usc/ul habit, and makes the dullest walk interesting.

Hunters when they are look me about in a country to find

pim* first look for any tra<J s, ol 1 cr new, to see if there are any

a ninals in the country
,
thin tin

} ud> the newer marks to find

out where the animals are Ivilng to* mstdves , then, after the>

have found a fresh track, tin
3

follow l up till thev find the

animal and kill him; and aftev n K th^y ohm have to retrace

their own tracks to find tlv r wav hick *0 camp. And war scouts

do much the same as r<g ud> the ir enemies

hirst of all you must lie able to cl so 1 ut c h one man’s footmark

fiom tint of another, by its size, shape, u d nails, etc. And
similarly the prints of horses and other a on nib.

From .1 man's track, that is, from the s /c of his foot and the

length of lus stride, you ran tf 11, to a ceitain extent, his height.

In taking notes of a trac k you should pick out a well marked
print, very carefuhy measure it* len *h, length of hud, with widest

point of tread, width at waist, width of heel, number of rows

of nails, and number of rails m each row, heel and toe

plates or nails, shape of nail

heads, etc.

It is best to make a

diagram of the foot print

thus— nails misMrg
You sho dd also measure

very carefully the length of

the man’s stride from the

t ft-'* rrmnq

toe of one foot to the heel The way In which the diipram of * bx>t-track

of the other.
*WuU u d"w“
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Notb to Instructor : Make each scout take off his own hoot

and draw a diagram of \t on paper, putting tn all nails and other

points. Or, out of doors, give each scout the outline ready drawn

of a footmark, and then let him find a footmark (or make his own)
and fill in the details of nail-marks, etc .

Also he should note down the length of stride taken ,
and how

much the feet point outwards from the straight direction of their

path

.

A man was once found drowned m a nver It was supposed

that he must have fallen m accidentally, and that the cuts on his

head were caused by stones, etc , in the river But some one took

a drawing of his boots, and after searching the river bartk came
on his tracks, and followed them up to a spot where there had
evidently been a struggle, the ground being much trampled and
bushes broken down to the water's edge, and the track of two

other men’s feet And though these men were never found, it

showed the case to be one of probable murder, which would not

otherwise have been suspected

A scout must learn to rer ognise at a glance at what pace the

maker of the tracks wis going, and so on
A mm walking puis the whole flat of his foot on the ground,

each foot a little under a >ard from the other In running the

toes are more deepi> dug into the ground, and a little dirt is

kicked up, and the fee t are more than a yard apart Sometimes
men walk backwards in order to deceive anyone who may be
tracking, but a crood scout can generally tell this at once by the

stride being shorter, the toes more turned in, and the heels being
tightly impressed

With animals, if they are moving fast, their toes are more
deeply dug into the ground, and they kick up the dirt, and their

paces are longer than when going slowly

You ought to be able to tell the pace at which a horse has been
going directly you see the tr i< ks

At a walk the horse makes two pair of hoof punts—the neir
(lut) hind foot close m fr mt of near fore foot mark, and the off

(r ght) fore foot similarly just behind the print of the off

hind foot

At a trot the track is similar, but the stride is longer
The hmd feet are generally longer and narrower m shape than

the lore feet

Native irarkors boast that not only can they tell a person's
sex and age by tm r trick-., but also their thir.cUrs Tluy
say ^hat people who turn out their toes much are gentnadv
“ uars

n
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It was a trick with highwaymen of old, and with horse stealers

more recently, to put their horses* shoes on wrong way round in

order to deceive trackers who might try to follow them up, but a

Horses' Tracks

3 93 >3 ^ ==>

Walking.

3i=5Jr aoj
Trotting.

b2 3 O 03 O O 03
Canter.

0 r. O NH

Of 6*6* 3> yiefOI T 6'

£?H mOff Htnd% tie.

Gallop mg.

90 30 50 *Z>

OO 09 09 Ol> 09
Tame Horse Walking * Which leg is he lamem ?

N.B.—Ihe long feet are the hind feet

Thebe are the tracks of two birds on the ground One
lives generally on the ground th* ether in bushes and

trees. Which track belongs to winch bird t

good tracker would not be taken in. Similarly, thieves often

walk backwards for the same reason, but a clever tracker will very

soon recognise the deception.

Wheel tracks should also be studied till you can tell the differ-

ence between the track of a gun, a carriage, a country car,

H? OF
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motor car, or a bicycle, and the direction they were going in,

diagram.]

In addition to learning to recognise the pace of tracks, you
must get to know how old they are This is a most important
point, and requires a very great amount of practice and ex-

perience before you can judge it really well.

So much depends on the state of the giound and weather, and
its effects on the “spoor ” If you follow one track, say on a dry,

windy day, over varying ground, you will find that when it is on

(i)

(2 ) The direction of a bicycle ts further ihnum by the loops made tn the

track where the rid * hoi made a turn or w bile, the thtnntr end of tne

loop points in the din etion he u 75 *

Ih\Ck Ol (l)( )
IIOUE AND

( 3 ) MOTOR

l bt, sandy soil, it w 11 look old in a \ery short time, because any
d imp earth that it may kick up from under the surface will dry

\<*ry apidly to the c ame colour as the surface dust, and the sharp

*If"s of the footrrrks will soon be rounded off by the bree/e

yUymg over the dry dust in which they are formed When it gets
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into damp ground, the same track will look much fresher, because

the sun will have only partially dried up the upturned soil, and the

wind will not, therefore, have bevelled off the sharp edges of the

impression, and if it gets into damp clay, under shade of trees, etc

,

where the sun does not get at it, the same track, which may have

looked a day old in the sand, will here Iook quite fresh

Of course, a great clue to the age of tracks will often be found

in spots of rain having fallen on them since ti ey were made (if

you know at what time the ram fell), dust or grass seeds blown

into them (if you noticed at what time the wind was blowing), or

the crossing of other tracks over the original ones, or where the

grass has been trodden down, the extent to which it has

dried or withered In following a horse, the length of time since

it passed can also be judged by the freshness, or otherwise, of the

droppings, due allowance being made for the effect of sun, rain,

or birds, etc , upon them
Having learnt to distinguish the pice and age of spoor, you

must next learn to follow it over all kinds of ground Ihis is an
accomplishment that you can practise all your life, and you will

still find yourself learning at the end of it—you will find yourself

continually improving
Then there is a great deal to learn uom the ashes of fires

—

whether they are still waim or eold, scrips showing wlnt kind of

food the people were cati ig, whethu pluntinil or scarce.

You must not only keep a sharp look out for scout signs made
by your own scouts, but also for those made by hostile scouts

Foreign scoutr also have their private signs—as also do tramps

The following are some of the signs made by tramps on wills or

fences near houses where they have been begging, which they

chalk up to warn others of their class .

0 Very bad they give you No good,

in charge here

Too many tiamps have been r~J Bid people

hue already
w

There aie very good native trackers m the Soudan and Egypt,

and I saw some of their work there

Ihe Colonel of the Fgyptian Cavalry had had somethings
stolen out of his house, so a tracku was sun for from the ne gh

bounng Jaalin tribe

He soon found the footpunts of the th ef ard followed them a

long way out on to the desert, and found the spot where he had

buried the stolen goods. His tracks then came back to the

barracks.
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So the whole of the regiment was paraded without shoes on
for the tracker to examine. And at the end, when he had seen
every man walk, he said, “ No, the thief is not there.” Just then
the Coloners native servant came up to him with a message, and
the tracker, who was standing by, said to the Colonel, “ That is

the man who buried the stolen goods.”

The servant, surprised at being found out, then confessed that

It was he who had stolen his master’s property, thinking that he
would be the last man to be suspected.

Mr. Deakin, the ex-Fremier of Australia, told me how he
travelled on board ship with a number of natives of Australia

who were on the sea for the first time in their lives.

When the ship got out to sea he noticed all these natives had
got into the bows and were lying flat on the deck with their

heads over the side staring intently into the water ahead df the

ship. So interested were they in the water that foT some time

he could not get any reply to his question as to what they were
looking at, till at length one of them said: “We cannot under-

stand how the ship is finding its way across the sea
;
we cannot

see the trail that it is follow mg
;
we know that our eyes are sharp

enough on shore, and often when we are guiding white men along

a trail they say they cannot see the tracks which to us are clear

enough—their eyes are different to ours. But here at sea the

English sailors evidently can see tracks ahead of them, otherwise

they would not know which way to send the ship, and yet we,

who are so good at seeing on shore, cannot see any sign of a track

or mark on the water.”

When getting on to very fresh spoor of man or beast, the old

scout will generally avoid following it closely, because the hunted

animal will frequently look back to see if it is being followed.

The tracker therefore makes a circle, and comes back on to where

he would expect to find the spool again. If he finds it, he makes
another circle further ahead till he finds no spoor. Then he
knows he is ahead of his game, so he gradually circles nearer

and nearer till ne finds it, taking care of course not to get to

windward of the animal when within scenting distance.

Hints on Spooring

Some trackers of Scinde followed up a stolen camel from Karachi
to Sehwan, 1 50 miles over sand and bare rock. The thieves, to

escape detection, drove the camel up and down a crowded street,

order to get the trail mixed up with others—but the trackers

/bresaw this and made a “cast” round the town, and hit on
the outgoing spoor on the far side, which they successfully fol-

lowed up.
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In tracking where the spoor is difficult to see, such as on hard
ground, or in grass, note the direction of the last footprint that

you can see, then look on in the same direction, but well ahead
of you, say 20 or 30 yards, and m grass you will generally see

the blades bent or trodden, and on hard ground, possibly stones

displaced or scratched, and so on
,
small signs which, seen in a

line one behind the other, give a kind of track that otherwise

would not be noticed I once tracked a bicycle on a hard

macadam road where it really made no impression at all, but by
looking along the surface of the road for a long distance ahead of

me, under the rising sun as it happened, the line it had taken was
quite visible through the almost invisible coating of dew upon
the ground Standing on the track and looking upon it close to

my feet I could not see the slightest sign of it The great thing

is 16 look for a difficult track against the sun, so that the slightest

dent m the ground throws a shadow
If you lose sight of the track you must make a “cast” to find

it again. To do this put your handkerchief, staff, or other mark
at the last footmark that you noticed, then work round it m a

wide circle, say 30, 50, or 100 ya ds away fiom it as a centre

—

choosing the most favourable ground «oft ground if possible, to

find signs of the outward track If you are with a patrol it is

generally best for the patrol to hait while one or perhaps two
men make the cast If eveiybody stirts trying to find the spoor

they very soon defeat their object by treading it out or confusing

it with their own footmarks —too many cooks easily spoil the

broth in such a case

In making a cast use your common sense as to which direction

the enemy has probably taken, and try it there I remember an

instance of tracking a boar which illustrates what I mein The
boar had been running through some muddy inundated fields,

and was easy enough to follow until he turned off over some very

hard and stony ground, where affer a little while not a sign of his

spoor was to be seen A cast had accordingly to be made The
last footmark was marked, and the tracker moved round a wide

circle, examining the ground most carefully, but not a sign was

found Then the tracker took a look round the country, and,

putting himself m place of the pig, said, “Now which direction

would I have gone in?” Some distant e to the front of him, as

the original track led, stood a long hcd0e of prickly cactus, m
it were two gaps The tracker went to one of these as being

the line the boar would probably take Here the ground was

still very hard, and no footmark was visible, but on a leaf of the

cactus in the gap was a pellet of wet mud, and this gave the

desired clue
,
there was no mud on this hard ground. b”t the pig
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had evidently brought some on his feet from the wet ground he
had been travelling through. This one little sign enabled the

tracker to work on in the right direction to another and another,

until eventually he got on to the spoor again in favourable

ground, and was able to follow up the boar to his resting-place.

I have watched a tracker in the Soudan following tracks where
for a time they were quite invisible to the ordinary eye in this

way. While the track was clear he made his own stride exactly

to fit that of the track, so that he walked step for step with it,

and he tapped the ground with his staff as he walked along

—

ticking off each footprint as it were. When the footprints dis-

appeared on hard ground, or had been buried by drifting sand, he
still walked on at the same pace, tap-tapping the ground with

his staff at the spot where there ought to have been a footprint.

Toe line Toe lino

Occasionally he saw a slight depression or mark, which showed
that there had been a footprint there, and thus he knew he
was still on the right line.

It is very puzzling for a beginner to tell the difference

between a lot of footmarks of bare feet—they all look so

much alike—but this is the way that the Indian police trackers

do it. It may come in useful some day for a scout to know it

in South Africa or Egypt, or other places where people go
barefooted.

When measuring the footpi int of the man you are after draw
a line from the tip of the big toe to the tip of the little toe, and
then notice where the other toes come with regard to this line,

and note it down in your pocket-book. Then when you come
to a number of tracks you have only to try this same line on one
or two of them till you find the one you want : all people vary a
little in the position of their toes.

Try it with the other scouts in your patrol, each of you making
a footprint with his bare foot, and then noting how it is different

from the others when the toe line is drawn.
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HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
PRACTICES IN TRACKING

1. The Instructor should make his scouts prepare a well-rolled

or -flattened piece of ground (about ten or fifteen yards square) and
make one hoy walk across it, then run

, and then bicycle arross it.

Part of the ground should he wet as if by ram, the other part dry .

He can then explain the difference in the tracks , so that scouts

can tell at once from any tracks they may see afterwards whether

a person was walking or running.

If possible , a day later make fresh tracks alongside the old and
notice the difference in appearance

,
so that the scouts can learn

to judge the age of tracks

.

Then make tracks of various Kinds overrunning each other,

such ms a bicycle meeting a boy on foot , eath going over the other's

tracks, and lei the scouts lead the meaning.
2 . Send out a hoy ui/h “ Tricking bans” on and let the

patrol track him and notice i*luv enw ttlnr tiads override Ins,

showing what people n animals h n * » ei snnr.

N.P.—Tracking Irons a* * ni ir < n'i >n of ?\h 7 ho" p^on
Scton and can he ^hoppt 1 on in the so/ »

< / a see vt\ bnct s (like a

pair of skates), so that vhtuver he got*- In leaves a d n f similar

to that of a deer. In tc / / of U i Kiv 7 u >ns you can ea ily use a

few c\thi ihhl s sn \/d vi f
) < s V cr / nl c f

' <un I k»/s ot into

the bull of your s' ill in such if ' t ,i as to makt a,i iihmislo 1 Mt,
track.

Practices ?nd Qarao* in Spooring

TI \( K MKVm Y

Make a potiol sit with their fret up, so tint other scouts can
study them. One the srouts, say, time minuVs to study the

hoots. Then leaving the t>< outs in a room or out of sight, let one
of the patrol male some foot mails in a good bit of ground.

Tall up the scouts one by one and let them sec the track and say

who made it.

TRACK DRAWING

Take out a patrol
,

set them on to one foot track. Award a

prize to the smut who malts tin* mod art mate drawing of one
of the footpn its of the track.

r

l he scouts ‘d.ouUl be allowed to

follow up the tiack till they get to a bit of ground where a good
impression of it can be found.
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SPOT THE THIEF

Get a stranger to make a track unseen by the scouts. The
scouts study his track so os to know it again.

Then put the stranger among eight or ten others and let them
all make their tracks for the boys to see, going by in rotation.

Each scout then in turn whispers to the umpire which man made
the original track—describing him by his number in filing past.

The scout who answers correctly wins
;

if more than one answers

correctly, the one who then draws the best diagram, from memory,
of the footprint wins. %

“smugglers over the border”

The “ Border ” is a certain line of country about four hundred
yards long, preferably a road or wide path or bit of sand, on
which foot-tracks can easily be seen. One patrol watchts the

border with sentries posted along this road, with a reserve

posted further inland. This latter about half-way between the

“border” and the “town”; the “town” would be a base

marked by a tree, building, or flags, etc., about half a mile

distant from the border. A hostile patrol of smugglers as-

sembles about half a mile on the other side of the border.

They will all cross the border, in any formation they please,

either singly or together or scattered, and make for the town,

either walking or running, or at scout’s pace. Only one among
them is supposed to be smuggling, and he wears tracking irons,

so that the sentries walk up and down their beat (they may not

run till after the “ alarm ”), waiting for the tracks of the smuggler.

Directly a sentry sees the track, he gives the alarm signal to the

reserve and starts himself to follow up the track as fast as he

cau. The reserve thereupon co-operate with them and try to

catch the smuggler before he can reach the town. Once within

the boundary of the town he is safe and wins the game.

ALARM *.
“ CATCH THE THIEF.”

Like “Hostile Spy,” in the “Birchbark Roll of Woodcraft
Indians,” by Mr. Thompson Seton. A red rag is hung up in the

camp or room in the morning: the umpire goes round to each
scout in turn, while they aiu at work or play, and whispers to him,

“There is a thief in the camp”; but to one he whispers,
“ There is a thief in the camp, and you are he—Marble Arch,”
or some other well-known spot abou 1

- a mile away. That scout
then knows that he must steal the rag at any time within the
next thiee hours, and bolt with it to the Marble Arch. Nobody
else knows who is to be the thief, where he will run to, and
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when he will steal it Directly anyone notices that the red rag

is stolen, he gives the alarm, and all stop what they may be
doing at the time, and dart off in pursuit of the thief. The
scout who gets the rag or a bit of it wins. If none succeed m
doing this, the thief wins. He must carry the rag tied round
his neck, and not in his pocket or hidden away.

BOOKS TO READ ON SPOORING

“Lectures in Tracking”: CavalryJournal for October, 1907
Price 2s. 6d. nett (postage 4d.).

“ Scouting and Reconnaissance in Savage Countries ”
: Captain

Stigand. Price 5s. nett (postage 4d.). (H. Rees.)

“Footprints.” By G. W. Gayer, Indian Police. Price 3s.

nett^(postage 6d. extra.)

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 13

READING "SIGN” OR DEDUCTION

Putting this and that together—Sherlock-Holmesism—Instances

of Deduction.

When a scout has learned to notice “sign,” he must then learn

to “put this and that together,” and so read a meaning from

what he has seen. This is called “deduction.” Here is an

example of what I mean which was lately gi\en m the “Forest

and Stream,” which shows how the young scout can read the

meaning from “aign” when he has been trained to it.

A cavalry soldier had got lost and some of his comrades were

hunting all over the country to find him, when they came across

a native boy, and asked him if he had seen the lost man. He
immediately said : “Do you mean a very tall soldier, riding a

roan horse that was slightly lame ?
”

They said, “Yes; that was the man. Where did you see

him ?
”

The boy replied, “ I have not seen him, but I know where he

has gone.”

Thereupon they arrested him, thinking that probably the man
had been murdered and made away wuh, and that tlie boy had

heard about it

But eventually he explained that he had seen tracks of the

man whu h he could point out to them.

Finally he brought them to a place where the signs showed

that the man had made a halt. The horse had rubbed itself

against a tree, and had left some of its hairs sticking to the bark,
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which showed that it was a roan horse ; its hoof marks showed
that it was lame, that is, one foot was not so deeply indented on
the ground and did not take so long a pace as the other feet.

That the rider was a soldier was shown by the imprint of his

boot, which was an army boot. Then they asked the boy,

“How could you tell that he was a tall man?” and the boy
pointed out to where the soldier had broken a branch from the

tree, which would have been out of reach of a man of ordinary

height.

Deduction is exactly like reading a book.

A boy who has never been taught to read, and who sees you
reading from a book, would ask, “ How do you do it ? ” and you

would point out to him that a number of small signs on a page are

letters; these letters when grouped form words; and words form

sentences ;
and sentences give information. *

Similarly, a trained scout will see little signs and tracks, he puts

them together in his mind, and quickly reads a meaning from them
such as an untrained man would never arrive at.

And from frequent practice he gets to read the meaning at a

glance, just as you do a book, without the delay of spelling out

each word, letter by letter.

I was one diy, (luting the M.itahcle War [S/>o:v on nur/>] with

a native (mts< outing near to the Mitopo Hills over a wide grassy

plain. Suddenly we crossed a Tm» k h t^lily made in grass, where
the blades of grass were Mid g^e* n and damp, though pressed

down ;
all wtre bending one way, v hit h showed the direction in

which the people had be. n travels og
;
following up the track for

a bit it got on to a patch of sand, and we then saw that it wras the

spoor of several women (small feet with straight edgt
,
and short

stop*) and boys (small feet, curv d edge, and longer strides),

walking not running, towards the lulls, about five miles away;
whcie we bcli< ved the enemy to be hiding.

Then we saw a leaf lying about ten jurds off the track. There
were no trees for miles, but we knew that tiees having this kind of

leaf grew at a village bft'en miles away, in the direction from
which the footmarks wes coming. It seemed likely therefore

that the women had conm from that village, bringing the leaf with

them, and had gone to the hills.

On picking up the leaf wtc found it was damp, and smelled of

native beer. The Jvnt stops showed that the women were
carrying loads. So we giu ssed that according to the custom they
had been carrying pots of native beer on their heads, the mouths
of the por* bMne stopped up wrh bunches of leaves. One of

these leaves had f hen out
,
but wc <rmd it ten yards off the track,

which showed that at the time it fell a wind was blowing. There
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was no wind now, i.e. seven o'clock, but there had been some
about five o’clock. -

So we guessed from all these little signs that a party of women
and boys had brought beer during the night from the village 15
miles away, and had taken it to the enemy on the hills, arriving

there soon after six o’clock.

The men would probably start to drink the beer at once (as it

goes sour in a few hours), and would, by the time we could get there,

be getting sleepy and keeping a bad look-out, so we should have a

favourable chance of looking at their position.

We accordingly followed the women’s track, found the enemy,
made our observations, and got away with our information

Without any difficulty.

And it was chiefly done on the evidence of that one leaf. So
you fee the importance of noticing even a little thing like that.

Instances of Deduction

Mr. Tighe Hopkins, writing in “World’s Work,” describes how
by noticing very small signs detectives have discovered crimes.

In one case a crime had been committed, and a stranger’s

coat was found which gave no clue to the owner. The coat was
put into a stout bag and beaten with a stick, fhe dust was
collected from the bag, and examined under a powerful magnify-

ing glass, and was found to consist of fine sawdust, which
showed that the owner of the coat was p:< lubly a carpenter, or

sawyer, or joiner. The duat was then put unih r a nunc powerful

magnifying glass—called a microscope —and it was then seen

that it also contained some tiny grain-, of gelatine and powdeied
glue. These things are not used by carpenters or sawyers, so

the coat was shown to belong to a joiner, and the pnlu e got on
the track of the criminal.

Dust out of pockets, or in the recesses of a pocket knife, and
so on, if closely examinedv tells a great deal.

Dr. Bell, of Edinburgh, is said to be the original from whom
Sir Conan Doyle drew his idea of Shcilock Holmes
The doctor was once teaching a class of medical studt nts at a

hospital h*w to doctor people. A patient was brought in, so

that the doctor might show how an injured man should be treated.

The patient in this case came limping in, and the doctor turned

to one of the students and askt d him :

“ What is the matter with this man ?
”

The student replied, “ i don’t know, sir. I haven’t asked him.”

The doctor said :
“ Well, there is no need to ask him, you

should see for yourself—he has injured his right knee; he is

limping on that leg ; he injured it by burning it tn the f 10
;
you
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see how his trouser is burnt away at the knee, This is Monday
morning. Yesterday was fine; Saturday was wet and muddy.
The man's trousers are muddy all over. He had a fall in the

mud on Saturday night."

Then he turned to the man and said :
44 You drew your wages

on Saturday and got drunk, and in trying to get your clothes dry

k\y the fire when you got home, you fell on the fire and burnt

your knee—isn’t that so ?
”

44 Yes, sir,” replied the man.
I saw a case in the paper once where a judge at the county

court* used his powers of “noticing little things,” and 44 putting

this and that together." He was trying a man as a debtor. #
The man pleaded that he was out of work, and could get no

employment.
The judge said : “Then what are you doing with that jffencil

behind your ear if you are not in business?”

The man had to admit that he had been helping his wife in

her business, which, it turned out, was a very profitable one, and
the judge thereupon ordered him to pay his debt.

Dr. Reiss, of the Police Department of the University of Lau-

sanne, records how the police read spoor.

A burglary had taken place in a house, and the thiefs foot-

prints were found in the garden. Those going towards the

house were not so deeply impressed as those coming away from

it, nor were they so close together ;
from this the police gathered

that the burglar had carried away with him a heavy load, which

made him take short steps, and he was fully weighted down, so

that they sank deeply in the ground.

True Scouting Stories

Captain Stigand in “ Scouting and Reconnaissance in Savage
Countries” gives the following instances of scouts reading im-

portant meaning from small signs.

When he was going round outside his camp one morning he
noticed fresh spoor of a horse which had been walking. He
knew that all his horses only went at a jog-trot, so it must have
been a stranger’s horse.

So he recognised that a mounted scout of the enemy had been
quietly looking at his carnp in the night.

Coming to a village m Central Africa from which the inhabi-

tants had fled, he could not tell what tribe it belonged to till he
found a crocodile’s foot in one of the huts, which showed that

the village belonged to the Awisa tribe, as they eat crocodiles,

and the neighbouring tribes do not,

A man was seen riding a camel over half a mile away. A
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native who was watching him said,
11

It is a man of slave blood ”

“ How can you tell at this distance ?
” “ Because he is swinging

his leg A true Arab rides with his leg close to the earners

side.”

General Joubert, who was Commander in Chief of the Boer
Army m the Boer War, 1900, told me (some years before that)

that m the previous Boer War, 1881, it was his wife who first

noticed the British troops were occupying Majuba Mountain
The Boers were at that time camped ntar the foot of the moun-
tain, and they generally had a small party of men on the top as

a look-out On this particular day they had intended moving
away early in the morning, so the usual picquet had not been
sent up on to the mountain

While they were getting reid> to start, Mrs Joubert, who evi-

dently had the e> es of a scout, looked up and said, “ Why, there

is an Englishman on the top of Mrjuba * ” The Boers said, “ No
—it must be our own m n * I10 have gone up there, after all

”

But Mrs Joubert stu^k to it, and said, “ Look at the way he
walks, tbit is no Boer—it is an ] iglishman ” And so it was,
sh£ was right An English force h id cinnl ( d the mountain during

the night, but by the stupidity of this nnn showing himself up
on the skyline their pre ence was lmmcdntely denoted by the

Boers, who, instead of being surprised by them, climbed up the

mountain unseen under the steep crags, and surprised the Bntish,

and drove them off with heavy loss

An officer lost his field glasses during some manoeuvres on the

desert five miles from Cairo, and he sent for the native trackers

to look for them
They came and asked to see the tracks of his horse , so the

horse was brought out and led about, so that they could see his

footprints These they carried m their minds, and went out to

where the manoeuvres had been there, among the hundreds of

hoof marks of the cavalry and artillery, they very soon found
those of the officer’s horse, and folio* ed them up wherever he

had ridden, till they found the field glasses lying where they had
dropped out of their case on the desert

These trackers are particularly good at spooring camels To
anyone not accustomed to them the footmark of one camel looks

very like that of any other camel, but to a trained eye they are

all as different as people’s faces, and these trackers remember them
very much as you would remember the faces of people you had
seen

About a year ago a camel was stolen near Cairo The police

tracker was sent for and shown its spoor, He followed it for a

long way until it got into some street*, where it was entirely lost-
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among other footmarks. But the other day, a year later, this

police tracker suddenly came on the fiesh track of this camel;
he had remembered its appearance all that time. It had evidently

been walking with another camel whose footmark he knew was
one which belonged to a well-known camel tbief. So without

trying to follow the tracks when they got into the city he went
with a policeman straight to the man’s stable, and there found the

long-missing camel.

The “Gauehos,” or native cowbms, of South America are fine

scouts. Though the cattle lands aie now for the most part en-

closed, they used formeily to have to track stolen and lost beasts

for miles, and were therefore very good trackers. The story is

told that one of these men was sent to track a stolen horse, but

failed to follow it up. Ten months later, when in a different part

of the country, he suddenly noticed the ftesh spoor of this horse

on the ground. He had remembered its appearance all that time.

He at once followed it up and recoveicd it for his master.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

HOW TO TKACH UrDUCTION IN PRACTICE

Read aloud a story in b hich a good amount of observation of

details occws, with tonwqunil de tuitions
,
such as in either the

“ Memoirs " or tJ c
* 4

Adventures of Sherlock Holiv^s”

Then question the hoys afterwards as to which details suggested

certain solutions, to see that they really have grasped the method.

Follow up ordinary tracks and deduce their meaning. For
examples of daily practice see my hook of “ Aids to Scouting

Example of Practice in Deduction

A simple deduction from signs noticed in my walk one morning
on a stormy mountain path in Kashmir.

Sign Observed.—Tree-stump, about three feet high, by the path.

A stone about the sire of a cocoanut lying near it, to which were

sticking some bits of bruised walnut rind, dried up. Some walnut

rind also lying on the stump. Further along the path, 30 yards

to the south of the stump, were lying hits of walnut shell of four

walnuts. Close by was a high sloping rock, alongside the path.

The only walnut tree in s»ght was 150 yards north of the stump.
At the foot of the stump was a cake of hardened mud which

showed the impression of a grass shoe.

What would you make out from those signs ? My solution of
it was this

:

A faan had gone* southward on a long journey along the path
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two days ago carrying a load; and had rested at the rock while he
ate walnuts.

My deductions were these

:

It was a man carrying a load, because carriers when they want
to rest do not sit down, but rest their load against a sloping rock

and lean back. Had he had no load, he would probably have
sat down on the stump, but he preferred to go 30 yards further to

where the rock was. Women do not carry loads there, so it was
a man. But he first broke the shells of his walnuts on the tree'

stump with the stone, having brought them from the tree 150
yards north. So he was travelling south, and he was on a long

journey, as he was wearing shoes, and not going barefooted, as

he would be if only strolling near his home. Three days ago
there was rain, the cake of mud had been picked up while the

giound was still wet—but it had not been since rained upon, and
was now dry. The walnut rind was also dry, and confirmed the

time that had elapacd.

There is no important story attached to this, but it is just an
example of everyday practice which should be carried out by
scouts.

GAMl&S AND COMimflllONS IN DEDUCTIONS

Get some people who arc stranger* to the hoys to come along as

passers-by in the sired or road
,
and let the hoys separably notice

all about them ; and after an interval ask caJi fur a full descrip-

tion of each of the passers-by as to appearance
,
pecuhar re-

cognisable points, and what he guesses his business to be;

or let each boy have two minutes ' cuiucrsalwn with your friend ,

and try to find out what he can about him m that time by question-

ing and observation .

Set a room or prepare a piece of ground with small signs ,

tracks
,
etc., read aloud the stony of the crime, lip to that point and

let each boy or each patrol in turn examine the * ccne for a given

time
,
and then privately give each his solution of it .

The very simplest, most elementary schemes should be given at

first and they can gradually be elaborated. For instance, take a

number of footmarks and spent matches by a tree, showing where a

man had difficulty m lighting his pipe, etc .

For a more finished theme take a mystery like that in
u Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes ” called " The Resident Patient.”

Set a room to represent the patient's room where he was found

hanging , with footprints of muddy boots on the carpet, cigar

ends bitten or cut in the fireplace ,
cigar ashes, screw-driver and

screws
,

etc. Put down a strip or “ stepping stones '* of stuff ,
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handkerchiefs, or paper on which the competitors shall walk (so

as not to confuse existing tracks), LA each scout (or patrol)

come in separately, and have three minutes in which to in

•

vestigate. Then to go out and give in his solution, written or

verbal, half an hour later.

Let one patrol make tracks by carrying out such a series as

that which D'Artagnan elucidated . The other patrol then acts

as detectives, and endeavours to unravel the mystery from the

tracks and other sign,

“Track the Assassin.”—The assassin escapes after having

stabbed his victim, carrying in his hand the dripping dagger.

The remainder, a minute later, start out to track him by the drops
of blood (represented by Indian corn or peas) which fall at every

third pace. His confederate (the umpire) tells him beforehand

where to make for, and if he gets there without being touched by
his pursuers, over eight minutes ahead of them, he wins. If they

never reach his confederate, neither side wins.

Play

Any one of Sherlock Holmes* stories makes a good play.

BOOKS TO READ
“ Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.” 3s. 6d. and 6d. (postage 2d.).

“Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.” 3s. 6d. and 6d. (postage

2d.).
“ The Thinking Machine,*’ which contains a number of stories

like Sherlock Holmes. Price 6s. (Chapman & Hall)
“ Criminal Investigation,” by Dr. Gross. Edited by J. Adam

Published by Specialist Peess, London. (Out of print.)



STALKING ATTITUDES

CHAPTER V

WOODCRAFT
or,

Knowledge of Animals and Nature

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. *4

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

HOW TO TEACH NATURAL HISTORY

If tn London take your scouts to the Zoological Gardens and to

Natural History Museum, South Kensington. Talc them to

certain animals on which you are prepared to lecture to them
About half a dozen animals would be quite enough for one day

If tn the country, get leave from a farmer or carter to show the

boys how to put on harness, etc
, and how to feed and water the

horse ; how he is shod, etc. How to catch hold of a runaway horse

tn harness. How to milk a cow.

Study habits of cows, rabbits, birds, water-voles, trout, etc , by

stalking them and watching all that they do.

Take your scouts to any menagerie, and explain the animals

STALKING
As An aid to observation—How to hide yourself—How to learn

Stalking—Games—Books on Stalking.

At some manoeuvres lately, two hostile patrols of soldiers were
approaching, looking for each other, till the ground between them
became very open, and it seemed hopeless for a scout to cross it

without being seen. However, a small ditch of about two feet

deep and overgrown with bushes ran across part of tne open

149
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plain from the point where one patrol was lying hidden. They
noticed two calves which came out on to the plain from the

opposite side, and walked across the open till they got to the

end of this ditch, and here they stopped and separated and began
browsing.

A scout now started to make use of this ditch by crawling along

it till he should get to the far end near the calves, and there he
hoped to find some way of getting on further, or of at least peep-

ing out and getting a nearer view of the possible position of the

enemy. When about half-way along the ditch he was suddenly
fired at by an enemy's scout already there, in the ditch.

When the umpire rode up and asked him how he had got there

without being seen, the hostile scout said that finding he could
not reach the ditch without being seen if he went across the plain,

he seized two calves which he had found among the bushes where
his patrol were hiding, and stepping between them, he drove the

pair of them, by holding their tails, across to the open ditch; here

he let them go, and slid himself into the ditch without being

noticed.
How to Hide Yourself

When you want to observe wild animals you have to stalk

them, that is, to creep up to them without their seeing or

smelling you.

A hunter when he is stalking wild animals keeps himself

entirely hidden, so does the war scout when watching or looking

for the enemy
;

a polu cman does not catch pickpockets by

standing about in uniform watching tor them; he dresses like one

of the crowd, and as often a i not gazes into a shop window
and sees all that goes on behind linn reflected as if in a looking-

glass.

If a guilty person finds himself being watched it puts him on
his guard, while an innocent person becomes annoyed. So when
you are observing a person, don’t do so by openly staring at them,

but notice the details you want to at one glance or two, and if

you want to study them more, walk behind them; you can learn

just as much from a back view, in fact more than you can from a

front view, and, unless they arc scouts and look round frequently,

they do not know that you are observing them.

War scouts and hunters stalking game always carry out $wo
important things when they don't want to be seen.

One is—they take care that the ground behind them, or trees,

or buildings, etc
,
are of the same colour as their clothes.

And the othei is— if an enemy or a deer is seen looking for

them, they remain perfectly still without moving so long as he is

there.
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In that way a scout, even though he is out in the open, will

often escape being noticed.

In choosing your background, consider the colour of your

clothes ;
thus, if you are dressed in khaki, don't go and stand in

front of a whitewashed wall, or in front of a dark-shaded bush,

but go where there is khaki-coloured sand or grass oj rocks

behind you—and remain perfectly still. It will be very difficult

lor an enemy to distinguish you, even at a short distance.

If you are in dark clothes, get among dark bushes, or in the

shadow of trees or rocks, but be careful that the ground beyond
you is also dark— if there is light-coloured ground beyond the

trees under which you are standing, for instance, you will stand

out clearly defined against it.

If you are in red, try and get against red brick buildings, or

red earth or rocks, and so on.

In making use of hills as look out places be very careful not to

show yourself on the top or sky line*. That is the fault which a

Tenderfoot generally makes.

It is qude a lesson to wat<h a Zulu scout making use of a hill-

top or rising ground as a look out plane lie will crawl up on all

fours, lying flat in the grass; on reaching the top lie will very

slowly raise his head, inch by in* h, till he can see the v^ew. If

he secs the enemy on beyond, he will have a good look, and, if he
thinks they are Watching him, will knp his herd perfectly steady

for an immense time, hoping that he will be mistaken for a stump
or a stone. If he is not detected, he will very gradually lower his

head, inch by inch, into the grass a pain, and crawl quietly away.

Any quick or sudden mo\emont of the head on the skyline w’ould

be very liable to attract attention, even at a considerable distance.

At night keep as much as possible in low ground, ditches, etc.,

so that you aie down in the dark, while an enemy who comes
near will be risible to you outlined against the stars on higher

ground.

By squatting low in the shadow7 of the bush at night, and
keeping quite still, I have let an enemy’s scout come and stand

within three feet of me, so that when he turned his back towards

me I was able to stand up where I was, and fling my arms round him.

A point also to remember in keeping hidden while moving,

especially at night, is to wralk quietly
;
the thump of an ordinary

man’s heel on the ground can be heard a good distance off, but
a scout or hunter always walks lightly, on the ball of his foot, not

on bis heels
;
and this you should practise whenever you are

walking, by day or by night, indoors as well as out, so that it

becomes a habit with you—so as to walk as lightly and silently as

possible. You will find thnt as you grow into it your power of
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walking long distances will grow, you will not tire so soon as you
would if clumping along in the heavy-footed manner of most
people.

.Remember always that to stalk a wild animal, or a good scout*

you must keep down wind of him, even if the wind is so slight as

to be meiely a faint air.

Before starting to stalk your enemy, then, you should be sure
which way the wind is blowing, and work up against it. To find

this out you should wet your thumb all round with your tongue,
and then hold it up and see which side feels coldest, or you can
throw some light dust, or dry grass or leaves in the air, and see

which way they drift.

The Red Indian scouts when they wanted to reconnoitre an
enemy's camp used to tie a wolfs skin on their backs and walk on

*

From “Sketches in Mafeking and East Africa.”

By permission of Messrs. Smithy Elder

,

<5r* Co.

all fours, and, imitating the howl of a wolf, prowl round the camps
at night.

In Australia the natives stalk emus—which are great birds

something like an ostrich—by putting an emu's skin over them-

selves, and walking with body bent and one hand held up to

represent the bird's head and neck.

American scouts, when peeping over a ridge or any place where

their head might be seen against the sky-line, put on a cap made
of wolfs-head skin with ears on it—so that they may be mistaken

for a wolf, if seen.

Our scouts also, when looking out among grass, etc., tie a siting

or band round their head, and stick a lot of grass in it, some up-

right, some drooping over their face, so that their head is very

invisible.

When hiding behind a big stone or mound, etc., they don*t

look ov«* the top, but round the side of it.
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How to Teach Stalking

Demonstrate the value of adapting colour of clothes to back-

ground by sending out one boy about 500 yards to stand against

different backgrounds in turn
,

till he gets one similar in colour

to his own clothes.

The rest of the patrol to watch and to notice how invisible he

becomes when he gels a suitable background. E.g. a boy in a

grey suit standing in front of dark bushes, etc., is quite visible—
but becomes less so if he stands in front of a grey rock or house ;

a boy in a dark suit is very visible in a green field,
bid not when

he stands in an open doorway against dark interior shadow.

Games in Stalking

Seoul Hunting
One scout is given time to go out and hide himself, the remainder

then start to find him
;
he wins if he is not found, or if he can get

back to the starting-point within a given time without being

touched.

Dispatch Running
A scout is told to bring a note into a certain spot or house from

a distance within a given time - other hostile scouts aie told to

prevent any message getting to this place, and to hide themselves

at different points to stop the dispatch carrier getting in with it.

To count as a capture two scouts must touch the dispatch

runner before he reaches the spot for delivering the message.

Rllay Rack
One patrol pitted against another to see who can get a message

sent a long distance in shortest time by means of relays of runners

(or cyclists). The patrol is ordered out to send in three successive

notes or tokens (such as sprigs of certain plants), from a point, say,

two miles distant or more. The leader in taking his patrol out to

the spot drops scouts at convenient distances, who will then act

as runners from one post to the next and back. If relays are

posted in pairs, messages can be passed both ways.

Stalking

Instiuctor acts as a deer—not hiding, but standing, moving
a little now and then if he likes.

Scouts go out to find, and each in his own way tries to get up
to him unseen.

Directly the instructor sees a scout he directs him to stand up
as having failed. After a certain time the instructor calls “ Time,
all stand up at the spot which they have reached, and the nearest

wins
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The same game may be played to test the scouts in stepping

lightly—the umpire being blindfolded. The practice should pre-

ferably be carried out where there are dry twigs lying about, and
gravel, etc. The scout may start to stalk the blind enemy at

100 yards’ distance, and he must do it faiily fast—say in one
minute and a half— to touch the blind man before he hears him.

Stalking and Reporting

The umpire places himself out in the open and sends each scout

or pair of scouts away in different directions about half a mile off.

When he waves a flag, which is the signal to begin, they all hide,

and then proceed to stalk him, creeping up and watching all he

does. When he waves the flag again, they rise, come in, and re-

port each in turn all that he did, either by handing in a written

report or verbally, as may be ordered. The umpire meantime has

kept a look-out in each direction, and, every time he sees a scout,

he takes two points off that scout’s score. He, on his part, per-

forms small actions, such as sitting down, kneeling up, looking

through glasses, using handkerchief, taking hat off for a bit,

walking round in a circle a few times, to give scouts something to

note and repoit about him S< outs aie given three points for each

act reported correctly. It saves time if the umpire makes out a

scoiing card beforthand, giving the name of each scout, and a

number of columns showing each act of his, and what mark that

scout wins, also a column of deducted marks for exposing them-

selves.

BOOK ON STALKING

“ Deer Stalking ” Badminton Library Series. 6s. nett.

(Fostage 4d.)

“Spider and Fly”

A bit of country or section of the town about a mile square is

selected as the web, and its boundaries described, and an hour
fixed at which operations are to cease.

One patrol (or half-patiol) is the “spider,” which goes out and
selects a place to hide itself.

The other patrol (or half patrol) goes a quarter of an hour later

as the “ fly ” to look for the “ spider.” They can spread them-

selves about as they like, but must tell their leader anything that

they discover.

An umpire goes with each party.

If within the given time (say about two hours) the fly has not

discovered tfie spider, the spider wins. The spiders write down
the names of any of the fly patrol that they may see

;
similarly
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the flies write down the names of any spiders that they may see,

and their exact hiding place.

The two sides should wear different colours, or be differently

dressed {eg
, one side in shirt sleeves).

Throwing the Asslgai

Target, a thin sack, lightly stuffed with straw, or a sheet of

cardboard, or canvas stretched on a frame

Assegais to be made of wands, with weighted ends sharpened,

or with iron arrow-heads on them

Flag Raii ing

(from “Aids to Scouting,” is. Gale and Polden

)

Two or more patrols on enh side

Each side will form an outpost wi bin a ^ven tnct of country

to protect three flags (or at n nht three lantern* two feet above

ground), planted not less thin 200 yard* (xuo yaids at night)

from it. The protecting ojlpost will be p< sted in concealment

either all together or spread out in pairs It will then send out

scouts to discover the enemy’s posit on When these have found

out where the outpost is, they try and creep round nit of sight

till they can get to the flags and bring th< m away to tnur own
line One scout may not take away more than one flag

This is the general position of a patrol on sach an outpost .

—

t t t
t t t

Pair of Scouts. Pair of Scouts. Pair of Scouts.

t
Patrol Leader

P P P
] Uj c

Any scout coming within iilty )aids of a stronger party will be

put out of action if seen by the enemy
,

if he can creep by with

out being seen it is all right

Scouts posted to watch as outposts cannot move from their

ground, but their strength counts as double, and they may send

single messengers to their neighbours or to thur own scouting

party.

An umpire should be with each outpost and with each scouting

patrol.
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At a given hour operations will cease, and all will assemble al

the given spot to hand in their reports. The following points

might be awarded :

—

For each flag or lamp captured and brought in 5 points

For each report or sketch of the position of the

enemy’s outposts up to 5 points

For each report of movement of enemy’s scout-

ing patrols 2 points

The side which makes the biggest total wins.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 15

ANIMALS

The Calling of Wild Animals—Animals—Birds—Reptiles—Fish

—Insects— Practical Instruction about Animals—Games

—

Books to read.

Scouts in many parts of the world use the calls of wild animals

and birds for communicating with each other, especially at night

or in thick bush, or in fog, etc
,
but it is also very useful to be

able to imitate the calls ii you want to watch the habits of the

INDIAN (,1PS\ 'All INC JACK AJ.S.

animals. You can begin by calling chickens
;
or by talking to

dogs in dog language, and you very soon find you can give the

angry growl or the playful growl of a dog Owls, wood-pigeons,

and curlews are very easily called.

In India I have seen a certain tribe of gipsies who cat jackals.

Now a jarktil is one of the most suspicious auimals that lives, and
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is very difficult to catch in a trap, but these gipsies catch them
by calling them in this way.

Several men with dogs hide themselves in the grass and bushes

round a small field. In the middle of this open place one gipsy

imitates the call of the jackals calling to each other: he gets

louder and louder till they seem to come together; then they

begin to growl and finally tackle each other with violent snapping,

snarling, and yelling, and at the same time he shakes a bundle of

dried leaves, which sounds like the animals dashing about among
grass and reeds. Then he flings himself down on the ground,

and throws up dust in the air, so that he is completely hidden in it,

still growling and fighting. If any jackal is witlnn sound of this,

he comes tearing out of the jungle, and dashes into the dust to

join in the fight. When he finds a man there, he comes out

again in a huiry
;
but meantime the dogs have been loosed from

all sides, and they quickly catch him and kill him.

Mr. William Long in his very inteiesting book, called “Beasts
of the Field,” describes how he once called a moose. The moose
is a very huge kind of stag, with an ugly, bulging kind of nose.

He lives in the forests of North Amen ('a and Canada, and is very

hard to get near ; and is pretty dangerous when he is angry.

Mr. Long was in a canoe fishing when he heard a moose bull

calling in the forest—so just for fun he went ashore and cut a
strip of bark off a birch tree and rolled it up into a cone or trumpet
shape so as to make a kind of megaphone (about fifteen inches

long, five inches wide at the larger end, and about an inch or two
at the mouth-piece). With this he pioreeded to imitate the

roaring grunt of the bull moose The effect was tiemendous;
the old moose came tearing down and even came into the water

and tried to get at him—and it was only by hard paddling that

in the end he got away.

One of the best things in scouting is the hunting of big game
—that is, going after elephants, lions, rhino, wild boar, deer, and
those kind of animals; and a fellow has to be a pretty good scout

if he hopes to succeed at it.

You get plenty of excitement and plenty of danger too; and
all that I have told you about observation and tracking and
hiding yourself comes in here. And in addition to these you
must know ail about animals and their habits and ways if you
want to be successful

I have said the “ hunting ” or “ going after big game is one of

the best things in scouting.” I did not say shooting or killing

the game was the best part ;
for as you get to study animals you

get to like them more and more, and you will soon find that you
don’t want to kill them for the mere sake of killing, and that the
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more you see of them the more you see the wonderful work of

God in them.

All the fun of hunting lies in the adventurous life in the jungle,

the chance in many cases of the animal hunting you instead of

you hunting the animal, the interest of tracking him up, stalking

him and watching all that he does and learning his habits. The
actual shooting the animal that follows is only a very small part

of the fun.

No scout should ever kill an animal unless there is some real

reason for doing so, and in that case he should kill it quickly and
effectively, so as to give it as little pain as possible.

In fact many big-game hunters nowadays prefer to shoot their

game with the camera instead of with the rille—which gives just

as interesting lesuhs—except >\hcn you and your natives are

hungry, then you must, of course, kill your game.

My brother was lately big game shooting m East Africa and
had very good sport with the camera, living in the wilds, and
tracking and stalking and finally snap-shotting elephants,

rhinoceros, and other big animals.

One day he had crept up near to an elephant and had set up
his camera and had got his head under the cloth, focussing it,

when his native cried, “ Look out, sir !
” and started to run.

My brothei poked his head out from under the cloth and found

a great elephant coming for him, only a few yards off. So he

just pressed the button, and then lit out and ran too. The
elephant rushed up to the camera, stopped, and seemed to

recognise that it was only a camera after ail, and smiling at his

own irritability lurched off into the jungle again.

Mr. Schillings’ book “With Flashlight and Rifle in Africa
n

is a most interesting collodion of instantaneous photos of wild

animals, most of them taken by night by means of flashlight,

which was set going by the animals themselves striking against

wires which he had put out for the purpose. He got splendid

photos of lions, hyenas, deer of all sorts, zebras, and other beasts.

There is one of a lion actually in the air springing on to a buck.

The boar is certainly the biavest of all animals; he is the real

“ King of Jungle,” and the other animals all know it. If you
watch a di inking pool in the jungle at night, you will see the

animals that come to it all creeping down nervously, looking out

in every direction for hidden enemies. But when the boar comes
he simply swaggers down with his great head and its shiny tusks

swinging from side to side
;
he cares for nobody, but everybody

cares for him
;
even a tiger drinking at the pool will give a snarl

and sneak quickly out of sight.

I have often lain out on moonlight nights to watch the animals,
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especially wild boars, in the jungle ; and it is just as good fun as

merely going after them to kill them.

And I have caught and kept a young wild boar and a young
panther, and found them most amusing and interesting little

beggars. The boar used to live in my garden, and he never

became really tame, though I got him as a baby.

He would come to me when I called him—but very warily

;

he would never come to a stranger, and a native he would “go
for '* and try and cut him with his little tusks.

He used to practise the use of his tusks while turning at full

speed round an old tree stump in the garden, and he would gallop

at this and round it in a figure of eight continuously for over five

minutes at a time, and then fling himself down on his side pant-

ing with his exertions.

My panther was also a beautiful and delightfully playful beast,

and used to go about with me like a dog ;
but he was very un-

certain in his dealings with strangers.

I think one gets to know more about animals and to understand

them better by keeping them as pets at first, and then going and
watching them in their wild natural life.

But before going to study big game in the jungles everybody

must study all animals wild and tame at home. It would be a very

good thing if every scout kept some kind of animal, such as a pony
or a dog, birds, or rabbits, or even live butterflies.

Every boy scout ought to know all about the tame animals

which he sees every day. You ought to know all about grooming,

feeding, and watering a horse, about putting him into harness or

taking him out of harness and putting him in the stable, and know
when he is going lame and should not therefore be worked.

And when you harness a horse I hope you will show more
knowledge of the animal and more kindness towards him than do
half the carriage coachmen in London—by not putting bearing

reins on him.

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales was reported some time ago to

have said as follows :

—

44 When I am King I shall make three laws :

I. That no one shall cut puppies’ tails, because it must hurt them so.

2. That there shall be no more sm in the country.

3. That nobody shall use bearing-reins, because they hurt the
horses. ,,

These laws not only show us that King Edward VIII will be
a kind and humane monarch, but that he is far seeing, for the

last one, at any rate, might well be a law of the country now.
It is much needed*
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Bearing reins are small extra reins which are hooked on to the

horse*s back-pad to hold up his head. They are generally put on
so tightly as to cause him pain the moment he drops his head at

all ; when put on loosely they do not cause him to hold up his

head, and therefore are not of any use.

There are no better drivers than the London cabbies and
busmen, and they do not use bearing-reins, and their horses

are more handy than those usually seen in carriages.

Sometimes you see them used on horses in heavy carts
;
they

are then called “ Hame-reins ”—but they are cruel on the horse

if tightly tied. A horse when pulling a heavy cart wants to lean

forward with his head down, just as you or I would do when
pulling a garden roller

;
but this hame-rein pulls at the corners

of his mouth and forces him to keep his head up.

TOUT UR

k

(Nett the hearing-rein)

COMFORT

I saw lately a man in charge of a loaded carl whose horse was

thus tied up. He wanted to get the cart through some heavy

mud (it was on the new Mall from Buckingham Palace to Charing

Cross) and the horse tried to lean forward to pull, but could not.

The man beat him for not trying. The poor beast in his pain

and terror reared up on his hind legs, and the man beat him
again for “showing temper.”

When I saw it I felt inclined to beat the man, but I went up

and said I thought I could make the horse do it. The man
grinned while I was undoing the hame-rein and said I should

have to get another horse to do it then. But when the horse

found his head free and I smacked him on the back, he flung the

whole of his weight into the collar with his head well down, and,

with both hind toes dug into the ground, he heaved the cart for-

ward a few inches, and then again a few more, and not many
seconds later had it all safe on the hard road.
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Often you can help a horse struggling with a load on a slippery

road by scattering a few handfuls of sand or ashes. Miss Lisette

Rest used to do this in London, and when she died she left

money for that purpose.

Other tame animals to understand are, of course, dogs. And
a good dog is the very best companion for a scout, who need not

think himself a really good scout till he has trained a young dog

to do all he wants of him. It requires great patience and kind

ness, and genuine sympathy with the dog.

A dog is the most human of all animals, and therefore the

best companion for a man. He is always courteous, and always

ready for a game—full of humour, and very faithful and loving.

Every scout who was present at the funeral of our late King
Edward will remember the sadness of his little terrier Caesar,

who followed the coffin.

Of course a scout who lives in the country has much better

chances of studying animals and birds than in a town.

Still, if you live in London there are lots of different kinds of

birds in the parks, ducks and waterfowl of every kind, pelicans,

woodpigeons, woodpeckers, and most of the English birds
;

there is almost every animal under the sun to be seen alive in the

Zoological Gardens, or stuffed and set up in the Natural History

Museum at South Kensington—so that a Boy Scout in London
ought to know as much about all animals as most people. And
even in Leadenhall Market you can see a number of different

kinds of live animals for sale, as well as in the many animal
shops about London or any other big town.

In other towns it is perhaps a little more difficult, but most of

them have their Natural History Museum, where a fellow can
learn the appearance and names of many animals; and you can
do a lot of observing in the parks or by starting a feeding-box

for birds at your own window. And, best of all, by going out

into the country whenever you can get a (cw hours for it by train,

or bicycle, or on your own flat feet, and there stalk such animals
as rabbits, hares, water-rats, birds, fish, etc., and watch all they

do, and get to know their different kinds and their names, and
also what kind of tracks they make on the ground, their nests

and eggs, and so on.

If you are lucky enough to own a camera you cannot possibly

do better than start making a collection of photos of animals

and birds taken from life. Such a collection is ten times more
interesting than the ordinary boy’s collection of stamps, or crests,

or autographs, which any ass can accomplish by sitting at home
and bothering other people to give.

The wild animals I shall talk of now are those which you find
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in Great Britain. Any scouts who live in the Colonies or else-

where must make up their own lists for themselves

As a scout you should study the habits of as many of these

animals as you can :

—

Red Deer Badgers Otters Hedgehogs
Hares Foxes Fallow Deer Voles
Rabbits Mice Bats Squirrels

Rats Weasels Moles Polecats

Stoats

Every animal is interesting to watch, and it is just as difficult

to stalk a weasel as it is to stalk a lion. Even the humble hedge-

hog can be a hero among animals. Here is a description of a

fight between a hedgehog and a viper by Mr. Millais in his book
on the “Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland.” (Mammals
mean animals that have “ Mammas ”—that is, they are born ali^e,

not like chickens in eggs, that have to be hatched ; birds are not

mammals.)
“ Everyone kndws that the hedgehog is a sworn enemy of rep-

tiles in general, and of the viper in particular ; but few, perhaps,

are aware in what way he overcomes so dangerous an enemy.
“ My keeper was going his rounds this summer in a wood

which was infested by vipers when he espied an enormous one

asleep in the sun. He was on the point of killing it with a

charge of shot when he perceived a hedgehog coming cautiously

over the moss and noiselessly appioaching the reptile. He then

witnessed a curious sight. As soon as the hedgehog was within

reach of his prey he seized it by the tail with his teeth and as

quick as thought rolled himself into a ball. The viper, awakened
by the pain, at once turned and made a terrific dart at him. The
hedgehog did not wince. The viper, infuriated, extends itself,

hisses and twists in fearful contortions. In five minutes it is

covered with blood, its mouth one large wound (from the spines

of the hedgehog), and it lies exhausted on the ground.
44 A few more starts, and then a last convulsive agony, and it

expires.
44 When the hedgehog perceived that it was quite dead he let

go his hold and quietly uni oiled himself. He was just about to

begin his meal and devour the reptile, when the sight ofmy keeper,

who had approached duiing the struggle, alarmed him, and he
rolled himself up again till the man had retreated into the wood.”
We are apt to think that all animals are guided in their con-

duct by instinct, that is, by a sort of idea that is born in them.
For instance, we imagine that a young otter swims naturally

directly he is put into water, or that a young deer runs away
from a man from a natural inborn fear of him.
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Mr. W. Long, in his book “ School of the Woods,” shows that

animals largely owe their cleverness to their mothers, who teach

them while yet young. Thus he has seen an otter carry two of

her young upon her back into the water, and, after swimming
about for a little while, she suddenly dived from under them, and
left them struggling in the water. But she rose near them and
helped them to swim back to the shore. In this way she gradu-

ally taught them to swim.
I once saw a lioness in East Africa sitting with her four little

cubs all in a row watching me approaching her. She looked
exactly as though she were teaching her young ones how to act

in the case of a man coming.

She was evidently saying to them, “ Now, cubbies, I want you
all to notice what a white man is like. Then, one by one, you

must jump up and skip away, with a whisk of your tail. The
moment you are out of sight in the long grass you must creep and
crawl till you have got to leeward (downwind) of him; then

follow him, always keeping him to windward, so that you can

smell whereabouts he is, and he cannot find you.”

In “The School of the Woods” Long writes :

“Watch, say, a crowds nest. One day you will see the mother
bird standing near the nest and stietchmg her wings over her

little ones. Presently the young stand up and stretch their

wings in imitation. That is the first lesson.

“ Next day, perhaps, you will see the old biid lifting herself to

tip-toe and holding herself there bv vigorous flapping. Again the

young imitate, and soon learn that their wings are a power to

sustain them. Next day you may see both parent birds passing

fiom branch to bianch about the nest, aided by their wings in the

long jumps. The little ones join and play, and lo! they have

learned to fly without even knowing that they were being taught.”

Birds

A man who studies birds is called an ornithologist. Mark
Twain, the amusing yet kind-hearted American writer, says:
“ There are fellows who write books about birds and love them
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so much that they’ll go hungry and tired to find a new kind of

bird—and kill it.

“ They are called * ornithologers.’

“ I could have been an 1 ornithologer * myself, because I always

loved birds and creatures. And I started out to learn how to be
one. I saw a bird sitting on a dead limb of a high tree, singing

away with his head tilted back and his mouth open—and before

I thought I fired my gun at him
;
his song slopped all suddenly,

and he fell from the branch, limp like a rag, and I ran and
picked him up—and he was dead : his body was warm in my
hand, and his head rolled about this way and that, like as if his

neck was broke, and there was a white skin over his eyes, and
one drop of red blood spaikled on the side of his head—and

—

laws ! I couldn’t see nothing for the tears. I haven’t ever mur-
dered no creatuie since then that warn’t doing me no harm—and
1 ain’t agoing to neither.”

A good scout is generally a good “ornithologer,” as Mark
Twain calls him. That is to say, he likes stalking birds and
watching all that they do. He discoveis, by watching them,

where and how they build their nebts.

He does not, like the ordinary boy, want to go and rob

them of their eggs, but he likes to watch how they hatch out their

young and teach them to feed themsehes and to fly. He gets to

know every species of biid by its call and by its way of flying;

and he knows which biids remain all the year round and which
only come at certain seasons

;
and what kind of food they like

best, and how they change their plumage
;
what sort of nests they

build, where they build them, and what the eggs are like.

There are 177 different kinds of birds in Great Britain. Here
are some of the commoner biids which a scout should know by

sight and sound

:

Woodpigcon Heron Jackdaw
Pheasant Wien Rook
Parti idge Wagtail Ciow
Grouse (Scotland) Swallow Raven
Cuckoo Martin Thrush
Skylaik Woodpecker Blackbird

Snipe Gull Tit

Wild duck Tern Finch
Plover Owl Woodcock
Wild goose Hawk Cuilew
Robin Falcon Kingfisher

Starling Mooihen

A good deal of natural history can even be studied by keeping

birds in,your houses, or watching them in your neighbourhood!
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especially if you feed them daily in winter. It is interesting to

note, for instance, their different ways of singing, how some sing

to make love to the hen birds, while others, like the barn-door
cock, crow or sing to challenge another to fight. A herring gull

makes an awful ass of himself when he tries to sing and to show
himself off to the ladies, and an old crow is not much better.

Then it is interesting to watch how the young birds hatch out

:

some appear naked, with no feathers, and their eyes shut and
their mouths open Others, with fluffy kind of feathers all over

them, are full of life and energy. Young moorhens, for instance,

swim as soon as they coine out of the egg
;
young chickens start

running about and hunting flies within a very few minutes; while

a young sparrow is useless foi days, and has to be fed and coddled
by his parents.

There are over forty different kinds of birds which visit England
fiom abroad, especially from India and Alina, at certain times of

the year, chiefly in April, such as the sand martin, swallow, house
martin, nightingale, hobby falcon, cuckoo, corncrake, and swift.

A good many birds ate almost dying out in Great Britain,

because so many boys bag all their eggs when they find their nests.

Bird’s-nesting is very like big game shooting -you look out in

places that, as a hunter, you know are likely [daces for the birds

you want
;
you watch the Liras fly in and out and you find the

nest. But do not then go and destiny the nest and take all the

eggs. If you are actually a collector take one egg and leave

the rest, and, above all, don’t pull the 1 est about, otherwise the

parent buds will desert it, and all those eggs, which might have

developed into jolly young buds, will be wasted.

Far better than taking the eggs is to take a photo, or make
a sketch of the hen sitting on her nest, or to make a collection of

pictures of the different kinds of nests made by the different kinds

of birds.

Aberdeen, in Scotland, is supposed to be specially well off for

skylarks for the following reason.

A few years ago there came a very severe gale and snowstorm

late in March, and ail the high ground inland was so buiied under

snow and ice that the buds weie all di iven to the lower land near the

coast. The fields by the seashoie were covered with them.

Numbers of people went out to catch them with birdlime, nets,

snares, and guns. Large numbers weie taken alive to be sent

to market in London and other towns.

One gentleman found a man selling a big cage full of them.

They were crowded up to a fearful extent, and all fluttering with

terror at their imprisonment, struggling over each other in their

frantic desire to escape. He felt so sorry for them that tie bought
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the whole lot, and took them to his warehouse, where he was able

to give them plenty of room and food and water.

Then he offered to buy all the larks that were being captured for

the market at market prices. In this way he received over a

thousand ; and these he put in a big room, where they had com-
parative freedom and plenty of food. It is said that the noise of

their singing in the morning was almost deafening, and crowds of

birds used to gather over the house to hear them.

At last the bad weather passed off, the sun shone out again, and
the fields became green and bright, and then the kind man who
had housed the birds opened the windows of the room and all the

birds flew out in a happy crowd, chirping and singing as they

mounted into the bright warm air or fluttered off to the adjoining

fields and woods And theie they built their nests and hatched

out their young, so that to day the song of the lark is to be heard

everywhere round Aberdeen.

Through ignorance of natural history many keepers and others

see no difference between sparrow-hawks, merlins, and kestrels,

and destroy all of them as mischievous to game. Sparrow-hawks

and merlins do, no doubt, kill young game, but a kestrel hardly

ever, if ever. He lives principally on field mice. You can tell

him by his flight—he spends much of his time h<?vering in the

air, looking out with his sharp eyes for a mouse upon which to

swoop down. The spanow hawk flits in and out round rocks and
over fences, hoping thus to come on prey by surprise. The merlin

is a very small but very plucky little hawk, and hunts down his

prey by fast flying.

Reptiles and Fishes

The more usual reptiks in Great Britain are:

—

Grass Snake Toad
Viper Lizard
Frog

The commoner fishes are :

—

Trout Dace Pike
Grayling Chub . Minnow
Perch Bream Salmon
Roach

and a number of sea fish.

Every scout ought to be able to fish in order to get food for

himself. A tenderfoot who starved on the bank of a river full

of fish would look very silly, yet it might happen to one who
had never learnt to catch fish.

And fishing brings out a lot of the points in scouting, especially

if you fish *with a fly. To oe successful you must know a lot
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about the habits and wa>s of the fish, what kind of haunt he
frequents, m what kind of weather he feeds and at what time

of day, which kind of food he likes best, how far olf he can see

you, and so on Without knowing these you can fish away
until you are blue in the face and never catch one.

A fish generally has his own particular haunt m the stream,

and when once you discover a fish at home you can go and creep

near and watch all that he does

Then you have to be able to tie very special knots with delicate

gut, which is a bit of a puzzler to any boy whose fingers are all

thumbs
And you have to have infinite patience

,
your line gets caught

up m bushes and reeds, or your clothes—or when it can’t find

any other body it ties itself up m a knot round itself Well, it’s

no use getting angry with it Iher*. are only two things to do
—the first is to grin a smile, and the second is to set to work very

leisurely to undo it Then >ou will have loads of disappoint*

ments m losing fish through the line breaking, or other mishaps

;

but remember those are wlnt happen to ever) body when they

begin fishing, and are the troubles that in the end make it so very

enjoyable when you have got over them
And when you catch >our fish do as I do—only i

reep those you
specially want for food or specimens, put back the others

the moment you have landed them The prick of the hook m
their leathery mouth does not hurt them ior long, and they

swim off quite happily to enjoy life in their water anam
If you use a dry fly, that is, keeping your fly sitting on top

of the water instead of sunk undci the surface, you have to really

stalk your fish, just as you would deer or any other game, for

a trout is very sharp eyed and shy

You can also catch fish by netting, or, as scouts often have to

do, by spearing them with a \ery sharp three pronged spear I

have done it many a time, but it requm s pi xctice to be successful

A scout, of course, has to look at anim ils of all sorts, partly

with an eye to their b' mg useful to him sometime or another

for food Reptiles don’t Took tempting as food, but, once you
ha\e tasted frogs’ legs nicely cooked you will want more of them.

I believe that fried snake, like fried cel, is not half bad
I have eaten the huge kind of lizard called an iguana He

had his head and tail cut off to enable him to go into the cooking

pot, and when he was boiled and put on the table he looked

exactly like a headless baby with Ins arms and legs and little

hands And when we ate him he tasted just like a baby, too*

Well—you know what a baby tastes like—sort of soft chicken

flavoured with violet powder 1
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As far as snakes go there are not, fortunately, many poisonous

ones in England—only the viper is poisonous. It is differently

marked from other snakes, having a black V or arrow-head mark
on its head and a dark zigzag line along its back. It is generally

dark brown in colour. The viper is sometimes called adder.

Of course a scout ought to know about snakes, because in

almost all wild countries you come across plenty of them and
many of them dangeious.

They have a horrid knack of creeping into tents and under

blankets, or into boots. You will always notice an old hand
in camp before he turns in at night look very carefully through

his blankets, and in the morning before putting on his boots

he will carefully shake them out. I even find myself doing it

now in my bedroom at home, just from habit.

Snakes don't like crawling over anything rough as a rule ; so

in India you often construct a kind of path, made of sharp, jagged

stones, all round a house to prevent snakes crawling into it

from the garden.

A Viper (or Adder) has tins marking on his head and neck J

other snakes have none—in Great Britain.

And on the prairie hunters lay a hair rope on the ground in a

circle round their blankets.

A hair rope has so many tiny spikes sticking out of it that it

tickles the snake’s tummy to such an extent he cannot go over it.

I used to catch snakes when I was at school by using a long

stick with a small folk at the end of it. When I saw a snake I

stalked him, jammed the fork down on his neck, and then tied

him up the stick with strips of old handkerchief, and carried him
back to sell to anybody who wanted a pet. But they are not

good things to make pets of as a rule, because so many people have
a horror of them, and it is not fair, theiefore, to have them about
in a house where servants or others might get frightened by them.

Poisonous snakes carry their poison in a small kind of bag
inside their mouths. They have two fangs or long pointed teeth,

which are on a kind of hinge
;
they lie flat along the snake’s

gums till he gets angry and wants to kill something
;
then they

stand on end, and he dives his head forward and strikes them
into his enemy. As he does so the poison passes out of the
poison bag, or gland as it is called, into the two holes in your
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skm made by the fangs. This poison then gets into the veins

of the man who has been bitten and is earned by the blood all

over the body in a few seconds, unless steps are at once taken to

stop it by sucking the wound and binding the veins up very

tightly. It does no harm when swallowed.

Insects

Insects are very interesting animals to collect, or to watch or

to photograph.

Also for a scout who fishes, or studies birds or reptiles, it is

most important that he should know a certain amount about the

insects which are their favourite food at different times of the

year or different hours of the day
The usual insects about which a scout ought to know something

are
* Moths Gnats beetles

Gras hoppers Ants Spiders

Glow vsonns Buttcifhes Lice

Btes and Wasps

About bees alone whole books have been written—for they

have wonderful powers in making their hone) comb, in finding

their way for miles— sometimes as far as six nnu s—to find the

right kind of flowers for giwng them the sugaiy juice for making
honey, and getting back with it to the hive

They are quite a model community, for they respect their

queen and kill their unemployed
Then some insects are useful as food Ants make a substitute

for salt Locusts—a big kind of grasshopper—are eaten in India

and South Africa We were veiy glad to get a flight or two
of them over Mafckmg Whtn they settled on the ground we
went, and, with empty sacks, beat them down as they tried to

rise. They were then dried m the sun and pounded up and
eaten,

HINTS FOR INSTRUCTOR
PRACTICES

Set your scouls to find out by observation ,
and to report on

such points as these •

In Couniry How docs a wild rabbit dig Ins hole ? When a

lot of rabbits are alarmed does a rabbit merely tun because the

others do , or does he look round and see what is the danger before

he goes , too ?

Does a woodpecker break the bark away to get at insects on a

tree trunk
, or does he pick them out of holes

,
or how does he get

at them ?

Does a trout when disturbed by people passing along the bank
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go up or down stream ? Does he go away altogether or return

to his place ? How long does he stay away ? etc.

In Town : Make your scouts go out and report if they see a

lame horse, or one with collar gall, or sore mouth
, or tight bearing

rein

*

Patrol to make a beehive or two, and put in queen bees or

swarms, and start bee-farming for profit.

Scouts make lures, traps, snares, etc., and set them (not on

preserved ground) to catch birds and animals for food.

For tests for Stalkers* Badge see page 35.

Lion Hunting

A lion is represented by one scout, who goes out with tracking

irons on his feet, and a pocketful of corn or peas, and six lawn

tennis balls or rag balls. He is allowed half an hour’s start, and

then the patrol go after him, following his spoor, each armed with

one tennis ball with which to shoot him when they find him
The lion may hide or creep about or run, just as he feels inclined,

but whenever the ground is hard or very greasy he must drop a

few grains of corn every few yards to show the trail.

If the hunters fail to come up to him neither wins the game.

When they come near to his lair the lion fires at them with his

tennis balls, and the moment a hunter is hit he must fall out

dead and cannot throw his tennis ball. If the lion gets hit by
a hunting tennis ball he is wounded, and if he gets wounded
three times he is killed.

Tennis balls may only be fired once ; they cannot be picked

up and fired again in the same fight.

Each scout must collect and hand in his tennis balls after the

game. In winter, if mere is snow, this game can be played

without tracking irons, and using snowballs instead ot tennis

balls.

BOOKS TO READ
“Animal Artizans,” by C. J. Cornish. 6s. 6d. nett. Postage 4&

(Longmans.)
“Every Boy’s Book of British Natural History,” by W. P. Wcstall

Price 3s 6d. (Tub Pchpion*; Tract Society, London )

“ Woodcraft for Scouts.” By Owen Jones and Marcus Woodward,
is. nett. (Postage, 3d.)

“ Duty,” by S. Smiles. (Chap. XIII,* XIV.) 2s. nett.

“A Year with Nature,” by Westall. Price 10s. 6d.

“The Scouts’ Book of Trees,” by J. W. Gofton. Price 6d. nett
(Postage ijd.)

“ Beasts of the Field,” by William J. Long. 7s. 6d. nett. Post 4d
“ Countryside,” weekly, Illustrated, id.

“Wild Sports of the Highlands,” by C. St John. 3s. 6d. (Murray.)
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1 Go A-Walking through Lanes and Meadows.’4 Photos and
short account of English birds Rev C Johns. 3s. 6d. nett

Postage 3d (Foulis

)

44 The Jungle Book,” by Rudyard Kipling Price 6s
44 Jock of the Bushveld,” by Sir Percy Fitz Patrick. A story of big

game hunting in S Africa, and the active part that “Jock” the ternei

played m it Puce 3s (Longmans.)

Play
“ The Wild Animal Play,” by Mrs E Thompson Seton A

musical play, in which the parts of Lobo, Waahb, and Vixen arc

taken by boys and girls Puce 6d (Doubltday, New York.)

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 16

PLANTS
Trees and their leaves—Eatable Plants—Practices and games

connected with Phnts— Books about Plants

Trees

Although they are not animals, ticcs are things about which
scouts should know something Ver> often a scout has to de
scribe country which he has sun, and if he says it is

44 well

wooded,” it would often be of grt- it importance that the leader

of his report should know what kind of trees the woods were

composed of.

For instance, if the wood were of fir or larch trees it would
mean you could get poles Jfor building bridges ,

if it were palm

trees you know you could get cocoanuts (or dates if they were

date palms), and the palm juice for drinking Willow trees

mean water close by
Or if pine woods or sugar bush or gum trees it would mean

lots of good fuel. And he must know a poplar tree by sight,

so as not to use poplar wood in camp if there are any old scouts

present—they have a superstition that poplar brings bad luck.
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A scout should therefore make a point of learning the names
and appearances of the trees in his country

He should get hold of a leaf of each kind and compare it

with the leaf on the tree, and then get to know the general

shape and appearance of each kind of tree, so as to be able to

recognize it at a distance—and not only m summer, but also m
winter.

Horse chestnut is not so called because horses like the chest

nuts, but because it has on the bark of its smaller branches small

marks like horse shoes, w ith all the nails in them

The common trees m Great Britain which a scout should 1

by sight are

.

Oak Poplar Holly Beech
Elm Pine Horse Birch

Plane Sycamore Chestnut Spanish
redar Larch Ash Chestr
*ir Willow Lime Walnut

Plants

But especially you ought to know what kinds of plants are

useful to you m providing you with food Supposing you were

out in a jungle without any food, as very often happens, if you
knew nothing about plants you would probably die of starvation,

or of poisoning, from not knowing which fruit or roots were

wholesome and which dangerous to eat

There are numbers of berries, nuts, roots, barks, and leaves

that are good to eat

The same with crops of different kinds of com and seed,

vegetable roots, and even grasses and vetches. Seaweed is much
eaten in Ireland (Sloke) and Scotland Certain kinds of moss
are also used as food
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HINTS FOR INSTRUCTOR
PRACTICES

Take out scouts to get specimens of leaves
,
fruits, or blossoms

of various trees, shrubs
,

etc., and observe the shape and nature

of the tree both in summer and in winter .

Collect leaves of different trees ; let scouts make tracings of them
and write the name of the tree on each

.

In the country make scouts examine crops in all stages of

their growth, so that they know pretty well by sight what kind of

crop is coming up.

Start gardens, if possible, either a patrol garden or individual

scout*s garden. Let them grow flowers and vegetables for profit

to pay for their equipment, etc.

Show all the wild plants which may be made use of for food.

Qames

Plant Race

Start off your scouts, either cycling or on foot, to go in any
direction they like, to get a specimen of any ordered plant, say

a sprig of yew, a shoot of ilex, a horseshoe mark from a chestnut

tree, a briar rose, or something of that kind, whichever you may
order, such as will tax their knowledge of plants and will test

their memory as to where they noticed one of the kind required,

and will also make them quick m getting there and back.

BOOKS TO READ
“ School Gardening,” by W. E. Watkins. 2 s. 6d. (Philip & Son.)
4*The Scouts' Book of Trees,” by J. W. Gofton, Price 6d.

(Postage id.)

Play

The Diamond Thief

{Bestperformed in the open air and in dumb show.)

A party of prospectors have been out into the wild country

m South Africa and have found a magnificent diamond. They
are now making their way back to civilization with it. Horse*

sickness has killed off their horses, and so they are doing their

journey on foot, carrying their blankets, food, and cooking-pots.

As the heat of the day comes on they camp for the day, mean-
ing to push on again at night. They rig up blanket-tents and
light fires and cook their food, weave mattresses, sing songs of

home, play cards, etc. The diamond is taken out of the sardine
tin in which it is kept for all to look at and admire. It is then
put carefully back. The box is placed out in the open where it
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can be seen, and one man is told off as sentry to guard it Thtf
remainder have their food, and then gradually lie down to sleep

When the camp is all still the sentry gets tired of standing, and
presently sits down and begins to nod
While he is dozing the diamond thief sneaks into sight, creeps

near to the camp, and crouches, watching the sleeping man

,

when the sentry wakes up for a moment with a start the thief

crouches flat

Eventually the sentry reclines and goes to sleep Inch by
inch the thief creeps up, till he stealthily removes the sentry's

gun (or pistol) out of his reach
,
then he swiftly glides up to the

diamond box, seizes it, and sneaks quietly away without being

discovered, dodges about, walks backwards, and wipes out his

tracks as he goes in order to confuse pursuers

The leader wakes with a yawn, and, looking round, starts when
he sees there is no sentry standing about He springs up, rushes

to the sleeping sentry, shakes him up, and asks him where is the

diamond Sentry wakes up confused and scared Remainder
wake and crowd angrily together, threatening and questioning

the sentry

Then one suddenly sees the footprints of the thief, he follows

in jerks of a few paces along the trail
, the rest follow and help

to pick it up, first one and then another finding it, till they go off

the scene I he leader is about to follow them when he stops

and waves them onwaid, and then turns back to the sentry, who
is standing stupefied He hands him a pistol, and hints to him
that, having ruined his fntnds by his faithlessness, he may as

well shoot himself if
r

Ihe leider then turns to follow the rest,

looking about for them A shout is heard in the distance just

as the guilty sentry is putting the pistol to his head The leader

stops him from shooting himself, and both stand listening to

shouts m the distance

Remainder of the men return, bringing in with them the thief

and the diamond all safe

They then sit round in a semicircle, the leader on a mound
or box m the centre, with the diamond m front of him The
thief, standing with arms bound, is tried and condemned to be
shot. He goes away a few paces and sits down with his back to

the rest and thinks ovei his past life

They then try the sentry, and condemn him as a punishment

for his carelessness to shoot the thief

All get up They start to d’g a grave When ready the thief

is made to stand up, his eyes are bound The sentry takes a

pistol and shoots him Remainder then bring a blanket and lift

the dead man into it and carry him to the grave—to tie opposite
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side from the audience, so that everyone can see the “ body ”

lowered into the grave. They then withdraw the blanket, fill in

the grave, and trample the earth down. All shake hands with the

sentry to show that they forgive him.
They then pack up camp and continue their journey with the

diamond.
Or another alternative is to hang the thief on a tree and to

leave him hanging.

At the foot of the tree which is to form the gallows dig a small

trench beforehand ; carefully conceal it with grass, etc., and hide
in it a dummy figure made to look as much as possible like the

scout who is to be hanged.
When the prisoner is taken to execution, make him lie down to

be pinioned close to this trench. While the scouts are busy
round him in binding him and putting on the noose, they of course

substitute the dummy for the real boy, who then slides into the

ditch and hides there.

N.B.—The grave is managed thus. A hole must be previously

prepared near to the edge of the arena. Then a tunnel is made
by which the “ corpse ” can creep out of the grave and get away
underground. This is done by digging a trench and roofing it

with boards or hurdles and covering it over with earth and turf

again, so that the audience will not notice it. The grave, too,

is made in the same way, but shallower and partly filled up with

sods ; the diggers remove the top earth, then, hidden by the rest

crowding round, they remove the board and pile up the sods on
the surface. As soon as the corpse is lowered into the grave he
creeps away down the tunnel, and so goes off the scene. The
diggers throw in some earth, jump down and trample it, then pile

up the sods on top till they make a nice-looking grave.

The whole thing wants careful rehearsing beforehand, but
is most effective when well done, especially if accompanied by
sympathetic music.

It is a good thing to use for an open-air show to attract a
crowd when raising funds for your troop.
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CHAPTER VI

ENDURANCE FOR SCOUTS
Or, How to be Strong
HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

HOW TO HFLP IN A GRFAT NATIONAL WORK
Recent reports on tin ditaination of our race ought to act as

a naming to he taken in tune befan it gees t o fir

One cause uhith contributed to the dc nfall of tht Roman
Lmpve a as tin, fad that tin solduis fdl m iv from tin standard

of their forefathers in bodily siiength

Ow standaid of height m the lnny cas 5 // 6 in in 1845 ,

it nas 1 our UnCHIS less in 1805 In 1900 fortx four men in

cieiy thousand teermts neighed under 7 st 12 lb , and this

deficit ney has bun mu easing smu
In 190b our icnmts iuh tio inches helot the standard

height of men of their age tu eighteen to nineteen
,
and sn

pounds under tl e average Height

Three thousand men ucic sent home from the South African
War on account of bad teeth

Reports on school chddren, mailt by the London County
Council

,
show that out of 700 examined only 20 had sound teeth

323 had more than five teeth decayed

A Boara of Education Report slions that the number of

children inth badly decayed teeth increases per 4 per cent at the

age oj 7 to 75 per cent at the age of 1 ^ to 14 years

Out of 1,521 examined for adenoids m the throat 29 per cent

had enlargements, 10 per cent required operation Out of 1,000

boys of thirteen
,
sons of rich or well to do persons, examined by

Dr, Clement Dukes, 526 had knock-knees, 445 had curvature of

i77
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the spine, 329 -flat feet, 126 pigeon-breasts—all preventable de-

formities . In this case
,
however , the teeth were well cared for .

Deafness from adenoids and weak eyesight arc also very

prevalent among them

Dr. Wnght Thomson

,

m ///<* “British Medical Journal,”

shows how town children suffer greatly from defective sight

,

which might be to a gicat c\Unt remedied by special exercises for

the eyes and by good ficdm**

A Board of Education Rcpoit shoios that approximately

10 per cent of the school child/ in suffer ftom defective eyesight

\

and 5 per cent suffer from defective hearing

The report [sec Blue Book C. D 3 637] on the school children

of Glasgow showed their average u eight and height were very

much below the standard, and these varied almost exactly

according to the number of rooms occupied by the family, that

is, according to the air space available.

These and the many similar reports show that much PRE-

VENTABLE deterioration is being allowed to creep in among the

rising generation
,

largely owing to ignorance on the part of

parents and of the children themselves

.

Then there is also prevalent a great amount of illness result-

ing from self-abuse and venereal disease, as well as from drink.

Also much pauper ova -population due to want of selfrestraint

on the part of men and women.
The training of Boy Scouts would be therefore incomplete if

it did not endeavour to help in remedying these evils . Some
idea is much needed among boys of their personal hygiene . It

has been stated on good authority that half our losses in the

Boer War from sickness might have been avoided had our men
and officers had any knowledge of personal care of their health

.

No doubt it is the same in peace time, as numbers of men
are thrown out of work by sickness, which might be avoided if

they knew how to look after themselves, and took reasonable pre-

cautions Sir Victor Horsley computes that the nation loses

annually 20 million weeks of work through sickness, and 60,000

workers by premature death .

Total abstainers suffer 6 4 weeks sickness / non-abstainers

io*9 weeks .

Since most of these cases of physical decay are preventable,

they open to instructors a field for doing a work of national

value. I venture to hope that they will therefore make a special

feature of themstructionsuggestedinthethree followmgcamp yarns.

For thesereasons the following chapter suggests the instruction

of boys in being PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for their

own Strength, Health, and Sanitary Surroundings,
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 17

HOW TO GROW STRONG
Need for Scouts to be strong— Exercises—Care of Body

—

Nose—Ears—Ey es—
r

I eeth— Nails—Practices

A Scout's Enduiance

A scout lay sick in nospit il m India \utn that most fatal disease

called cholera Ihe doctor told the native man m attendance

on him that the only chance of sivinj his life w is to violently

warm up his feet and kup the blood moving in his body by

const mtly rubbing him lhe moment the doctor’s back was
turned the native give up rubbing ind squatted down to have

a quiet smoke Ihe poor patient, though he could not speak,

understood all that was going on, and he was so enriged at the

conduct of the native attendant thu he resolved then and there

that he would get well il uni) to give the native a lesson Having
made up his mind to gut well he s ot well

A scout’s motto is, “Never s\) die till }ou’re dead”—and if

he acts up to this it will pull him out of man> a bad place when
everything seems to be going wrong for him It means a mixture

of pluck, patience, and strength, which we call “endurance ”

The gieat South African hunter and scout, F. C Selous, gave

a great example of scouts’ endurance when on a hunting expedi-

tion in Barotseland, north of the Zambesi River, some years ago

In the middle of the night his camp was suddenly attacked by

a hostile tribe, who fired into it at close range and charged in

He and his small party of native* scattered at once into the

darkness and hid themselves away in the long grass Selous

himself had snatched up Ins rifle and a few cartridges and got

safely into the grass But he could not find any of his men,

and, seeing that the enemy h id got possession of his camp, and

that there were still a few hours of darkness before him in which

to make his escape, he started off southward, using the stars of

the Southern Cross as his guide

He crept past an outpost of the enemy whom he overheard

talking, and then swam at ross a river and finally got well away,

only dressed in a shirt, and shorts, and shoes For the next few

days and nights he kept walking southward, having frequently

to hide to avoid hostile natives He shot deer for food.

But one night, going into what he thought was a friendly

village, he had his rifle stolen from him, and was again a fugitive,

without any means of protecting himself or of getting food
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However, he was not one to give in while there was a chance of

life left, and he pushed on and on till at length he reached a place

where he met some of his men who had also escaped, and after

further tramping they got safely back into friendly country.

But what a terrible time they must have had

!

Three weeks had passed since the attack, and the great part

of that time Selous had been alone—hunted, starving, and
bitterly cold at night, and in sweltering heat by day.

None but a scout with extraordinary endurance could have
lived through it, but then Selous is a man who as a lad had made
himself strong by care and exercise

;
and he neither drinks nor

smokes. And he kept up his pluck all the time.

It shows you that if you want to get through such adventures

safely when you are a man and not be a slopper you must train

yourself up to be strong, healthy, and active as a lad.

Exercises and their Object

There is a great deal of nonsense done in the way of bodily

exercises
;
so many people seem to think that their only object

is to make huge muscle. But to make yourself strong and healthy

it is necessary to begin with your inside and to get the blood into

good order and the heart to work well
;
that is the secret of the

whole thing, and exercises of the body do it for you. This is

the way:

—

(a) Make the heart strong in order to pump the blood
properly to every part of the body, and so to build up
flesh, bone, and muscle.

Exercise

:

The “ Struggle ” and “ Wrist Pushing.”
See page 185.

(£) Make the lungs strong in order to provide the blood
with fresh air.

Exercise :
" Deep breathing.” See page 198.

(
c) Make the skin perspire to get rid of the dirt from the

blood.

Exercise

:

Bath, or dry rub with a damp towel every day.

(d)
Make the stomach work to feed the blood.

Exercise

:

11 Cone,” or “ Body Bending,” and “ Twist-

ing.” See page 187.

(
e

)

Make the bowels active to remove the remains of food
and dirt from the body.

Exercise: “Body Bending” and “Kneading the
Abdomen.” Drink plenty of good water. Regular
daily “rear.”
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(/) Work muscles in each part of the body to make the

blood circulate to that part, and so increase your strength.

Exercise

:

Running and Walking, and special exercises

of special muscles, such as “Wrist Pushing” (page 185),

etc.

The secret of keeping well and healthy is to keep your blood

clean and active. These different exercises will do that if you

will use them every day. Someone has said, “If you practise

body exercises every morning you will never be ill
;
and if you

also drink a pint of hot water every night you will never die.”

The blood thrives on simple good food, plenty of exercise,

plenty of ficdi air, cleanliness of the body both inside and out,

and proper rest of body and mind at intervals.

1 he Japanese aie \tr> stiong .aid htalth>, as was shown in

the late war with Kuv> a. 'lhcu v. is \<’y little uiknos among
them, and those vho wore wourukd gcnciaJl) very quickly re-

covered because their skin was than and their blood was in a

healthy, sound condition. They are the best example that we
can copy. They keep themselves very clean by having two or

three baths every day.

They eat very plain food, chiefly rice and fruit, and not much
of it. They drink plenty of watei, but no spirits. They take

lots of exeicise. They make themselves good-tempered and do
not worry their brain. They live in fresh air as much as possible

day and night. Their particular exercise is “jujitsu,' which
is more of a game than drill, and is generally played in pairs.

And pupils get to like the game so much that they generally go
on with it after their course of instruction has finished.

liy Ju-Jitsu, the muscles and body are developed in a natural

way, in the open air as a rule. It requires 110 apparatus, and
once the muse les have been formed by it, they do not disappear

again when you cease the piactices, a§ is the case in ordinary

gymnastics.

Admiral Kamimura, the great Admiral of our friends the

Japanese, strongly recommends all young men and lads to

practise Ju-Jitsu, as it not only nukes them strong, but also

quick in the mind.

Tlie Nose

A scout must be able to smell well, in order to find his enemy
by night. If he always breatnes through the nose, and not

through the mouth, this helps him considerably. But there are

other reasons more important than that for always breathing

through the nose. Fifty years ago, Mr. Catlin, in America,

wrote a book called “ Shut your Mouth and Save your Life,”
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and he showed how the Red Indians for a long time had adopted
that method with their children to the extent of tying up their

jaws at night, to ensure their only breathing through their nose.

Breathing through the nose prevents germs of disease getting

from the air into the throat and stomach
;

it also prevents a
growth in the back of the throat called “ adenoids,” which are

apt to stop the breathing power of the nostrils, and also to cause

deafness.

For a scout nose-breathing is also specially useful.

By keeping the mouth shut you prevent yourself from getting

thirsty when you are doing hard work. And also at night, if you
are in the habit of breathing through the nose, it prevents snoring,

and snoiing is a dangerous thing if you are sleeping anywhere in

an enemy’s country. Therefore practise keeping your mouth
shut and breathing through your nose at all times.

Ears

A scout must be able to hear well. Generally the ears are very

delicate, and once damaged are apt to become incurably deaf.

People are too apt to fiddle about with their ears in cleaning them
by putting the corners of handkei chiefs, hairpins, and so on into

them, and also stuffing them up with hard cotton wool, all of

which are dangerous with such a delicate organ as the ear, the

drum of the ear being a very delicate, tightly-stretched skin which
is easily damaged. Very many children have had the drums of

their ears permanently injured by getting a box on the ear.

Eyes

A scout, of course, must have particularly good eyesight
;
he

must be able to see anything very quickly, and to see at a long

way off. By practicing your eyes in looking at things at a great

distance, they wall grow stronger. While you are young you
should save your eyes as much as possible, or they are not strong

when you gU older; therefore avoid reading by lamplight as

much as possible, and also sit with your back or side to the light

when doing any woik during the day
;

if you sit facing the light

it strains your eyes.

The strain of the eyes is a very common failure with growing

boys, although 'very often they do not know it, and headaches

come most frequently from the eyes being strained
;
frowning on

the part of a boy is very generally a sign that his eyes are being

strained.

A scout, besides having good eyesight, must be able to tell the

colour of things which he sees. Colour blindness is a great in-

fliction wliicb some boys suffer from. It takes away a pleasure
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from them, and it also makes them useless for certain trades and

professions.

For instance, a railway signalman or engine driver or a sailor

would not be much good if he couldn’t tell the difference between

red and green.

It can very often be cured, and a simple way of doing this, if

you find you are rather colour blind, is to get a collection of little

bits of wool, or paper, of every different kind of colour, and pick

out which you think is red, blue, yellow, green, and so on, and

then get someone to tell you where you were right and where

wrong Then you go at it again, and in time you will find your-

self improving, until you have no difficulty in recognizing the

right colours It is better still to pnrtisc by looking at coloured

lights at night in chemists’ shops, railway signals, etc.

Teeth

A would-be recruit came up to the recruiting officer to be en

listed during the Boer War. He was found to be a sufficiently

CAMP TOOTH BRUSH

strong and well made man, but w hen they came to examine his

teeth they found that these wt n in bad condition, and he was
told that he could not be accepted as a soldier To this he re-

plied :
“ But, sir, that seems hard lines. Surely we don’t have

to eat the enemy when we’ve killed them, do we?”
A scout with bad teeth is no use at all for scouting work,

because he has to live on hard biscuits and hard meat, which he
cannot possibly eat or digest if his teeth are not good

; and good
teeth depend upon how you look after them when you are young,
which means that you should keep them very carefully clean. At
least twice a day they should be brushed, when you get up in the

morning and when you go to bed, both inside and out, with

a tooth-brush and tooth powder, and should be rinsed with

water, if possible, after every meal, but especially after eating fruit

or acid food.

Scouts in the jungle cannot always find tooth-brushes, but they

make substitutes out of dry sticks, which they fray out at the end,

and make an imitation of a brush.
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Three thousand men had to be sent away from the war in

South Africa because their teeth were so bad that they could not

chew the hard biscuits, etc., on which they had to live there.

“ Out West,” in America, cowboys are generally supposed to

be pretty rough customers, but they are in reality peace scouts of

a high order. They live a hard life, doing hard and dangerous

work far away from towns and civilisation -where nobody sees

them. But there is one civilised thing that they do—they clean

their teeth every day, morning and evening.

Years ago I was travelling through Natal on horseback, and
I was anxious to find a lodging for the night, when I came across

a hut evidently occupied by a white man, but nobody was about.

In looking around inside the hut, I noticed that though it was

very roughly furnished, there were several tooth-brushes on
what served as a wash-hand stand, so I guessed that the owner
must be a decent fellow, and I made myself at home until he

came in, and I found that 1 had guessed aright.

Nails

Soldiers, as well as other people, very often suffer great pain

and lameness from the nail of their big toe growing down into the

toe at the side. This is often caused by having the nail to grow

too long, until by pressure of the boot it gets driven to grow
sideways into the toe. So every scout will be careful to cut

his toe-nails frequently every week or ten days, and they

should be cut square across the top, not rounded, and with

sharp scissors.

Finger-nails should also be cut about once a week with sharp

scissors, to keep them in good order. Biting the nails is not

good for them.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

Practices in Developing Strength

MEASUREMENT OF THE BODY

It is of paramount importance to teach the young citfaen to

assume responsibility for his own development and health.

Physical drill is all very well as a disciplinary means of

development
,
but it does not give the lad any responsibility in

the matter.

It is therefore deemed preferable to tell each boy, according to

his age, What ought to be his height, weight, and various measure-
ments (such as chest, waist, arm, leg, etc.). He is then measured,
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and learns in which points he fails to come up to the standard.

He can then be shown which exercises to practise for himself

in order to develop those particular points. Encouragement
must afterwards be given by periodical Measurements, say every

three months or so.

Cards can be obtained from the “ Boy Scotds
99

Office t 116,

Victoria Street, London, 5 . IK, which, besides giving the standard

measurements for the various ages, give columns to be filled in

periodically showing the boy's re-measurcments and progress in

development. If each boy has his card it is a great incentive

to him to develop himself at odd times when he has a few minutes
to spare.

Teach how to make camp tooth brushes out of sticks. “Dragon-
root

99
sticks for cleaning teeth can be got at chemists' shops as

samples.

Games to Develop Strength

Boxing, wrestling, rowing, skipping, cock-fighting, are all

valuable health aids to developing strength.

“The Struggle.”—Two players face each other about
a yard apart, stretch arms out sideways, lock fingers of both

hands, and lean towards each other till their chests touch,

push chest to chest and see who can drive the other back
to the wall of the room or on to a goal line. At first a
very short struggle is sufficient to set their hearts pumping,
but after practice for a few days the heart grows stronger, and
they can go on for a long time.

“Wrist Pushing” by one man alone. Stand with both your

arms to the front about level with the waist, cross your wiists so

that one hand has knuckles up, the other knuckles down. Clench

the fists.

Now make the lower hand press upwards and make the upper

hand press downwards.
Press as hard as you can with both wrists gradually, and only

after great resistance let the lower push the upper one upwards
till opposite your forehead, then let the upper press the lower

down, the lower one resisting all the time.

These two exercises, although they sound small and simple,

if carried out with all your might, develop most muscles

in your body, and especially those about the heart. They

o
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should not be earned on too long at a time, but should be

done at frequent intervals during the day for a minute Sr

so.

“ Wrist Pushing ” can also be played by two boys half facing

each other, each putting out the wrist nearest to his opponent,

at arm's length
;
pressing it against the other’s wrist, and trying

to turn him round backwards.

Staff Exercises

—

to music if possible.

Staff Tossing.—With your right hand grasp your staff near

the butt and hold it upright; then toss it sti night up in the air

a short distance at first, and catch it with the left hand near the

butt as it comes down. Toss it stiaight up again with the left

and catch it with the right, and so on, till you can do it one

hundred times without dropping it.

“ Follow my Lladpr.” —With a large number of boys this

can be made a very effective display) and is easy to do—at a

jog-trot, and occasional “knees up,” with musical accompani-

ment. It can also be done at night, each boy canying a

Chinese lantern on top of his staff. If in a building, all lights

would, of course, be turned down. A usual fault is that the

exercise is kept on too long, till it wearies both audience and
performers.

An Easy Way to Grow Strong

It is possible for any boy, even though he may be small and
weak, to make himself info a strong and healthy man if he takes the

trouble to do a few body exercises every day. They only take

about ten minutes, and do not require any kind of apparatus

such as dumb bells, parallel bars, and so on.

They should be piactised every morning, the first thing on get-

ting up, and eveiy evening before going to bed. It is best to do
them with little or no clothing on, and in the open air, or close

to an open window. The value of this exercise is much increased

if you think of the object of each move while you are doing it,

and if you are very particular to breathe the air in through your
nose and to breathe out thiough your mouth— since breathing in

through the nose prevents you from swallowing down all sorts of

little seeds of poison or bad health, which are always floating

about in the air—especially in rooms from which the fresh air is

shut out; such rooms aie very poisonous. A great many people

who are«palc and seedy are made so by living in rooms where the

windows are seldom opened and the air is full of unwholesome
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rases or germs. Open your windows, especially at the top, every

day to let the foul air out.

Here are some good exercises :

No. 1. For the Head and Neck.
No. 2. For the Chest.

No. 3. For the Stomach.

No. 4. For the Body.
No. 5, For the Lower Body and Back of Legs.

No. 6. For the Legs, Feet, and Toes.

It strengthens the toes and feet to do these exercises

bai efooted.

1. Head.—Rub the head, face, and neck fnmly over several

times with the palms and fingers of both hands. Thumb the

muscles of the neck and throat—this is done by the Japs to such

an extent as to make their necks so strong and musculai that they

have no fear of being gripped by the throat, which otherwise is

such a weak and tender spot.

Brush your hair, clean your teeth, wash out your mouth and
nose, drink a cup of cold water, and then go on with the follow

ing exercises.

The movements should all be done as slowly as possible.

2. Upper Body .—From upright position bend to the front, aims
stretched downwards, with back of the hands together in front of

the knees. Breathe out.

The ugln way. The wrong way.

Raise the hands gradually over the head and lean back as far

as possible, drawing a deep breath through the nose as you do so

—that is, drinking God’s air into your lungs and blood. Lower
the arms gradually to the sides, breathing out the word “ Thanks *

(to God) through the mouth.
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Lastly, bend forward again, breath*

ing out the last bit of breath in you,

and saying the number of times

you have done it, in order to keep
count.

Repeat this exercise twelve times.

Remember while carrying it out

that the object of the exercise is to

develop shoulders, chest, heart, and
breathing apparatus inside you.

3 For the Stomach.—Standing up-

right, send out both arms, fingers ex-

tended, straight to the front, then
l,R 2 slowly s\ung round to the right from

the hips without moving the feet, and
point the right aim as far round behind you as you can, keeping

both arms level with the shoulders. Then, after a pause, swing

slowly round as far as you can to the left. Repeat this a dozen

times.

This exercise is to move the

inside organs such as liver and
intestines, and help their woik,

as well as to strengthen the out-

side muscles round the ribs and
stomach.

While carrying out this ex

ercise, the breathing should be

carefully regulated. Breathe in

through the nose (not through

the mouth), while pointing to the

nght rear; breathe out through

the mouth as you come round

and point to the left rear, and rxercisb 3. body twisting
at the same time count aloud

the number of the swing—or, what is better, thinking of it

as part of your morning prayer with God, say aloud: “Bless
Tim,” “ bless Father, ’ and any of your family or friends in

turn.

When you have done this six times to the right, change the

breathing to the other side : breathe in when pointing to the left

rear, and bieathe out to the right,

,

4. For* the Body and Bach— “ Cone Exercise.”—Standing
at the “Alert,” raise both hands as high as possible over the
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head, and link fingers, lean backwards, then sway the arms
very slowly round in the direction of a cone, so that the

hands make a wide circle above and around the body, the

body turning from the hips, and leamng over to one side,

then to the front, then to the other side, and then back, this

is to exercise the muscles of the waist and stomach, and
should be repeated, say, six times to either hand. With the

eyes you should be trying to see all that goes on behind you
dunng the movement.

Note.—The arrow > means when to draw in breath ; the

O ’> means when to breathe out.

A meaning attached to this exerase, which you should think

*

of while carrying it out, is this : The clasping hands means that

you are knit together with friends—that is, other Scouts—all

round you as you sway round to the right, left, before, and
behind you

;
m every direction you are bound to friends Love

and friendship are the gift of God, so when you are making the
upward move you look to Heaven and drink in the air and the
good feeling, which ^you then breathe out to your comrades all

round.

5. For (lie lower part of the Body and hack of Thighs,—-Like
every one of the exercises, this is, at the same time, a breathing

exercise by which the lungs and heart aie developed, and the

blood made strong and healthy You simply stand up and
reach as high as you can skywards, and then bend forward and
downward till your fingers touch your toes without bending your
knees.

Stand with the feet slightly apart, touch your head witn both
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hands, and look up into the sky, leaning back as far as you can,

as in Fig. i.

Fig. 1 Fig 2

If you mingle prayer with your exercises, as I described to

you before, you can, while looking up in this way, say to God :

“ I am yours fiom top to toe,” and drink in God’s air (through

your nose, not through the mouth). Then reach both hands

upwards as far as possible (Fig. 2), breathe out the number of

the turn that you are doing
;
then bend

slowly forward and downward, knees stiff,

till you touch your toes with your finger-

lips (Fig 3).

Then, keeping arms and knees still stiff,

gradually raise the body to the first position

again, and repeat the exercise a dozen
times.

Some fellows find great difficulty in

touching their toes, but they should go on
trying by touching their shins first

;
in a

few days they will succeed in getting down
to the toes. Personally, I touch my toes with my knuckles,

which is rather harder than with the tips of the fingers, and
stretches the back sinews of your legs very nicely. See if you
can do it!

In the pit tine > means dt awing in the breath through the

nose; O > means breathing out through the mouth.

6. For t)h Legs and Feet.—Standing, barefooted, at the position of

‘Alert,” put the hands on the hips, stand on tiptoe, turn the knees
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wards, and bend them slowly till you gradually sink down to a
squatting position, keeping the heels off the ground the whole time.

Then gradually raise the body and come to the

position of standing on the tot s again.

Repeat this a dozen times.

The small of the back must be tucked in.

The breath should be drawn in through the nose
as the body rises and counted out, lliiough the

mouth, as the body sinks. The weight of the

body must be on the toes all the time, and the

knees turned outwards to make 5011 balance moie
easily. While per forming the practice you should

remember that its object is to strengthen the

thighs, cake«, and toe smews, as wi 11 as to t\ercise the stomach,

so if you practise it more often in the day, at any odd moments,
it will do >ou all the more /ood
And you can connect with tins excicise, since it makes you

alternately stand up and squat down, that whether jou are stand-

ing or sitting, at work 01 resting, you will hold yourself together

^as your hands on your hips arc doing), and make
j
ourself do

what is right.

These c\t icises are not merely intended as a way of passing time,

but to really help a fellow to grow big as well as to giow strong

Eugen Suidow, the gieat jthlt te, has undertaken to help

recruits who ate under the si/e for the Te111tor1.il Aimy, so that

by exon ises the y can add, in a few wuU, fiom an inch to an inch

and a halt to tin ii height, and as much as four or five inches

round their chests.

Sandow himself was, as a boy, weak and small for his age, and
you know from bis portraits what he is now in the way of muscle

and sinew and health. This w as all got by exercising himself in

the right way. So any boy can do it if he likes.

BOOKS TO READ

“The Syllabus of IMiyckal Exercises for Elementary Schools.”

Board of Education, 1909. Nincpence.

“Annual Report of the Medical Officer of Board of Education,”

1910. Ninepence.
“Cassell’s Physical Educator,” by E. Miles. A complete compen-

dium of all kinds of Physir al Training for boys and girls. 9s.

“Ju-Jitsu.” Price 6d. (Published by Richard Fox.) Postage ijd.

“ Playground Games,” by T. Chestei ton. as. 6d. Postage 3d.

“ Boxing” by A. T. Newton, is. (C. A. Pearson Ltd.) Postage ad.

“Healthful Physical Exeicises,” Swedish system. W. L. Rooper.

2s. 6d. Postage 3d. (Ncwmann, 84 Newman Street.)

“Scout Chans.” Nos. 1, 2
} 3, 4, 5 » 6, 7, 20. Post free, 3d. each,

from “The Scout” Office, 28 Maiden Lane, W.C.
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 16

HEALTH-GIVING HABITS

Keep Clean—Don’t Smoke—Don’t Drink—Keep Pure

—

Rise Early—Laugh and Grow Fat.

How to Keep Healthy

All the great peace scouts who have succeeded in exploring or

hunting expeditions in wild countries have only been able to get

on by being pretty good doctors themselves
;
because diseases,

accidents, and wounds are always being suffered by them or their

men, and they don’t find doctors and chemists’ shops in the

jungles to cure them. So that a scout who does not know some-
thing about doctoring would never get on at all

;
he might just as

well stay at home for all the good he will be.

Therefore, practise keeping healthy yourself, and then you will

be able to show others how to keep themselves healthy too.

In this way you can do many good turns.

David Livingstone, the great missionary and peace scout, en-

deared himself to the natives by his cleverness as a doctor.

Also, if you know how to look after yourself you need never

have to pay for medicines. The great English poet, Diyden, in

his poem, “ Cymon and Iphigenia,” wrote that it was better to

trust to fiesh air and exercise than to pay doctors’ bills to keep
yourself healthy

:

“ Better to hunt m fields for health unbought
Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught

:

The wise, for cure, on exercise depend ;

God never made his work for man to mend.**

Keep Yourself Clean

In the war in South Africa we lost an enormous number of

men from disease as well as from wounds. The Japs, in their

war, lost very few from sickness, and a very small proportion of

those who were wounded. What made the difference? Prob-

ably a good many things, Our men were not so particular as to

what water they drank as the Japs were, and they ate more meat
than the Japs ;

but, also, they did not keep themselves or their

clothes very clean—it was often difficult to find water. The Japs,

on the other hand, kept themselves very clean, with baths every

day.

If you cut jrour hand when it is dirty it is very likely to fester,

and to become veiy sore
;
but if your hand is quite clean and
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freshly washed, no harm will come of it, it heals up at once. It

was the same with wounds in the war ; they became very tad in

the case of men who had not kept themselves clean.

Cleaning your skin helps to clean your blood. The Japs say

that half the good of exercise is lost if you do not have a bath im-

mediately after it.

It may not be always possible for you to get a bath every day,

but you can at any rate rub yourself over with a wet towel, or

scrub yourself with a dry one, and you ought not to miss a single

day in doing this if you want to keep fit and well.

You should also keep clean in your clothing, both your under
clothing as well as that which shows. Beat it out with a stick

every day before putting it on.

And to be healthy and strong you must keep your blood
healthy and clean inside you. This is done by breathing in lots

of pure, fresh air, by deep breathing, and by clearing out all dirty

matter from inside your stomach, which is done by having a
“ rear ” daily, without fail

;
many people are the better for

having it twice a day. If there is any difficulty about it one day,

drink plenty of good water, especially before and just after break-

fast, and practise body-twisting exercises, and all should be well.

Never start work in the morning without some sort of food

inside you, if it is only a cup of hot water.

There is no need to take all the drugs, pills, and medicines

which you see so temptingly advertised
;
they often do you harm

in the end.

Never bathe in deep water very soon after a meal, it is very

likely to cause cramp, which doubles you up, and so you get

drowned.

Smoking

A scout does not smoke. Any boy can smoke ; it is not such

a very wonderful thing to do. But a scout will not do it because

he is not such a fool. He knows that when a lad smokes before

he is fully grown up it is almost sure to make his heart feeble,

and the heart is the most important organ in a lad’s body. It

pumps the blood all over him to form flesh, bone, and muscle. I'

the heart does not do its work the body cannot grow to be healthy.

Any scout knows that smoking spoils his eyesight, and also his

sense of smell, which is of greatest importance to him for scouting

on active service.

Sir William Broadbent, the great doctor, and Professor Sims

Woodhead have both told us what bad effects tobacco smoking

has on the health of boys. Numerous well-known sportsmen

and others in all kinds of professions have given up the use of
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tobacco, as they find they can do better without it. Lord Roberts

and Lord Wolseley as soldiers, Lord Charles Beresford as a sailor,

the Archbishop of Canterbury, the judge, Sir William Granthafti,

all do not smoke, nor do Dr. Grace the cricketer, Noble and
seven of the chief Australian cricketers, Eustace Miles, the

champion tennis player, Basset the football player, Hanlon the

sculler, Weston the pedestrian, Taylor the golf player, Burnham
the scout, Selous the hunter, and very many other celebrated

men. They are all non-smokeis.

The railway and post office authorities in America will not

employ boys who smoke. I know one big employer who not

only does not smoke, but will not employ a boy who does. So

A “ Slopper.” The boy who apes A strong and healthy boy
the man by smoking

;
he will h.i^ the ball at his feet,

never be much good.

with a great many other employers in Great Britain. In Japan
no boy under twenty is allowed to smoke, and if he does his

parents arc taken up and fined.

Professor Osier, in speaking agnnst tobacco, said it would be
a good thing if all the beer and spirits in England could be thrown
into the sea one day, and if, on the second day, you dumped all

the tobacco there too, it would be very good for everyone in

England -- although unhealthy for the fish.

No boy ever began smoking because he liked it, but generally

because either he feared being chaffed by the other boys as afraid

to smoke, or because he thought that by smoking he would look
like a great man—when all the time he only looks like a little

ass.
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So don’t funk, but just make up your mind for yourself that

you don’t mean to smoke till you are grown up : and stick to it.

That will show you to be a man much more than any slobbering

about with a half smoked cigarette between your lips. The
other fellows will in the end respect you much more, and will pro-

bably in many cases secretly follow your lead. If they do this

you will already have done a good thing in the world, although

you are only a boy. From that small start you will most
probably go on and do big things as you grow up.

Drinking

A priest in the East End of London has lately stated that out

of a thousand cases of distress known to him only two or three

were not caused by drink.

A soldierly-looking man came up to me one night and brought

out his discharge certificates, showing that he had served with me
in South Africa. He said he could get no work, and he was
starving. Every man’s hand was against him, apparently because

he was a soldier. My nose and eyes told me in a moment another

tale, and that was the real cause of his being in distress.

A stale smell of tobacco and beer hung about his clothes, his

finger-tips were yellow with cigarette smoke, he had even taken

some kind of scented lozenge to try and hide the whisky smell in

his breath. No wonder nobody would employ him, or give him
more money to drink with, for that was all that he would do with

money if he got it.

Very much of the poverty and distress in this country is

brought about by men getting into the habit of wasting their

money and time on drink. And a great deal of crime, and also

of illness, and even madness, is due to the same habit of drinking

too much. Liquor—that is beer 01 spints— is not at all necessary

to make a man strong and well. Quite the contrary. The old

saying, “Strong drink makes weak men,” is a very true one.

Yet ^161,060,432 were spent in one >ear alone on drink in

the United Kingdom -enough to have made every family in the

country better off by ^,’15 if the) had drunk water. And this

^15 would be increased to if the men gave up tobacco.

It would be simply impossible for a rn m who drinks to be a

scout. Keep off liquor from the very first, and make up your

mind to have nothing to do with it. Water, tea, or coffee are

quite good enough drinks for quenching your thirst or for picking

you up at any time, or if it is very hot lemonade or a squeeze of

lemon are much better refreshment.

A good scout trains himself pretty well to do without liquid.

It is very much a matter of habit. If you keep your mouth shut
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when walking or running, or chew a pebble (which also makes
you keep your mouth shut), you do not get thirsty like you do
when you go along with your mouth open sucking in the air and
dry dust. But you must also be in good hard condition. If you
are fat from want of exercise, you are sure to get thiisty and want
to drink every mile. If you do not let yourself drink the thirst

wears off after a short time. If you keep drinking water on the

line of march, or while playing games, it helps to tire you and
spoils your wind.

It is often difficult to avoid taking strong drinks when you
meet friends who want to treat you, but they generally like you
all the better if you say you don't want anything, as then they

don’t have to pay for it
;

if they insist you can take a ginger-beer

or something quite harmless. But it is a stupid fashion when, in

order to prove that you are friends, you have to drink with each

other. Luckily it is dying out now
;
the best men do not do it,

because they know it does them no good. Wasters like to stand

about a bar talking and sipping—generally at the other fellow’s

expense—but they are wasters, and it is as well to keep out of

their company, if you want to get on and have a good time.

Continence

Smoking and drinking are things that tempt some fellows and
not others, but there is one temptation that is pretty sure to come
to you at one time or another, and I want just to warn you
against it.

You would probably be surprised if you knew how many boys

have written to me thanking me for what I have said in ** Scout-

ing for Boys ” and elsewhere on this subject, so I expect there

are more who will be glad of a word of advice against the secret

vice which gets hold of so many fellows.

It is called in our schools “ beastliness,” and that is about the

best name for it.

Smoking and drinking and gambling are men’s vices and
therefore attract some boys, but this “ beastliness ” is not a man’s
vice; men have nothing but contempt for a fellow who gives

way to it.

Some boys, like those who start smoking, think it a very fine

and manly thing to tell or listen to dirty stories, but it only shows
them to be little fools.

Yet such talk and the reading of trashy books or looking at

lewd pictures are very apt to lead a thoughtless boy into the

temptation of, self-abuse. This is a most dangerous thing for

him, for should it become a habit it quickly destroys both health
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and spirits ;
he becomes feeble in body and mind, and dfite*r*nds

in a lunatic asylum.

But if you have any manliness in yoife you will throw off such
temptation at once; you will stop looking at the books and
listening to the stories, and will give yourself something else to

think about.

Sometimes the desire is brought on by indigestion, or from eat-

ing too rich food, or from constipation. It can therefore be cured

by correcting these, and by bathing at once in cold water, or by
exercising the upper part of the body by arm exercises, boxing, etc

It may seem difficult to overcome the temptation the first time,

but when you have done so once it will be easier afterwards.

If you still have trouble about it, do not make a secret of it,

but go to your scoutmaster and talk it over with him, and all will

come right.

Bad dreams are another form of want of continence, which
often come from sleeping m too warm a bed with too many
blankets on or from sleeping on your back, so try to avoid these

causes.

Early Rising

The scout’s time for being most active is in the early morning,

because that is the time when wild animals all do their feeding

and moving about
;
and also in war the usual hour for an attack

is just before dawn, when the attackers can creep up unseen m
the dark, and get sufficient light to enable them to carry out the

attack suddenly, while the other people are still asleep

So a scout trains himself to the habit of getting up very early

,

and when once he is in the habit it is no trouble at all to him, like

it is to some fat fellows who lie asleep after the daylight has come.

The Emperor Charlemagne, who was a great scout in the old

days, used always to get up in the middle of the night.

The Duke of Wellington, who, like Napoleon Bonaparte, pre-

ferred to sleep on a little camp bed, used to say,
" When it is time

to turn over in bed it is time to turn out
”

Many men who manage to get thiough more work than others

in a day, do so by getting up an hour or two earlier. By getting

up early you also can get more time for play.

If you get up one hour earlier than other people, you get thirty

hours a month more of life than they do ,
while they have twelve

months in the year yqu get 365 extra hours, or thirty morq days

—that is, thirteen months to their twelve.

The old rhyme has a lot of truth in it when it says

—

H Early to bed and early to rise,

Makes a man healthy, and wealthy, and wise.’
1
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Smile

Want of laughter means want of health. Laugh as much as

you can : it does you gooft
;
so whenever you can get a good laugh,

laugh on. And make other people laugh, too, when possible, as

it does them good.

If you are in pain or trouble make yourself smile at it
;

if you

remember to do this, and force yourself, you will find it really

does make a difference.

If you read about great scouts like Captain John Smith, the
M Path-finder,” and others, you will generally find that they were

pretty cheery old fellows.

The ordinary boy is apt to frown when working hard at physical

exercises, but the boy scout is required to smile all the time ; he
drops a mark off his score whenever he frowns.

How to Keep Healthy

PRACTICES

Deep Breathing.—Deep breathing is of the greatest import-

ance for bringing fresh air into the lungs to be put into the blood,

and for developing the size of the chest, but it should be done
carefully, according to instructions, and not overdone, otherwise

it is liable to strain the heart. The Japs always carry on deep
breathing exercise for a few minutes when they first get up in the

morning, and always in the open air. It is done by sucking air

in through the nose until it swells out your ribs as far as possible,

especially at the back
;
then, after a pause, you breathe out the

air slowly and gradually through the mouth until you have not

a scrap of air left in you, then after a pause draw in your breath

again through the nose as before.

Singing, if carried out on a system like that of Mr. Tomlin’s,

develops simultaneously proper breathing and development of

heart, lungs, chest, and throat, together with dramatic feeling in

rendering the song.

For instance, his method of “Hooligan Taming” is to get a
large crowd of wild lads together, and to start shouting a chorus

to piano accompaniment—say, “ Hearts of Oak.” He shouts the
suggestion of a story as they go along with it; how they are

marching boldly to attack a fort which they mean to carry in

style for the glory of themselves and their country, when suddenly
they become aware that the enemy does not know of their ap-

proach, so they must creep and crawl, 11
in a whisper,” as they

stealthily get nearer to the fort. Closer and closer they come
with gradually increasing tone New charge on up the hill,
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through shot an<J shell, a scramble, a rush and a fight, and the

fort is theirs. But there are wounded to be picked up tenderly,

and the dead to be laid out reverently with quiet and measured

song, solemn and soft.
*

And then they pick up their arms again, and with the pi'soners

and spoils of war they march gaily away in triumph, at the full

power of their lungs.

Old English Morris Dances, too, are excellent practice for

winter evenings, with their quaint music and movements.

BOOKS TO READ
“ What’s the Harm in Smoking ? ” by B. McCall Barbour, id.

(Post free, 1 -Id.) Published by S. W. Partridge.

“ In my Youth/’ by B. McCall Barbour, id. (Post free, i£d.)

“A Note for Parents,” by J. II. Bradley. 4d., post free. To
be had direct only fiom Secrctaiy, Moral Education Committee,
Thurloe Square, Kensington, V. Suggestions for teaching

child] on about lep.oduction.
11 In Confidence,” by II. BissAcr. (Adhrd Son.) 3 1 d., or

14s. per 1000. also publications by “The Allure,* of Honour,”

118 City Road, London, who <n,i give th b<M advice and help.

“Private Knowledge for Bo>s,” by Rev. Arthur Sibly. (>d.,

post-free, from Mr. W. Whiley, Stonehouse, Glouccstci shire.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. ig

PREVENTION OF DISEASE

Camp Doctoiing— Microbes, and how to l«^ht tiicm Roper
food—Clothing —Use of dull and ixtieise.

Camp Doctoring

Some years ago, when I was in Kashmir, Noithern Indii, some
natives brought to me a young man on a stretcher, who they said

had fallen off a high rock, and had broken his tuck and was dying.

I soon found that he had only dislocated his shoulder and had
got a few bruises, and seemed to think that he ought to die.

So I pulled off my shoe, sat down alongside him lacing his head,

put my heel in his arm-pit, got hold of his arm, and pulled with

all my force till the bone jumped into its socket. The pain made
him faint, and his friends thought I really had killed him. But
in a few minutes he recovered and found his arm was all right.

Then they thought I must be no end of a doctor, so they sent

round the country for all the sick to be brought in to be cured

;

and I had an awful time of it for the next two days. Cases of
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every kind of disease were carried in, and I had scarcely any drugs

with which to treat them, but I did the best I could, and I really

believe that some of thepoor creatures got better from simply

believing that I was doii^them a lot of good.

PULLING IN A DISLOCATED SHOULDER

But most of them were ill from being dirty and letting their

wounds get poisoned with filth
;
and many were ill from bad

drainage, and from drinking foul water, and so on.

This I explained to the headmen of the villages, and I hope
that I did some good for their future health.

At any rate, they were most grateful, and gave me a lot of help

ever afterwards in getting good bear-huntmg and in getting

food, etc.

If I had not known a little doctoring I could have done nothing

for these poor creatures.

Microbes, and How to Fight them

Disease is carried about in the air and in water by tiny invisible

insects called ** germs” or M microbes,” and you are very apt to

breathe them in through the mouth or to get them in your drink
or food and to swallow them, and then they breed disease inside

you. If your blood is in really good order, it generally does not
matter, no hartn results

; but if your blood is out of order from
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weakness or constipation—that is* not going regularly to the

“rear* —these microbes will very probably make you ilL A
great point is, therefore, to abolish^e microbes, if possible.

They like living in dark, damp, and dirty places. And they
come from bad drains, old dustbins, and rotting flesh, etc. ; in

fact, generally where there is a bad smell Therefore, keep your
room, or your camp, and your clothes clean, dry, and as sunny
as possible, and well aired; and keep away from places that

smell badly. Before your meals you should always wash your
hands and finger-nails, for they are very apt to harbour microbes
which have come from anything that you may have been handling
in the day.

You frequently see notices in omnibuses and public places

requesting you not to spit. The reason for this is that many
people spit who have diseased lungs, and from their spittle the

microbes of their diseases get in the air, and are breathed by
healthy people into their lungs, and they become also diseased.

Often you may have a disease in you for some years without

knowing it, and if you spit you are liable to communicate that

disease to sound people
;

so you should not do it for their

sake.

But you need not be afraid of diseases if you breathe through
your nose and keep your blood in good order It is always well

on coming out of a crowded theatre, church, or hall, to cough and
blow your nose, in ordei to get rid of microbes which you might
have breathed in from other people in the crowd One in every

thirty people that you meet has got the disease of consumption
on him—and it is very catching It comes very much fiom living

in houses where the windows are kept always shut up. The best

chance of getting cured of it if you get the disease is to sleep

always out of doors.

A scout has to sleep a great deal in the open air, therefore,

when he is in a house he sleeps with the windows as wide open as

possible, otherwise he feels stuffy
,
and also if he gets accustomed

to sleeping in warm atmosphere he would catch cold when he

goes into camp, and nothing could be more ridiculous or more like

a tenderfoot than a scout with a cold in his head. When once he
is accustomed to having his windows open he will never catch

cold in a room.

Food

A good many illnesses come from over-eating or eating the

wrong kind of food*

A Scout must know how to take care of himself, else he is of

no use. He must keep himself light and active. Once he hs*
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got the right kind of muscles on he can remain fit without further

special exercising of those muscles, provided that he eats the

right kind of food.
^

Eustace Miles, the tennis and racquet champion, does not go
into training before he plays his matches ; he knows he has got

his muscles rightly formed, and he simply lives on plain, light

food always, and so is always fit to play a hard game. He never

eats meat.

In the siege of Mafeking, when we were put on short commons,
those of the garrison who were accustomed to eat very little at

their meals did not suffer like some people, who had been

accustomed to do themselves well in peace time
;
these became

weak and irritable. Our food there towards the end was limited

to a hunk of pounded-up oats, about the size of a penny bun,

which was our whole bread supply for the day, and about a pound
of meat and two pints of “sowTens,” a kind of stuff like bill-

stickers’ paste that had gone wrong.

English people as a rule cat more meat than is necessary, in

fact, they could do without it altogether if they tried, and would

be none the worse. It is an expensive luxury. The Japanese are

as strong as us, but they do not eat any meat, and only eat small

meals of other things.

The cheapest and best foods are dried peas, 2d. per lb.
;

flour,

is. 4d. per stone; oatmeal, 2d. per lb.
;
potatoes, Jd. per lb.;

hominy, i|d. per lb.
;
cheese at 6d. per lb. Other good foods

are fruit, vegetables, fish, eg^s, nuts, rice, and milk, and one can

live on these perfectly well Without meat; bananas are especially

good food, they are < heap, have no seeds nor pips to irriLate your

inside, their skin protects them from germs of disease, and their

flesh is of a wholesome kind and satisfying.

The natives of the West Coast of Africa eat very little else ail

their lives, and they are fat and happy.

If you have lots of fresh air you do not want much food
;

if,

on the other hand, you arc sitting indoors all day, much food

makes you fat and sleepy, so that in either case you are better for

taking a little; still, grooving boys should not starve themselves,

but, at the same time, they need not he like that little hog
at the school feast, who when asked, “Can’t you eat any
more?” replied, “Yes, I could rat more, but I’ve no room to

swallow it.”

A great cause of illness nowadays is the amount of medicine
which fellows dose themselves with when there is no reason for

taking any medicine at all. The best medicine is open-air and
exercise and a big cup of water in the early morning if you are

constipated, and a pint of hot water on going to bed.
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Clothing

A scout’s clothing should be of flannel or wool as much as

possible, because it dries easily. Cotton next the skin is not
good unless you change it directly it gets wet—it is so likely to

give you a chill, and a scout is no use if he gets laid up.

One great point that a scout should take care about, to ensure

his endurance and being able to go on the march for a long time,

is his boots.

A scout who gets sore feet with much walking becomes
useless.

You should, therefore, take great care to have good, well-fitting,

roomy boots, and fairly stout ones, and as like the natural shape

of your bare feet as possible, with a straighter edge on the inside

than bootmakers usually give to the swagger boot. Scouts have
no use for swagger boots.

The feet should be kept as dry as possible ; if they are allowed

to get wet, the skin is softened, and very soon gets blistered and
rubbed raw where there is a little pressure of the boot.

Of course they get wet from perspiration as well as from outside

wet. Therefore, to dry this it is necessary to wtar good woollen

socks. I like shoes better than boots, because they let more aii

in for the feet

If a man wears thin cotton or silk socks you can tell at once
that he is no walker. A fellow who goes out to a Colony for the

first time is called a “ Tender foot,” because he generally gets soie

feet until by experience he learns how to keep his feet in good
order. It is a good thing to soap or grease your feet and the

inside of your socks before putting them on
If your feet always perspiic a g( od deal, it is a useful thing to

powder them with powder made of boric acid, starch, and oxide

of zinc in equal parts. This powder should be rubbed in between
the toes, so as to prevent soft corns forming there. Your feet can
be hardened to some extent by soaking them in alum and water,

or salt and w’ater.

Keep your boots soft with lots of grease, mutton fat, dubbin,

or castor oil—especially when they have got wet from rain, etc

Wash the Ret every*day.

Practices

DRILL

In giving a simple system of drill for the boy scouts, 1 wish it

to be understood that it is merely in order to enable scoutmasters

to move thetr troops and patrols in good order for parade

purposes , and not as an exercise for frequent practice with the

boys when other occupations are possible .
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When I see a troop drill well but fail to follow a trail or took
its own food, / recognise that the scoutmaster is no good as such.

The indifferent or unimaginative officer always falls back upon
drill as hts one resource.

Scouts have to drill to enable them to be moved quickly from
one point to another in good order. Drill also sets them up, and
makes them smart and quick.

It strengthens the muscles which support the body, and by
keeping the body upright the lungs and heart get plenty of room
to work, and the inside organs are kept in the proper position for

proper digestion of food and so on.

A slouching position, on the other hand, depresses all the other

organs, and prevents them doing their work properly, so that a

man in that position is generally weak and often ill.

Growing lads are very apt to slouch, and should therefore do
all they can to get out of the habit by plenty of physical exercises

and drill

Stand upright when you are standing, and when you are sitting

down sit upright, with your back well into the back part of the

chair. Alertness of the body, whether you are moving, standing,

or sitting, means alertness of mind, and it is a paying thing to

have, because many an employer will select an alert-looking boy
for work and pass over a sloucher. When you have to stoop

over writing a table, or even tying a boot-lace, do not round

your back, but tuck in the small of your back, which thus helps

to strengthen your body.
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On the word “ Alert " the scout stands upright with both feet

together, hands hanging naturally at the sides, fingers straight,

and looking straight to his front.

On the word “ Easy " he carries the right foot away six inches

to the right, and clasps his hands behind his back, and can turn

his head about. At the word “ Sit easy " he squats down on
the ground in any position he likes. “ Sit easy ” should usually

be given whenever you don't want the boys to be at the “ Alert,"

provided that the ground is dry.

On the command “ Quick march," boys move off with the

left foot leading at a smart pace, swinging the arms freely, as

1.—The right way. 2.—A common way.

3.—A usual and very bad way. - > Direction of Eye$.

this gives good exercise to the body and muscles and inside

organs.

At the command “ Double” boys run at a jog trot with short,

easy steps, hands swinging loosely, not tucked up at the

side.

On the command 14 Scout pace ” the boys march at the quick

march for twenty p^ces, then double twenty paces, and so on alter*

nately running and walking, until the word is given “Quick

march M
or “Halt"

11 Right turn," each boy turns to the right.

" Follow your leader," " Leader right turn "—the leading man
turns to his right, the remainder move up to the place where he

turned, and then follow after him.

"Front form line" (when 11 following the leader”). Those in

rear run up and form in line alongside the leader on his left
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drill with staves

N.B.-A notch .hould be cut nt the centre of the to 8«id« the hend in

always holding it in the centre.

marching in

clou order

)
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PARADE HRE LIGHTING

The second of each patrol must carry his billy, and m it kindling paper, a
box of matches, and a loop and hook

The loop is fjr tying the heils f thicc slut-. togctlnr t> firm a tripod,

and a cord with bent wire hook hangs from this 1 11 which the 1 ilh can be
suspended over tin fhe

Nos 3 and 4 carry brown paper 1 1 make an m itati 1 c imp hie

On the command “ Light fires, ul k alttrnatc
j
itrd run >ut twent>

paces (which the) must c unt f r tl emstlvc ) t > the fr nt, an 1 hilt, in In e

w ith each other

On the whistle or bugle soun ling me n >te, the ec n I in every patrol lays

down his staff and gets the loo^ ut c f hi 1 illy S. t 3 and 4 lay their

staves down on tich side of the sec n 1 s staff m this wa) —

so that the h ids ju t ovtrl p
The stcond then slips the h p r\e r the three 1 Is, anl, issistel b> ill*

other two scouts he twists his stiff \ti tw r three times t > tighten up the

loop, and then stands the three slut up s 1 tr
j

1 All the tup.) is sh< uld

be exactly in line with each other

Directly the tripod is up the
j

itrol fills in at the “ Mert ’ in a circle roitn 1

the tup id facing outwards
On the bugle or whistle soun ling tw n tts, ill turn inwards

Tire second takis piper and matches < ut 1 f 1 1 1 ill) which he hangs on
the hook

, Nos 3 and 4 make a little pit of t t
j
ijtr ti ie^ resent the fwe

(or where real fires are to be ma le they { 10 luce it w 1 1 ever) scout bringing

a small bundle on the flap ot his h utr icl )

Directly this is done all stand at ‘ Alert” in a circle, the stcmd to hue
his matches read) to light I he Ingle 11 whistle then soun Is three notes

On the last fwte the second stnl es his match ird light > the bre , and all the

scouts ut down smaitly
The pitrol leader s dut) is to see tint ill th s is 1 nc smarll) and eorreetl)

No talking

On the command “Flies out,* and ont note ef the bugle, Ul spring to

their fe«t The second takes ofl t 'c billy N is 3 an l 4 throw dow n the

tripod and pull it to bits, the second puts the loop l aek into his billy Other

scouts stamp out the fne and collect up all loose paper

All stand to “ Alert ” m a circle, facing inwards

On bugle sounding two notes each patrol falls in m line at the “Alert,”

ready to move oft.

Both the “ Rally” and “ Lighting Fires” should be practised for inspection

reviews, instead of marching past, which is only an imitation of a military

parade.
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Note.—These formations are only inserted here for use on special parades,

such as guards of honour, reviews and church parades, not for daily drill

purposes, (See “Drill,” p. 301.] We want to avoid military drill in our
training; the scouts are young backwoodsmen, not imitation soldiers.

Secure Staves
(For close order or at funerals.)

Rest on Staves,
{At funerals.)

TROOP FORMATIONS
Link (means parties side by side). Each patrol has its scouts in line;

corporal on right, bugler or drummer on left, leader three paces in front of

Centre.

Troop in Line

6
x

Q = Scout Masters.

X 111 Patrol Leader.

O * Bugler.

D = Scout.

= Corporal.

Column means parties one behind the other.

Troop in Column of Patrols.

Command “Patrols right wheel” (from line). "Halt” (when exactly

behind each other at their proper distance (such as will enable them to wheel
either to right or left into line). This is called “open column.”

r
- X X -

/
1

t
1 i

•

b

* »

cv.v.v.v.3
Close Column= Rear patrols moved up to leading patrols, for taking up

less room on parade, or for being addressed by an inspecting officer.

Line can be formed from “open columii,” to the right

or left by wheeling the patrols to that hand ; or to the

front by the leading patrol standing fast (or advancing),

the second patrol inclining and moving up on its right, the
third patrol moving up into line on its left, and so on with
other patrols in rear, even numbers going up on the right*

odd numbers on the left of the leading patroL The
patrols which move up always do so at the “ double.”

Line can be formed to the rear from “ open column ” by
u about turn” for everybody (always turn about to the right hand), and then
proceeding to form line as above.
Not*.—

A

pamphlet on Fire, Ambulance Drills, etc., Is being prepared At
Headquarters.
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SCOOTS’ RALLY
Scoutt do sot parade, as a rule, like soldiers, in lines, etc., but they lie

hidden away till their chief wants them, then they rush in from all sides, each
patrol following its leader, cheering and making their patrol calls, and form
in a circle round the chief, at about twenty yards from him. All then sing
“ Be Prepared,” and at once

4
* Sit at ease,” in silence, to hear his orders. If

there are a large number of scouts the patrols remain in single file, if a small
number they Une up to form the circle. ‘ If the chief orders a “ Figure of

eight” or “ Circle” or “Spiral” the scoutmaster in command orders “Alert,”
“Follow your leader.” Then he, or any scoutmaster whom he orders, moves
off through the circle, followed by the nearest patrol leader, whose patrol

follow him in single file, and the next patrol follow them, and so on, till the

whole parade is following in single file at a slow jog trot, staves at the trail.

The scoutmaster leads at a slow pace, describing a big figure of eight or a big

circle over the parade ground, or a spiral circle which gradually closes in round
the chief, and then unwinds itself the reverse way. Aftei this the scoutmaster

orders “ Reform rally,” leads them round, and they reform on the original

circle. When formed the scoutmaster orders “ Sit at ease.” The chief then
addresses them, or gives the signal or order to disperse, when all turn about
and ran quietly away, each patrol sticking to its leader, every scout whistling

a long drawn-out whistle till off the ground. They then squat down in their

original hiding-place.

Games

“Ju-Jitsu ”—contains numerous interesting games to teach

grips and holds, and development of muscles.

“Doctoring”—each scout in turn acts as an explorer or

missionary, with a few simple remedies. Three patients are

brought to him in succession to be treated, each having a different

disease or injury. He has to advise or show what treatment

should be carried out.

All ordinary boys’ games, where all are players and none

lookers-on, are good for health and cheerfulness
—“Leap-frog,”

“ Rounders,” “ Squash-football,” “ Tip-and-run.”

BOOKS TO READ

“Japanese Physical Training,” by Irving Hancock. 5s. net

(postage 4d.). (Putnam.)
“ How to be Well and Strong,” by W. Edwards. 4d. (postage

id.). (Melrose.)

“Walking,” by C. Lang NeiL is. (postage ad.). Useful

hints on walking, training, mountain-climbing, food, etc.

“Modern Physical Culture,” by C. Lang Neil. is. (postage

ad.). Gives summary of various systems; Curative exercises;

hints on food, on organs of the body, etc.

“ Health and Strength.” Weekly Journal, id.

“How to Keep Fit.” 3d. (postage id.), by Surgeon-Captain

Waite (Gale and Polden).

“ My System,” by Lieut. J. P. Muller, as. 6d. nett (postage 3d*).



CHAPTER VII

CHIVALRY OF THE KNIGHTS
HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

One aim of the Boy Scouts scheme is to revive amongst us t if

possible, some of the rules of the knights of old, which did so

much for the moral tone of our race, just as the Bushido of the

ancient Samurai Knights has done, and is still doing, for Japan.
Unfortunately, chivalry with us has, to a large extent, been

allowed to die out, whereas in Japan it is taught to the children

,

so that it becomes with them a practice of their life, and it is

also taught to children in Germany and Switzerland with the

best results. Our effort is not so much to discipline the boys as

to teach them to discipline themselves.

It is impossible in so short a space as I have at my disposal

to do more than touch upon subjects which the instructor may
elaborate for himself. The different qualities which the Knight's

Code demanded are grouped under the three heads :

—

1.

—Chivahy to Others

.

2.

—Discipline of Self.

3.

—Self Improvement.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. ao
CHIVALRY TO OTHERS

Knights Errant—Helpfulness to Others—Courtesy
to Women

“In days of old, when knights were bold,” it must have been a

fine sight to see one of these steel-clad horsemen come riding

through the dark green woods in his shining armour, with shield

and lance and waving plumes, bestriding his gallant war-horse,

210
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strong to bear its load, and full of fire to charge upon an enemy.
And near him rode his squire, a young man, his assistant and
companion, who would some day become a knight.

Behind him rode his group, or patrol of men-at-arms—stout,

hearty warriors, ready to follow their knight to the gates of

death if need be. They were the tough yeomen of the old days,

who won so many of her fine fights for Britain through their

pluck and loyal devotion to their knights.

In peace time, when there was no fighting to be done, the

knight would daily ride about looking for a chance of doing a

good turn to any wanting help, especially a woman or child who
might be in distress. When engaged in thus doing good turns,

he was called a u Knight Errant.” His patrol naturally acted in

the same way as their leader, and a man-at-arms was always

equally ready to help the distressed with his strong right arm.

The knights of old were the patrol leaders of the nation, and the

men-at-arms were the scouts.

You patrol leaders and scouts are therefore very like the

knights and their retainers, especially if you keep your honour
ever before you in the first place, and do your best to heip other

people who are in trouble or who want assistance. Your motto
is, “Be Prepared ” to do this, and the motto of the knights was

a similar one, “Be Always Ready.”
Chivalry—that is, the order of the knights—was started in

England some 1500 years ago by King Arthur.

On the death of his father, King Uther Pendragon, he was
living with his uncle, and nobody knew who was to be King. He
did not himself know that he was son of the late King.

Then a great stone was found in the churchyard, into which a

sword was sticking, and on the stone was written

:

“ Whosoever pullcth this sword out of this stone is the right-

wise King born of all England.”

All the chief lords had a try at pulling it out, but none could

move it

That day there was a tournament at which Arthur’s cousin

was to fight, but wrhen he got to the ground he found he had
left his sword at home, and he sent Arthur to fetch it. Arthur

could not find it, but remembering the sword in the churchyard

he went there and pulled at it, and it came out of the stone at

once ; and he took it to his cousin. After the sports he put it

back again into the stone ; and then they all tried to pull it out,

but could not move it, but when he tried he drew it out quite

easily. So he was proclaimed King.

He afterwards got together a number of knights, and used to

sit with them at a great round table, and so they were called the
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“ Knights of the Round Table.” The table is stiU to be seen at

Winchester.

St. George

They had as their patron saint*St. George, because he was*the
only one of all the saints who was a horseman. He is the patron
saint of cavalry and scouts all over Europe.

St. George is the special saint of England. The battle-cry

of the knights used to be, “For Saint George and Merrie
England !

”

St. George’s Day is April 23rd, and on that day all good scouts

wear a rose in his honour and fly their flags. Don’t forget it on
the next 23rd April.

The Knights' Code

The laws of the knights were these :

"Be A/ways Ready, with your armour on, except when you are

taking your rest at night.

Defend the poor, and help them that cannot defend them-
selves.

Do nothing to hurt or offend anyone else.

Be prepared to fight in the defence of England,

At whatever you are working try and win honour and a name
for honesty.

Never break your promise.

Maintain the honour of your country with your life.

Rather die honest than live shamelessly.

Chivalry requireth that youth should be trained to perform the

most laborious and humble offices with cheerfulness and
grace ; and to do good unto others.”

These are the first rules with which the old knights started,

and from which the scout laws of to-day come.
A knight (or scout) is at all times a gentleman. So many

people seem to think that a gentleman must have lots of money.
That does not make a gentleman. A gentleman is anyone who
carries out the rules of chivalry of the knights.

A London policeman, for instance, is a gentleman, because he
is well disciplined, loyal, polite, brave, good-tempered, and help-

ful to women and children.

Unselfishness

Captain John Smith, the old English adventurer of three

hundred years ago, was a pretty tough customer to deal with, as
he had fought in every part of the world and had been wounded
over and over again ; but he also had a good, kind heart within

him. He was as good a type of scout as you could find anywhere.
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One of his favourite expressions was, 11We were born, not for our
selves, but to do good to others,*

1 and he carried this out very

much in his life, for he was the most unselfish of men.

* Self-Sacrifice

King* Richard I, who was one of the first of the Scouts of the

Empire, left his kingdom, his family, and everything to go and
fight against the enemies of the Christian religion, and very

nearly lo$t his kingdom by doing so, for he was absent for some
years, arftl in the meantime his brother tried to usurp his place.

On his way home from the wars in Palestine he was caught by
the King of Austria, and was put by him in prison, where he
lingered for twelve months. He was discovered by his minstgel,

Blondel, who knowing that he must have been captured som$*
where went about Europe singing his favounte songs outside me
prisons until he was answered from inside; and so he found him and
procured his release. (See “ The Talisman,” by Sir Walter Scott.)

But self-sacrifice is also to be found among us to-day. A lad
of eighteen named Currie saw a little girl playing on the railway

line at Clydebank in front of an approaching train. He tried to

rescue her, but he was lame fiom an injury he had got at football,

and it delayed him in getting her clear. The tiain knocked
both of them over, and both uere killed.

But Currie’s gallant attempt is an example of chivalry for scouts

to follow. It was sacnfice of himself in the attempt to save a
child. Over five hundred cases of gallantrj in saving life by scouts

have occurred. One of these was the case of brave Donald
Smith, 4th Ealing Troop, who dived into a canal to rescue a
drowning boy without stopping to think of the risk to himself.

He was drowned, but by his heroic act he gave a splendid
example to his comrades of pluck and self-sacrifice.

Kindness
41 Kindness and gentleness are great virtues,” says an old Spanish

proverb ;
and another sa>s, “ Oblige without regarding whom you

oblige,” which means be kind to anyone, great or small, rich or poor

The great point about a knight was that he was always doing

kindnesses or good turns to people His idea was that everyone

must die, but you should make up your mind that before your

time comes you will do something good. Therefore do it at

once, For you never know when you may be going off.

So, with the scouts, it has been made one of our laws that we
do a good turn to somebody every day. It does not matter how
small that good turn may be, if it were only to help an old woman
lift her bundle, or to guide a child across a crowded street, or to

put a halfpenny in the poor-box. Something good ought to be
done each day of your life, and you should start to-day to cany
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'out this rule, and never forget it during the remaining days of

your life. Remember the knot in your necktie and on your

scout’s badge—they are reminders to you to do a good turn.

And do your good turn not only to your friends, but to strangers

and even to your enemies.

When the Russians were besieged in Port Arthur by
4

the

Japanese in 1905, the Japs got close up to their forts by digging

long, deep trenches, into which the Russians were not able to

shoot. On one occasion they were so close that a Russ^n soldier

was able to throw a letter into the Japanese trench. In this

letter he said that he wanted to send a message to his mother in

Russia, as she was very anxious about him; but as Port Arthur

was now cut off from all communication he begged that the Japs

would send the message for him
;
and he inclosed a note for his

mother and a gold coin to pay the cost.

The Japanese soldier who found the note, instead of tearing

up the letter and keeping the money, did whr v
„Fery scout

would do, took it to his officer, and the officer telegraphed the

Russian’s message to his mother, and threw a note back into the

enemy’s fort to tell him that he had done so.

This, with other instances of chivalry on both sides, is described

in Mr. Richmond Smith’s book, “The Siege and Fall of Port

Arthur.”

Generosity

Some people are fond of hoarding up their money and never

spending it. It is well to be thrifty, but it is also well to give

away money where it is wanted
;
in fact, that is part of the object

of saving up your money. In being charitable, be careful that

you do not fall into the mistake of false charity. That is to say,

it is very easy and comforting to you to give a penny to a poor
beggar in the street, but you ought not to do it. That poor
beggar is ninety nine times out of a hundred an arrant old fraud,

and by giving your penny you are encouraging him and others to

go on with that trade. Theie moy be, probably are, hundreds of

really poor and miserable people hiding away, whom you never

see and to whom that penny would be a godsend. The Charity
Organisation Society knows where they are, and who they are,

and if you give your penny to them they will put it into the right

hands for you.

You ncod not be rich in order to be charitable. Many of the
knights were poor men. At one time some of them wore as their

ciest two knights riding on one horse, which meant that they were
too poor to afford a horse apiece.
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Tips

Then “ tips ” are a very bad thing.

Wherever you go, people want to be “ tipped " for doing the

slightest thing which they ought to do out of common good
feeling. A scout will never accept a “tip,” even if it is offered him,

unless it is pay for work done. It is often difficult to refuse, but

for a scout it is easy. He has only to say, “Thank you very

much, but I am a scout, and our rules don’t allow us to accept

anythingfor doing a good turn.”

“Tips” put you on a wrong footing with everyone.

You rannot woik in a friendly way with a man if you are

thinking how much “ tip” you are going to get out of him, or he

is thinking how much he’ll have to “tip’ you. And all scouts’

work for another ought to lie done in a friendly way,

I have had a number of letters of admiration for the scouts in

many parts of the country on arc ount of their doing good acts

and then declining to be tipped for it. I am very glad to hear it,

scouts.

Of course, proper pay that is earned by your work is another

thing, and you will be right to accept it.

Friendliness

The great difference in a Colonial bushman and a stay-at-home

Briton is that the Colonial is in shirt sleeves while the other is

buttoned up in his coat, and their characters are much the same.

The Colonial is open and cheery with ever) body at once, while

the Briton is rather inclined to shut himself up from his neigh-

bours inside Ins coat, and takes a deal of drawing out before he

becomes friendly. The free, open air, shirtsleeve habits of the

Colonial do away with this, and life becomes much more pleasant

to everybody all round. A boy scout should remember that he
is like the Colonial, and, like Kim, the “friend of all the world.”

But don’t let your friendliness lead you into that foolery that

has been too common in Britain, namely, throwing away youi

hard-earned savings in “ standing treat ” to your friends.

Politeness

An instance of politeness in war occurred at the Battle of

Fontenoy, when we were fighting against the French.

The Coldstream Guards coming up over a hill suddenly found
themselves close up to the French Guards. Both parties were
surprised, and neither fired a shot for a minute or two.

In those days when gallant men quarrelled, they used to settle

their differences by fighting duels with pistols. At a duel both com-
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b&tants were supposed to fire at the same moment when the word
was given, but it often happened that one man, in order to show
how brave he was, would tell his adversary to fire first, ^nd so

in this case. When both parties were about to fire, the officer

commanding the British Guards, to show his politeness, and fear-

lessness, bowed to the French commander, and said, “ You fire

first, sir,”

When the French Guards levelled their rifles to fire, one of the

soldiers of the Coldstreams exclaimed, “ For what we going

to receive may the Lord make us truly thankful.” In the volley

that followed, a great number of our men fell, but the survivors

returned an equally deadly volley, and immediately charged in

with the bayonet, and drove the French off the field.

One of the stories that the knights used to tell as an example

of politeness was that Julius Caesar, when he was entertained to

supper by a poor peasant, was so polite that when the man gave

him a dish of pickles to eat, thinking that they were the sort of

vegetables that a high born officer would like, Caesar ate the whole
dish, and pretended to like them, although they burnt his mouth
and disagreed with him considerably.

In Spain you ask a man the way—he does not merely point it

out, but takes off his hat, bows, and says that it will be a great

pleasure to him to show it, and walks with you till he has set you
properly upon it. He will take no reward.

A Frenchman will take off his hat when he addresses a stranger,

as you may often see him do in London, even when he asks a

policeman the way.

The Dutch fishermen, big and brawny as they are, take up the

whole street when walking down it ; but when a stranger comes
along they stand to one side, and smilingly take off their caps as

he passes.

A lady told me that when in one of the far west Canadian
townships she met a group of wild-looking cowboys walking

down the street, she felt quite alarmed. But as they got near

they stood to one side, and took off their hats with the greatest

respect, and made way for her.

Courtesy to Women
The knights of old were particularly attentive in respect and

courtesy to women.
Sir Nigel Loring in “The White Company * is a type of a

chivalrous knight of the old times. Although very small, and
half blind by reason of some lime which an enemy had thrown
in his eyes early in his career, he was an exceedingly brave man#
and at the same time very humble, and very helpful to others.
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But above all things he reverenced women. He had a big,

plain lady as his wife, but he always upheld her beauty and'virtue,

and was ieady to fight anybody who doubted him.

Then with poor women, old or young, he was always courteous

and helpful. And that is how a scout should act.

King Arthur, who made the rules of chivalry, was himself

chivalrous to women of whatever class.

One day a girl rushed into his hall crying for help. Her hair

was streaming and smeared with mud, her arms were torn with

brambles, and she was dressed m rags. She had been ill-treated

by a band of robbers who roved the country, doing all the harm
they could. When he heard her tale King Arthur sprang on to

his horse and rode off himself to the robbers’ cave, and, even at

the risk of his own life, he fought and defeat' *d them, so that

they could no more trouble his people.

When walking with a lady or a child a scout should always

have her on his left side, so that lus right is fite to protect her.

This rule is altered when walking in the* streets : then a man
will walk on the side of her nearest to the traflu ,

to protect her

against accident or mud-splashes, etc.

In meeting a woman or a child a man should, as a mattci of

course, always make way for her, even if he has to step off the

pavement into the mud.
So also in riding in a crowded tram or railway carriage, no

man worthy of the name will allow a woman or a child to stand
up if he has a seat. He will at once give it up to the woman
and stand himself. As a scout you should set an example in

this by being the first man in the carnage to do it. And m
doing so do it cheerfully, with a smile, so that she may not think

you are annoyed at having to do it.

When in the street always be on the look out to help women
and children. A good opportunity is when they want to cross

a street, or to find the way, or to call a cab or ’bus. If you see

them go and help them at once—and don’t accept any reward.

The other day I saw a hoy help a lady out of a carriage, and
as he shut the door after her she turned to give him some money,
but he touched his cap and smilingly said, “No, thank you,

Marmj it’s my duty,
11 and walked off. So I- shook hands with

him, for | felt that although he had not been taught, he was a
scout by nature.

This is the kind oF courtesy one wants to see more amongst
boys of to-day. Only the vther day in London a girl who had
been robbed ran after a thief and pursued him, tiu he dashed
down into a narrow alley, where she could not follow; but she
waited for him-so did the crowd. And when he came out again

H
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she collared him and struggled to prevent him escaping
; but not

one of the crowd would help her, although there were men and
boys present there. They must have been a poor lot not to

help a girl

!

Of course, in accidents men and boys will always see that the

women and children are safely got out of danger before they

think of going themselves. In two wrecks w’hich occurred in

1907 on the south coast of England, viz. the Jebba and the

Suevic, it was very noticeable how carefully arrangements were

made for saving the women and children and old people, before

any idea was given as to how the men were to be rescued. You
should carry your courtesy on with ladies at all times. If you

are sitting down and a lady comes into the room, stand up, and
see if you can help her in any way before you sit down.

Don't lark about with a girl whom you would not like your

mother or sister to see you with.

Don't make love to any girl unless you mean to marry her.

Don't marry a girl unless you are in a position to support her

and to suoport some children.

Practices

Other ways of doing good turns are such small things as these

:

sprinkle sand on a frozen road where horses are liable to slip

;

remove orange or banana skins from the pavement, as they are

apt to throw people down ; don’t leave gates open, and don’t

injure fences or walk over crops in the country; help old people

in drawing water or earning fuel, etc., to their homes; help to

keep the streets clean by removing scraps of paper; provide

meals for poor children.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
HOW TO PRACTISE CHIVALRY

Make each scout tie a knot m his necktie every morning as a

reminder to carry out his idea of doing a good turn every day

,

till it becomes a habit uiih him .

Take your boys to an armoury, such as the Tower of London
or South Kensington Museum, and explain to them the armour
and weapons of the knights .

Make a scout bring m a boy, who is a total stranger
,
as his

guest for the evening to play in dub games, and hear camp
yarns, etc.

Games
11 Knight Errantry/'—

S

couts go out singly, or in pairs, or

as a patrol. If in a town, to find women or children in want of
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help, and to return and report, on their honour, what they have
done. If in the country call at any farms or cottages and ask to
do odd jobs—for nothing The same can be made into a race
called a “ Good Turn ” race.

Play
“ King Arthur and the Round Table ”

Also other stones of chivalry, as m “Stories of King Arthur.”

BOOKS TO READ
“ Ivanhoe,” by Sir Walter Scott is (postage ad )

“Stones of King Arthur
M

Cutler is 6d nett (postage 3d )
“ The White Company," by Sir Conan l)c yk 6d (postage 2d )

“The Broad Stone of Honour,” by Kenelm Digby. (Out
of print

)

“ Buck of Pook’b Hill, ’ by Rudy aid kipmig 6s

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 21

SELl- -DISCIPLINE

Honour—Obedience— Courage— Cheenness

TO INSTRUCTORS

The self-disaf lined man is d^tnUd by Liownmg as:

“One who never turned his b i k, but maiched breast forward

;

Never doubted clouds would b tak ,

Never dreamed, though right wore worsted, wiong would triumph

;

Held, we i ill to rise, aic buttled to tight better,

Sleep—to wake "

Lycurgus said that the wealth of a side lay not so much in

money as tn men who weie sound %n body and mind, with a

body fit for toil and endurance, and with a mind well disciplined,

and seeing things in their proper proportions.

Honour

The true knight placed his honour before all things; it was
sacred. A man who is honoui able is always to be trusted; he
will never do a dishonourable action, such as telling an untruth

or deceiving his superiors or employers, and always commands
the respect of his fellow-men. His honour guides him m
everything that he does A captain sticks to the ship till the

last, in every wreck that was ever h~nd of Why? She is ouly
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a lump of iron and wood ;
his life is as valuable as that of any

of the women and children on board, but he makes everybody

get away safely before he attempts to save his more valuable life.

Why ? Because the ship is his ship, and he has been taught that

it is his duty to stick to it, and he considers it would be dis*

honourable in him to do otherwise ; so he puts honour before

safety. So also a scout should value his honour most of anything.

Fair Flay

Britons, above all other people, insist on fair play.

If you see a big bully going for a small or weak boy, you stop

him because it is not “ fair play.”

And if a man, in fighting another, knocks him down, he must

not hit or kick him while he is down
;
everybody would think

him an awful beast if he did. Yet there is no law about it
;
you

could not get him imprisoned for it. The truth is that “fair

play ” is an old idea of chivalry that has come down to us from

the knights of old, and we must always keep up that idea.

Honesty

Honesty is a foim of honour. An honourable man can be
trusted with any amount of money or other valuables with the

certainty that he will not steal it.

Cheating at any time is a sneaking, underhand thing to do.

When you feel inclined to cheat in order to win a game, or feel

very distressed when a game in which you are playing is going

against you, just say to youiself, “ After all, it is only a game. It

won’t kill me if I do lose. One can’t win always, though I will

stick to it in case of a chance coming.”

If you keep your head in this way, you will very often find that

you win after all from not being over-anxious or despairing.

And don’t forget, whenever you do lose a game, if you are a

true scout, you will at once cheer the winning team or shake
hands with and congratulate the fellow who has beaten you.

This rule will be carried out in all games and competitions

among Boy \%couts.

Loyalty

Loyalty was, above all, one of the distinguishing points about

the knights. They were always devotedly loyal to their King
and to theii country, and were always ready and eager to die

in their defence In the same way a follower of the knights

should be loyal, not only to the King, but also to every one who
is above*him, whether his officers or employers, mid he should
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stick to them through thick and thin as part of his duty. If he

does not intend to be loyal, he will, if he has any honour and
manliness in him, resign his place.

He should also be equally loyal to his own friends and should

support them in evil times as well as in good times.

Loyalty to duty was shown by the Roman soldier of old who
stuck to his post when the city of Pompeii was overwhelmed with

ashes and lava from the volcano Vesuvius. His remains are still

there, with his hand covering his mouth and nose to prevent the

suffocation which in the end overcame him.

We have seen in the great war how the discipline of our soldiers

is more useful towards gaining victory than that of the Germans.

Their soldiers are obedient to their officers only because they are

afraid of being punished if they disobey
;
with our men it is

different : they are loyal to theii officers and carry out their orders

because they want to “ play the game,” to back up their leaders,

and to make ceitain that their side shall win. That is the right

spirit, and that is the right kind of discipline which I hope that

every scout will have.

Obedience and Discipline

Discipline and obedience are as important as bravery for scouts
and for soldiers.

The Birkenhead was a transport ship carrying troops. She had
on board 630 soldiers with their families and 130 seamen. Near
the Cape of Good Hope one night she ran on to some rocks, and
began to break up. The soldiers were at once paraded on deck.
Some were told off to get out the boats, and to put the women and
children into them, and otliers were told off to get the horses up
out of the hold, and to lower them overboard into the sea, in order
that they might have a chance of swimming ashore. When this

had all been done, it was found that thei e were not enough boats
to take the men, and so the men were ordered to remain in their

ranks. Then the ship broke in half and began to go down. The
captain shouted to the men to jump over and save themselves, but
the colonel, Colonel Seaton, said, “ No, keep your ranks.” For
he saw that if they swam to the boats, and tried to get in, they

would probably sink them too. So the men kept their ranks,

and as the ship rolled over and sank, they gave a cheer and went
down with her. Out of the whole 760 on board, only 19a were
saved, but even those would probably have been lost had it not
been for the discipline and self-sacrifice of the others.
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Recently a British Training Ship, the FortJackson ,
full of boy-

sailors, was run into by a steamer, but just as on the Birkenhead
there was no panic or crying out. The boys fell in quickly on
parade, put on their lifebelts, and faced the danger calmly and
well. And not a life was lost.

Gibraltar is a great big fortified rock which belongs to Britain,

down on the South Coast of Spain. One hundred and twenty

years ago it was besieged by the Spanish and French armies

together.

The Spanish Army attacked Gibraltar on the land side, while

the French attacked it by sea, but though they fought hard and
with greatest endurance for over three years, the British troops

defending the place were a match for them, and held out success-

fully until they were relieved by the Fleet from home.
General Elliot, who had been a cavalry officer in the 15th Hus

sars, commanded the troops at Gibraltar, and it was largely owing
to his strict discipline that the garrison succeeded in holding out

Every man had learnt to obey orders without any hesitation or

question.

One day a man disobeyed an order, so General Elliot had him
up before him and explained that for a man to be insubordinate

at such a time showed that he could not be in his right senses
;
he

must be mad. So he oidered that his head should be shaved,

and that he should be blistered, bled, and put into a straight

waistcoat, and should be put in the cells, with bread and water,

as a lunatic, and should also be piayed for in church 1

Humility

Humility, or being humble, was one of the things which was
practised by the knights, that is to say, that, although they were
generally superior to other people in fighting or campaigning, they

never allowed themselves to swagger about it. So don’t swagger.

And don’t imagine that you have got rights in this world

except those that you earn for yourself. You’ve got the right to

be believed if you earn it by always telling the truth, and you’ve

got the right to go to prison if you earn it by thieving
; but there

are lots of men who go about howling about their rights who
have never done anything to earn any rights. Do your duty first,

and you will get your rights afterwards.

Courage

Very few men are born brave, but any man can make himself

brave if he tries—and especially if he begins trying when he is a
boy.

The brave man dashes into danger without any hesitation!
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when a less brave man is inclined to hang back* It is very like

bathing. A lot of boys will come to a river to bathe, and will

cower shivering on the bank, wondering how deep the water is,

and whether it is very cold—but the brave one will run through

them and take his header into the water, and will be swimming
about happily a few seconds later.

The thing is, when there is danger before you, don’t stop and
look at it—the more you look at it the less you will like it—but

take the plunge, go boldly in at it, and it won’t be half so bad as

it looked, when you aie once in it.

In the late war between Japan and Russia some Japanese
pioneers had been order ed to blow up the gate of a Russian fort,

so that the attackers could get in. After nearly all of them had
been shot down, a few of them managed to get to the gate with

their charges of powder. These had to be “ tamj ed ” or jammed
tight against the door somehow, and then fired. The Japs

“temped” them by pu«lvng them against the door with their

chests; they then lit their matches, bred the charge, and blew
up the gates, but blew up theiv-thes m doing so Tut their

plucky self-sacrifice enabled their comrades to get in and win the

place for the Emperor.

Fortitude

The knights were men who never said “Die” till they were
dead ; they were always ready to stick it out till the last ex-

tremity, but it is a very common fault with men to give in to

trouble or fear long before there is any necessity. They often

give up working because they don’t get success all at once, and
probably if they stuck to it a little longer, success would come.
A man must expect hard work and want of success at first.

In Japan, whenever a child is born, the parents hang up outside

the house either a doll or a fish, according as the child is a girl or

boy. It is a sign to the neighbour® : the doll means it is a girl,

who will some day have children to nurse
; the fish means it is a

boy, who, as he grows into manhood, will, like a fish, have to

make his way against a stream of difficulties and dangers. A man
who cannot face hard work or trouble is not worth calling a
man.
Some of you may have heard the story of the two frogs. If you

have not, here it is

:

Two frogs were out for a walk one day, and they came to a big
bowl of cream. In looking into it they both fell in.

One said :
“ This is a new kind of water to me. How can a

fellow swim in stuff like this ? It is no use trying.” So he sank
to the bottom and was drowned through having no pluck.
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But the other was a more manly frog, and he struggled to

swim, using his arms and legs as hard as he could to keep himself

afloat; and whenever he fell he was sinking he struggled harder

than ever, and never ga\e up hope.

At last, just as he was geuuig so tired that he thought he must
give it up, a cuiious thing happened. By hi* hard work with his
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arms and legs he lu d churned up the cream so much that he

suddenly found himself standing all safe on a pat of butter 1

So when things look bad just smile and sing to yourself, as the

thrush sings: “Stuk to it, stick to it, stick to it,” and you will

come through all right.

A very great step to success is to be able to stand disappoint-

ments.

Good Temper and Cheeriness

I*he knights laid great stress on being never out of temper.

They thought it bad form to lose their temper and to show anger.

Captain John Smith, of whom I spoke just now, was himself a

type of a cheerful man. In fact, towards the end of his life two
boys (and he was very fond of boys) to whom he told his adven-

tures, wrote them down m a book, but they said that they found
great difficulty in hearing all that he said, because he roared with

laughter so over his own descriptions of his troubles. But it is

very certain that had he not been a cheery man, he never could
have got through half the dangers with which he was faced at

different times in his career.

Over and over again he was made prisoner by his enemies

—
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sometimes savage enemies—but he managed always to captivate

them with his pleasant manner, and become friends with them,

so that often they let him go, or did not trouble to catch him
when he made hi? escape.

If you do your work cheerfully, your work becomes much more
of a pleasure to you, and also if you are cheerful it makes other

people cheerful as well, which is part of your duty as a scout.

Mr. J. M. Barrie writes :
41 Those who bring sunshine to the lives

of others, cannot keep happiness from themselves,” which means,
if you make other people happy, you make yourself happy.

If you are in the habit of taking things cheerfully, you will very

seldom find youiself in serious tiouble, because if a difficulty or

annoyance or danger seems very great, yoti will, if you are wise,

force yourself to laugh at it, although I will allow it is very difficult

to do so at first. Still, the moment you do laugh, most of the

difficulty seems to disappear at once, and you can tackle it quite

easily.

Good temper can be attained by a boy who wants to have it,

and it will help him in e\ery game under the sun, and more
especially in difficulty and danger, and will often keep him in a
situation where a short-tempered fellow gets turned out, or leaves

xn a huff.

Bad language and swearing are generally used, like smoking,

by boys who want to try and show off how manly they are, but it

only makes them look like fools. Generally, a man who swears

is a man easily upset, and loses his head in a difficult situation,

and he is not, therefore, to be depended upon. You wrant to be
quite undisturbed under the greatest difficulties; and so when
you find yourself particulaily anxious 01 excited, 01 angry, don't

swear, force yourself to smile, and it will set you right in a moment.
Captain John Smith, who neither smoked nor swore, had a wray

of dealing with swearers, which is also adopted by our scouts. He
says in his diary that when his men w'ere cutting down trees, the

axes blistered their tender fingers, so that at about every third

blow a loud oath would drown the echo of the axe. To remedy
this he devised a plan of having every man's oath noted down,
and at night, for every oath, he had a can of water poured down
the wearer's sleeve, 44 with which an offender was so washed that

a man would scarce hear an Oath for a week.”

BOOKS TO READ
41 Courage/' by Charles Wagner, is. nett (postage 3d.)

(Published by T. Fisher Unwin, London.)
44 The Book of Golden Deeds.” as. 6d. nett (postage 3d.,

(Macmillan.) ,
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“Parents and Children.” Miss Charlotte Mason 3s. 6d. net

(postage 4d )
(Published by Kegan Paul

)

“ Duty,” by Samuel Smiles 2s nett (postage 4d ) (Murray )

“The Soul of a People,” by H F Hall 7s 6d nett (Macmillan )

Practice in Self discipline

Practise unselfishness by a picnic to which all contribute

according to their means No remarks to be allowed on the

amounts given.

Games

Any games such as football, b iskct ball, baseball, etc
,
where

rules are strictly enforced, are good for teaching discipline and
unselfishness

Ju-jitsu has many excellent po nts, too, in that direction
‘ Longbowmanship as piactistd b> the aichers of the Middle

Ages Scouts to make their own bows and airows if possible

Reid \>lwards domgs in ‘ The White Cornpan) ”

“Quarter Sufi PI ly with stouts staves, as placed by the

)Lomui and ippuntu <-> in old ai>s See Scout Chut, No 12

2d
,
post free, 3d lr( m 7 he S >ut Otftt e

“ baseball,” by New t n Ci me 1 s (postage 2d )
(G Bell vV Sons )

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 22

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

Religion—Thrift—How to get on

TO INSTRUCTORS

This camp fire yarn ofens t) x istructors a Hide field for the

mobt important vu rk of all m tlu s scheme of Boy Scouts, and
gives you an opportunity for doing really valuable work for the

nation

The prevailing want of religion should be remedied by a prac-

tical t nhing religion rather than a too spiritual one at first

SUNDAY ScouiiNG--/n ChnJian countries Boy Scouts

should, without fail, alitnd church or chapel, or a church

parade of their own, 071 Sundays The afternoon walk might
then be devoted to quiet scouting practices

, such as “ Nature
Study ” by exploring for plants or insects, observing animals
or birds ; or in town or bad weather visiting good picture

galleries, museums, etc , also *' Knight Errantry” doing

good turns by collectu^g flowers and taking them to
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patients in hospitals rating newspapers to tin patients and so

on Sunday is a day of nst loafing is not rest Change of

occupation fiom the oiks 1 op to the fields is nst, but the

Sabbath i too ojh n a day of loafing and moialh m idt tho uni si

day in He whole week for our lads an l pi) Is C mibinc at t tie

instruction of your Chinch the stuly of God in natine an l it /*

practice of good turns on God s d ly

SrLF Impro\emi

\

i — 4 gn it mount (f po city and un

employedness results f) m boys } j g all n l to run not out si l

the school nails as l af rs or fiom l mg ust l cnly in life t

small wage earn is such as tmnd toys U an l then finding

themselves at the c mmcmement of mmh i itlnut any km
lelge cf a it ide to go on Kith aid in i U t / turn Heir kai i

to any KO?k out cf tJuir < n v in inti hne Ihiy aie

helpless and mien fh\ alh It is hoe th t is v tru t^r you cen

do tm livable uoik f r the l \ ly g t mg 1 1 li m turn to t i
7k

privately oier his fuiut 7 / / to map out a hue for him elf and
to start pYipnmg turns If /

ir it / ncoun <* f 1 n l )e^e in

himself and to tile up IPs f J 1 l ; it s

I he sugges 1 ns offin l here are n g to th* wait of spi

vciy hint i m n nhr l ut y ur n ixptrunct or xnu^inah u

Kill piobibly prcixde n any n ire

Duty to God

An old Butish (hiiftai 1, onu tm t cn hundred >ears a^o, si d

“ Our life hi ills ins stem d to ni 111 t the A Jit of 1 spant w

through tin u,uat hill, wh n e it is sitting it n t
] with tl e lo

fire bla^nv 01 the Ik irth will illisst 1111 mddiil k^s outsith
He comes in, no one 1 lows irom w lit it, ana ho\eis lor a shoit

time in the wuixuh and lijit and then tilts forth a^ n into the

darkness And so it is with tl 1 nfe of a man
,
he ( times no one

knows fiom where, lit is \ tie in the world for a short time, till

he flies forth a^un, no one knt ws w 1 ither But now >ou show
us that if we do our dut> dun ig our h e We shall not flv out into

dirkness again, when lilt is ended, suit e ( mist has opened a door
for us to enter a blighter room, a hea\en where we can go md
dwell m peace for e\er

’

This old chief was speaking for all the chiefs of northern

England when King Edwin had introduced to them a knowledge
of the Christian religion, anl they adopt'd it then md then as

one more comforting to them than tl ur old Pagm worship of

heathen gods, and ever since those days the Chustian religion

lias been the one to rule our country
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Religion seems a very simple thing

:

ist To trust in God.
2nd. To do good to other people*

The old knights, who were the scouts of the nation, were very

religious. They were always careful to attend church or chapel,

especially before going into battle or undertaking any serious

difficulty. They considered it was the right thing always to be
prepared for death. In the great church of Malta you can see

to-day where the old knights used to pray, and they all stood up
and drew their swords during the reading of the Creed, as a sign

that they were prepared to defend the gospel with their swords

and lives. Eesides worshipping God in church, the knights

always recognised His work in the things which He made, such

as animals, plants, and scenery. And so it is with peace scouts

to-day, that wherever they go they love the woodlands, the moun-
tains, and the prairies, and they like to watch and know about the

animals that inhabit them, and the wonders of the flowers and
plants. No man is much good unless he believes in God and
obeys His laws. So every scout should have a religion.

There are many kinds of religion, such as Roman Catholics,

Protestants, Jews, Mohammedans, and so on, but the main point

about them is that they all worship God, although in different

ways. They are like an army which serves one king, though it is

divided into different branches, such as cavalry, artillery, and
infantry, and these wear different uniforms. So, when you meet
a boy of a different religion to your own, you should not be hostile

to him, but recognise that he is like a soldier in your own army,

though in a different uniform, and still serving the same king

as you.

In doing your duty to God always be grateful to Him. When*
ever you enjoy a pleasure or a good game, or succeed in doing a
good thing, thank Him for it, if only with a word or two, just as

you say grace after a meal. And it is a good thing to bless other

people. For instance, if you see a train starting off, just pray for

God’s blessing on all that are in the train.

In doing your duty towards man be helpful and generous, and
also always be grateful for any kindness done to you, and be care-

ful to show that you are grateful.

Remember that a present given to you is not yours until you
have thanked for it. While you are the sparrow flying through
the hall, that is to say, while you are living your life on this earth,

try and do something good which may remain after you, due
writer says f
M
I often think that when the sun goes down the world is hidden
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by a big blanket from the light of heaven, but the stars are little

holes pierced in that blanket by those who have done good deeds
in this world. The stars are not all the same size ; some are big,

some little, and some men have done great deeds and others have
done small deeds, but they have made their hole in the blanket

by doing good before they went to heaven.”

Try and make your hole in the blanket by good work while you
are on the earth.

It is something to bt good, but it is far better to do good.

Duty Before All

You have all heard of “ Lynch Law,” by which is meant stern

justice by hanging an evildoer

The name came from Galway, m Ireland, where a memorial
still commemorates the act of a chief magistrate of that city

named Lynch, who in the year 1403 had his own son Walter

Lynch executed for killing a young Spaniard.

The murderer had been properly tried and convicted. His
mother begged the citizens *to rescue her son when he was brought

out from the jail to suffer punishment, but the father, foreseeing

this, had the sentence carried out in the prison, and young Lynch
was hanged from the prison window.
The elder Lynch's sense of duty must have been very strong

indeed to enable him to make his feelings as a father give way to

his conscience as a magistrate.

General Gordon sacnficed his life to his sense of duty. When
he was besieged at Khartum he could have got away himself

had he liked, but he considered it his duty to remain with the

Egyptians whom he had brought there, although he had no ad-

miration for them. So he stuck to them, and when at last the

place was captured by the enemy he was killed.

Sobriety

Remember that drink never yet cured a single trouble ;
it only

makes troubles grow worse and worse the more you go on with

it It makes a man forget for a few hours what exactly his

trouble is, but it also makes him forget everything else. If he
has wife and children it makes him forget that his duty is to work
and help them out of their difficulties, instead of making himself

all the more unfit to work.
A man who is drunken is generally a coward—and one used to

see it very much among soldiers. Nowadays they are a better

class and do not drink.

gome men drink because they like the feeling of getting half
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stupid, but they are fools, because once they take to drink no

employer will trust them, and they soon become unemployed and

easily get ill, and finally come to a miserable end. There is

nothing manly about getting drunk. Once a man gives way to

drink it ruins his health, his career, and his happiness, as well as

that of his family. There is only one cure for this disease, and

that is—never to get it.

Thrift

It is a funny thing that out of you boys who now read these

words, some of you are certain to become rich men, and some of

you may die in poverty and misery. And it just depends on

your own selves which you are going to do.

And you can very soon tell which your future is going to be.

The fellow who begins making money as a boy will go on
making it as a man. You may find it difficult to do at first,

but it will come easier later on
;
but if you begin and if you

go on, remember, you are pretty certain to succeed in the end—
especially if you get your money by hard work.

If you only try to make it by easy means—that is by betting,

say, on a football match or a huise race—you are bound to lose

after a time. Nobody who makes bets ever wins in the end
;

it

is the bookmaker, the man who receives the bets, that scores

over it. Yet there are thousands of fools who go on putting

their money on, because they won a bit once or hope to win
some day.

Any number of poor boys have become rich men—but in

nearly every case it was because they meant to do so, from the
first; they worked for it, and put every penny they could make
into the bank to begin with.

So each one of you lias the chance, if you like to take it. The
great owner of millions of pounds, J. Astor, began his career as
a poor boy-pedlar with seven German flutes as his stock-in-trade.

He sold them for more than he gave, and went on increasing
his business.

The knights of old were ordered by their rules to be thrifty,

that is to save money as much as possible, not to expend large
sums on their own enjoyment, but to save it in order that they
might keep themselves, and not he a burden to others, and also
in order that they might have more to give away in charity

; and
if they had no money of their own, they were not allowed to beg
for it, they must work and make it in one way or another. Thu*
money-making goes with manliness, hard woik, and sobriety.

Boys are not too young to work for money.
Mr. Thomas IJolmes, the police court missionary, tells us hotjf
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hundreds of pool boys in London arc working pluckily and well

at making their living, even while doing their school work. They
get up early, and go louud with milk or bikers’ tuirows till

about eight, and alter that oif to school
,
back in the akernoon

to the shop to clean the pails and cans They save up their

money every day ,
those who h ive mothers, hand it over to them ,

those who have not, store it up or Link it. They are regular

men before they are twelve >cirs of age, and good examples to

other boys wherevtr they may be

Eow to Make Lion y

There are man) ways by which a scout, or a patrol working

together, can make money, such as —
Making armchairs, recovering old mrmluic, etc

,
is a very

paying tiade I letwoik ml ran m., pictuic frames, bird-cages,

cabinets, carved pipe bowh, un 1 o s< id through a snop

Get permission to cut urtun ^Ulns in bed-, s or woods, and

trim them mt > walking sticks, after hm0mg them With weights

attached to straighten and dry th n lhetdi gcanarit^ chickens,

rabbits, or dogs pays well ttec Keeping bu (us i lfrom^i to a

year per hive, after you hav e paid iui hive and queen bee or swarm.

You can make novel sets of buttons out of boothets
,
a scout

made 15s in a few days lately in this way Collect old packing-

cases and boxes, and chop them into bundles of lirewood Make

nets, besoms, etc., for gaidencrs kupin c <nts and selling thur

milk will pay in some places basket making, pottciy, book-

binding, etc ,
all bring money Or a pitrol wodung together can

forrp themselves into a < nips of m Monger boys in a country town,

or they can get an allotmc it Mid n and woik it for selling

v< get tides and flowers, or tne> m make themselves into a

minstrel troupe, or perform scouting displays or pageants, etc.,

like those shown m ** Scouting C arnes,” and take money at

the doors. A scouts’
u cake and candy sale ” brought in j£$$

the other day m a small town.

These are otdy a fe 11 suggest ons
,
there ire load^ of other ways

of making money which you can think out for yburself, according

to the place you are in.

But in order to get money you must expect to work. The
actor, Ted Payne, used to say m one of his plays, “ I don't know
what is wrong with me. I eat well, I drink well, and I sleep

well
;
but somehow whenever anybody mentions the word * work *

to me, I get a cold shudder all over me.” That is what liappens

to a gieat many men in Britain, 1 am afraid. There are a good
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many other chicken-hearted fellows, who, when any work facts

them, u get a cold shudder all over them n
,

or, wheh trouble

comes, they go and take to drink, instead of facing it and working

it off.

Start a money-box, put any money you can make into that, and
when you have got a fair amount in it, hand it over to a bank,

and start an account for yourself. Asa scout, you have to have

a certain amount in the savings bank before you can become
entitled to wear a badge. Save your pence, and you’ll get

pounds.

(Scouts' Money Boxes, price is each, and patterns for fret saw
work can be obtained from Secretary, Boy Scouts, 116 Victoria

Street, London, SJP.)

How to Get On

A few years ago the American Government was at war with

rebels in the island of Cuba (Point out on map )

America, as you know, is ruled by a President, and not by

a King, The late President McKinley wanted to send a letter to

Garcia, the chief of the rebels in Cuba, but did not know how to

get it taken to him, as the rebels were a sa\age lot, inhabiting a

wild and difficult country.

When he Was talking it over vwth his advisers, someone said

:

“ There’s a young fellow called Rowan who seems to be able to

get anything done that you ask him. Why not try him ?
”

So Rowan was sent for, and when he came m the President ex-

plained why he had sent for him, and, putting the letter m his

hand, said, “ Now, I want that letter sent to Garcia.”

The lad simply smiled and said, “ I see,” and walked out of the

room, without saying another word.

Some weeks passed, and Rowan appeared again at the Presi-

dent’s door, and said,
11

1 gave your letter to Garcia, sir,” and
walked out again. Of course Mr. McKinley had him back and
made him explain how he had done it.

It turned Out that he had got a boat and sailed away in her for

some days; had landed on the coast of Cuba, and disappeared

into the jungle
;
in three weeks’ time he reappeared on the other

aide of the island, having gone through the enemy, and found
Garda, and given him the tetter.

He was a true scout, and that is the way a scout should carry

out an order when he gets it* No matter how difficult it may
seem, he should tackle it with a smile

;
the more difficult it is

the more interesting it wilt be to carry out
Most fellows would have asked a lot of que$txons^4rst as la
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how they were to set about it, how they could get to the place,

where they weie to t lood from, and so on ; but not so Rowan

;

he merely learnt what duty' w.ts warned of him, and he did the

ic-.t without a word ;
any icdo»v alio acts like that is certain to

on.

We have a lot of good stouts already enrolled among the
District Messenger Boys m London. These lads, from having
difficult jobs frequently given them and being expected to carry
them out successfully, take them on w ith the greatest confidence in

themselves; and, without asking a lot of silly questions, they
start off in a businesslike way, and do them.
That is the way to deal with any difficulty in life. If you get

a job or a trouble that seems to you to be too big for you, don’t
shirk it ; smile, think out a way by which you might get success-
fully tin ough with it, and then go at it.

Remember that “a difficulty is no longer a difficulty when
once you laugh at it—and tackle it.”

Don’t be afiaid of m. a mistake. Napoleon said “ Nobody
ever made an) thing w! j never made a mistake.”

Mlmoky.—Then practice remembering things. A fellow who
has a good memory will get on because so many other people
have bad mommies from not practising them.

At the Olympic Thealie, Livu pool, the forgetfulness on the
part of the people in the audience gradually made it necessary
for the manager to keej a special room and ledgers for all lost
articles left behind in tne theatie after each performance. But
the happy idea struck him of putting a notice on the curtain by
means of a bioscope lantern a few minutes before the end of
the performance, saying, “ Please look under your seats before
leaving ’ J

This has made a great difference in the number of things left

bottS’lnrf’rf ?
vyry ki,ld of thins. even medicine

bottles and false teeth
; and once a cheque for jQ co was left.
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lsland >s built up of tiny sea insects blocking

nnKu
ta2,4t'i'-r; SO also great knowledge in a man is builtup by hts noticing all sorts of little details and blocking them
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Is to look out for every chance and seize it—run at it and jump
on—don’t sit down and wait for it to pass. Opportunity is a

tramcar which has very few stopping places.

Choose a Career.—“Be prepared” for what is going to

happen to you in the future. If you are in a situation where
you are earning money as a boy, what are you going to do when
you finish that job? You ought to be learning some proper

trade to take up
; and save your pay in the meantime, to keep

you going till you get employment in your new trade.

And try to learn something of a second trade, in case the first

one fails you at any time, as so very often happens.

An employer told me once that he never engaged a lad who
had yellow finger-tips (from smoking), or who rarned his mouth
open (boys who breathe through the mouth are generally stupid).

Any man is sure of employment who has money in the bank, is

a teetotaler, and is cheery.

If you want to serve your King and country there is the Royal
Navy open to you, a fine service with its grand traditions, its

splendid ships, guns, and seamen. It takes you acro c*s the seas

to our great colonies and to foreign lands, from the frozen Arctic

to the tropical coasts of Africa.

Or there is the Army, with cavalry, infantry, artillery, engineers,

and other branches, in which you can wear the uniform of your

country and do good work in ever}’ climate under the sun.

In either service a good and honourable career is open to you
—for you have everything found for 3011, food, housing, clothing,

and hospital, with good pay and the certainty of promotion and
pension for the rest of your life if you make up >our mind to

serve loyally, steadily, and well. In such a career you have

plenty of adventure, and you are among good comrades and
friends. And if you start early to save your pay, and not to

throw it away as too many do, you can easily put by £2$ a year

in the bank.

Practices in Self-improvement

Market Gardening.—The patrol or troop can work an allot-

ment or other garden and sell the produce for their fund.

For a Troop or a Number of Troops.—Offer a good prize

for the best article made by a scout with materials which have

not cost more than 2s. Entrance fee to competition, 3d.

Have an exhibition of these, coupled with displays and scenes,

etc., by the scouts, and take money at the doors.

At the end sell the articles by auction
;
the articles which fetch

the highest prices win the prizes.
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Lach Scour To Kffp a Money Box, in which to save every

spaie penny and deposit his savings every now and then in the

bank

Insi ruction Ci ASoLs m Esperanto, Book keeping, Mechanics,

Electricity, 11 d tsptually Shorthand

Army C i a-) - \t tht Home Office School, Stoke Farm, boys

are put through the same examination as in the Army Schools

for promotion certificates They thus know their ^classification

should they then go into the Army

Mkmoi isino — Read something to the boys, a line or two at a

time to oee who can repeat it best To concentrate the mind
and develop manor)

Mr G I Loundy of Exeter has had gicat success m developing

intelligence amongst his lads by taking parties of them round to

sfo the different fn tones in Lxeter I hey all take notes and
ioubh driwingo as thev o along, and reproduce them the follow

ing meeting, and rtpor on what they have seen

Information on Professions, etc.

Conditions of service in the Royal Navy, Army, Post, Tele
giaj h, or Police, can be obtained at the nearest Post Office or

Police StUion
Conditions of service m the Mercantile Marine or Training for

it c n be obtained from he Nivy League Lancashire Sea Train
ing Home forbijs from 13* to 15], 28 Chapel Street, Liver-
pool

Po t Ofhcc Savings L ink, Penny Banks and Benefit Societies
exist in ail leading town* ai d will „i\e full information As an
eximplc

National Deposit 1 1 cudly Society, 37 Queen Square, South-
ampton Row, london Payments for children from 6d. a
month, adults 2s 3d

,
a id entitles them to sick pay, pension,

funeral expenses, 1 add tion to their own cash capital

The Putuie Cai u As eiatio g 39 Victona Street, S W
,
an

intelligence burt iu dealin with ill clashes of caieers

So o >n u it bccon f pj ibl( jrgan sc an employment agency
for gcttinb yoai br\s 1 t u h w h unploytis, etc.

BOOKS TO READ
“ lhnft, b) Si im Sm V - nett Postage pi (J Murray)

“ One lluxlrcd id One <f Miking Money” is nett

Postajc ?d (kn Sci 1 md Oldmg London)
“ Bi \dshaw*o K ilway Guide lo teat li Scouts how to I00I5

out trains
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"Do It Now,” by Peter Keary. is, nett. Postage ad,

(C. A. Pearson Ltd.)

“Get On or Get Out” (Success Library, No. a), by Peter

Keary. is. nett. Post-free, is. ad.

“The Secrets of Success,” by Peter Keary. rs. nett. Post-

age ad.

“ Success after Failure : Some Men who Got Out and Got On.”
Edited by Peter Keary. Pnce is. nett. Post-free is. 3d.

“ Rabbit Keeping,” by Geo. Gardner. is. Postage 2d.

“ Profitable Bee Keeping,” by H. Geary, is. Postage 3d.

“Espetanto for the Million. id. Postage id. (Stead,

39, Whitefriars Street, London, E C.)

“Cassell’s Handbooks.” as. nett. Postage 3d. Joinery,

Plumbing, Painters’ Work, etc.

“Work Handbook” senes, is. nett. Fostage 2d. On
Harness-making, Tinplate, Pumps, Bookbinding, Signwriting,

Beehives, etc.

“Basket-making,” by Mary White, is. nett. Post-free, is. 3d.

“Rafia Work,” by M. Swannell. 2s. nett. Postage 3d.

(Geo. Philip and Son, Fleet Street.) [“Rafia” or “Bast” is

the inner bark of a tree, and is used for making baskets, mats,

hats, etc.]
,

“Self Help,” by S. Smiles, as. nett. Postage 4d. (John

Murray.)
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SAVING LIFE
or,

How to Deal with Accidents

CAMP TIRE YARN. No. 23

BE FREPARED FOR ACCIDENTS

Ihc Knigh s TIo pitalle s of St John—Eo> Ilciots and Girl

Heroin ^—Life saving Med ils

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

7 he $ul]i 's 1 fit (VI) r sItuhl not dilv be explained to

the stouts, bit s / tld o dime tr fossiflt be demonstrated

ptachoally til i tld pr uii td by c u It scout in turn .

rheonticil ms fail n m these points is nothing without

practice

The Knghts of St John

llu kni^l ^ t f >ld d Mere < tlh d “ Knights Hospitallers
”

bet tun, tliey had 10 >us ior the tieatmuit of the sick poor,

md those injured m acrid its or in war They used to save
up thtir mono ind kf > ilcsc ho pitals gomD ,

and although
tht> were brave i htn mkii tht) used also to act as nurses and
doetor& themsehc
The Knight a v f St fohn of Jciusalem especially devoted

themselves to this vvotk e Jit hut dred years ago, and the St.
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John's Ambulance* Corps is to-day a branch which repre ented

those knights Ihur bad c is an eight pointed white cross on
a black ground, and when won as an Older it has a blaek ribbon

Explorers and hunters and other scout* in out of the wa> parts

of the world h ive to know what to do in the ease of aceident

or sickness, either to themselves or their followers, as they art

often hundreds of miles away fiom any doctors lor these

re isons Boy Scouts should, of course, learn all they can about

looking alter sick people and dcilinq with accidents

My brother was once camping with a fiicnd away in the bush

m Australia His friend was di awing a coik, holding the bottle

between his knees to get a hater purch sc Ihe bottle bura,

and the jagged edge of it nn dc ply into his thigh, cutting an
artery My broihcr quickly got a stone, and w ripped it m a

hmdkerchicf to act as apid, and 1 e thtn tied the hmdktrchief
round the limb above the wound, so that the stone pressed on
the artery He then got a stick, and, passing it thiough the

loop of the handkerchief, twisted it round till the bi 1 was
dnwn so tight that it stopped the flew of blood Had h not

known what to do the nun would have bled to death in a few

minutes As it was he saved his life by knowing what to do and
doing it at once

[Demonstrate how to bind up an aitcry and also the ccursc

t i\tn by the artcucs
,

t is practn ill> do tn the inside seim of

sleeves and trousers ]

Accidents are continually lupj enin and Boy Scouts will

continually have a chance of giving assistance at fust aid In

London alone during one >eu 212 people hue been killed and
14,000 injured in street accidents

We ail think a great deal of any man wha, at the risk of his

own life, saves someone elsc’s

He is a hero
Boys especially think him so, because he seems to them to

be a being altogether difleunt from themselves But he isn’t,

every boy has just as much a dunce of being a life-saving hero
if he chooses to prepaie himself for it*

It is pietty certain thU nt irly every one of >ou scouts will

some day or anothei be present at an accident where, if you
know what to do, and do it promptly, you may win for yourself

the life-long satisfaction of having rescued or helped a fellow-

creature

Remember your motto, “ Be Prepared ” Be prepared for

accidents by learning beforehand what y6u ought to do in the

different kinds that are likely to occur.
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Be prepared to do that thing the moment the accident does

occur.

I will explain to you what ought to be done in the different

Vrnds oi accidents, and you must practise them as far as possible.

But the great thing for you scouts to bear in mind is that where-

ever you arc, and whatever you are doing, you should think to

yourself, “ What accident is likely to occur here ? ” and, “ What
is my duty if it occurs ?

”

You are then prepared to act.

And when an accident does occur remember always that as

a scout it is your business to be the first man to go to the rescue;

don’t let an outsider be befoiehand with you.

Suppose, for instance, that you are standing on a crowded
platfoim at a station, waiting for the train.

You think to yourself, “ Now, supposing someone falls off this

platform on to the rails just as the train is coming in, what shall

I do? I must jump d< vn and jerk him off the track on to the
far side into the six-1 >ot way—there would be no time to get
lnm up on to the platform again. Or if rhe train were very close
the only way would be to lie flat and make him lie flat too,

between the rails, and let the train go over us both,” *

Then, if this accident happened, you would at once jump
down and carry out youi idea, while everybody else would be
running about screaming and excited and doing nothing, not
knowing vrhat to do.

Such a case actually happened recently. A lady fell off the
platform at Finsbury Park Station just as the train was coming
in; a man named Albert Hardwick jumped down and lay flat,

and held her down, too, between the rails, while the train passed
over boih of them without touching them. The King gave him
the Albert Medal for it.

When there is a panic among those around you, you get a
momentary inclination t j do as the others are doing. Perhaps
it is to run away, perhaps it is to stand still and cry out “Oh!”
Well, you should rheck youiself when you have this feeling.
Don t catch the panic, as you see others do

; keep your head
and think what is the right thing to do, and do it at once.

Then there was that disgraceful scene which occurred at
Hampstead, where a woman drowned herself before a whole lot
of people in a shallow pond, and took half an hour doing it,

while not one of them had the pluck to go in and bring her out.
One would not have thought it possible with Englishmen that
a ot of men could only stand on the bank and chatter, but so
it was—to then eternal disgrace.

It was again a case of panic. The first man tQ arrive on the
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scene did not like going in, and merely called another. Moie
came up, but finding that those already there did not go in, they

got a sort of fear of something uncanny, and would not go in

themselves, and so let the poor woman drown before their eyes.

Had one Boy Scout been there,' there would, I hope, have
been a very different tale to tell. It was just the oppoitunity for

a Boy Scout to distinguish himself. He would have remembered
his training.

Do your duty.

Help your fellow-creature, especially if it be a woman.
Don’t mind if other people die funking.

Plunge in boldly and look to the object you are trying to

attain, and don’t bother about your own safe ty.

Boys have an idea tbit they me too young and too small to

take any but an outside part in saving life. But this is a gre.it

mistake.

Since I wrote this book some ytais ago many different cases

have occurred of Boy Seoul s plunging m to save di owning people

where the crowd wen* afraid to lulp, and several more of scouts

helping the police or stopping runaway hoise. when other people

funked it. Boy Scouts have m that tune won six Bronze Medals,

one hundred and eighty nine Silver, and four hundred Medals of

Merit for saving life.

Scout Douglas Smith, of the 4th Ealing Troop, lost his life in

attempting to save another boy from di owning.

Four boys were bathing together when one of them, Harold
Upton, got out of his depth, and was swept away by the current

Scout Smith, who was undressing on the bank, did not do as the

men had done in the other case
;
he did not stand and look on.

Like a true Scout, he sprang to the rescue without stopping to

think of the risk himself.

He could not swim well, but this did not stop him from having

a try
; he leapt into the water, saying “ I’ll have a try to get him,”

and tried to grasp the diowning boy, but he, too, was carried off

by the current into deep water—and soon sank, fighting manfully,

never to rise again.

But he had died gloriously, doing his duty, putting to greater

shame the men who had not such pluck, and showing an example
to all, whether brother Scouts or not, of Being Prepared to do
your duty at every moment, no matter what may be the risk.

Had Scout Smith survived his brave attempt, he would have
received our highest award, the Bronze Cross for Gallantry. As
it is, the cross was awarded to him, though dead.

In addition to this a boy named Albert Abraham was recom-
mended for the highest honour that any man can get for saving
life, and that is the Albeit Medal.
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Three boys were climbing up some cliffs from the seashore

when one of them fell to the bottom and was very badly hurt.

Another climbed up the rest of the cliff and ran away home,
but told nobody for fear of getting into trouble. The third one,
Albert Abraham, climbed down again to the assistance of the
boy who had fallen, and he found him lying head downwards
between two rocks, with his scalp nearly torn off and his leg

broken.

Abraham dragged him up out of reach of the tide, for where he
had fallen he was in danger of being drowned, and then replaced
his scalp and bound it on, and also set his leg as well as he could,
and bound it up in splints, having learned the “First Aid”
duties of the St. John’s Ambulance Society. Then he climbed
up the cliff and gathered some ferns and made a bed for the
injured boy.

He stayed with him all that day, and when night came on lie

still remained with him, nor did he desert him even when a great

seal climbed on to the rocks close to him and appeared to be
rather aggiessive. He drove it off with stones.

Parties went out and eventually rescued both boys, but the

injured one died soon after, in spite of the efforts that Albert

Abraham had made to save him.

Life-saving Medals

In war, as you know, the Victoria Cross is awarded to soldiers

for pei forming acts of valour.

So, in peace, a decoration is given to anybody who distinguishes

himself by bravery in saving life at the risk of his own.

The Albert Medal is the highest of these rewards.

The Royal Humane Society also give medals or certificates.

The Edward Medal is gi anted for gallantry in accidents which
so frequently happen in mines.

The Stanhope is also a medal for special gallantry.

In the Boy Scouts we have three medals for gallantry, whicl

are granted for similar acts.

But of all those the Albert Medal and the Edward Medal are

the most valued, being given by the King himself, and only in

very special cases.

So let every Boy Scout prepare himself to win one of these.

Some day, most probably, an accident will happen before you
to give you your chance. If you have learnt beforehand what
to do, you can step forward at once and do the right thing; you

may find yourself decorated with the medal. In any case, you
will have what is far greater than a mere medal—you will have

the satisfaction of having helped a fellow-creature at the risk

of your own life.
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Practice for Life-saving

Flinging the Squaler

The squaler is a piece of cane, 19 inches long, loaded at the

butt with i£ lb. of lead, and having attached to it at the othtr

end a life-saving line of six thread Italian hemp. The target is

a crossbar and head, life size, representing the head and arms
of a drowning man, planted in the ground twenty yards away.

Each competitor throws in turn from behind a line drawn on
the ground; he may stand or lun to make the throw. Who-
ever throws the farthest wins, provided that the line falls on
some part of the dummy, so that it could be caught by the

drowning man.
Or have heats to find out who is the worst thrower.

Practise throwing a lifebelt the same way.

Practise making two lines of bucket men, for full and empty
buckets. Each line to relieve the other frequently by exchanging

duties.

Practise carrying, unrolling, and rolling up hose; joining up
lengths; affixing to hydrants; throwing on water, and directing

Us tall.

Piactise use of ladders, poles, ropes, lowering people from
window by ropes or bedclothes, jumping sheet, and shool escape

;

how to rig, hold, and use carpets or double blankets, but not

flimsy ones or sheets.

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 24

ACCIDENTS AND HOW TO DEAL WITH THEM
Panic—Fire—Drowning— Runaway Horse

—

« Mad Dog—Miscellaneous.

Panics

Every year numbers of lives are lost by panics, which very

often are due to the smallest causes, and which might be stopped

if only one or two men would keep their heads. One evening

a short time ago, on board a ferry-boat in New York, a man who
had been catching some crabs thought it would be a good joke

to let one of them loose on board the boat. This crab caught

hold of the ship’s cat and made it squeal, and it jumped into

the middle of a crowd of schoolgirls, who at once scattered,

screaming. This started a panic among the hundreds of passen-

gers on board ; they rushed in every direction, and in a moment
the railings broke and eight people fell overboard, and before
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anything could be done they were swept away by the tide and
drowned.

In Germany, a girl who was bathing, suddenly pretended to

be drowning, just for fun. Three men sprang into the river to

rescue her, but one began to sink, and another went to his help,

and both were drowned. Not very long ago a tobacconist in a
town in Russia, on opening his shop in the morning, saw a big

black bomb lying on the counter. He rushed out into the

street to get away fiom it, and a policeman seeing him running
mistook him for a thief, and when he would not stop he fired at

him. The bullet missed him, but hit another man, who was a

Jew; the remainder of the Jews immediately collected and
made a riot, and many lives were lost. After it was over the

tobacconist went back to his shop and found the bomb still on
his counter—but it was not a bomb, it was only a black water-

melon !

Last year occurred a case of panic among children in a

theatre at Barnsley, vheie a crush and panic occurred from
no cause at all except overcrowding, and eight children were
crushed to death. Moie lives would certainly have been lost

had not two men kept their heads and done the right thing.

One man, named Gray, called to a number of the children in a

cheery voice to come another way, while the man who was work-

ing a lantern slide show threw a picture on the screen and so

diverted the attention of the rest, and prevented them catching

the panic. That is the great point in a panic. If only one or

two men keep their heads and do the right thing on the spur of
the moment they can often calm hundreds of people, and thus

save many lives.

This is a great opportunity for a Boy Scout. Force yourself

to keep calm and not to lose your head. Think what is the

right thing to do and do it at once.

Rescue from Fire

Instances of gallant rescues of people from burning houses are
frequent. One sees them every day in the newspapers, and
scouts should study each of these cases as they occur, and imagine

to themselves what they would have done under the circum-

stances, and in this way you begin to learn how to deal with
the different accidents. An instance occurred only the other day
where a young sailor, named George Obeney, stationed at

Chatham in H.M.S. And> omeda, was walking along the Kingsland
Road, when he suddenly saw a house on fire, and a woman on
the second storey was screaming that she had some children

there who could not get out. The sailor rushed from his friends
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and somehow scrambled up the face of the wall till he reached
the window on the first storey, and broke in that window so that

he could obtain room to stand. The woman at the window
above was then able to lower a child so that he could catch it,

and he again passed it down to the ground. Child after child

was thus handed down till he passed six of them to the ground,
and finally two women

;
and then he, overcome by smoke him-

self, fell insensible, but was caught by the people below. II is

act was an example to you of how to do your duty at once,
without thinking of dangers or difficulties.

A house caught fire at Shoreham Beach the other day, and the

1st Latimer Troop of Boy Scouts were quickly on the scene

under Scoutmaster Cummings. They did thur work as true

Scouts, not only in acting as firemen and getting th3 fire under
control, but also as life savers in rescuing two ladies and a child,

and then in rendenng first aid to them and dressing iheur

injuries.

There are now se\e T al efficient Fue Brigade patrols of Boy
Scouts

Directions

These are some of their directions :

If you discover a house on fire you should

—

1 st.—Alarm the people inside

and.—Warn the nearest policeman Ot fire brigade station.

3rd.—Rouse neighbours to bring ladders, mattresses, carpets,

to catch people jumping.

After arrival of fire engines the best thing boys can do is to

HOW TO HAUL AN INSENSIBLE PERSON OUI OF DANGER

help the police in keeping back the crowd out of the way of the

firemen, hose, etc.

There is a useful kind of drill called “Scrum” for keeping

hack the crowd. The scouts form a line, or double line, and
pass their arms round each other’s waists, and shove, head down,
into the crowd, and so drive it back.

If it is necessary to go into a house to search for feeble or

insensible people, the thing is to place a, wet handkerchief or
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worsted stocking over your no^e and mouth and walk in a stoop-

ing position, or crawl along on your hands and knees quite near

the floor, as it is here that there is least smoke or gas. Also, for

passing through fire and spaiks, if you can, get hold of a blanket

and wet it, and cut a hole in the middle through which to put

your head, it forms a kind of firepioof mantle, with which yov
can push through flames and spaiks. [.Practise f/iis.]

When a fire occurs anywhere near, the Boy Scouts should

assemble their patrols as quickly as possible and go off at scouts*

pace to the fire, guided by the glare or the smoke. Then the

patrol leader should repoit to the police or firemen, and offer

the help of his patrol either to form a fence to keep the crowd
back, or to run messages, or guard piopcrty, or to help in any way.

If you und a person with his dollies on fire, you should throw
him flat on the fiodr, because flaints only burn upwards, then roll

him up in the hearthrug or carpet, coat or blanket, and take

care in doing so that you don’t catch fire > ourself. The reason

for doing this is that fire cannot continue to burn where it has

no air.

When you find an insensible person (arid \cry often in their

flight they will have hidden themselves under W<.U and tables,

etc ), you should either carry him out on your shoulder, or, what
is often more practicable in the case of he. vy sn.ol e, gas fumes,

etc., harness yourself on to him with sheets or colds and drag
him out of the room along the floor, crawling on all fours

youiself.

To do this you make a bowline at eat h end of your rope, one
you put over the patieru’s chest and under his arms, and the

other over your own neck, then with your back to his head you
start on “all fours” to pull him along, head first. If the bow-
line is the right length it will keep his head up off the ground, as

the picture on the previous page show's. Also practise the

“Fireman’s Lift” for getting an insensible person on to your
shoulders (see page 261).

Rescue from Drowning

The list of Boy Scouts heroes shows you what a large pro-
portion of accidents are due to not knowing how to swim. It

is therefore most important that everybody should learn to swim,
and, having done so, to learn how to save others from being
di owned.

Mr. Holbein, the great Channel swimmer, writing in The Boys*

Own Paper
,
points out that a boy, when learning to swim, should

learn first how to get in and out of a boat, i.e. by climbing in

over the stern. Secondly, how to support himself on an oar
or plank, i.e. by riding astride on it, or by catching hold of one
end and pushing it before him and swimming with his legs*
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Thirdly, how to get into a floating lifebuoy, 1 e by shoving the

nearest side of it down under water and capsizing it o\er his

head and shouldeis, so that he is inside it when it floats

Fourthly, how to sa\e life

[Practise thebe at sdimming laths or parade bathing ]

A moderate swimmer ran s'ne a downing man if he knows
how, and has practised it a few turns with his friends The
popular idea that a diown ng p r on rises three times before he
finally sinks is all nonsm>c lie often drowns at once, unless

sonu one is qi lek to help h n 1 he i np irtant point is not to

let the drowning person c itch Ik

M

of
y

)u, or he will probably
drown >ou to > Kc'p bt nnd 1 m alw iys If you find yourself

clutched by the wust, t irn your wi t l^inst bis thumb and
force yourself free k ou r e t way in i dr n" a drowning man
is to keep behind a id hoi 1 bin up 1 > t ic hair, or by the bark of

the neck, or by pittm your a n und r his armpt0 and telling

hnn to keep qmet and not to Mi i jt If he obe>o y«j i can easily

keep him *tfl nt , bit otl a i he ucf il that in his tenor he
does not turn o\er and catch h M of you If he should seize

you by the n^ck, Hr’hrn “ Qeng him, and scrag hi n
quickly Place your arm round h w ust, and the other hand,
palm upwards, under his chin, with \our finger tms under his

nose Pull and push with all your mi^ht, and he mist perforce

let go” But you will never remember this unltss you prictisc

it frequently with other bovs first, each taking it in turns to be
the drowning man or rescuer

[Practise this ]

No Scout can be of rial use till he cm swim, and to learn

swimming is no more difficult thm to leai » bicydmg
All you have to do is at iirst to t»w and swim like a dog, as if

trying to crawl slowly along in the water
,
don t try all at once to

swim with the ordinary breast stroke that swimmers use, because

this only lets your mouth go uudtr water every time When
paddling along like a dog get a friend to support you at first

with a pole or his hand under your belly

Scout Archibald Reginald Cox, fifteen years, of the 9th Ipswich

Troop, received the Bronze Medal for gallantry m saving life tor

the following act —
A man, who afterwards proved to be temporarily insane, threw

himself into the River Oiwdl, with the intention of drowning

himself Scout Cox at once plunged in to his rescue, but so

soon as he reached him the lunatic fought him, and tried to grab
him The Scout, however, kept behind his man, and grasped

him in suqh a way that every time he attempted to fight he
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ducked him under watei. This struggle continued for ten

minutes, until the lunatic, after continual ducking, became
insensible, and Cox then brought him ashore, and applied

artificial breathing, and so brought him to*

In addition to our medal Scout Cox was also awarded a medal
by the Royal Humane Society for his plucky act.

Fifty-five out of the one hundred and seven medals won by
Scouts for saving life were awarded for saving life from drowning.

Any of you who cannot swim as yet, and who fall into the

water out of your depth, remember that you need not sink if you
take care to do the following things. First, keep your mouth
upwards by throwing the head well back. Secondly, keep your

lungs full of air by taking in long breaths, but breathe out very

little. Thiidly, keep >our arms under water. To do this you should

not begin to shout, which will only empty your lungs, and you should

not throw your arms about or beckon for help, else you will sink.

If you see a person tall into the water and begin to drown,
and you yourself are unable to swim, you must throw a rope,

or an oar, or plank right over him, so that when he comes up
again he may clutch at it and hold it. If a person falls through

ice, and is unable to get out again because of the edges breaking,

throw him a rope and tell him not to struggle. This may give

him confidence until you can get a long ladder or pole across the

hole, which will enable him to crawl out, or will allow you to

crawl out to catch hold of him.

Rescue from Runaway Horses

Accidents are continually occurring from runaway horses

running over people. In fact, on an average, the number of
runaway horses that are stopped by policemen during the year

amounts to over two hundred
;
and it is well that everybody

should know how to stop a runaway horse, and thus to save
numerous accidents and injuries.

Private Davies, of the 16th Lancers, was awarded the Albert

Medal, at Aldershot, for stopping the horses of an artillery wagon,
which had become unmanageable and run away. The driver,

who was riding one of them, had been thrown off, and the horses

were careering down hill towards the married quarters of the
cavalry barracks, where a number of children were at play, when
Private Davies, seeing the danger to the children, ran to the
horses, and, seizing the off horse with his right hand, held on to

the shaft with his left, and endeavoured to stop the wagon. He
was dragged in that position for some yards, when the chain
fastening the shafts to the wagon gave way and let the shafts fall,

bringing Davies also to the ground.

l>e wagofi passed over his legs, and very severely injured him,
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and though he did not actually succeed in stopping the horses,

he so diverted them from their course that time was given for the

children to be saved from being run over.

Our Commissioner for Hertford, Mr. P. W. Everett, stopped a
runaway horse and trap the other day and rescued a boy who was
entangled in the reins.

A great many cases of runaway horses being stopped by Boy
Scouts have been row aided.

Scout Albert Stevenson, aged fifteen, 1st Eotherhithe Troop,
was walking along High Street, b'eptford, when he heard people
shouting to others to get out of the way of a pair of horse? which
were running away with an empty van. He dodged aside just

in time to escape the wheels. As he did so lie thought to

himself
,

41
If I, who am a Scout and always on the look out, was

so near being run over, how about an oiduury boy? He is sure

to be knocked down.” So he ran as hard as he could with the

van, and managed to climb on to it behind. When he got to the

driver’s seat he found that the rems were dangling about the
horses’ heads and could not lx* got at. So he clambered along

the pole between the galloping horses till he reached their heads,

and squatting down on the pole with his feet against the polo

chains, he got hold of the bridles in each hand and tried to

bang the two horses’ heads together. In this way he gradually

got them to pull up, and prevented them from doing any further

damage to life or property.

This is a lesson to everyone to Be Prepared, even at most
ordinary moments of strolling along, talking to a friend, to

spring at once to the assistance of a fellow-creature who is in

danger.

The way to stop a runaway horse is lot to run out in front of

it and wave your arms, as so many people do, but to try and race

alongside it, catch hold of the shaft to keep yourself from falhng,

and seize the reins with the other hand, and drag the horse’s

head round towards you, and so turn him until you can bring
him up against a wall or house, or otherwise compel him to

stop. But, of course, for a boy, with his light weight, this is

a very difficult thing to do. The share he would have in such
ad accident would probably be to look after the people injured
by the runaway horse.

Miscellaneous Accidents

One cannot go through the whole list of accidents that might
come under your notice, but the point is that a scout should
always remember to keep his head, and think what is the right
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thing to do at the moment, and be the man to do it, even under
the most unexpected circumstances.

Scout L. Rudd, 2nd Leigh Troop, saw a little girl playing

about on the railway line at Shoebury when a train was approach-

ing. He rushed forward, got over the railway fence, crossed the

line in front of the train, and just reached the child in time to

pull her out of the way. lie himself received a blow on the head,

which left him in a dazed condition for some time. If it had not

been for his promptness and pluck the child must have been

killed. Rudd received the Bronze Medal for gallantry.

Scout J. C. Davel, 1st Bloemfontein Troop (S. Africa), saw a

little girl entangled in some electric-light wires on the roof of a

house. Although he was warned not to go to her, as he would

probably be killed too, he climbed up and got her down, receiving

a shock himself in doing so. The child was dead.

Scout Gregory, 1st Ilbeston Troop, was working down a mine
when he heard a roaring noise whkh made him guess that a

train of trucks had broken loose and wTas rushing down into the

mine. He at once ran across the line in front of the train, and

put in the safety blocks to stop it. By his prompt and plucky

act he probably saved a number of lives. For this he received

the Silver Medal for saving life.

Scout Lockley, 1st Ather^tone Troop, was looking on at a

roundabout at a fair which was being worked by electricity from

a steam traction engine. The driver of this in leaning over got

his clothes caught in the machinery, and was being dragged into

it when Lockley sprang on to the engine, and, knowing something

of mechanics, pulled over the lever, and stopped it just in time to

save the man’s life.

There is an example of a fellow Being Prepared, knowing what

to do, and doing it without a moment’s waiting.

Mad Dog

A dog that is mad runs along snapping at everybody in his

path. Every scout should know what to do when there is a
mad dog about, and should be prepared to do it.

Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton was one day out for a ride when
his dog, which was running with him, went mad, and started to
run through the town.

Sir Thomas edged him off the road and drove him into a
garden. He then jumped off his horse, ran at the dog, and
succeeded in grabbing him by the neck without getting bitten.

Then followed a tremendous struggle between man and dog.
At last the gardener came and brought a chain, which Sir

Thomas then clipped on, and only when the other end had been
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securely fastened to a tree he let go his hold of the dog The
dog was then raving mad, and tore at his chain so badly that

it was m danger of breaking, when Sir Thomas went at him
again with a second and stronger chain, and, pinning him down
by the ntch with a pitchfork, lie fistened it on to him When
this was done and the pitchfork removtd, the dog spring at him
with such force that it burst the old chain Luckily the new
one held, and soon iftcr the do*! died

The way to pi c vent a dog bitu g you is to hold a stick, or

even a hmakerchicf, in your two h nds across your front, and
the dog will gcncrilly try to piw it down before he actually

bites you, and you m y thus get a choice ol landing him a kick

under the jaw

Practices in L’fo saving

Practise “ s< i lm ”
,
ako f >rnu ig a ft nee wuh staves for keeping

back crowd at fire

Practise holding and wn stlii ^ wi h dr v nmg men
Ilow to

1
rev nt a nun 1 >tmn t i llur with pistol

Make ladders out of p< les, tw ir, ii cl c r a sti 1

Instruct sioits to know the
j

sit on of n« 1 ho -mg fire

plugs and by di ants, poliee po n
,

fi
re alarms, fire stolons,

ambulances, hospitals, etc

BOOKS TO READ

“Fire Dull for Boy Scoits, Ly J A kyle Price 6d nett

Pustage id
‘Souls 1 m S rvi Iv 1 d 1 W tils lit id jiiuh is

( omnussioni i fir 1 i
ri Su\i In d net (1 >st i c id)
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 25

HELPING OTHERS
Rendering First Aid—How to Revive a Drowned Man

—

Suicides—How to Carr> a Pitient

Rendering First Aid

[Note to Instructor —It is impossible tn the short space

at one's disposal to give all the details cf Tint Aid These can
be found in any of the be oh s mmtu ned at the end of this Camp
Ftre Yarn

,
and in “ Scout Chtrts,” price 2d ]

In an accident when you are alone with the injured person, if he
is unconscious lay him on his 1 id with his he id a little raised

and on one side *0 that he do not choke, and so that any vomit
or water, etc, can run out o i Ins meuth Loosen the clothing

about his neck and chest See wVr* he is injured, and trea*

him according to what you are tiu^ht in learning " First Aid ”

If you ha\e found the m in lying j lsensible you should carefully

examine the ground round him for any “ sign, ’ and take note of
it and of his position, etc

,
m < ase it should afterwards appear

that he had been atf icked by oth rs

[Practise above, one boy as patient, the other to find him .

Make “ sign ” round the fatient ]

If you are out with a patrol and an accident happens, or you
find an injured man, the patrol lc del diould direct one scout to

go for a doctor, he him elf will attend to the patient with one
scout to help him The sec nd will use the othtr scouts in

assisting by getting wa^er or blankets, or miking a stretcher, or

keeping the crowd back by formi a fence with their staves

As a rule it is best to keep the patient quite quiet at first

,

unless it is necessary, do not try to move him
, and don’t bother

him with questions until he reioveis a bit

[Practise above ]

Artificial Breathing — Io restore anyone who is apparently

drowned, it is necessary at once to dear the water out of his lungs,

for which purpose therefore you should incline him face down-
wards and head downwards, so that the water may run out of his

mouth, and to help it you should open his mouth and pull forward

his tongue After running the w 'iter out of the patient, place him on
his side with his body slightly lnnDmg down, an# keep the tongue

hanging out. If he is bre ithi ig let him i est
, f he is not breathing,

you must a£ once endeavour to restore breathing artificially
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How to Revive a Drowned Man
There are several methods, but the simplest is, I think, that

called after its inventor, the Schafer system It consists merely
in laying the patient on his front, and then squeezing the air out
of him and letting it run in again

1 Immediately after the removal from the water, and before

t iking time to loosen clothing, etc ,
lay the patient face down-

wards, with arms extended and the face turned to the side

Kneel or squat alongside or astride of the patient, facing towards
his head •

2 Place your hands on the 'mill of the patient’s back, one on
each side, with thumbs parallel 1 1 nearly touching, and the

fingers reaching only to the lowc t ribs

3 Bend forward with the arms s*raij t, so as to allow the

weight of your body to fall on your wrists md mike a firm,

steady downward prr ssu * on tl t If n« of the patient, wh le you
count slowly, one two three to pit s flit patient's stomach
against the giound an 1 to force tl e air from h o ri c

t

4 Then swing your body backw rds so as to relieve the

piessure, and without removing your hands, wh le you count
slowly, one—two

Continue this backward and forward movement, alternately re

hevmg and pressing the patient’s stomach against tne giound m
order to drive the air out of his chest and mouth, and allowing it

to suck itself in again, until gradually the pitient begins to do it

for himself

The proper pace for the movement should be about twelve

pressures to the minute
As soon as the patient is breathing, you can leave off the

pressure; but watch him, and if he fails you must start again till

he can breathe for himself

Then let him lie m a natural position, and set to work to git

him warm by putting hot fUnn^s or bottles of hot water between
his thighs, and under the arms, and against the soles of his feet

Wet clothing should be taken off, and hot blankets Tolled

jound him. The patient should be disturbed as little as possible,

and encouraged to sleep, while carefully watched for at least an
hour afterwards*

Now just practise this with another Scout a few times, so that

you understand exactly how to do it, and so Be Prepared to do
it to some poor fellow, maybe, really m need of it, one day

This is called the Schafer method, and can be used equally well

for drowned people or for those overcome with smoke or gas fumes.

[Make the scouts, tn pairs, practise above.

\
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Smoke or Fumes.—Accidents are continually occurring from

escapes of gas in mines, sewers,.and houses.

In endeavouring to rescue a poison, keep your nose and mouth
well covered with a w’et handkerchief, and get your head as close

to the floor as possible, and drag the insensible person out as I

have suggested in case of a fire. Diag your patient as quickly as

possible into the flesh air—(I say as quit kly as possible, because if

you delay about it you aie \ery apt to be overcome by the
noxious gas yourself)—then loosen all his clothing about the
neck and chest, dash cold water in his face, and apply burnt
feathers under his no^e. 11 >ou find that h£ is no longer breath-

ing, then treat him as >ou would a diowned person, and try and
work back the breath into his body.

Burns.— In treating a man who has been burnt, remove his

clothes, not by peeling thorn off, but by cutting them with a

sharp knife or scissors. If any part of the dress sticks to the

skin from having been burnt there, do not tear it away, but cut

the cloth round it, th< n as quickly as possible protect the burnt

parts from the air which causes intense pain. The best way to

protect them is by dusting them with powdered chalk or flour,

or by laying strips of lint well soaked in sweet oil or linseed oil,

and covering the whole with cotton w^ool, or by pouiing on oil.

Keep the patient w'ann, and give wrarm drinks, such as hot tea,

hot milk, or spirts and water.

Major John Ganoway, m.d., strongly recommends, instead of

flour or oil to stop the pain of a burn, to put a piece of paper

firmly over the wound, and the pain will be relieved in a few

seconds.

Broken Limls.— IJow to tell when a limb is broken.

There is generally a swelling and pain about the place where
the bone has broken, and sometimes the limb is bent in an un-

natural way and the patient cannot use it.

The broken limb should not be moved about at all, but should

be straightened and bound to something stiff that will keep it stiff

and straight while the patient is being moved to hospital or home.

Splints.—The stiff thing that you tie to the injured limb is

called a splint. This may be anything such as a wooden batten,

Scout’s staff, tightly rolled newspaper, etc.

Splints should be long enough to go beyond the joints above
and below the break. You should put a splint on each side of

the limb if possible.

Then bind the splints firmly from end to end with handker-

chiefs or strips of linen or cloth, but not so tightly as to stop the

blood circulating or to press into the swelling.

[Practise this.]
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Bandage.—For binding a broken limb

you want a good large three-cornered band-

age. Its two sides should be each about

forty inches long.

To make a sling for broken arm or collar-

bone, hang the bandage round the patient’s

neck tying the two ends together in a reef-

knot with the point of the bandage towards

the damaged arm. Rest the arm in this

sling and bring the point round the back of

the arm and pin it to hold the elbow in

the sling.

Bleeding—When a man is bleeding badly from a wound,
press the wound or the flesh just abo\e it - that is between the

wound and the heait—press it hard with your thumb to tiy and
stop the blood running in the ait try. Then make a pad with

something like a flat rounded pebble, and bind it o\er the wound.
If bleeding violently, tie a handkt 1 chief louO> nd the limb

above the wound, and twist it tight with a stuk. [/'rwonttra/e

this.'] Keep the wounded part ra’sed abv»w the rest of the

body if possible. Apply cold water, or ice if possible, wet
rags, etc.

Bleeding from the ears and insensibility after a fall means
injuiy to the skull. The patient should not be moved at all if

possible. It is best even to keep him lying on the spot, and put

cold water or ice to his head and keep him quiet till a doctor

comes.

Spitting or throwing up blood means internal injury or bursting

of a small blood-vessel inside the patient. The case often looks

more serious tlian it really is. If the blood is light red in colour

and mixed with froth it means injury to the lungs. In either

case keep the patient quiet and give ite to suck or cold water to

sip.

Don’t be alarmed at the amount of blood that flows from a

patient. It used to be a common thing for the barber to bleed a

man to the extent of five or six cupfuls of blood.

Fishhook in the Skin.—I got a fishhook into my finger the

other day. I got a knife and cut off all the fly which was on the

hook, then pushed the hook farther into my finger till the point

began to push against the skin fiom inside. With a sharp knife

I cut a little slit in the skin so that the point came easily through,

and I was then able to get hold of it and to pull the whole hook
through. Of course you cannot get a hook out backwards as the

barb holds tight in the flesh all the time.
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Frost Bite.—In Arctic countries or extreme cold men are

liable to get frost bitten. That is, their ears, or nose, or fingers,

or toes get killed by the cold The patient does not feel any
pain

,
the part becomes numb and turns very white and waxy,

and afterwards purple

Directly this js noticed the part should be rubbed with snow
or with the hand until the blood comes back to it. On no
account should it be warmed by putting tne patient in a warm
room or ntar a fire

,
that would kill the part at once

Hysterics —Nervous people, especially women, get h>sterics

when e\cit( d, crying, huglnm
,
and streaming I he best tieat-

ment is to shut the putic it into a room and leave him entirely

alone till he gets over it. Don’t try and soothe him, it only makes
him worse.

Electric Shock —Men frequently get knocled insensible by
touching an electric ca* le or 1 ail 7'he patient should be moved
from the rail, but you hwe to oe ca reful in doing this that you
don’t get tin cfictin sho< k aUo In the first place put glass, if

possible, for yourself to snnd upon, or dry wood if glass is not
obtainable, or put on mi itubher b nits Also put on india-

rubber glo\es bef< ie to 1 h v th* puicnt If you have none,

wiap \oui funds pi al hi loesses of d?y cloth, and pull the

patunt av\a\ with a s 10
A boy was 1 untin » lut^e fins at St Ouen, in 1 ranee, the other

day, when he fill on the “ine” nd of the electric railway and
.was instantly killed by the shock A passerby, m trying to lift

him off, fell dead beside him A bnckmaker ran up and tried to

rescue them, and was himseT struck dead m the same way. The
two would be rescuers were killed through not having learnt

beforehaud wdut was the nglt thing to do.

1 Ainu \o -—If your parent flints and is pale—fainting comes
fiom too little blood n« the In id —make him sit down, and push
his head down between 1 is knees Pressure on a nerve (for

instance, 111 top of eve socket) will often revive, or a pinch of

snuff. If his lace is il isned raise the head—theie is too much
blood in it, as in aj oplexy or sunstroke.

Fits.—A man cries out and falls, and twitches and jerks his

limbs about, fioths at the nr outh . he is in a fit. It is no good to

do anything to him but to put a bit of wrood or cork between his

jaws, so that he does not bite his tongue. Let him sleep well

afUr a fit

Poisoning.—If a person suddenly fal’s very ill after taking

food, or ip known to have taken poison, the first thing to do is to

make him swallow some milk or raw eggs. These seem to collect

all the poison that is otherwise spread about inside him. Then,
if the mouth is not stained or burnt by the poison, make him sick
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if possible by giving him salt and warm water, and try tickling

the inside of his throat with a feather. Then more eggs and milk,

and weak tea. If the poison is an acid that burns, the patient

should not be made to vomit, but milk or salad oil should be given*

The patient should be kept awake if he gets drowsy.

Blood-Poisoning.—This results from dirt being allowed to get

into a wound. Swelling, pain, red veins appear. Fomenting
with hot water is the best relief.

Choking.—Loosen collar; hold the patient's nose with one
hand and with the forefinger of the other, or with the handle of a
spoon try and pull out whatever is stuck in his throat. By
pressing down the root of the tongue you may make him sick

and throw out the obstruction. For slight choking make patient

bend head well back and swallow small pills made of bread, and
sip water. Sometimes a good hard smack on the back will do
him good.

Choking sometimes comes fiom a sudden swelling inside the

throat. In this case put hot steaming flannel fomentations to the

neck and give the patient ice to suck or cold water to sip.

Quinsey.—When I was in the Andes Mountains in South
America recently, I heard of two Englishmen who had died there

not long before from choking by quinsey, simply because ther^

was no one by who knew what to do in such a case. Everybody
ought to Be Prepared to deal with quinsey it away from the help
of doctors.

Most people suffer from tonsilitis at one time or another in

their lives—that is a swelling of the tonsils- -the round lumps of
flesh on each side of the hack of the throat. And sometimes,
on rare occasions, the swelling becomes so great that the patient

cannot breathe, the throat becomes completely blocked up
This is quinsey.

Three courses are open where no doctor is available, and in an

obvious case of life and death

:

1. If hot fomentation does no good get a tube of some sort,

such as that of a bicycle pump, or a pea shooter, a pencil-case

with the end opened, etc., and push it into the throat so as to

keep a passage open for air to get into the lungs. Use the handle

of a spoon to help you in keeping the tongue flat while you push

in the tube.

2. If the tonsils close up too much for this you must make a

little cut in each to let out the nutter which is causing the swelling

Get a sharp lancet ot penknife, wrap it round with rag until

only just the tip of the blade is exposed. Hold the patient's

tongue down with a spoon handle and cut a small slit or two into

etch tonsil. Thi» will generally give immediate relief.
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In all cases w bile pei forming the operation block the patient’s

moath open in h a lump of mdu rubber, or a cork, etc It is

also useful to get mi ( nc to hold a mirror to throw a light into

the p tients mouth so th it \cu ( n sic what you are at

Acid Hi i ' x\u -A i ise ociurted onl> the other day of a

woman thu wii g \ itriol ovu a ma i’s face
r

I hit> is an awful aud,

wmch burn'* °i d e its \w ty the flesh wherever it touches Fortu

n ittly a pc lu uiun h ppened to be cn the spot at the time, and

knew wlnt to do lie at onec ipplitd h If warm water to which

so nc soda hid been uldcd to w isli ofi the acid, and then applied

flour or white 11111., to protect the wound from the air and ease the

pam as you wot Id do for a b lrn

Snarl I>itl—loitunately poisonous snakes are uncommon
in Lngland, but if vou tiavel in a colony you are sure to (ome
across them, and you oil ht always to know how to dcil with bites

nom them I he s ime ticitnunt dots also for wounds from

poisoned anows, nnd df etc Remember the poison from a

bite t ets into your blood and roes all tlfou^h your body in a

veiv few lie its ot y ) ir pulse lheiefore, whatever you do must
be do it mimtdiat h I he great thing is to stop the poison

rushu ^ up the veins into the bodv Jo do this bind a coid or

InnJUrchuf mime di it y i und the limb above the place where
tin pcatiem la* been bi ten, s > is to stop the blood flying back to

the heart with the poi on Hi n try and suck the poison out of

the wound, and, if pos 1 n, cut the wound still moie, to mrke it

bleed, and run the pois m out the poison, when sueked into

the mouth, does no harm unles you have a wound in your mouth
The patient shot Id also Lc given stimulants, such as coffee or

spnits, to a verv bi e tent, md not allowed to become drowsy,

but should be walked about and pncked and smieked in order to

keep his sen es alive

[Practise this puucss tn make bJi^ve]

Grit in mr Hyf — Do n let your patien
4
- rub the eye it

will onjj c nisi u fli 1 ition nr 1 s veiling, and so make the difh

culty ot it in >\ j tl r it jll the ieitti

If the
1

1 t u m tin lower eytl d, draw down the lid as fix as

'ou tan, » itlv 1 ruc h it out with the corner of a moistened
lmukerc n i, or with a p mt bu h, or bather

If it is under the uj per lid, pull the lid away from the eyeball

and pu^h the under lid up underm ath the upper one In this way
the eyelashes of the lower lid will generally clean the inside of the

upper one
Another way, whuh every seout muot practise, is to seat your

patient and stind behind him yourself with the back of his head
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against your chest. Lay a card, match, or any flat substance
under your own thumb on the upper part of the upper eyelid, and
then catch hold of the edge of the eyelid and draw it upwards over
the match so that it turns inside out

;
gently remove the grit with

a feather or wet handkerchief, and roll the eyelid down again.

If the eye is much inflamed, bathe it with luke-warm weak
tea.

If the grit is firmly imbedded in the eye, drop a little oil (olive

or castor oil) into the lower lid
;
close the eye, and bandage it with

a soft wet pad and bandage, and get a doctor to see it.

[Practise above.]

How to make eye-tweezers for removing a piece of grit from eye.

Fold a piece of paper in two. With a sharp knife cut it to a point
at an angle of 30°, and slightly moisten the

point. Then bring it straight down over the

eyeball of the patient, so that it can nip the

obstruction, which it generally removes at the
first attempt.

Suicides

I was once travelling in the train m Algeria, a ,,nt of Noith
Africa which belongs to the i'l.sn h, an 3 tn *e was with me only

one other passenger in the rarski.**, a biendi fanner, widi whom
I got into conveis ition. lie be fame very communicative, and
told me that if I had not come into the (.image he would by tins

time have been a dead man, a, h'* had got intv) tie 1 train with the

intention of killing himself. So I asked him abort Ids t oubles,

and, as he unfolded them to n:*’, 1 was able to t 11 him various

remedies which piumisid suca e^s tor him m tie* bare, for he was
chiefly upset over his recent failures in farmine. Afte r we lud
been going on for some time he 'gute die (id up, :m 1 told me that

he was going to get out at the next station, anel go back and set to

work in the way suggested.

You may have opportunities of sating people who are thinking

of killing themselves. The newspapers give cases of suicides

almost every day, and go into details of them, beam >e tht v know
that so many people have a foolish love of leading huiruis

Most people at one time or other of their lives get a feeling

that they will kill themselves; as a rule they get over it in a day

or two, and find that it comes from nothing worse than an attack

of indigestion, liver, or influenza, or from dn appointment or over-

anxiety; but there are others with wcakei minds, who lead

these newspaper accounts, ami biood over them till they can

think of nothing else. They hug the idea to themselves, although

wiCh horror, and get panic-stricken. They thiuk too much 01 thpir
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own trouble, without thinking how the rest of the world iv

doing.

It only needs a sympathising friend to come along and take

command of the would-be suicide, and to give him something

else to think about and to do. You can point out that suicide

does no good to anybody ; that it generally comes fiom something

wrong with the bodily health, which makes the patient hysterical;

that he has only got to command his own mind firmly, and the

attack will pass off again. Then, if possible., try to get a Salvation

Army officer to see him ; he will probably set him right. In this

way you may be able to save lives

[The Salvation Army have now a department which gives

advice to people a ho ate fethnq inclined to kill themselves.

This past year 1125 win and 90 vomcn have applied to their

London office alone ; and of fin sc probably thiee-quaitcrs would

have killed them ches if it had not icon for the sympathy and
advice of the (fficers, who reasoned uiih them and found for

them ways out of their difficulties. The official returns of

suicides for the past year show a much smaller number than

usual.]

Where a man has gone so hr as to a^ernpt suicide, a scout

should know what to clo with him In the rase of a man cutting

his throat, the great point is to step the bleeding fiom the artuy,

if it be cut The aitny runs from where the collarbone and
breast-bone join, up 10 the cornu 0 1 the jaw, and the way to stop

bleeding is to piess Lard with the thumb on the side of the wound
neaiest to the heart, and pressure should be kept up as hard as

possible until assistance arrives. [Ihmunsftate this
|

In a case

where the would be suicide h is t tkc n poison, give milk and make
him vomit, which is done by in Uing the inside of the throat with

the finger or a feather, or pouring down his throat a tumbler of

water mixed with a t iblespoonful of mustard or salt.

In the case of hangmu, cut down the body at once, taking

care to support it with one arm while cutting the coid. Cut
‘the noose, loosen all tight clothing about the neck and chest.

Let the patient have as much fresh air as possible, throw cold
water on the face and chest, or cold and hot water alternately.

Perform artificial breathing, as in the ease of apparently drowned
people.

A tenderfoot is sometimes inclined to be timid aboilt handling
an insensible man or a dead rnan, or even of seeing blood.
Well, he won’t be much use till he gets over such nonsense;
the poor insensible fellow can’t hurt him, and he must force him-
self to catch hold of him

;
when once he has done this his fears
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will pass off. And if he visits a butcher’s slaughter house he wil.

soon get accustomed to the sight ot blood.

At Reading, not long ago, two men were severely reprimanded
by the coroner for being afraid to go and cut down a man who
had hanged himself—they only ran and fetched someone else,

and so he was lulled. What would you have done had you been
one of the men ?

How to Carry a Patient

(See National Health bociety’s Manual.)

To Carry Sinole Hanoi ij an Unconscious Pi rson.—Turn
patient on his face. R mi him into a kneeling posture. Kneel,
and place yout ilf acto > ud under h m, so that his stomach
rests on your n^ht shouhlu P.is^ your light aim between his

1 >F1 ISO IW olBJ 1 MAN

legs and behind his right tin^h With your left arm draw his

right hand forw irds undei your left, and grasp the wrist with your

right hand ; then raise yourself to an erect position.

[Make scouts praUtse this in pans.]

With Two Helpers to Carry a Conscious Person. (See

Manual.)

Stretchers may be arranged m some of the following ways

:

(a) A hurdle, shutter, door, gate, covered well with straw, hay,

clothing, sacking.

(b) A piece of carpet, blanket, sacking, tarpaulin, spread out,

and two stout poles i oiled up in the sides, Put clothes for a

pillow.
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(c) Two coats, with the sleeves turned inside out; pass two
poles through the sleeves ;

button the coats over them.

(d) Two poles passed through a couple of sacks, through holes

at the bottom corners of each.

In carrying a patient on a stretcher be careful that he is made
quite comfortable before you start. Let both bearers rise to-

gether ;
they must walk out of stef, and take short paces. It

should be the duty of the hinder bearer to keep a caieful watch

on the patient.

If the poles are short four bearers will be necessary, one at

each corner of the stretcher.

[Practise these different methods.]

Ambulance Badge, kor tests see page 27,

IIow to Practise

In practising First Aid it is a great thing to bespatter the

patient with blood and mud to accustom the rescuer to the sight

of it
,
otherwise it will ofUn unnerve him in a real accident.

Sheep's blood can be got from the butcher's shop.

Prepare a heavy smoke fnc in a neighbouring mom or building

(if possible on the first fl >ur), iihile you ate lecturing in the

club room. Secretly ai range with two or three boys that if an
alarm of fire is given they should run about frightened and try

and start a panic.

Have the alarm given cither by getting some one tv rush in and
tell you of the fire ,

or by having some explosive bombs pied.

Then let a patrol, or two pah oh % tackle the fire uncUr direction

of their patrol leaders. 1 hey should shut windows and doors.

Send scouts into different parts of the building to sec if the fire

is spreading
,
and to search for people m need of rescue.

These scouts should have wet handkerchiefs over their mouths
and noses. “ Insensible " people (or sack dummies) should be

hidden under tables
,
etc.

Scouts rescue them by shouldering or dragging them out and
getting them down to the ground. Use jumping sheet, chute, etc.

Other parties lay and connect the hose
,

or make lines for

passing fire buckets.

A nothci paily revive the 7 estued by restoring animation* Another
party form “ scrum " or ** fence " to help the police and fire brigade

by keeping the ciowd back.

Game
*' Dragging Racf ”—A line of patients of one patrol are laid

out at fifty yards distance fiom start. Another patrol, each
canying^a rope, run out, tie ropes to the patients, and drag
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them in. Time taken of last in. Patrols change places. The
one which completes in shortest time wins. Knots must be
correctly tied, and patients’ coats laid out under their heads.

BOOKS TO READ
“First Aid to the Injured.” Price is (Postage i^d.). St.

John’s Ambulance, St. John’s Gate, Clerkenwell, London.
“ Aids to Memory for ‘ Fust Aid’ Students.” By L. M. Frank

Christian, M.B. 6d. (By Post, 7d.). St. John Ambulance
Association, London.
“What to do in Emergencies.” By Dr. Andrew Wilson.

Pearson, is. (Postage 2d.)

Handbook of Instruction, published by the Royal Life Saving
Society. Pi ice is. (Post-free, is. id.)

“Ambulance Illustrated,” 6d. (Postage id.). Dr. Cullen.

Published by Cowans & (bey.

“Aid to the Injured or Sick.” II. W. Cell, m.b. 2d.

(Postage id.)

National Health Sou«t)'s Booklets, one penny, on hygiene
and sanitation. National Health Society, 53, Berners Street,

Oxfoid Street, W.
“R.E.P.” Elliman’s Handbook. Apart from its advertising,

it contains a very complete vade vie, inn of First Aid and Sick

Room Hints and Massage. (Apply to Me^sis. Elliman, Slough.)

Displays

A few ideas for lifesaving displays can be taken from pro-

grammes of the Boys’ Life Brigade, as suggestions. These
displays are very popular both with performers and with the

audience.

A Bicycle Accident.—Boys returning from camp. A rash

cyclist. Misfortune. Injuries attended to and patients carried

away to hospital on improvised stretchers.

A Gas Explosion.—Mrs. Coddles and family take a walk.

They witness a terrible railway accident. Mrs. Coddles on her
way home meets a tricnd. Maria is sent on to light the gas-

stove and prepare father’s tea. Father gets back from work and
finds the house full of gas. Ambulance squad to the rescue.

“Fireman’s lift” and artificial respiration. Constable Aooo
arrives on the scene. IIow not to look for a gas escape. Sad
end of a gallant but thoughtless policeman.

Fire Display.—Evening at No. 5 SubuTbi Villas. Fire

alarm. Inmates aroused. Fence formed to keep back the crowd.

Escape by the chute. Arrival of fire section with jumping-sheet.

Life-lines and pompier ladders. Rescue of remaining occupants.
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Synopsis.—The workmen are engaged in their daily occupa-
tion when' an explosion occurs, causing a fire inside the building

and an extenor wall to collapse, which injures a man who happens
to be passing at the time. The uninjured wQrkmen attend to

their unfortunate comrades, while others rush off for help and
return with the ambulance and fire apparatus. Some of the men
are rescued from the burning building by jumping from the

tower, into the carpet.



CHAPTER IX

PATRIOTISM;
Or, Our Duties as Citizens

CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 26
OUR EMPIRE

How it Grew IIow it Must be Held

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
The use of a large Map of Hi * Tv fire is very desirable for

illustrating this. The At noli Toyster or the Navy League
or Uie League of the Empm M i '>s ire 1 1 r\ gin i.

1 small globe can now bi h >u hi at viu fuun\ f
and a globe

guts, hctttr than any map, a iangibh iLa of tii relative sizes

and distances of countries
look up the local histcrv of your neighbourhood, and give

\our scouts the more interesting a ul dramatic bits of it, on the

actual scene of the events %f possible

The visits to museums and armouries as suggested in this

book are on the lines of what is regulailv done in Germany as part

of the training of boys while at school in the history of their

fatherland.

Our Empire

Any of you who have travelled much about this country by
tram, going for your holidays and so on, know how two or three
hours will take you a good long distance, and six or eight hours
will take you to the other end of England.

165
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Well, if instead of hours you travelled for as many days,

even six or eight days would take you a very little way over

our empire It would get you into Canada, but you would
want several more days—not hours—to get you across that

country. Eighteen days’ hard travelling day and night would

get you to India or bouth Africa, but either of these are little

more than half way to Australia And all that distance off,

across the seas, on the other side of tin. vvoild, we have a British

country into which you could put nine Great Britains and
Irelands

9
io
6

5

5

United Kingdoms
»

»»

n
w
»»

i

»

=* z Austi ilia

= I Canada
= i India and Burma
= Fast Africa, Uganda, and Soudan.
= S nitli Africa
= New /( il md
— Nigeria

So it would tike ibout foitv United Ki Moms to equal our

Ovctsci Dominions m si e

l hen theft art m* ibtis of sn illci ( < nine (i Dependencies,
such as (an un (n<i**l\ is hi, is t r t l mttd Kingdom) \oith
Borneo New Gum i, SmuiIiDmI Mi it Mtikiru nts, ( iold ( oast,

West Indie c
,
la mm

,
( il l M ’ etc , and numbeis of

islands in evuy ti ill ovu the »\oild (jui Ovuse i leintoiits

togethti lie soiiitMnn^ like forty tiim s the si/e of the l mtid
Kingdom it home Oui fellow sihj its am >unt to foui hundred
million, and compile almost evuy knuwn nu Almost tveiy

known species of v\ild animal orcuis in bntish territory

It is i magnifieent 1 mpm ovei which the Union [aek flics,

but it is still only at tne begin m g of its development
r
I he

terutones aie there, but the pe jpk aie only coming '1 lit white

population of all these St it s only amounts to a little over a
quartet of the population of oi i crowded little island l\e have
nearly foity fou* million heic they have among the Colonies

a little over eleven rnlhon
Many of yo i sr ou s in Drc t lilt tin will, as you glow up,

piobably becom ( ids oi tin n itum, md will lnul your w ry to

some of the Donun ( is to he 1
)) to jiu h them up into big pios

perous countries lii couts u i rnnn will come in very useful

to you theie bat when you go theie you must be prepared to

work, and to w oik hard, and to turn youi hand to any kind of job

How our Empire Grew

All those vast Dominions did not come to Great Britain of

themselves 1 hey were got for us by the hard woik and the

hard fighting of our forefathc n,
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America.—When we first got to America it took Sir Walter

Raleigh, Captain John Smith, and other great pioneers four or

five months to get there in their little cockleshells of ships,

some of them only 30 tons measurement—no bigger than a

Thames barge. Nowadays you can get there in five or six days,

instead of months, in steamers of 30,000 tons.

Think of the pluck of those men tackling a voyage like that,

with very limited supply of water and salt food. And, when
they got to land with their handtui of men, they had to overcome
the savages, and in some cases other Europeans, like the Dutch,

the Spaniards, and the French
;
and then they had hard work to

till the ground, to build settlements, and to start commerce.
Hard sailoring, hard soldiering, hard colonising by those old

British sea-dogs, Sir Francis Drake, Sir Walter Pvaleigh, Hawkins,
Frobisher, and, best of all to my mind, Captain John Smith.

He left Louth Grammar School in Lincolnshire to become
a clerk in an office, but he soon went off to the wars. After two
years’ fighting he returned home.

Fie admitted he had gone out as a “tenderfoot,” and had not

properly prepaied himself as a boy for a life of ad\e»»ture; so he

set to work then and there to learn scouting. He built himself

a hut in the woods, and learnt stalking game, and killing and
cooking it for himself; he learnt to lead maps and to draw
them, and also the use of weapons; and then, when he had
made himself really good at scuutciuft, he went off to the wars

again.

He afterwards became a sailor, fought in some very tough sea-

fights, and eventually, in 1607, he went with an expedition to

colonise Virginia in America. They sailed Irum London in three

ships, the biggest of which was only 100 tons, the smallest

30 tons. But they got there alter five months, and started a
settlement on the James River.

Here John Smith was captured by the Red Indians one day
when out shooting, and they wne proceeding to kill him when
the King’s daughter, Pocahontas, asked for him to be spared.

After this the Red Indians and the Whites got on good terms
with each other. Pocahontas became a Christian, and married

Smith’s lieutenant, Rolfe, and came to England. After many
strange and exciting adventures in America, John Smith got

much damaged by an accidental explosion of gunpowder, and
came home ill. lie eventually died in London.
He was a splendid character—and always did his duty, in spite

of all temptations to let it slide. He was a tremendous worker,

very keen, and very brave. He was never defeated by any diffi-

culty, however great, because he was always cheery under the
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worst of circumstances. His motto was, ** We were born not for

ourselves, but to do good to others,” and he acted up to it.

In South Africa we had to fight the natives for our

foothold, which once gained we never let go—and though it has

cost us thousands of lives and millions of money we have got

it now.

Australia was got by our sailor-adventurers, like Captain

Cook, outstripping all other nations in their plucky navigation of

immense, unknown oceans.

India was practically in possession of the French when Clive

and Wellesley drove them out, and then in turn had to fight the

hordes of fighting natives of the interior, and gradually, foot by
foot, by dint of hard fighting, we have won that country for our

Empire.
East Africa, Uganda, and the Soudan beyond Egypt, and

Somaliland have also been fought for and won in quite recent

times. - - -

And now jn all of these countries we are spreading the

blessings of peace and justice, doing away with slavery and
oppression, and developing commerce and manufactures, and
prosperity.

Other nations could formerly only look on and wonder, but now
they, too, are pressing forward in the race for empire and com-
merce, so that we cannot affoid to sit still or let things slide.

We have had this enormous Empire handed down to us by our

forefathers, and we are responsible that it develops and goes

ahead, and, above all, that we make ourselves fit and proper men
to help it to go ahead. It won’t do so of itself, any moie than

it would have become ours of itself. If we don’t do this some
other nation will take it from us.

If our island of Biitain were attacked and taken, down comes
our Empire like a house built of cards.

We have had this danger always, even before our Empire was
a paying one and worth taking. Nowadays it is much more
tempting for other people to take. We defeated determined
attacks of the Dutch upon us in the old days. The Spaniards
with their Armada attempted to invade us, wnen, largely thanks
to a storm, we defeated them utterly. Then the French, after

a long struggle to best us, had their invasion stopped by Nelson’s

victory at Trafalgar, and their harmfulness ended by Wellington
at Waterloo. The French Emperor had been so sure of success
that he had had medals got ready to commemorate the capture
of England. And since helping in the defeat of the Russians in

the Crimea fifty years ago we have been at peace with our Conti-
nental neighbours. Let us hope that this peace will always remain.
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How the Empire must be Held

You know at school how if a swaggering ass comes along and
threatens to bully you, he only does so because he thinks you
will give in to him

,
but if you know how to box and square up

to him, he alters his tone and takes himself off And it is just

the same with nations

It is much better that we should all be good friends—and we
should all try for that—no calling each other names, or jeering,
but if one of them comes along w ith the idea of bullying us, the
only way to stop him is to show him that you can hit and mil
hit if he drives you to it

Our 4te King Edvard was railed “ tl e Peace maker”, and it is

our duty as Britons to try and keep peaceful with other nations
We scouts can do this becau eve ha\t broil r scouts m almost
every foreign country now \\ e ou^l t to ^ct to k iow them better,

by letters and by visits, and so to lx fi lends wit* them But at

the same time we must not forget that ca ision illy nations, like

people, lose their tempers or want t > steal tcrrPo >, and then if a
country dots not show that it cm stand up anl protect itself it

will be bullied and btaten So if you scouts want pea(^ for your
country you must each be piep cd at any time t;> stick up for it

Don’t be cowards and content yourselves by merely pay mg soldiers

to do your fighting and dying for \uu Do somethin * yourselves,

lcam marksmanship and dulling, so that a* men y >u c m take your
place with the other men of your lace in defending your women
and children and homes, if it should ever be neceSairy

Remember that the Romm I mpin
,
two thousmd years ago,

was comparatively just as greit as the British I npire of today
And though it had defeated any numlcr of atumpts against it,

it fell at last, chiefly because the young Romans give up soldier

ing and manliness altogether, thty paid men to pliy their games
for them, so that they themselves could h ok on without the fag

of playing, just as we are doing m football n lhey paid

soldiers to fight their battles for them, instead of learning the use

of arms themselves
,
they hid no patriotism or lo\ c for their grand

old country, nor any wish to help the lest of the world to be

peaceful and prosperous, and they went under with a run when a
stronger nation attacked them We must sec that the same fate

does not befall our Empire And it will largely depend upon you,

the younger generation of Britons that are now growing up to be

the men of the Empire Don’t be disgraced like the young

Romans, who lost the Empire of their forefatheis by being wishy-

washy slackers without any go or patriotism in theiil

Play up 1 Each man in his place, and play tl e game ! Your
forefathers worked hard, fought hard, and died hr id, to make this

Empire for you. Don’t let them look down from heaven and see
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you loafing about with your hands in your pockets, doing nothing

to keep it up.

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

Teach the words and choruses of—
11 The Maple Leaf ” (Canada), " The Song of Australia”

and other Colonial songs. (Page 287.)

“A Patrol Song.” (Page 28S.)

" Rule Britannia.”
44
There

1

s a King in the Land to-day
”

(“ King of Cadonia
“ Hearts of Oak.”
“ The Flag of Britain.”
“ God Save the King.” (Page 286.)

Apply to Secretary, League of the Empiie, Caxtan Hall,

Westminster, 5 . IF.

Explore Westminster Abbey, St. Paid's Cathedral
,
the Temple

Church, etc., with following looks :

BOOKS TO READ

“St. Paul’s Cathedral” and “Westminster Abbey,” both by
Mrs. Frewen Lord. is. each. (Postage 3d.) Published by
Clowes and Son, Chaniig Cross.

(Excellent short histones of oui famous men and their deeds.)

“Travels of Captain John Smith,” by Dr. Rouse. 6d.

(Postage id.) (PLmkie.)

“The Story 01 Captain Cook.” Edited by John Lang. is. 6d.

nett. (Postage 3d.) T. C. & E. C. Jack.

“Deeds that Won the Empire,” by Fitchett. 6s. Smith,
Elder and Co.

“Heroes of Pioneering ” (in America, India, Africa), by
Sandersoru (Seek*}.) 5s.

“Huoic Deeds Simply Told,” “Heroes and Heroines of
Everyday Life as well as those of War,” by Ernest Protheroe.

2s. 6d. (Newmann.)

“Adventures of Ucowulf,” by C. L. Thomson, is. (Postage 2d.)

Marshall.

School Atlas, by II. 0 . Arnold-Foister, is. 6d. (Postage 3d.)

Edward Arnold, 41 -43 Maddox Street, W.
“Through the ihilish Empire in a Few Minutes.” A short

address by Sir Howard Vincent. (W. & A. K. Johnston.)
Excellent I^xnfun Slide Lectures can be got on hire from the

League of the Empiie, Caxton Hall, Victoria Street, London,
on the history of our Colonies and Empire.
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Indoor Ga mls.—“The Empire ”caid game. “Navigation,”

7s. 6d.
;

“Separate Cruises,” 3s. 6d. each; “Contraband,”
6s. 6d., Newmann, 84 Newman Slieet.

Tableau of the Storming of Delhi

[Scene, ruined drawbidge at Kashmir Gale . Group of officers

and soldiers about to blow in the gate. Description to h

read during the picture.]

Lord Roberts, in “Forty one Years in India,” describes how
the Kashmir Gate of Delhi was captuied by the British troops

during the Mutiny. Lieutenants Home and Salkeid, with eight

sappers and a bugler of the 52nd Regiment, v.ent forward to

blow the gate open for the column to get into Delhi.

The enemy wete apparently so astounded at the audacity

of this proceeding that lor a minute 01 two they of.'ued but slight

resistance.

They soon, however, discovered how small the party was and
the object for which it had come, and foithvub opined a deadly

fne upon the gallant little band fiom the top ui the gateway,

from the city wall, and thiough the open wicket.

The bridge o\er the ditch m (tout of the gateway had been
destroyed, and it was with some diltkulty that tl e single beam
which remained could be crossed. Home, with the men canying

the powder bags, got over first. As the bag > weie bung attached

to the gate Sergeant Carmichael was killed, and llavildar (native

Sergeant) Madhoo wounded. The rest then slipped into the

ditch to allow the firing party, which had come up under Salkeid,

to carry out its share of the* duty.

While endeavouiing to fne the charge Salkeid w*as shot through

the leg and arm, and handed the slow match to G lporal Iluigess.

Burgess succeeded in his task, but fell mortally wounded as he

did so.

As soon as the explosion took place, Bugler IlawUhorne sounded

the regimental call of the 52nd as a signal to the attacking column
to advance. In this wray the tioops got in through the Kashmir

Gate, and 1 >elhi was taken.

Lieutenant Home was unfortunately killed within a few weeks

by an accidental explosion of a mine he was filing, otherwise he

would have received the V.C.
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 27

CITIZENSHIP

Duties of Scouts as Citizens—Duties as Citizen-soldiers—

Marksmanship—Helping the Police.

Scout’s Duty as a Citizen

There are two ways by which every good Briton ought to be
prepared to keep up our Empire,

The first is by peaceful means as a citizen.

If every citizen of the Empiie were to make himself a really

good, useful man, our nation would be such a blessing to the

civilised world, as it has been in the past, that nobody would
wish to see it broken up by any other nation. No other nation

would want to do it. But to hold that position we must be

good citizens and firm friends all round among ourselves in our

country.

A house divided against itself cannot stand. If a strong

enemy wants our rich commerce and Colonies, and sees us in

Britain divided against each other, he would pounce in and
capture them.

For this you must begin, as boys, not to think other classes

of boys to be your enemies. Remember, whether rich or poor,

from castle or from slum, you are all Britons m the first place,

and you’ve got to keep Britain up against outside enemies.

You have to stand shoulder to shoulder to do it.

If you are divided among yourselves you are doing harm to

your country. You must sink your differences.

If you despise other boys because they belong to a poorer

class than yourself you are a snob
;

if you hate other boys
because they happen to be born richer and belong to higher class

schools than yourself you are a fool.

We have got, each one of us, to take our place as we find it

in this world and make the best of it, and pull together with the

others around us.

We are very like bricks in a wall, we have each our place,

though it may seem a small one in so big a wall. But if one
bricks gets rotten or slips out of place, it begins to throw an
undue strain on others, cracks appear, and the wall totters.

Don’t be too anxious to push yourself on to good billets*

You will get disappointments without end if you start that way.

Work for the good of the State, or of the business in which
you are employed, and you will find that as you succeed in doing
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this you will be getting all the promotion and all the success that

you want.

Try and prepare yourself for this by seriously taking up the

subjects they teach you at school, not because it amuses >ou,

but because it is your duty to your country to improve /ourself.

Take up your mathematics, your history, and your language-

learning in that spirit, and you’ll get on.

Don’t think of yourself, but think of your country and your

employers. Self-sacrifice pays all round.

Duties as Citizen-soldier

A cuttlefish is an animal with a small, round body, and several

enormously long arms, which r'-ach out in every direction to hold

on to rocks to enable it to keep its position and to get food

Great Britain has been comnued to a cuttlefish, the British

Isles being the body and our distant Oversea I)umimon6 the
aims spread all over the world

When anyone wants to kill a cuttlefish he does not go and
lop off one of Us arms, the other arms would probably tackle

him and hold him for the cuttlefish to eat. No, the way to kill

a cuttlefish is to suddenly stab lnm to the heait, and then his

arms fall helpless and <k id

Well, we have man) powerful enemies round about us m
Europe who want very much to get hold of the ttade in our great

nunufuctunng towns, and of oui vast farm lands in our Oversea
Dominions. If they tiied to lop off one of our Colonics it would
be like trying to lop off one of the arms of the cuttlefish. All

the rest would tackle him at once, as happened in the last war
in South Africa.

Their only way—and they know it—is to stab suddenly at

the heart of the Empire, that is, to attack Britain. If they

succeeded, the whole of the Empire must fell at, once, because
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the different parts of it cannot yet defend themselves without
help from home.

For this reason every Briton who has any grit in him will be
prepared to help in defending his country.

When Mafeking was attacked by the Boers the boys of the
town made themselves into a Cadet Corps, and did very useful
work in the defence. It is quite likely that Britain will some
day be attacked just as Mafeking was, unexpectedly, by a large
number of enemies.

If this happens every boy in the country should be prepared
to take his place and help in the defence, like these Mafeking
boys did.

We have seen how the scouts can do when the great war broke
out. Before the Temtonal Troops could be mobilised, detach-

ments of scouts weie ported immediately all over the country to

protect railway bridges and t( kgraph lines from damage by
enemy’s spies.

When I lie CoaMguauls weie called up to go afloat with the

fleets 1,400 Boy Scouts were accepted by the Admiralty to take

over their duties.

As men went fiom the Covernmcnt and other offices to join

the services, Boy Scouts were at once found to take their places,

so that, in the pin.iso of llui lime, “ Business went on as usual.”

The chief constables and police all over the country needed
extia hands to cope with the extra work of dealing with foreigners,

and with relief ol distress, and they employed Boy Scouts to assist

them; in London alone 2,000 scouts were thus made use of.

But of the si outs who were of the piopei age -19 - thousands

joined the army to take up the defence of their country; and
everywhere their officers have reported how well their training as

scouts had lilted them for making the best of soldiers.

We don’t think much of a fellow who is no good at cricket or

football, and who only loafs about trying (without success) to

look like a man by smoking cheap cigarettes. But we ought

really not to think too much of any boy, even though a cricketer

and a footballer, unless he can also shoot
,
and can drill and scout

That is the fellow who is going to be useful if we are

attacked.

I hope that before long every eleven, whether football or

cricket, will also make itself a good eleven for shooting and scout-

ing, and therefore useful for defence of our King and country

when needed.
In the Oversea I )nminions boys think more of their shooting

than of their games, because the shooting is for their country and
games /or them \chc s

.

So make youi selves good scouts and good rifle shots in order to
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protect the women and children of your country if it should ever

become necessary.

Marksmanship

Lord Roberts, who has seen more of war than almost anybody
alive, knows how terrible a thing it would be if war came into

England, and he urges everybody to join in preventing it by
becoming a good marksman with the rifle. Thanks to him, all

those who have patriotism in them ate taking it up everywhere.

The value of non smoking again comes in, in rifle shooting.

I used to smoke myself as a youngster, but I had to do some
rifle shooting, and when in training I found my eyesight was
better when I did not smoke. So I gave up smoking altogether,

and am very glad I did

BOUl IiOYS SHOO II Nr, Will! ncO^UOA'S

I heard another reason given the other day for not smoking,

and that was that St. Paul did not smoke. I don’t suppose he
did. Tobacco wasn’t invented in his time.

The Boers are all good shots, and so aie the Swiss. In both

countries the boys begin learning marksmanship at an early age

by using crossbows. They have much the same action for the

firer as the rifle, since they are aimed fiom the shoulder and fired

by pulling a trigger when ti.o aim is taken. Boys trained wilh

the crossbow have no difficulty in shooting accurately with a rifle

directly it is put in their hands.

To be able to shoot well, a great secret is to hold your rifle

properly
; if it leans over a little bit to one side or the other the

bullet will fly low over to that side. Keep your left arm well

underneath the rifle to support it, and hold it well into the
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shoulder with your left hand. The right hand should have the
thumb on the top of the 'rtock, and the forefinger as far round
the trigger as you can get it

,
then m firing don't give a pull

with your forefinger, or you will pull the aim off the targefjust as

TIIB BOYS OF BUTUWAYO

From 41 Sketches in Mafeking and East Africa**

By permission of Messrs . Smith, Elder 6* Co.

The Colonial boys confer marksmanship the most important
thing to practise because it is for their country* They put
cricket and football second, because these a. e for their own
amusement.

you fire
;
you should squeeze the woodwork and the trigger of

the rifle between youT thumb and forefinger, and that will fire it

with steadiness.

Then, when your rifle has gone off, don't throw up the muzzle
in a hurry, but do like all old scouts, continue to look along
your sights after filing to see how much you have jumped off

your aim in firing, and tTy and correct it next time.

Shooting at a fixed target is only a step towards shooting at

a moving one. hiring at moving objects is, of course, more
difficult, but more real, because you will not find a deer or an
enemy &s a rule kind enough to stand still while you shoot at
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him, he will be running and dodging behind cover, so you have
to get your aim quick and lo shoot quicK

Ihe very best practice for this is always to be liming at

moving objects with your staff using it as if it were a r he
Aim first at the object, then, moving the muz/lc a little faster

than it is moving, and Art without any check or pause when it is

pointing where it will be a second or two latei, and the bullet

will just get there at the same time as it does and so will hit the

target

Helping Police

Boy Scouts can be of speci il use m assisting the police m towns
In the first place every Boy Scojt ought to know where the fixed

pohee points are—that is, whe^e a constate is always stationed,

apart fiom tiiv. polio* men on 1 ic r \ cats lie ought to know where
to find the fire alarm, where is the m arest h e brigade station,

and the n arcst hospital or ambulance station, and chemist
On seeing an accident, if you < uinot help at it \uu shoulehoin and

inform the nearest policeman, and a k 1 1m now >u cm help him,

whether you can call a doctoi a cab at J so on it you hear a
policeman’s whistle soundmp, run m 1 o Tc r to help him, it is your

duty, as he is the King’s servant If you happen to see a door
or window left open and unguarded at n ght, it is as well to inform

a policeman on that belt
,
but sou should on no account attempt

to do detective work by watching people or playing the spy

If you find a lost child or lost dog, or any lost property, you
should take them at once to the police station

Of the ten cases of scouts being rewarded for helping the

police the following are examples —
Scoutmaster Crowther, of the ist Huddersfield Troop, went to

the assistance of a constable who was being attacked by a
drunken couple armed with a bottle and a crutch A crowd
was looking on, but doing nothing to hetp the policeman.

Scoutmaster Harold Ware, 2nd Sheath am, did much the same,

and was thanked by the magistrate for his plucky assistance

Patrol Leader G Brown, 4th Southampton, saw a policeman
struggling With four men, with a crowd looking on He got in

through the crowd, and managed to get the policeman’s whistle,

and blew it for him, and so brought more police to the rescue,

lie himself got a kick on the knee, but he did his duty for the

King right well
HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS

Marksmanship can be taught indoors with the Blanchette Ait
Gun Tube . Price four guineas with Air Rifle. Targets 10d.
per 100.
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Crossbow.—Scouts can make their own crossbows and learn

marksmanship with them.

Get leave to use, or join, a Miniature Rifle Club range.

Games

“Shoot Out.”—Two patrols compete. Targets: bottles or

bricks set up on end to repiesent the opposing patrol. Both
patrols are drawn up in line at about 20 to 25 yards from the

targets. At the word “fire” they throw stones at the targets.

Directly a target falls the umpire directs the corresponding man
of the other patrol to sit down— killed. The game goes on, if

there are plenty of stones, till the whole of one patrol is killed,

Or a certain number of stones can he given to each patrol, or

a certain time limit, say one minute.
“ French and English,” or “ Tug of War.”—One patrol

against another.

The Storming of Badajoz.—One patrol (French) mounts on
a very strong kitchen table or bank, and holds it against all

comers. The British attack, and try to gain possession of the

fortress by pulling the defenders off. l)ctenders may have half

their number on the ground behind the “rampart.” If the

defenders pull a Briton over the rampart on to the ground
behind he is dead. No hitting or kicking allowed.

[Badajoz was a Spanish fortress held by 5,000 French and
Spaniards. It was attacked and stormed and taken by the

British, who lost 3,500 in the assault, on Match 17th, 1812.]

BOOKS TO READ
“Rules for Miniature Rifle Clubs.” Secretary National Rifle

Association, Bislcy, Suirey.

“The Union Jack and Ilow it was Made,” by F. Wintour.

id. (St. Dunstan’s Road, West Kensington, London, W.)
Leaflets at one penny from the Empire Day Association,

83 Lancaster Gate, London, W.
“A History of England,” by Arnold-Forster. 5s. (Cassell.)

Play the Gamel

Poem by IIlnry Newbolt

Scene I.—Tableau of boys playing cricket.

Recitation

There’s a breathless hush in the close to-night—
Ten to make and the match to win

—

A bumping pitch and a blinding light,

An hour to play, and the last man in.
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And lt*s not for the sake of a ribboned coat.

Or the selfish hope of a seasons fame,

But his captain’s hand on his shoulder smote

—

[Action : The captain steps up to the batsman, puts his

hand on his shoulder, and strys to him urgently—

]

“ Play up 1 Play up I And play the game *

"

Siene II.—Tableau. Soldiers in a harJ-pught fight rein at-

trig- -a young officer among th„m.

Rl CITATION”

The sand of the ch sert i > s >d kn red —
Rfd with tin wrick of the r

\
vi» thd broke;

T1 f palling s
|
lmnied md thr <»> on'l d< ad,

And the rigour n f bhn l with u st i i
1 smoke

1 he n\ u of d< i )i has him im d ^ 1 i A
,

An l 1 i md * far and lino r i l m t,

But the \oa of a ' hou b iy riM es the rmk>-

fAction. Ihe ruing < ) nr st n S fiitat? ' u ting his

sword to ihe enemy, an l the rib t
4ing s >l<Inrs turn *t idy to

ch irge u ith him as he uu > — ]

“ Pl.iy up 1 Play up 1 An 1 p'ay the game !

”

Scene III .

—

A process n of all A nils of men ,
old ones it ihe

head, middle aged in cent

>

\ a * ones Uhnnl soldurs,

sailors, lawyers
,
workmen, f > l i'tit s etc ch.—Scotch, Irish,

English
, Colom il—all linkt i h md in hand.

Rl CtlUlON

This is the woid tlia* >eji hv uar,
While in ht i pi ice the m hool is set,

Evciy one of h"r * uii'- must hoar,

And none that hcais it d ire fuiget.

This they all ,\tth ]<j\h»l no ul

Bear thro igh Id like a too h in (1 ime,

And falling thug to the boat behind—

Action : The leader flings out a Union ]mk and calls to

the rest—

]

11 Play up 1 Play up ! And play the game !

11

One in the centre then calls b ick to the juniors :
" Play up t

Play up / And play the game t " 7 he smallest of the juniors

steps forward and cries to the audience—

]

“Play up! Play up! And Play the Game l
n
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CAMP FIRE YARN. No. 28
UNITED WE STAND. DIVIDED WE FALL

Our Fleet and Army—Our Union Jack— Out Government—Our King,

HINTS TO INSTRUCTORS
Hoist the flag and salute it every morning when in camp,

and on special days get up a show, or spoits, or competitions
,

etc., on such as King's Jhrfhiiy, hmpne Day
,
May 24th,

annually
,
or on the day of the Ration Satnt of your Country.

Si. George
,
April 23rd ; St. Patnck

,
March lyth ; St. David

,

March 1st ; St. Andrew
,
November 30th.

Get up tableaux
,
or small pageants by the scouts to illustrate

scenes from history of your town
,
or of Biitam, or of Great

Britain.

These interest the boys, and vnfress the incident upon them,

and they educate speditois, and bring in money fur your funds

.

Take scouts to see meeting of town council and how business

is carried out .

If m London, take your boys to the Museum of the Royal
United Service Institution, Whitehall, and show them the

models of Waterloo and Trafalgar ; the gun which we manu-
factured in Majthing ; the medals of different campaigns ;

and a hi nared t tht r d tntstifin ft ht <

Take your scouts round and explain each statue in your town.
Hold debates on questions of the day.

Our Army and Navy

The British Navy and Army have made our Empire for us, and
if it had not been for their help the Empire would have been
broken up by our enemies long ago.

So we must be careful to keep those Services supplied with

good men, who, like the scouts, must be prepared to give their

lives for their country at any time

There are always members of Parliament who try to make the

Navy and Army sn allcr, so as to save money. They only want
to be popular with the voters in England, so that they and the

party to which they belong may get into power. These men are

called “ politicians
”

'1 hey do not look to thegood of the country.

Most of them know and care very little about our Oversea
Dominions If they bad had then way before, we should by this

time have been talking French
;
and if they are allowed to have

their way in the future we may as well learn German or Japanese,
for we /ihall be conquered by these.
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But fortunately there are other better men in Parliament, who
are called

41 statesmen ”
; these are men who look out for the

welfare of the country, and do not mind about being popular or

not so long as they keep the country safe.

Thk British Navy.—Every British Boy should study the Navy
as much as possible, and learn the history of the different ships.

You should know the badges of rank of the officers, because

it is the duty of a Scout to salute officers oT His Majesty's service.

Badges of rank are worn on the sleeve and on the shoulder-

strap, or epaulette These
sketches show you how to dis-

tinguish Admirals, Captains,

Lieutenants, and Sub Lieuten-

ants by the markings on their

cuffs.

The shoulder-straps of flag

officers, with the exception of a Commodore 2nd class, differ

in their badges to the “ distinction rings ” on the sleeves.

Here are the epaulette badges of rank for the Admiral of the
Heet, Admirals, Vice-Admirals, and Commodore isi (lass:

—

Admiral Captain • LieufenanT* Sub*
Lieutenant*

Epaulette devices below Commodore 1st class are as follows

Commodore and class and Post Captain over 3 years: Crown,
Anchor, and a Stars Captain under 3 years : Crown, Anchor,
and 1 Star. Commander: Crown, Anchor. Lieutenant over

8 years: Anchor and Star. Lieutenant under 8 years, Sub-
Lieuteuant, and Chief (Exec.) Warrant Officer : Anchor.

The reason sailors wear that flap collar on their back is a relic

of the time when they wore their hair in pig tails The grease

used to come off and spoil their jackets, so they wore big linen

flaps, which could be easily taken off and washed.

They wear a black silk tie round their neck as a mark o* mourn-
ing for the death of Nelson at the battle of Trafalgar

T hey wear three lines of white braid to commemorate Nelson's

naval victories, The Nile, Copenhagen, and Trafalgar,
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They wear baggy trousers so that they can easily roll them up
above their knees when they want to wade.

Soldiers and sailors tattoo their arms with the idea that when
they are killed in battle they can be identified the more easily.

The British Army.—The Army is made up of

—

The Regulars 01 Active Army, which includes infantry, cavalry,

artillery, engineers, and many other brancnes of both white and
native soldieis.

The Militia at home are to help the Regulars in time of war.

The Militia exist also in most of our Colonies for their own
defence.

The Teiritoria! force is made up of volunteers to protect the

British Isles in case of the Active Army being called away for war
in other pai ts.

In the army field-marshals and generals (including major-

generals and lieutenant-generals) weai cocked hats, with long

white cock’s feather plumes, and red tunics or black frock coats.

Their swords aie curved scimitars, with ivory handles. Colonels

wear the uniform of their regiment with crowm and star on the
shoulder stiap, or, in khaki, on thecufi, majors, one tiown,

captains, three shirs, lieutenants, two slam.

FIEID- GENERAL. LIEUT.- MAJOR- BRIG.-

MARSHAL GENERAL GENERAL GENERAL

QOLOJflL LIEUT.* MAJOR CAPTAIN LIBUT. *ND
COL. LIEUT.
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You can tell what wars soldiers and sailors have been in by the

colours of their medal ribbons. On the opposite page are the
badges of rank of officers in the army.

Our Flag

Scouts will always salute the colours (or standard) of a regiment
when they pass There are generally two such standards, one
the “ King’s Colour,” the other the “ Regimental Colour.”
The Royal Navy fly the White Ensign

; no one else is allowed

to except yachts belonging to the Royal Yacht Squadron. The
White Ensign is a white flag with the Red Cross of St. George on
it and a Union Jar k in the corner. It is flown at the stern of the

ship, a small Union Jack at the bow.

Men nf-war carry a pennant, i.e a lung thin flag like a whip lash,

The mercantile navy flies the Red Ensign. If the captain

of a merchant ship is either a retired Naval Officer or Royal

Naval Reserve Officer, lie is entitled to use the Blue Ensign if

10 officers and men (inclusive of all officers or ratings) besides

himself belong to the Royal Naval Reset ve. He must, how-

ever, obtain a Warrant fi an the Admiralty giantu g nmniission to

fly the blue Emm m, and it .mi ,t be ii"te<l in die ship’s Articles

that this W aiiant has been nh‘ ma < 1 .

The Aru y and Government buildings fly the Union J tc k.

Private houses and indiuduu's should only fly the Red Ensign.

The Royal Standard, which .shows the I .ions of England, the

Harp of Ireland, and the Lion of Scotland, is only flown when
the King or Queen is present.

The Union Ja< k is the national flag of the British Empire, and

is made up of the flag of St. George, a red eioss on a white

ground. In i6u6 King James 1 adffi’d to it the banner of Scot-

land, which was a blue flag with a white St. Andicw’s Cross

diagonal, that is, from corner to corner.

In 1801 the Banner of St. Patrick of Ii eland was added to the

flag; St. Patrick's Cinss was a red diagonal cross on a white

ground, so that the flag now means the union of England, Ireland,

and Scotland.

But there is a right way and a wrong way of putting it up,

which all of you ought to know and understand, because so very

frequently one sees it hoisted the wrong way up, which literally

means that you are in distiess; but people put it that way by

mistake or from ignorance. You will notice that the red diagonal

arms of the flag have a narrow white band 011 one side of them
and a broad one on the other. Well, the broad one should be to the

top of the flag on the side nearest to the flag-post, that is, Lie "hoist”
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of the flag, and towards the bottom of the flag in the loose end,
or, as it is called, the

u
fly ” of the flag (see picture, page 20)

It was called a “ Jack,” either from “Jacques,” the nickname
of King James I, who first started it, or, more probably, from
the “jack” or “jacket” which the knights used to wear o\er
their armour to show which nation they belonged to. The
English knights wore a white Jack with the red cross of St.

George upon it. This was also their flag.

If a flag is flown upside down it is a signal of distress. If

it is half>mast it is a sign of mourning.

On going on board a man-of-war, when you reach the quarter-

deck—that is the upper stem deck—always salute the ensign
In the Navy ships on Home stations hoist colours at 8 am.

from 25th March to 20th September, and at 9 a.m. from 21st

September to 24th March Abroad, at 8 or 9 a.m., at dis-

cretion of Commander-in Chief.

Of course you will always rise and salute or take off youf hat

on hearing the National Anthem played.

The 24th of May, the birthday of the great Queen Victoria, is

“ Empire Day,” and we all hoist the flag and salute in special

honour of the Empire on that occasion.

Remember it is going to be the business of everyone of you
to keep the old flag flying, even if you have to bleed for it—just
as your forefathers did before you.

We have all got to die some day
;
a few years more or less of

our own lives don’t make much matter in the history of the

world, but it is a very great matter if by dying a year or two

sooner than we should otherwise do from disease we can help to

save the flag of our country from going under.

Therefore think it over

—

Be Prepared to die for your country

if need be
;
so that when the moment arrives you may charge

home with confidence, not caring whether you are going to be

killed or not.
If your enemy sees that you are bent on either killing or being

killed, the probability is that he won’t wait to oblige you.

The Union Jack stands for something more than only the

Union of England, Ireland, and Scotland—it means the Union of

Great Biitain with all our Colonies across the seas ; and also it

means closer comradeship with our brothers in those Colonies,

and between ourselves at home. We must all be bricks in the

wall of that great edifice—the British Empire—and we must be
careful that we do not let our differences of opinion on politics

or other questions grow so strong as to divide us. We must still

Stick shoulder to shoulder Britons if we want to keep our

present leading position among the nations
, and we must make
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ourselves the best men in the world for honour and goodness to

others so that we may deserve to keep that position*

M Unite the Empire
; make it stand compact,

Shoulder to shoelder let its members feel

The touch of lintish Brotherhood, and act

As one great nation—strong and true as steel n

Our Government

Of all the different kinds of government in the world, ours is

the easiest and fairest for everybody.

Some countries have kings who make their laws for them,

whether the people like the laws or not
;
other countries make

their own laws, but have not a king or a head who can carry on
dealings on equal terms with other foreign countries

I am writing this in South America where all the countries are

Republics But in spite of thur rich mines, cattle, and corn,

they are all poor, and are continually suffering from strikes and
revolutions Not one year in the last fifty has passed without

war or revolution in one country or the o fher ! Men are always

turning up who want to be President, and when they succeed in

getting into power they frequently use their position to make as

much money as they can at the expense of everybody else

A government like our own, under a good King, is far better

for all

With us the wants of the people are remedied through Parlia-

ment The House of Commons is made up of men chosen by

the people to make known their wants and to suggest remedies,

and the House of Lords sees whether these are equally good for

alLand for the future of the country
,
and what they recommend

the King makes into law

When you grow up you will become voters and have a share

m putting members into the House of Commons
And you will many of you be inclined to belong to Conserva-

tive Qr Liberal or Labour or other parties, whichever your father

or friends belong to l should not, if I were you. I should heal

what each party has to say If you listen to one party you will

certainly agree that that is the only right one, the rest must all

be wrong But if you*go and listen to another you will find that

after all that one is quite right, and the first one wrong.

The thing is to listen to them all, and don’t be persuaded
by any particular one And then be a man, make up your mind
and decide for yourself which you think is best for the country
and future of the Empire—not for some twopenny-halfpenny
little local question—and vote for that one so long as it works the
right way. namely, for the good of the country
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Many people get led away by some new politician with some
new extreme idea. Never believe in one man’s idea till it has

been well considered from all points of view. Extreme ideas are

seldom much good ; if you look thqjn up in history you will see

almost always that they have been tried before somewhere.

More thrift rather than a change of government will bring

money to all. And a strong united Empire, where all are helpful

and patriotic, will bring us power, peace, and prosperity such as

no visionary politician’s remedies could do.

Our King

The word Empire comes from an old Roman word " Im-

perium,” which means “ well ordered rule.”

And the title Emperor, or ruler of the Empire, comes from the

Roman word “Imperator.” The King signs himself “ R.I.”,

which means “ Rex,” or King of Britain, and “ Imperator,” or

Emperor of India and the Overseas Dominions.

Imperator comes from the Latin word hnperare
,
which means

“to command”; and a commander must Be Prepared to face

any difficulty or danger that may threaten his country.

Scouts have in the same way to Be Prepared to help their

country in any difficulty or danger; and we are therefore all

working in the same direction as our King, for the good of our
country.

GOD SAVE THE KING

God save our gracious King,
Long live our noble King,

God save the King 1

Send him victorious,

Happy and glorious,

Long to reign over us,

God save the King I

Thy choicest gifts in store

On him be pleas’d to pour,

Long may he reign.

May he defend our laws,

And ever £ive us cause
To sing with heart and voice,

God save the King 1
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THE SONG OF CANADA
"THE MAPLE LEAF FOR EVER”

ALEXANDER MUIR

In days of yore, from Britain's shore,
Wolfe, the dauntless hero, came

And planted firm Britannia’s flag

On Canada’s fair domain ;

Here may it wave, our boast and pride*

And join in love together,

The Lily
,

1 Thistle, Shamrock, Rose entwine
The Maple Leaf for ever.

The Maple Leaf, our Emblem dear,
The Maple Leaf for ever,

God save our King, and Heaven bless

The Maple Leaf for ever.

On Merry England’s far famed land
May kind Heaven sweetly smile

;

God bless Old Scotland evermore,
And Ireland’s Emeiald Isle ;

Then swell the song both loud and long
Till rocks and foiest quiver.

God save our King, and Heaven bless

The Maple Leaf for ever.

The Maple Leaf, our emblem dear

THE SONG OF AUSTRALIA
Words by Mrs. C. J. Carle ion
Music by IIerr Carl Linger

There is a land where summer skies

Are gleaming with a thousand dyes,
Blending in witch'ng hai monies ;

And grassy knoll and forest height
Are flushing in the rosy light,

And above all is azure bright,

Australia.

There is a land where floating free,

From mountain top to girdling sea,

vA proud flag waves exultingly

;

And freedom’s sons the banner bear,

No shackled slave can breathe the air—
Fairest of Britain’s daughters, fair,

Australia.

* The Lily stands for France and the French Canadian*
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THE SCOUTS’ PATROL SONG

By Rudyard Kipijng

These are our regulations

—

There’s just one law for the Scout)
And the first and the last, and the present and the past,
And the future and the perfect is “Look out !

”

I, thou, and he, look out I

We, ye, and they, look out

!

Though you didn’t or you wouldn’t,
Or you hadn’t or you couldn’t

,

You jolly well must look oi 1

1

Look out when you start for the day
That your kit is packed to your mind.

There’s no use going away
With half of it left behind.

Look out that your laces are tight,

And your boots are easy and stout,

Or you'll end with a blister by night.

(Chorus) All patrols look out 1

Look out for the birds of the air,

Look out for the beasts of the field ;

They’ll tell you how and where
The other side’s concealed

When the blackbird bolts from the copse.
And the cattle are staring about,

The wise commander stops
And (chorus) All patrols look out I

Look out when your front is clear,

And you feel you are bound to win

;

Look out for your flank and your rear

—

For that’s where surprises begin.

For the rustle that isn’t a rat,

For the splash that isn’t a trout,

For the boulder that may be a hat,

(Chorus)
All patrols look out 1

Look out when your temper goes
At the end of a losing £ame ;

And your boots are too tight for your toes,

And you answer and argue and blame.
It’s the hardest part of the law,

But it has to be learnt by the Scout—
For whining and shirking And “jaw,*

(Chorus) All patrols look out f
Otherwise :

—

We’ve no regulations—
There’s just one law for the Scout,
And the first and the last, and the present and the paet|
«Aftd the future and the perfect Is “ Look out 1

*

Etc., etc.

Work—Mum can bt obtained from Headquarter? Office,



INSTRUCTION OF BOY SCOUTS

‘‘The Boyhood of Raleigh," after Sir T Millais

From such instruction is character formed

CHAPTER X

NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS
SUMMARY

A way by which scout officers can do a national good

.

Bad citizenship, which mine l the Roman Empire
,
is creeping

in among us to-day.

The future of our Empire will much depend on the character

of the rising generation. For this too little is at present being

done in the way of development in our schools

.

Peace scouting is suggested as an attractive means towards
developing character and good citizenship.

Cm be Carried out by young men of all kinds, without ex-

pense, each training a few boys.

Experiment has already been successful.

The county organisation of boy scouts.

Hints to would-be instructors for carrying out the training,

and for explaining it to others.

Books to read on the subject.

The prosperity of the British Empire does not depend so
much upon her fighting power as upon her standing in com-
mercial worth and integrity.

So long as she is in the condition of being indispensable to
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the other nations, while they are not indispensable to her, she is

great and prosperous.

This condition depends on the character and on the industrial

value of her citizens. Hence our desire to make our next

generation into men of energy and character.

But it is equally obvious that she must be strong enough to

defend herself by force, if it should ever unfortunately be
necessary.

The saying of the philosopher who warned the wealthy Car-

thaginian gmpire before its fall is equally true to-day :

—

“And where is the good of your store of gold
If you haven’t the iron to guard it and hold?**

History shows us, that with scarcely an exception, every great

nation, after climbing laboriously to the zenith of its power, has

then apparently become exhausted by the effort, and has settled

down in a state of repose, relapsing into idleness and into in-

difference to the fact that other nations were pushing up to

destroy it, whether by force of arms or by the more peaceful but

equally fatal method of commercial strangulation. In every case

the want of some of that energetic patriotism which made the

country has caused its ruin
;
in every case the verdict of history

has been, 44 Death through bad citizenship.”

Signs have not been wanting of recent years that all is not

right with our citizenship in Britain. Ominous warnings have
been heard from many authorities and many sources, in almost

every branch of our national life. These have been recently

summed up by one of our public men in the following

words :

—

“The same causes which brought about "the fall of the great

Roman Empire are working to-day in Great Britain.”

The Unemployed

We are suffering from the gi ow tli of 44 shirkers” in every class

of the community—men who shirk their duties and responsibilities

to the State and to others, and men who shirk work in any form.

One sign of disease (which was also one of the signs of

decay in Rome before her fall) is the horde of unemployed, lead-

ing miserable, wasted lives in all parts of the country—the great

army of drones in our hive.

It is no longer a mere temporary excrescence, but is a growing
tumour pregnant with evil for the nation.

Yet there is work for all and money for all in the country.

Mr. John Burns has emphasised this latter point. If the men
would be thrifty and give up beer and tobacco, which after all
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are luxuries and merely a matter of habit, there would be
;£i 89,000,000 available for the betterment of their families in

the year.

And there is a demand for Britons, of the tight sort
,
every-

where. Our mercantile marine ships are being largely manned
by foreigners

; a great amount of foreign labour has to be used
throughout England (there are said to be 100,000 German
waiters alone)

;
our colonies are eagerly in want of men

; and yet

in spite of a teeming population England cannot supply men

—

at least, not of the sort that will be any good.

It is only when one travels out of Britain and sees what is

going on in other countries and colonies, and compares notes

with men of other nationalities, that one realises the gravity of

our national condition, as well as the possibilities that lie before

us if we can rise to the occasion. One cannot see these things

within the narrow limits of England.

Australia wants men
;
there is room in South Africa, but not

for loafers. Canada, with its enotmous possibilities, is anxious

for immigrants, but its veidict, after trial of the British that have

gone out there, is, “ we are glad of the few good, thrifty, enter-

prising workeis that have come, but we have no use for the

majority that were sent, namely, fellows who :

—

z. Had no idea of self disc iplinc.

2, Were generally surly and ready to grumble at difficulties.

3. Could not be relied upon to stick to a job the moment that

it appeared at all irksome or distasteful to them.”

And so foreigners are flocking in to reap the fruit in the

colonies planted by us, while our own people loaf and suffer in

slums at home.
Football

Another cause of the downfall of Rome was that the people,

being fed by the State to the extent o‘f three-quarters of the

population, ceased to have any thought or any responsibility for

themselves or their children, and consequently became a nation

of unemployed wasteis. They frequented the circuses, where

paid performers appealed before them in the arena, much as we
see the crowds now flocking to look on at paid players playing

football.

Football in itself is & grand game for developing a lad physi-

cally and also morally, for he learns to play with good temper and
unselfishness, to play in his place and “play the game/’ and
these are the best of training for any game of life. But it is a

vicious game when it draws crowds of lads away from playing

the game themselves to be merely onlookers at a few paid per-

formers. Personally I love to see those splendid specimens of
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our race, trained to perfection, and playing faultlessly j but one's

heart sickens at the reverse of the medal—thousands *of boys
and young men, pale, narrow-chested, hunched up, miserable

specimens, smoking endless cigarettes, numbers of them betting,

all of them learning to be hysterical as they groan pr cheer in

panic-unison with their neighbours—the worst sound of ail being

the hysterical scream of laughter that greets any little trip or fall

of a player. One wonders whether this can be the same nation

which had gained for itself the reputation of being a stolid, pipe-

sucking manhood, unmoved by panic or excitement^ and reliable

in the tightest of places.

Get the lads away from this—teach them to be manly, to. play

the game, whatever it may be, and not be merely onlookers and
loafers.

Is Our Disease Fatal?

In the eyes of some these and many similar signs appear to

indicate that we have arrived at the point of our existence where
we may fold our hands and resign our life. I do not agree in

this. But is not national life very like that of the individual?

How many a man in the case of sickness has given up all

hope of recovery and has accordingly died, whereas another, by
carrying out the spirit of our Scouts’ maxim, “ Never say die till

you’re dead,”has risen to recovery and renewed health and strength.

It is equally possible for us as a nation, by energetically pluck-

ing up spirit, recognising our faults, and taking the proper
remedies in time, not only to avoid becoming worse, but to rise

to far greater power and to a potentiality for good in the world
such as history has never seen.

And it is perhaps a more healthy sign if this should be done
by the effort of the nation itself from within, than hy the mete
legislation of a statesman or two in its behalf.

Where and How to Apply the Eemedy

The evil is patent enough. The canker is there, yet little

seems to be done officially beyond dressing the sore with sums
of money. No steps are being taken to prevent its spreading
deeper into our national life.

The natural field for any remedy lies in the rising generation

and its upbringing,

Theodore Roosevelt, the ex-President of the United States of
America, truly says :

—

“If you are going to do anything permanent for the average
man you haVe got to begin before he is a man.' The chance pf
success lies in working with the boy, not with the man.”
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John Wanamaker says

u Save a man, you save one persjn
;
save a boy and you savt

a whole multiplication table.”

The result of the inquiry made by Mr, Cyril Jackson on behalf
of Government into the problem of Boy Labour shows that .a

Urge proportion of the working-class boys go into what are
termed “ Blind Alley

n
occupations which, while giving the boy a

wage until he is eighteen, lead to nothing, and do not tram him
to any handicraft that will be useful to him as a man

;
conse-

quently 46 per cent of these boy 1- become unemployed, and go
to swell the ranks of the unemployable.

The boys of the nation are full of enthusiasm and spirit, and
only want their heads to be turned the right way to become good,
useful citizens. This splendid material is being allowed to run
to waste—nay, worse than that, it is allowed to become harmful
to the nation simply for want of education, for want of a hand to

guide the lads at the crisis of their lives when lh*-y are at the cross-

roads where their futures branch off lor good or for evil.

They in their turn are to become the fathers of more boys,

Whom they are supposed to tram up on right lines for good
citizenship, when in reality they do not themselves know
the haziest meamng of the word. This is not entirely their

fault.

The present authorised scheme of education in our schools

includes plenty of bookwork, but no development of the quality

that counts, namely, character
,
which after all is of the first im-

portance. Not thousands, but hundreds of thousands of boys

in our great cities, after an education, in reading sufficient to

enable them to devour the horrors of the Police News, and in

arithmetic to help them to make their football wafers, are being

left to drift into the ranks of the “hooligans” and “ wasters
"

without any attempt to stay them. They receive no teaching in

resourcefulness, chivalry, thrift, citizenship, or patriotism.

(a) How is it possible to apply a remedy for this?

(b) What form can the remedy take?

(r) How can a private individual help ?

It is useless to attempt much with the present adult wasters,

(a) The remedy must be applied to the rising generation.

(b) Its aim should be to instil “character” into the men of

the fiituxe. By “character” is meant a spirit of manly self-

reliance and of unselfishness—something of the pmttwl
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Christianity which (although they are Buddhists in theory) dis

tinguishes the Burmese in their daily life.

(c) Where the individual citizen can help in this great national

work is shown by what has already been accomplished in this

direction by the Boys* Brigade, Young Men’s Christian Associa-

tion, Church Lads’ Brigade, and other numerous societies of the

same kind. Yet good as their work has been, with all their

effort they only till a portion of the field. They hold some
270,000 boys: but what is that out of the three and a half

million in Great Britain alone who need their help?

That they do not influence a greater number is due to :

—

Want of amalgamation of effort or mutual co-operation among
the different societies.

Difficulty in getting enough young men to take up the work of

training the boys.

Difficulty of attracting the boys and of maintaining their

interest after they have got them.

One Remedy and its Application

These difficulties seemed to be remediable in some particulars,

and induced me to suggest the scheme of “Scouting for Boys’*

as a step to meeting them, since being applicable to all these

societies it might, by its common adoption, form a bond between
them; by reason of its practical and sporting tendency and
absence of red tape it might appeal to a wider field of possible

instructors; and, above all, by its variety of attractions it would
appeal directly to the boys themselves-—even to the worst, the
“ hooligans.”

Scoutcraft includes the qualities of oui frontier colonists, such
as resourcefulness, endurance, pluck, trustworthiness, etc., plus

the chivalry of the knights: these attributes, both moral and
physical, aie held up by the boys, in a practicable form, for

imitation and daily practice.

We look at the training fiom the boys’ point of view and shape
it accordingly: and the organisation is flamed to meet the in-

structor's wants as flu as possible by decentralising authority,
and giving local support without irritating supervision, red tape,
or expense.

Training.--The key to successful education is not so much to
teach the pupil as to get him to karn for himself. The subject to
be instilled must be made to appeal, and you must lure your fish
with a succulent worm, not with a bit of hard, dry biscuit.
Our system of instruction of the boys is to lead them on t&
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pass tests in various qualifications, handicrafts, etc., such as are
likely to be of value to them in their future careers. Thus we
have badges for electricians, horsemen, farmers, gardeners,
musicians, carpenters, and so on (see page 27), in addition to

the actual scouts* badges of first and second class, testifying to

their capabilities in swimming, pioneering, cooking, woodman-
ship, boat management, and other points of manliness and
handiness. We encourage personal responsibility in the boy for

his own physical development and health; and we trust in his

honour and expect him to do a good turn to someone every

day.

Our training is non-military : even the ordinary drill employed
by so many boys’ leagues being reduced to the lowest necessary

limits, since drill tends to destroy individuality, and one of our
main aims is to develop the personal individual character.

As regards religion we are inter-de?wminational

;

we do not
assume or interfere with the prerogative of parents or pastors by
giving religious instruction

,
but we insist on the observance and

practice of whatever form of religion the boy professes, and the

main duty impressed upon him is the daily practice of chivalry

and of helpfulness to others.

The fact that Nonconformists and members of the Society of

Friends can recognise the Hoy Scouts movement as non-military

in its policy is a great step, and a great encouragement.

We are also non-political. Nor do we recognise any difference

in class.

Organisation

Local Associations.—Wht re it is desired to form a new Local
Association, the District Commissioner should arrange for a meeting
to be held, at which some leading gentleman should be invited to

take the chair. Representatives horn Roys' Oigamsations working
in the district should be united to attend as well as schoolmasters,

clergy of the different denominations, and othei gentlemen who are

interested in work among boys, to elect the members of the Local
Association.

The Local Association should appoint a l'i evident, Vice-Presi-

dents, Hon. Secretary and lion. Ticasuicr (subsequently elected

annually in October). Scoutmasters aie members ex officio:

Assistant Scoutmasteis and ladies and gentlemen interested in the

movement are eligible for election. Where necessary an Executive
Committee may be appointed, with its own Chairman and Vice-

Chairman, to carry out the duties of the Local Association. It is

most important that an efficient Secretary be appointed.

The duties of the Local Association are ;

(«) To supervise and encourage the movement within it.* area with the
least pos tl»lc amount of interference with the independence and
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initiative of the Troops and Patrols To work m co operation with
other recognised organisations for boys

(£) To nominate suitable persons to act as Officers and recommend them
to the District Commissioner for the Chief Scouts warrant

(<•) To register, refuse to register, or suspend, any Officer, Troop, Patrol or

Scout within its area No Officer, Troop, Patrol or Scout will be
recognised unless registered Any case of suspension should be
reported to the District aftd County Commissioner, for transmission

to the Secretary at Headquarters without delay
(d) To appoint Badge Committees from independent ladies and gentlemen,

to examine candidates for the Proficiency Badges, and be responsible

for the granting of all Scout badges and awards to Troops, Patrols

and Scouts under its jurisdiction

(e) To encourage the formation of Troop Committees for finance, the

Trusteeship for Troop Property, etc etc

(f

)

Where Sea Scouts exist or boating is part of the Scout Training of

a Troop, to appoint a special committee to frame Bye Laws for the

proper supervision of the use and equipment of all vessels or boats

for the safety of Scouts using them (a model set of Bye Laws is in-

corporated m the Sea Scouts Pamphlet, price 3d , post free from
Headquarters)

(g) To submit all Bye Laws for the approval by Headquarters, supplying a

duplicate copy for filing (a model set can be obtained from II Q )

A warrant giving the Local Association authority over its area is

issued or withdrawn by Headquarters on the recommendation of the

Commissioner The Chairman of a Local Association may be a
Commissioner, but not a Scoutmaster, except with the sanction of

Headquarters
Honorary Scoutmasters and Scoutmasters m the area are entitled

to vote on the Local Association, whether they are in command of

1 roops or not
Assistant Scoutmasteis may attend the meetings, but (unless they

are elected members) may not vote unless when representing their

Troop in the absence of their Scoutmasters, in which case one
Assistant may vole

Scoutmasters and Assistant Scoutmasters are 1 ot members
ex officio of the Executive Committee of a Local Association

The Executive Committee should consist of at least as many other
members as Scoutmasters
The area to be administered by the Local Association should be

settled by the District Commissioner
The Boy Scout Scheme is for boys of every denomination and

creed, and in order to enlist the sympathy of persons of all shades
of opinion, the Association should be one which is representative of

all parties and denominations, but at the same time Troops may be
raised and managed by any recognised existing organisations, and
the membership may, if desired, be confined to boys connected with
that l^Sdy Such troops aie affiliated to the Local Scout*Association,

and wee to conform generally to the principles laid down m the

handbook “ Scouting for Boys,” and the Boy Scout Rules ”

These bodies may nominate their own Officers whose appointment
must be notified to, and registered by, the Local Scout Association,

who will apply for the warrants m the ordinary way
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Finance.—-The spirit of the Movement is- that on the part of the

boys themselves money should be earned and not solicited.

Scoutmasters should publish their Troop accounts, and where
boys* subscriptions are concerned the boys nave the right to inspect

the accounts. Scoutmasters should adopt a common form of

account-keeping, and should submit their Annual Account to a
voluntary audit by the Local Association.

Where public subscriptions to Troops are received, such subscrip-

tions should be administered by a Troop Committee appointed for

the purpose, and not by any individual Scoutmaster.

A Troop may require a small subscription from its members.

Patrol and Troop Account Books are obtainable from Head-
quarters.

Local Associations will not be required to contribute towards the

Central or Headquarters Funds, but they should be self-supporting,

the small sums necessary for working expenses and for obtaining

camp and equipment being raised by work of the boys and by local

subscriptions.

All subscriptions and donations should be paid in to the Treasurer
of the Local Association, and not to any individual Scoutmaster.

There is no objection to Troops paying a small registration fee to

their Local Association, if so desired.

Scout Council—A County Scout Council consists of a President,

appointed by Headquarters, the Commissioner and District Com-
missioners of the County, and two representatives from each local

Association. The Scout Council elects its own Chairman, Vice-

Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer, and other members.

In Ireland Provincial Scout Councils have the same status and
duties as County Scout Councils in Great Britain.

In London the District Commissioners have the powers and status

of County Commissioners, and District Scout Councils have been
appointed, each with the status and duties of a County Scout Council,

and there is also a General Council for the whole London area.

The duties of County and District Councils are advisory and not

executive. Their purpose is to promote the welfare of the Boy Scout
Movement in the County and to arrange for harmonious co-operation

with all the existing organisations for boys, without interfering with

the independence and initiative of the Local Associations and troops

under them.

Commissioners.—In each County a Commissioner is appointed

bjr the Headquarters Executive Committee as its representative.

District Commissioners are similarly appointed on the recommenda-
tion of the County Commissioner, and Assistant Commissioners are

similarly appointed to assist either County or District Commissioners
if required.
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The Duties of a Scout Commissioner are
(a) To inspect Troops and Patrols, and advise how to conduct them on the

lines laid down in “Scouting for Boys.”

(£) To test badge-wearers in their knowledge of their subjects, with power
to withdraw the badge if insufficient.

(c) To secure the harmonious co-operation of all Associations and Scout-

masters in the district.

(d) To recommend to Headquarters the grant and withdrawal of all

Warrants and the formation or suspension of Associations or Troops.

(e

)

To foster and encourage the Movement generally through the district.

(/) To approve the formation of Sea Scout Troops, and satisfy himself that

the necessary regulations for the safety of Scouts on the water have
been made and carried out.

District Scoutmasters.—On the nomination of the Local Associa-
tion, the District Commissioner may recommend a Scoutmaster or

other suitable peison to take command of combined Rallies or for any
duties compatible with these regulations with which he may invest the

appointment. These appointments are for a period, at the most, annual.

Scoutmasters.—Scoutmasters are nominated by the Local Associa-

tion, and must be approved by the District Commissioner before

receiving a warrant from the Chief Scout.

The Qualifications for Scoutmasters are as follows
(a) A general knowledge of the Handbook “ Scouting for Boys,” especially

the “ Scout Law.’’

(4) A full appreciation of the religious and moral aim underlying the

practical instruction all through the scheme of Scouting.

(c) Personal standing and character such as will ensure a good moral
influence over hoys, and sufficient steadfastness of purpose to carry

out the work with cneigy and perseverance

(d) Age not less than twenty.

(r) Ability to obtain the use of some sort of club-room for Scout Meetings.

If) Three months’ probationary service with the Troop.

Scoutmasters must have at least one Assistant Scoutmaster to work
with them, to ensure continuity.

These qualifications apply equally to Assistant Scoutmasters,
except that the age may be fioin eighteen years, and that qualification

(e

)

docs not apply to them.

Issue of Badges. Tenderfoot and Second Class Badges are

granted by the Assoc ialion on the recommendation of Scoutmasters.
Tests fur other Badges must be passed before at least one indepen-
dent and qualified esaminei appiovcd by the Local Association.

Applications for Badges will be made by Secretaries of Associations

direct to the Secrctaiy at Headquarter s.

Scoutmasteis wishing to wear Badges must obtain the consent of
the District Commissioner.
Census.—A census is taken annually on 30th September (in

Scotland on July 1st), and particulars will be found in Boy Scout
Rules.

For information concerning Lone Scouts, Bands, Begging, Cadets,
Carbines, Church Paiades, Mourning, Politics, Registration,Wolf Cubs,
etc., and fuithcr particulars of organisation see “ Boy Scout Rules.''
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RESULTS
The Boy Scout movement has grown up of itself out of the

suggestion given by the book “ Scouting for Boys,” and has spiead
to almost every corner of the British Isles and in the chief centres,

in the British Oversea Dominions, as well as to most foreign

countries.

Its principles appeal to appeal to boys of every class and to be
adaptable to every country, and this promises a closer bond of

sympathy and comradeship between Great Britain and her
dependencies (as well as locally between Boeis and British in

South Afiica, and between French and British Canadians in

Canada)
;
and also between the Biitish Empnc and other nations

in the near future, such as cannot but be conducive to peace in

the woild.

The gratuitous work clone by Bo) Scouts on the occasion of

the funeral of King Rdw.iul 111 putting up the s>l»ut decorations

and taking them clown ag v!n afterwards, and as ambulance
detachments in tending distiessed people in the crowd that day,

tend to illustrate the fact that they realise that it is their duty to

do something for their countiy oi lcllow-subjects, when occasion

offers—without looking for icward.

From a Chief Constable, who states that the Boy Scouts in

one town are worth twenty extra constables to him, down to an

old woman who has had her fuel brought to her daily by Scouts,

letters of appreciation come in from all parts.

A very encouraging testimony comes from those in touch with

Boy Scouts, such as parents, school teachers, etc., as to the good

and immediate effect of the training upon boys who come within

its influence. The Education Committee of Southport, in their

annual report, state :

—

“Of the boys leaving the school thi** year 5 2 per cent belonged to that

valuable organisation, the Hoys’ Brigade.

“The Boy Scouts included 44 boys leaving the school {i.e. 11 per cent)

and 19 boy> aged 10 (6*4 per cent). Membership of this institution confers

very great physical and disciplinary benefits upon thebo)s, and every possible

encouragement to join it should be given by tlm-.* who cm influence them.”

The credit for this rapid attainment of results is undoubtedly

due in the first instance to the Scoutmasters, i.c. men who have

taken up the work and who have carried it out with the great

difficulties incidental to first organisation of training the boys.
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And credit is also due to those who have more recently taken up
the duties of Commissioners and Local Presidents, among whom
appear many of the best-known names in the country.

His late Majesty King Edward took the greatest interest in

the aims and methods of the movement, and showed his appre-

ciation of it both by honouring the Founder, and by commanding
a parade of the Boy Scouts before him during the summer, and
also by throwing open to their particular use certain of the Royal

Parks. The removal by death of his kindly encouragement has

been a severe blow to the movement.
But His Majesty King George has graciously shown his

similar interest, and has confirmed this by becoming our Patron.

He reviewed a rally of some 30,000 Scouts at Windsor. Queen
Alexandra during the past year reviewed 15,000 in London.
H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, our President, takes the greatest

possible interest personally, and has done much to put the move-
ment on a sound footing in Canada. Official appreciation of the

training has been shown by Royal Charter, the Admiralty
employing Scouts as Coastguard's, the War Office having officially

recognised the uniform, and Chief Constables having utilised

them all over the country. The appreciation of the public has

been shown by the Endowment Fund.

The Duties of a Scoutmaster

By our rules a Scoutmaster has to serve three months on pro-

bation before he is recommended for his warran . The object of

this is mainly to give him the opportunity of seeing whether he
finds scouting work is after all what he expected.

It so often happens in similar organisations that a man comes
in full of high hopes and ideals, and then finds that he cannot
fall in with the views of those in authority, or that after all he
has not the gift of dealing with boys, and so on.

The attitude of the scoutmaster is of greatest importance,

since his boys take their character very much from him; it is

incumbent upon him, therefore, to take this wider view of his

position than a merely personal one, and to be prepared to sink

his own feelings very much for the good of the whole. That is

true discipline.

This is just the difficult problem of the age—the main danger
to our nation is that we are not sufficiently self-disciplined, we
put our personal views on a higher plane than the good of the

State ; this failing is one which we want to reform when training

the rising generation. Our training is largely by example.
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A would-be scoutmaster, therefore, who finds himself unable
to get on with his boys, or unable to discipline himself to work
in harmony with his local committee or other authority, will do
the right thing by resigning his post before his attitude does harm
to the lads.

How to Catch Our Boys

I do not in these “ Hints ” propose to teach my grandmother
to suck eggs

;
and, therefore, I only address them to those who

have had no previous practice in teaching boys, or who wish for

explanations with which to meet criticisms or inquiries into our

scheme. They are merely a few notes from my own small

experience in that line, and tend to explain some of the arrange-

ments of details in the Handbook.
When you are trying to get boys to come under good influence

I have likened you to a fisherman wishful to catch fish.

If you bait your hook with the kind of food that you like

yourself it is probable that you will not catch many—certainly

not the shy, game kind of fish. You therefore use as bait the

food that the fish likes.

So with boys ; if you try to preach to them what you consider

elevating matter, you won’t catch them. Any obvious “ goody-

goody ” will scare away the more spirited among them, and those

are the ones you want to get hold of. The only way is to hold

out something that really attracts and interests them. And I

think you will find that scouting does this.

You can afterwards season it with what you want them to have.

To get a hold on your boys you must be their friend ; but

don’t be in too great a hurry at first to gain this footing until

they have got over their shyness of you. Mr. F. D. How, in

his “ Book of the Child,” sums up the right course in the follow-

ing story :

—

“A man whose daily walk led him down a certain dingy street

saw a tiny boy with grimy face and badly-developed limbs

playing with a banana-skin in the gutter. The man nodded to

him—the boy shrank away in terror. Next day the man nodded
again. The boy had decided there was nothing to be afraid of,

and spat at the man. Next day the little fellow only stared.

The day after he shouted “ Hi !
” as the man went on. In tune

the little fellow smiled back at the greeting which he now began

to expect Finally, the triumph was complete when the boy—

a

tiny chap—was waiting at the corner and seized the man’s

fingers in his dirty little fist. It was a dismal street, but it

became one pf the very brightest spots in all that man’s life.”
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“Be Prepared"

The first essential for carrying out this training is to put yourself

in the boy’s place, look at it from his point of view—present your

subject to him as he would like to have it, and so get him to teach

himself without your having to hammer it into him.

Then remember that your own character soon reflects itself in

your boys. If you are impatient they too become impatient and
all goes awry.

But as you come to teach these things you will very soon find

(unless you are a ready-made angel) that you are acquiring them
yourself all the time.

You must “ Be Prepared ” for disappointments at first, though

you will as often as not find them outweighed by unexpected

successes.

You must from the first “ Be Prepared ” for the prevailing

want of concentration of mind on the part of boys, and if you
then frame your teaching accordingly, I think you will have very

few disappointments. Do not expect boys to pay great attention

to any one subject for very long, until you have educated them
to do so. You must meet them half-way, and not give them
too long a dose of one drink. A short, pleasing sip of one
kind, and then off to another, gradually lengthening the sips till

they become steady draughts.

Thus a formal lecture on the subject which you want to

practise very soon palls on them, their thoughts begin to wander,
and they get bored because they have not learnt the art of

switching their mind where they want it to be, and holding it

there

.

This making the mind amenable to the will is one of the

important inner points in our training.

For this reason it is well to think out beforehand each day
what you want to say on your subject, and then bring it out a
bit at a time as opportunity offeis—at the camp fire, or in

intervals of play and practice, not in one long set address.

You will find the lectures in the Handbook bioken up into

sections for this purpose.

Frequent practical demonstrations and practices should be
sandwiched in between the sections of the lectures to hold the
attention of the boys and to drive home your theory.

A Scoutmaster has a free hand given him to train his boys in

his own way. The efficiency badges give scope and variety for

useful training, and though many a Scoutmaster may feel diffident

about his powrer personally to give such varied instruction, he can
generally obtain the temporary service of a friend or expert to hel]p.
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Many Scoutmasters also specialise the work of their troops or

patrols : thus one may have a Fire Brigade, or Sea Scout troop, or
patrols respectively of Signallers, Missioners, Telegraphists,

Ambulance men, and so on.

Proficiency Badges

These are established with a view to developing in each lad

the taste for hobbies or handicrafts, one of which may ultimately

give him a career and not leave him hopeless and helpless on
going out into the world.

We are hoping to establish an Employment and Emigration

Agency for Scoutmasters and Scouts, and these badges would
then supply standards on which the applicants could be recom-

mended for employment or assistance.

It is not with any idea of puffing them that I want to point

out to Scoutmasters that the “ Boy S< outs’ Headquarters Gazette”
(monthly) and “ The Scout ” (weekly), are my only means of

addressing myself directly to Scoutmasters and to the boys

in detailed continuation of what I have said in this book,

but which space precludes me from inserting between its

covers.

The Importance of a Clubroom

Half the battle is to get a room lent for certain nights in the

week, or hired as a club for the scouts, even if they only consist

of a patrol in the village.

It must be well lit and well ventilated, to prevent depression

and boredom. Pictures of incidents (not landscapes or old

portraits) help to make attraction.

A bright fire in winter.

Interesting illustrated books and magazines.

This c«in generally be got, furniture, games, etc., being given

in the first instance by well-wishers.

A coffee-bar, commencing on the smallest lines, will generally

succeed, and if carefully managed may develop a regular income
for the upkeep of the clubroom.

The scouts themselves must do the cleaning and decorating,

and making furniture.
,

Discipline and good order should be kept inside the room and
neatness insisted on, patrol leaders being made responsible,

patrols taking it in turn to be responsible for cleanliness and

good order of the room for a week at a time.

If a bit of ground, even waste ground or a backyard, is avail-

able as club ground, so much the better. You want some place
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where the scouts can make huts, light fires, play basket-ball,

cultivate gardens, make tracks, etc.

Make the boys themselves manage the club affairs as far as

possible. Sit back yourselves and let them make their mistakes

at first, till they learn sense and responsibility.

In America small self-managed boys’ clubs are becoming
exceedingly numerous and popular in all towns and villages.

And the education authorities help them by allowing them the

use of class-rooms in the school-buildings in the evenings. This
might easily be done in England too.

At the same time, when you can get your own clubroom, no
matter how small, it gives the boys more of a sense of proprietor-

ship and responsibility, especially if they have taken a hand
themselves in making the furniture, putting up pictures, etc.

The clubroom must not be made cosy like a lady’s boudoir,

as the boys must be able to romp in it occasionally, or play

handball, or “ Bang the bear,” etc. So you want furniture that

will pack away into a corner, such as folding wooden chairs, small

tables, and a cupboard in which to put away books, games, etc.,

when the romp comes on.

The ideal club is one of two rooms—one for quiet games,

reading, and talking
;
the other for romping, gymnastics, etc.

The boys must, of course, pay a subscription towards rent,

lighting, furnishing, etc., and the major expenses must be pro-

vided for by means of some joint work by them, such as garden

produce, toys, displays, or a bazaar. One penny weekly, paid

strictly in advance, is usually sufficient as membership sub-

scription.

A Penny Savings Bank should be started to inable boys to

put by money wherewith to pay for outings, and eventually to

start them in the practice of thrift.

Half the use of our uniform lies in its being an incentive to

boys to find work and earn funds with which to buy it. This is

a great step in teaching them how to earn a living later on.

Plays

Boys are fulfof romance, and they love “make-believe” to a
greatet extent than they like to show.

All you have tq^do is to play up to this, and to give rein

to your imagination to meet their requirements. But you have
to treat with all seriousness the many tickling incidents that

will arise; the moment you laugh at a situation the boys are

quick to feel that it is all a farce and to lose faith in it forth-

with and for ever.

For instance, in instructing a patrol to make the call of its
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tutelary animal, the situation borders on the ridiculous, but if the in-

structor remains perfectly serious the boys work at it with the idea
that it is “ business ”—and, once accomplished, the call becomes
a fetish for esprit de corps among the members of the patrol.

To stand on the right footing for getting the best out of

your boys you must see things with their eyes. To you the

orchard must, as it is with them, be Sherwood Forest with

Robin Hood and his Merry Men in the background
;
the fishing

harbour must be the Spanish Main with its pirates and privateers

;

even the town common may be a prairie teeming with buffaloes

and Red Indians, or the narrow slum a mountain gorge where
live the bandits or the bears.

(Read the “Golden Age,” by Kenneth Graham, is. Post-

free, is. 3d.)

Once you take this line you see how deadly dreary and how
wasteful seems the dull routine of drill upon which the un-

imaginative scoutmaster falls back for his medium of instruction.

Think out the points you want your boys to learn, and then
make up games to bring them into practice.

Bacon said that play-acting was one of the best means of

educating children, and one can quite believe him.

It develops the natural power in them of imitation, and of

wit and imagination, all of which help in the development of

character ; and at the same time lessons of history and morality

can be impressed on their minds far better by their assuming
the characters and acting the incidents themselves than by any
amount of preaching of the same on the part of the teacher.

The recent craze for historical pageants is in reality an excellent

idea educationally. In places where pageants have been held,

both old and young have learnt—and learnt for the rest of their

lives—something of the history of their forefathers and their town

;

and have learnt to sink differences of class, and to do something

for their public without expecting payment for it.

Instructors will find it a genuinely useful practice to make
their scouts act scenes from history or of incidents with which

they desire to impress them Such, for instance, as “Wilson’s

Last Stand,” “ The Wreck of the Birkenhead,” “ The Sentry at

Pompeii.”

When the performances attain a certain degree of merit, they

might be used as a means of obtaining funds.

Responsibility to Juniors

The great thing in this scheme is to delegate responsibility

—

mainly through the patrol leaders.

Have, if possible, a good second in qommand to yourself to
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insure continuity of instruction should you be unable on occa-

sions to be present yourself, and to relieve you of many minor
details of administration.

Give full responsibility and show full confidence in your patrol

leaders. Expect a great deal from them and you will get it.

This is the key to success in scout-training.

Foster the patrol spirit and friendly rivalry between patrols,

and you will get immediate good results in an improved standard

of the whole. Don’t try and do everything yourself, or the boys

will merely look on, and the scheme will flag.

Discipline

Insist on discipline, and strict, quick obedience in small

details
;

let them run riot only when you give leave for it, which
is a good thing to do every now and then.

A nation to be powerful and prosperous must be well dis-

ciplined, and you only get discipline in the mass by discipline in

the individual. By discipline I mean patient obedience to

authority and to other dictates of duty.

This cannot be got by repressive measures, but by encourage-

ment and by educating the boy first in self-discipline and in

sacrificing of self and selfish pleasures for the benefit of others.

This teaching is largely effected by means of example, and by
expecting it of him. There lies our work.

Sir Henry Knyvett, in 1596, warned Queen Elizabeth that

the State which neglects to train and discipline its youth pro-

duces not merely rotten soldiers or sailors, but the far greater

evil of equally rotten citizens for civil life; or, as he words it,

“ For want of true discipline the honour and wealth both of

Prince and countrie is desperatlie and frivolouslie ruinated.”

Discipline is not gained by punishing a child for a bad
habit, but by substituting a better occupation, that will absorb

"his attention, and gradually lead him to forget and abandon the

old one.

Continence

In this Handbook I have touched upon many important items

of a boy’s education, but there is scarcely one more important than

that of continence.

The training of the boy would be very incomplete did it not

contain some clear explanation and plain-spoken instruction on
this head.

The prudish mystery with which we have come to veil this im-

portant question among the youth of both sexes is doing incalcu-

lable harm. The very secrecy with which we withhold all
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knowledge from the boy prompts him the more to take his own
line equally secretly, and, therefore, injuriously.

I have never known a boy who was not the better for having

the matter put to him frankly and fully. For an instructor to let

his boys walk on this exceedingly thin ice without giving them a

warning word, owing to some prudish sentimentality, would be

little short of a crime.

Dr. J. B. Paton, m.a., has written very suggestively in his pam-
phlet, “Continuation School from a Higher Point of View.”

Price 6d. (Post free 7d.) To be had from Principal Ritchie,

Congregational Hall, Nottingham.

Sea Scouting

Sea scouting has been introduced into this training because it

may be of value to the country and to numbers of our boys.

In “The Nautical Magazine ” it was recently shown that in the

last fifteen years our Mercantile Marine, which should be the

mainstay of our commerce and a backing to our Royal Navy in

case of war, has increased by 26,000 men. Of these, 15,000 were
coloured men, 11,000 foreigners, 810 British.

Yet we have crowds of men in Britain wanting work, while

foreigners man our ships.

The call of the sea is not sounded in the ears of our boys as it

used to be.

In many places it is possible to get the use of boats, barges, or

hulks, instead of going into camp, where seamanship can be taught

with all its good points of handiness, resourcefulness, activity,

and health.

Thrift

A very large proportion of the distress and unemployedness in

our country is directly due to the want of thrift on the part of the

people themselves. Our social reformers, before seeking for new
remedies, would do well to set this part of the problem right in

the first place. They would then piobably find very little more
left for them to do. There is money enough in Britain to go
round if it were properly made use of by all working men. In

some places, where thrift is practised, the men save their pay,

buy their own houses, and become prosperous and contented

citizens in happy homes. This might be very widely extended.

Mr. Will Crooks has himself pointed out that there is little

hope of genuine relief to the working man until he helps himself

by realizing his duties as a citizen and as the head of his home,
by seeing the folly of paying over his earnings to the bookmaker
and the publican instead of to his wife and the bank.

While we deposit an average of four pounds per head in the
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Savings Bank, other nations put in much more, Denmark topping

the list with nineteen pounds per head. The wastefulness of

Great Britain is almost inconceivable and might well be made
criminal

If the rising generation could be started on a career of saving

and thrift a great difference would result in the character and
prosperity of the nation in the near future. In Manchester the

school children have been encouraged to save by means of

money-boxes, and there are now 44,000 depositors in the

Savings Banks.

For this reason we have instituted money-boxes for Boy
Scouts.

Objections to Scouting

In your work of spreading our scheme you will, of course, meet
with critics who will object to various points in it, such as:

militarism, want of religious training, abuse of Sunday, want of

drill, the absurdity of plays and war-dances.

Most of these objections I have already dealt with, but I should

like to say a few. words on

Militarism

There is no military meaning attached to scouting. Peace
scouting comprises the attributes of colonial frontiersmen in the

way of resourcefulness and self-reliance and the many other

qualities which make them men among men. There is no inten-

tion of making the lads into soldiers or of teaching them blood-

thirstiness. At the same time under “patriotism” they are

taught that a citizen must be prepared to take his fair share

among his fellows in the defence of the homeland against aggres-

sion in return for the safety and freedom enjoyed by him as -an

inhabitant. He who shirks and leaves this duty to others to do
for him is neither playing a plucky nor a fair part.

I have never met a man who has seen war in a civilised

country who remained a so-called anti-militarist. He knows too

well the awful and cruel results of war, and until nations have
agreed to disarm he will not invite aggression or leave his country

at the mercy of an enemy by neglecting its defence. You might

just as well abolish the police in order to do away with crime

before you have educated the masses not to steal.

Drill

I am continually being asked by officers—not by the boys—to

introduce more drill into the training of Boy Scouts; but although,

after an experience of thirty-four years of it, I recognise the dis-
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ciplinary value of drill ; I also see very clearly its evils. Briefly

they are these

(1) Military drill gives a feeble, unimaginative officer a some-
thing with which to occupy his boys. He does not consider

whether it appeals to them or really does them good. It saves

him a world of trouble.

(a) Military drill tends to destroy individuality, whereas we
want, in the Scouts, to develope individual character ; and when
once it has been learnt it bores a boy who is longing to be tear-

ing about on some enterprise or other
;

it blunts his keenness.

Of boys drilled in Cadet Corps under 10 per cent go into the

Army afterwards. Our aim is to make young backwoodsmen of

them, not imitation soldiers.

Religion

An organisation of this kind would fail in its object if it did

not bring its members to a knowledge of religion—but the usual

fault in such cases is the manner in which this is done. If

it were treated more as a necessary matter of everyday life it

wotlld not lose its dignity and it would gain a hold. The defini-

tion of religious observance is purposely left elastic in this book
in order to give a free hand to organisations and units making
use of it, so that they can give their own instructions in the

matter. In our association, dealing as we do with those of every

faith, we cannot lay down strict rules—if we would.

Charles Stelzle, in his “Boys of the Streets and How to Win
Them,” says :

—

“Sometimes we are so much concerned about there being

enough religion in oux plans for the boy, that we forget to leave

enough boy in the plans.”

Religion can and ought to be taught to the boy, but not in a

milk-and-watery way, or in a mysterious and lugubrious manner

;

he is very ready to receive it if it is shown in its heroic side and
as a natural every-day quality in every proper man, and it can be
well introduced to boys through the study of nature. The study

of God’s work is a fit subject for Sunday instruction, and is an
antidote to that Sunday loafing which at present ruins a very large

proportion ofyoung men—gnd girls. A number of Sunday-schools

have now taken up “Scouting” in this way as part of their

training, and with best results. There is no need for religious

instruction to be dismal. Arthur Benson, writing in “The
Comhill Magazine,” says there are four Christian virtues, not
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three. They are Faith, Hope, Charity—and Humour. So also

in the morning prayer of Robert Louis Stevenson :

—

“ The day returns and brings us the petty round of irritating

concerns and duties. Help us to play the man—help us to per-

form them with laughter and kind faces. Let cheerfulness abound
with industry. Give us to go blithely on our business all this day.

Bring us to our resting beds weary and content and undishonoured,
and grant us in the end the gift of sleep.”

The following pronouncement by the Governing Council on
the subject of religious observances sums up the policy which
has guided the Scout movement from its inception.

(r) It is expected that every Scout should belong to some
religious denomination and attend its services.

(2) Where a troop is composed of members of one particular

form of religion, it is hoped that the Scoutmaster will arrange

such religious observances and instructions as he, in consultation

with its Chaplain or other religious authority, may consider

best.

(3) Where a troop consists of Scouts belonging to various

religious bodies, they should be encouraged to attend the Service

of their own denomination. When in camp any form of daily

prayer and of weekly Divine Service in such troop should be of

the simplest character—attendance being entirely voluntary, and
any boys whose parents object should be exempt from attend-

ance.

Camps

The camp is what the boy looks forward to, and is the Scout-

master’s great opportunity.

Large camps are bad from a scout training point of view.

Several small camps are preferable to one large one, and each

patrol should be camped as a separate unit from its neighbour.

Night operations should never be allowed to go on all night.

They should definitely cease at 11.30, so that the boys are not

kept unduly on the alert. Tenderfoots should, when on night

work, be posted in pairs till used to the darkness.

Raiding a camp, that is, taking away things belonging to an
opposing force, should never be allowed

;
it only produces bad

feeling.

Long marches (i.e. over six miles) are bad for the boys.

There is a mistaken idea that they teach endurance
;

it is much
more important to feed the boy and develop his strength as a

foundation for endurance later on.
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1

For every day of training the Scoutmaster should prepare

beforehand a programme of what he proposes to do. Nothing
is worse for the keenness and efficiency of the boys th&ii being
taken out and then hanging about thinking what to do next.

To sum up

The whole object of our scheme is to seize the boy's character

in its red-hot stage of enthusiasm, and to weld it into the right

shape and to encourage and develop its individuality—so that

the boy may become a good man and a valuable citizen for our

country in the immediate future, instead of being a waste of

God's material.

The nation is showing signs of illness. We can diagnose it as

“bad citizenship.” We know the kind of remedy to apply,

namely, education of the rising generation in
44 character.”

“Scouting” offers one such remedy— if only as a “Fiist Aid”
pending the application of a better one. Meantime, every

minute is precious.

The remedy needs widespread application. This can be got

if every scout is made to bring in a recruit before he receives his

badge; and especially if every scout officer and every man or

woman who reads this will make an earnest effort to obtain a

worker to take up the training, and in his turn to obtain the

services of yet another.

It is by such a 41 snowball ” movement that we may hope to

take a really useful part in bringing strength, both moral and
physical, to our Empire.
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Accidents, various hints as to what
to do m, 239, 243-251

Alcohol to be avoided by scouts, 18

Animal -calls, scouts who practise,

156

Animals

—

Beanng-reins torture horses, 160
Boars the bravest of, 158
Calling, 156
How to study the habits of, 161
Hunting of big game, The 157
Learn to know them 159
List of English ones to study 162

Photograph them if pos0ible, 161

Prince of Wales and his future
laws for animals, HRH the,

159

Appreciation of scouts, univasal,

299
Australian National Song, 287

Badges for scouts

—

Proficiency, 303’
How to wear them, 36, 37
Illustrations of, 24-36
Qualifications for, 24-36
Rank, 37
Tests applied, 24-36

Bathing, caution about, 193
*' Be Prepared/’ 302

Birds—
Aberdeen and its larks, 165
How to study the habits of, 164

Bivouacs and how to build them, 88

Boat-cruising and hints for it, 58,

zoo

Boats, to make, 93, 94
Books recommended to scouts, 12

Boys—
" Be prepared " for disappoint-
ments with, 302

Boys

—

Books to read on the subject of,

311
Camps as training grounds, 310
Discipline essential, 306
Drill for, its uses and abuses,

308
How to get hold of their interest

and trust, 301
Institutions for, 312
Make the elders responsible for

the juniors, 305
Religion to be taught in its

widest sense, 309
Sea-scoutmg advantages for, 307
leach continence and the rea-

sons for to 306
Thnft must be inculcated, 307

Breathing, deep, 198

Bridges, to make, 90

British Army, The

—

Its constitution, 282
Officers’ badges in, 282

British Empire, The Be proud of it,

19

British Government, The, facts

about, 285

British National Life, evils of and
how to remedy, 291

British Navy, The—
Officers’ badges in, 281

Bntons

—

Lack of self discipline, 290
We cannot face difficulties, 289

Buttons, how to make, 23X, 232

Camp beds, 105

Camp doctoring, 199

Camp kitchen, to build a, 1x3

Camp looms, in
l 3*3
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Campaigning, living in the open, 14,

55
Camping

—

Boat cruising, etc., 100
Books to read on, 117
Camp beds, 105
Candlesticks for use in, 106
Cleanliness essential in, 116
Cooking hints for, 112

Daily rations for, 101
Drying clothes, 109
Equipment for, 100
Fires and how to make them,
107

Food for, 101
Forks easily made, 107
Games when, 117
Ground suitable for, 99
How to avoid trespassing when,
104

Kitchens and how to make them,
102

Latrines and how to make them,

103
Leave camp ground clean, 104
No loafers wanted for, 104
In boats, 100
Payment in kind for use of

ground, 104
Personal equipment, 10

1

Pitching the camp, 102

Practices for teaching, hi
Reassurance to parents about,

105
Routine for camps, 103
Study comfort in, 98
Squatting, hints on, 107
Tents suitable for, 100
Tidiness essential for, 109
Tramping camp equipment, 99
Water supply, 102

Camps as training-grounds, 310

Canadian National Song, 287

Careers

—

Choosing, 233
Public service conditions, 234

Cattle-driving and slaughtering,

hints for, 115

Certificate of Merit, 3ft

Character

—

Seek to train the young in, 293
Chivalry

—

As practised by knights of old, 15

Chivalry— 1

Books on, 219
Courtesy to women, 216
Friendliness essential to, 2x5
Generosity, 214
Instance of Japanese, 214
Kindness to all, 213
King Arthur and his knights,

211

Knights’ Code, The, 212
Politeness in war, 215
St. George the patron of English
knighthood, 212

Self-sacrifice, 213
" Tips " not taken by scouts,215
True definition of a gentleman,
212

Unselfishness, 212

Citizenship

—

Bad citizenship a growing evil,

290
Citizen-soldiers and their duty,

273
Its responsibilities, 272

Clothing, hints about proper, 203

Club-rooms and their importance,

3°3

Commands, how to issue, 82

Commissioner’s uniform, 39

Compass, The, 65

Continence and how to keep iti

196

Cooking-
Boiling water, 112

Bread-making, 114
Hunter’s stew, 113
Meat, etc., when camping, 113
Meat kabobs, 112

“ Country first, self second/* as a
working motto, 19

Courage, striking examples of, 221

222

Cows and goats, to milk, 1x6

Daily good turn to be done, 16

Debates, trials, etc., for xnenta

exercise, 52
Deduction

—

Books on, X48
Example of, 146
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Deduction

—

Hints for, 141
Instances of, 143

Deep breathing to be practised, 18,

198

Difficulties. Don't shirk them, 233

Discipline essential, 306

Disease and its prevention

—

Camp doctoring, 199
Clothing, 203
Don't gd m for medicines, 202
Healthy foods, 201
Nose-breathing and fresh air 18

Over-eating and ill-judged food,

201
Spitting a spreader of disease,

201

Dispatch-running, 84

Distances, how to judge, 96

Doctonng m camp, 199

Drake, Sir Francis, 71

Drill practices and how to carry

them out, 204-8

Drill with staves, 206

Drinking and its evils, 195

Drowning

—

How to rescue people v/ho aic

247
Learn to swim, as a prc\ entatn e

and a help, 246
What to do if unable to wim
and a person is 24S

Duty before all, examples of, 229

Duty to God. What it means, 227

Early rising a scout’s duty, 197

Ears, attend to the, 182

Elsdon Murder, The, 21

Empire, The British

—

Books about, 270
How it grew, 266
How it must be held, 269
Size of, 266

Endurance—
Examples of scouts’, 179
How to get it, 17, 180

Equipment for camping, 99-101

Exploration and hints on it, 58

Eyes, hints about, 182

Fair play and what it means, 22c

Felling trees, 90

Finding the way, hints for, 62

Fires

—

How to make them, 107 1

Parade fire lighting, 207
Practise life saving m, 245-6
What to do m cases of, 244

First Aid

—

Acid burning cases, 258
Artificial breathing 252
Bleeding m cases of, 255
Blood poisoning, m cases of, 257
Book, on 263
Broken limbs, m cases of, 254
Burns and how to treat them,

254
Carrying a conscious person 261

Carrying um onscious people 2O1

Choking in cases of, 2^
Display » to mange 265
Drowned person revive a,

253
Electric shocks m cases of, 25*
Fainting in cases of 250
Fish hook in the skin, to remove
a 255

Fits, in cases of, 256
Frost bite, for, 256
Grit in the eye, m cases of, 258
Hysterics, 256
In ca^es of smoke or fumes 254
On seeing an accident, 252
Poisoning in cases of, 256
Practices m, 262
Quinocy, in ca^es of, 257
Snake bites, in cases of, 258
Splints and Bandages, to apply,

254-5
Suicide, m cases of altemptcd,

259

Tish Inland and their habits, 166

Flags of Great Britain and Ireland,

The, 283

Football, good and evil effects of,

291

Fortitude and what it means, 223
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Games

—

Arctic expedition, 54
Debates, Trials, etc., 52
Diamond thief. The, 174
Dispatch-runners, 50
Dispatch-running, 84, 153
Doctoring, 209
Dragging race, 262
Empire, The, 271
Far and Near, 129
Find the North, 64
Fire-lighting race, 91
Flag raiding, 155
Follow my leader, 186
Follow the trail, 229
Food, 91
For developing strength, 185
For Pathfinding, 6g
For Sea-scouting, 76
French and English, 278
Ju-Jitsu, 209
Kim's game, 51
Knight errantry, 218
Lion hunting, 170
Morgan’s game, 51
Mountain scouting, 69
Night-patrolling, 70
On Trek, 84
Plant race, 174
Play the Game, 278
Quicksight, 185
Relay race, 153
Scout hunting, 253
Scout meets scout, 50
Scouting race, 85
Scout's nose, 129
Sea-scouting, 76
Shoot out, 278
Shop window, 228

Siberian man-hunt, 54
Smugglers over the Border, 140
Snow Forts, 54
Spider and Fly, 254
Spotting the Spot, 228

Stalking, 253
Stalking and reporting, 154
Storming of Badajoz, The, 278
Struggle, The, 185
Suitable for camps, 217
Throwing the Assegai, 155
Thimble finding, 228

Teaching deduction, 147
To teach self-discipline, 226

Track drawing, 139

Games—
. Track memory, 139

Tug of war, 278
Track the Assassin, 148
Unprepared Plays, 53
War Dance, 53
Whale hunt, A, 75
Wrist pushing, 185, x86

Good Temper and Cheeriness, 224

Good turn daily, 16, 2x8

Grades of Scouts, 24

Handy men, 95

Health-
Books to read on, 209
Cleanliness an essential to, 192
How to keep it, 28, 298

Heights and distances, to judge, 95

His Majesty the King as the Patron

of The Boy Scouts, 295

Honesty. What it means, 220

Honour Before All Things, 219

How to get on, 233,

Humility and what it means, 222

Huts, various kinds of, 88

Incontinence, probable cause of, 197

Insects, uses, of, 169

Instruction, course for Scouts, 13

Instructors, hii#s for

—

Camping, and how to teach it,

220
Citizenship, and how to teach it,

289
Cooking lessons, m
Daily routine, 4
Deduction, and how to teach it,

146
Honour to the Services, how to

teach, 280
Human tracking, 139
Marksmanship, practices to

teach, 275
Natural history lessons, 169
Observation, the teaching of,

126
Pathfinding and mountaineer-

ing, 59, 62,68-70,

Patriotism, to teach, 265
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Instructors, hints for

—

Physical degeneration, to re*

rnedy, X77
Practical hints to, for practical

tasks, 97
Self discipline, to teach, 219
Self improvement, 226, 227
Strength-development, and how
to teach it 184
leach chivalry to the boys, 210,

218
To set practices in tracking 139
Vegetable life, lessons on, 174
War dances, use of 43
Woodcraft, teaching 149

Investiture, Order of, 40

M Kim " as a typical scout 7

Kindliness, small ways of showing
it, 218

King, our titles of 286

Kitchen, To make a camp 113

Knights 01 old and present day
scouts, 15, 16

Knights of St John, The, 238

Knots, various, 86, 87

Labour to be had for competent
applicants, 290

Lacing $>hoes, scout's way of, no
Ladders, to make, with poles, 91

Latrines, to make, 103

Laws of scouts, 48-50

Lifeboatmen, 73

Life m the open, 55

Life-saving—
Be prepaied to help in, 239
Books on, 251
Examples of, 241, 242
Flinging the Squaler, 243

* How-to cover nose and mouth
with wet handkeichief 246
How to drag an insensible per-

son through smoke, gas, etc

,

246
How to lift and carry an insen-

sible person, 246
Knights of St John of Jeru-

salem, The, 238
Medals given for, 242

Life-saving

—

Medals obtainable by anyme,
x6, 17

Practices in, 251
Records of, 399

Looms for making mattresses, 111

Loyalty and what xt means, 220

Luck is " Chances taken," 234
Lynch law, all about, 229

Mad dogs, hint when yon meet 250

Mafekmg Boy Scouts, 10

Manliness savages' tests for, 55
Marksmanship

—

How to hold a rifle, 275
Importance of 275
Smoking bad for, 275

Medals for scouts

—

Already won b> scouts, 241
Bronze Cross I he 36
Certificate of Ment, 36
Distinction, 36
Merit 36
Silver Cross The 36
Wearing of The, 36

Medals obtainable by men, 16, 17,

242

Memory Practise it 234

Military drill disadvantages of, 309

Money boxes for scouts, 233
Money making hints

—

Buttons out of bootlaces, 232
Carpentering 231
Various waj s of money making,
231

Motto of scouts, The, 13

Mountaineering and its nsks, 59

Nails, attend to your, 184

National Anthem, The, 286

National deterioration, to arrest,292

National physique, grievous facts

about the dedine of, 177

Natural history

—

Books on, 170
Lessons in, 149

Necktie knot, The (6

Nelson, Lord, 74
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Night-scouting, 126

North, The. How to find it, 64

Nose-breathing essential, 18, l8i,

201

Numbers, how to judge, 96

Obedience and discipline, examples
of, 221

Official terms and ranks—

All-Round Scout, 24
Assistant Commissioner, 24
Assistant Scoutmaster, 24
Coast Warden, 24
County Commissioner, 24
County President, 24
Court of Honour, 24
Chaplain, 24
District Commissioner, 24
District Scoutmaster, 24
First-Class Scout, 24
Honorary Scoutmaster, 24
Instructor, 24
King's Scout, 24
King's Sea Scout, 24
Lady Worker, 24
On Trek, 84
Patrol Leader, 24
Scoutmaster, 24
Second, 24
Second-Class Scout, 24
Tenderfoot, 24
Waterman, 24

Organisation of Boy Scouts

—

Associations, Local, 296
Commissioners, 297
County Scout Council, 297
Finance, 297
Issue of Badges, 298
Reports, 298
Scoutmasters, 298
Titles that are net to be used,

* 298

Pace, " Scout,” 203

Panics, what to do in cases of, 243

Parade, Fire-lighting, 207

Pathfinding—

Books to read on, 70
Games to teach, 69
Hints for, 62

Instructors, hints for, 68

Patriotic songs, 286-7

Patriotism

—

Books on, 270, 278
British Empire, The—
How it grew, 266
How wc must keep it, 269
How to arouse it, 19
Tableau of the Storming of

Delhi, 271

Patrol leaders, commands and sig-

nal’s used by, 81, 82

Patrol signs, list of, 43-47

Patrolling, hints about, for day and
night, 60

Peace scouts, 5

Personal character told from trivial

details, I2Z

Plants that are good for food, 173

Plays which teach lessons, 174, 304

Physical exert ises

—

Books on, 191

For all parts, 186-91

Object of, 180

Physical fitness and how to get it,

180

Physique

—

Books to read on, 199
Clean, healthy blood and how to

have it, 193
Continence essential to, 196
Early rising for, 197 [187
Exercises to improve the, 186,

Pioneering -
Books to read about, 97
Knot-tying, illustrated, 86, 87

Pioneering

—

Practices for, 97
Police Helping, 277

Police, scouts assist the, 277

Practices. Drill and its uses, 203

Profession. Information about, 236
" Promise " of scouts, 24, 40

Rally, The, 206

Ranks, 24

Ration-bags and how to deal with
them, Z14

Religion and its true meaning, 228,
v>9
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Resourcefulness in doing a good

turn, 98
Reptiles

—

Different kinds of, 166
Vipers and their markings, 168

Responsibility to juniors, 305
Rising generation, strong characters

for the, 292
Roosevelt, Mr , on outdoor life, 56
Rope How to make a 91
Runnaway horses What to do m

cases of 248

Salutes and what they mean, 4

1

Savages* tests for manliness 56
Saving life

—

Boy scouts who have already
done it, 241 Hints on, 238
(Sec also * I ife Saving )

Saving money 231
Scoutcralt

—

" Kim, ’ an instance of, 7
Peace scouts, 5

Scouting

—

As a mould for character, 294
Lessons taught by, 294
Military drill deprecated 308
Patriotism, not milltan m,
taught by, 295 308

Stones told first hand by 1 44
Useful m any profession, 6

Scout law

—

Cheerfulness, 49
Cleanliness, 50
Courtesy, 49
Honour, 48
Humaneness to animals, 49
Loyalty, 48
Obedience, 49
Service and Brotherhood, 49
Thrift, 50
Usefulness, 49

Scoutmasters

—

" Be Prepared '* must also be
the motto of, 302

Camps, as opportunities for, 310
Daily instruction plan suggested
for, 4

Discipline, enforcement of, 306
Duties of, 300
Efficiency badges to be gi ven by,

303
Games to be set by. 3

Scoutmasters

—

Hints for

—

Address boys on scoutcraft, 4
Continence, Teach it, 306
How to give instruction to
boys, 3

Obediencetorules to be taught
1 raining a patrol, 4 [3
How to catch our boys, 301
Responsibility to juniors, 305
Uniform for, 39

" Scout pace,’* 205

Scouts

—

Badges for (see that title)

Books recommended to, 12
Competitions for, 39
Daily good turn to be done by, 16
Duty of, as citizens, 272
How to become, 13
Investiture of, 39
Medals for, 36
I ife saving hints (see that title)

Motto of 13
Organisation of, compatible
v ith other associations, 23
Promise of 24, 40
Rally for 209
Salute and secret sign of, 41, 206
4 Scout Pace,** 205
Tests for Badges (see under
“ Scouts* Badges '*)

Troop formations, 208
Uniform for, 37-39

Sea Scouts—
How to become, 73
Old sea dogs, 71
Practices for, 75
Training of, 307

Sea Books about the, 76

secret sign of scouts, 41

Self-discipline

—

Book on, 225
Browning’s descnption of, 219
Practice m, 226

Self-1mprovement

—

Books to read, 236
Market gardening, 233
Practices m, 235, 236

Self-measurement, 94
Shoes. To lace scout fashion, 110
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** Sign/
1 X1M27

" Sign/* or Deduction, 141

Signalling-
Flare, 78
How it was earned out at Mate-
king 76

In Central Africa 79
Miscellaneous, 81

Morse, 79
Origin of signalling, 77
Practices in, 83
Semaphore, 80
Smoke 78 Whistle 82

Signs used by scouts* 47
Sleigh How to make a 91
Smiles incumbent on scouts 198
Smoking Disastrous effects of 18,

193
Sobriety and its opposite 229
Songs

—

Australian National 287
Canadian National, 287
Patrol, A 288

South, The How to find it 63
Spoonng

—

Bicycle and motor tracks, 134
Books on, 1 41

Hints on, 136
Horses* tracks 133
Men's tracks and how to find

them, 130
(See also under " Tracking ")

Soudan trackers, 138
Tracking Red Indians, 130
Tramps* signs near houses, 135

Stalking

—

Books on, 154
How to hide yourself when 149
150

In different countnes, 132
To teach, 153

Stars, The Vanous groups and
how to find them 6j

Staves Drill with 206

Strength How to attain, 1 79 186

Suicide Hints to prevent at-

tempted 259
Swastika ’ thanks badge 27

Swimming Hints on, 247

Tableaux—
Play the game, 278
The Storming of Delhi, 271

Tackling difficulties, 3$t

Teeth Hints about the, 183
Tents To make, 91, 92
Thanks badge, 26
Thrift Striking examples of, 230,

307
** Tips ” not taken by scouts, 213
Tooth-brush for camp, A, 183
Tracking

—

As taught by the Camornsts.120
Books on observation in 126
Details m the country, 125
Let nothing escape attention,

119
Night scouting, 126
People's peculiarities and details

to be noticed, 120
(See also under “ Spooring

**J
* Sign " and its meaning 118
" Sign ** round a dead body, 123
Use your eyes for details, 14 126
What it means, 14

Tramping camps, 99
Trees

—

British 173
Facts to be known about 171
Felling of 90
Leaves of, and how to learn

them, 1 71, 172
Troop formation, 208

Unemployed The causes of the,

290
Uniform Regulations, 37-39
Union Jack Thfc

—

Compos tion of, 283
How to fly, 20

Walking Right and wrong ways of,

235
War dances for scouts, 53
War songs for scouts 42 43
Watermanship Hints about, 74
Weather wisdom 64
Weights How to estimate, 96
Whistle signals, 82

Wolf Cubs 298
Woodcraft

—

Natural history lesson, 149
Meaning of, 14

Work done by scouts, 299

Zulu and Swazi scouts, 53



THE ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT IS OF UNUSUAL INTEREST.

It has been specially drawn and written by

Lt-Gen. Sir Robert Baden-Powell, K.CJB.

For Boots Pure Drug Co. Ltd., who have pleasure in presenting

it to the public as a striking demonstration of the fact that the

Hero of Mafeking is no less proficient in the arts of peace than

in the sterner art of warfare.

S
IR Robert has been very happy in the
choice of the title

*' Two Good Things
for the Nation.’* The Boy Scout, in

whose interests he hss done so much, is a

splendid institution for the nation, and
yptl have only to give Boots Malt Extract
end Cod Liver Oil a trial to prove that it is

• very good thing for the nation too.

Boots Malt Extract and Cod Liver Oil is a
wonderfully nutritious and sustaining food
—far more palatable than Cod Liver Oil—

and can /siTit doing you good. Jt rebuilds—id unfed flesh tissues, re*vitalises

Imp thuscies, and re-charges dull

Invalid* maytakeit without anymisgiving.

fismM kp Boots Pare ZVw* Co, Ud,

It will not nauseate their fastidious palates*
but will nourish and build up their frauuB
with the life-giving qualities of the OR;
and the undoubted digestive and nutritive
properties of the Malt.

*

Boots Malt Extract and Cod Liver Oil is

free from alcohol and unadulterated. It
carries the guarantee of the largest retail
chemists in the world, whose preparations
are always of the highest standard ofpurity
and efficiency. Do not regard It as a
medicine . it is a powerful, body-building *

food which will save you from the very
sight of a medicine bottle all tbfough the
winter months.

A large jar only costs 1/6 at any of Boot*
Cash Chemists 555 branches. Ajar will©*
sent post free from Boots Cash Chemist*
Station Street, Nottingham, for If*



Telegraphic Address: •* Leraets," London Telephono No. MU Ownri

METZLERS
SCOUTS' BAND OUTFITS
DRUMS, FLUTES, A BUGLES

ADDRESS AND ALL ACCESSORIES.

NT 40-43 Or«ftt Marlborough Street. LONDON, W.

CASH'S

Shoulder Badges
FOR BOY SCOUTS.

Mode in White or Khaki coloured waihlng material. Lettering een be
woven in any colour and it warranted faat.

PRICES i

0> White Ground. 8/- for 12 doz 6/- for 6 djz . 3/9 for 4 do* .

3/3 for 3 doz 2/9 for 2 doz
On Khaki Ground i 10/6 for 12 doz , 6/ for 6 doz . 5/- for 4 doz.,

4/3 for i doz , 3/6 for 2 doz.

damplea and any further particulars on application to the Manufacturers

.

J. & J. CASH, Ltd., COVENTRY.

CoustSnOu^
MILK

Is delicious and nutritious, bcouts will find it very
enjoyable and sustaining when making long marches
to the country or after taking part in fatiguing drills.

OF EXCEPTIONAL FOOD VALUE.

CADBURY, BOURNVILLE
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R. J.WARD & SONS
Musical Instrument Makers

and Repairers,

10 ST. ANNE STREET,
LIVERPOOL,

Supply Instruments and Fittings to all the leading

Orchestras, Bands, Brigades and Scouts in the United

Kingdom and Abroad.

CATALOGUES, ESTIMATES AND SUGGESTIONS
sent Post Free on application.

26-inch Brass Drum
28-inch „ „ .

Leather Belts

£3 0 0

3 5 0

5/- & 6/6

1

3-

inch Side Drum

14-

inch „ „

Leather Bel**

£1 10 0

1 15 0

2/6 & 3/6

Sticks—

Plain, Chamois covered, Cork 3/6 pair

Brass-mounted ,, ,, 4/6 ,,

Layers of Felt Heads . 8/6 ,,

Solid Felt Heads . . 15/ ,,

B Flat Bugles 10/6,12/6,15/ &21 /

Bugle Cords, all colours 2/- each

Sticks—

Betch ... .. .. 1 /- pair

Box or Lance Wood . . 1 /6 „
Rosewood . 2 /. n
Cocus, 2 /6. Ebony, 3 /• pair.

Bugle Mouthpieces—
G. S. Lipped, 1/- each

; Silver-plated,

2/6 each ; Sterling Silver-lipped,

3 /- each.

ESTABLISHED
1803.

ESTABLISHED
1803.

The Hall Mark of Quality.

Our Instruments and Fittings are made entirely on our own Premises

from the Finest Materials obtainable, therefore we are in a position to

supply really Trustworthy and Durable Goods, which carry our

Guarantee. We know you can purchase Cheaper Instruments than

those quoted above, but you cannot get “Wards’* Quality anywhere

else in the World at such reasonable Prices.

Prices of cur World-Famous “ Beat the World ” Vellum Heads sent ca application*
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Tie BEST WIRELESS OUTFITS

FOR

BOY SCOUTS
ARE SUPPLIED BY

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO.,
LIMITED.

A “ SCOUT” WIRFLESS TROUP READY FOR MARCHING \UTH
A COMPLFTr TRANSMITTING AND RECLIUNG SFT.

MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Send a Post Card for New Catalogue

of Light Portable Wireless Apparatus*

3*4



Every BOY SCOUT has an easy opportunity of
learning

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
The Wirekis World publishes each month an article,

*
Instruction in Wireless

Telegraphy,” which every boy can understand No previous knowledge is necessary,
carefully any Scout may become an efficient

A section is also devoted to the interest of Amateurs, and much valuable infor-
mation on the manufacture of apparatus at home is given

The editor deals with Technical difficulties m the QUESTION AND
ANSWERS COLUMN.

An examination is held annually, at the end of each senes
CERTIFICATES Or PROl ICIENCY awarded to all who qualify.
VALUABLE PRI7ES m CASH and APPARATUS

PRICE Obtainable from all Newsagent* or Railway Bookstalls PRICE

3d- the wireless press ltd. 3d-

MONTHLY. MARCONI HOUSE STRAND, WC MONTHLY.

SOME USEFUL PUBLICATIONS FOR BEGINNERS.

The First series of Instructional Articles which appeared m The l{'tieless World,
I9 I 3“ I9*4» have been revised and enlarged, and now published under the title —

The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy
By R D Bangay Price is net

This is essentially a book for beginners And has been adopted by The BOY
Scouts* Association as the official handbook of the Association

The Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless

Telegraphists Byj c hawkhfad rr.ce3s.6d.

The above booh is a complete instruction manual and provides A COMPLETE
course for the postmaster generai’s examination

Morse Code Card showing Alphabet, Numerals, Abbreviations, etc., at a
Price 2d

, post free

There is no better way of acquiring knowledge and gauging progress of studies

than by a senes of reliable tests We have just published a senes of test cards based

upon the publications mentioned above

TEST QUESTIONS ON WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Series I, The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy

Series 11. Elemenury Magnetism and Flectncity (elementary and advanced).

The I’M.G’b examinations.

Series lit. In course of preparation.

A booh «f modem answers will be published shortly. Pnce is. per Senes,

The Wireless Press Ltd,, Marconi House, Strand, W.C,
3*5 * \



Telephone

888, Midland

Late STOCKWIN & BECKETT,

Official Outfitters
Scout Price LM

To various Associations in England, Prance, Spain, Argentina, Chili,Africa, ft West Indies.

All Goods to the value of 7J6 or ooer Carriage Paid in the United Kingdom
,
with the exception of

Staffs, which are Carriage Forward if value is under 7/6 a sufficient amount to

cover postage should be eni tosed

Scoots’ Haversacks

Khaki Drill 61<J each
Khaki Drill, A ljustible Strips

„ Shd ind I0*d each
Real Russian 1 lax Canvas,
adjustable straps, gusscted,

well made 1/- each
Ditto, as above, but with Divi

sion and Knife and Fork
Loops 1/6 each

Scout Knickers

NavySeree Belt T oops, 1/- pair
Superior Quality ditto, 1/6 m
Best, Navy or Khaki, 1/11 „

Scoutmasters' Breeches

Navy 4/11
Navy or Khaki 5/11, 6/11,

8/11, and 10/6
*

Scouts’ Hose

Strong Worsted, Black with
any colour turn over top ill

sues 1 3
Special line, nuxtuie 1 - pm

Scouts’ Staffs

Strong W hueW K>d, 4ld each
Ditto best quality, 6 1

i

Best quality, Ash, Qld ,,

All markedm beet and Inches

Scouts’ Life Lines

Best Italian Hemp, ib feet,

0d each

Patrol Flags

Any Auiina), printed in Re 1

4d each
,
natural colours,

6d each

Scout Ties

SoftMaterial, an} SelfColon*

10X 30 6d each
L wo colours, 30 X 30, 7d

1

Shoulder Knots

Bunch of Four Ribbon*)

Id each

Bugles, Drums, Books, Boots, Tents, Flags, etc.

Scouts’ Shirts

Green Khaki Navy orGreyMel
ton Cloth, with two militiry

pockets, oflicul patlern is

adopted by the Pirminpharn
Association, all sizes from
1 ai to 14 collar 1/11 each

Men s sizes 2/3 ,

Best Qualm Matiri d as t hove,

1 ojs 2/6 Mens 2 11 each
Scoutmasters Khaki Navy, or
Green Melton Shuts with
double military collar and
militiry cuffs, with our new
design Scout Butte ns

3/11 each
Flannelette Shirts, with two
military pockets in Khaki,
ChuoDte Green and Blue,

i 2i to 14 collar 1 0 each
Men s sizes 1/11 each
1 Knnel Shirts in any colours,

with two mihtaiy pockets,

12^ to 14 collar,

3/9 and 4/6 each
Scoutmasters Shins allolours,

ill li l qmlity matcilal to

me isuic 5/6

Scouts’ Hats

Kl iki Felt, with widt stiff bum
n 1 leathci chin btrai in all

si/ s f/-e ich

Kh iki I el t, special col ur and
1 attern, w ih extra wide
bum specially stiffened good
leaihei chin strap adjustable,

is ldopted by the ] inning
ham Association, 111 ill sizes,

1/1 ii each
1 etter QuiliK Fill-,

1 6 >< <1 I 9 each
Scoutmasteib llats in good

quality Fell

211,3/6, and 4/6 eich

Scouts’ Jerseys

Stiong Jerseys in all colours,

1 >s 1/11 each
Youths . . 2/3 „
Small Men s 2/6 •>

Mens 2/9 tt

Worsted Jersejs in all c« lours,

Boys Sizes . 211 each
^ uths ,, 3/3 n
Men s „ 3/6 ,1

Scouts’ Belts
Government Khaki Web, ex-

ceptionally strong,

1Q}d and 1/- each
Strong Hide Ditto 1 /• „
Best Hide, black fittmgs rings,

swivels,and coat straps
,

1

/0 ea
Ditto, nickel fittings, and
money pooch 1/8 each

Ihe New Regulation Belt, as
adopted by Headquarters,

1/-; with rings aid swivels,

*_ ___ 1/6 «ch
Scoutmasters’ Belts

Finest Cowhide, with strap to
go over shoulder, military

Wpattern 2/11 and 3/6 each
ithout shoulder straps 2/3 »

Hess Tins
Ordinary Billy lin, 84d each
Army Canteens 1/- ,,

Bernes Billy 1/- ,

He ldquarre s t anteen JL3
Scouts’ Knives

Stiong Blade with marlin
spike 1 /- each

Better Qualities,

13 1/6 1/11 *

( ombincd Knife and 1 ork 6 fl

knife 1 rk and Spoon, 1/H
Scouts* Axes

Strong wtll finished, 1/- each
> o ich for Ditto 84d „
Best Quality Axe 1/0 ,,

1’oirh for Ditto 10id

scouts’ Water Bottles

Second hand Vt ood, Army pat-

tern 8)d each
Kh iki J in, web straps IQd ,,

Khaki l elt covei ed, straps,

1/3 and 1/0 „
5leel, felt covered,Eninxllid Steel,

letther straps, 2/6 1
Alu

minium 3/6
Scouts’ Whistles

I arge size, regulation pattern,

8d each
,
Small Sues 44d

and 6d each

Tracking Irons
Good Qualil}

,
with Straps,

2/6 Pair

Scouts’ Lanyards
Khaki Wlute or ( »reen Id each

Signalling Flags
“

Semaphore, with sticks 1/-

,, pair, Morse ditto, 1/3 pair

Write for SORTS LIST post-free*

16 WORCESTER ST., BIRMINGHAM.



WRITE FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FOR BOYS’ BANDS TO

HENRY POTTER & CO.
Oaljr ARrtil— Established i8xt. When George the Third was King

56 & 38 West St, Charing Cross Boad, LONDON, w.&
ENGLAND^ B BUGLES.

ARMY PATTERN—B FLAT
am jKMJ As supplied to the Army and Navy by Hfnky Potter & Co.
II Iff (Contractors to H M Government for over to years)

II ill
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE TO BOY SCOUTS

II frU Guaranteed British made throughout Perfectly in tune - _
II jffl Easy to blow and with Solid German silver mouth piece 1 0/0

NETN B — Bugles can be stamped with Name of Troop, for _____

instance—
pTRoop

anj numbered from one np Including

without extra charge Parcel Pest Abroad, 5/- extra
Parcel Post.

g?

—

BUGLE TUTOR. Price 6d , Postage *d GREEN CORD and TASSELS, 2/-‘

DRUMS,
SIDE DRUMS, £1 7S. 6d.

Hand Hammered, 14 m Brass Shell Five Steel Tods and
Brass Nuts (Steel Bushed) l try I mi er/ul tone

Belt, 3/6 Sticks 2 6 p'ur Crate 1 -

SIDE DRUM TUTOR Price 6d , Postage, id

BASS DRUMS, £3 Sticks, 7/6 pr Belt. 7/6 Crate, 2/6.

FLUTES, for Drum and Fife Bands, from 3s. 6d.
For Marches, etc

, for Drum and Fife Bands, see special list (post freeX
When writing please mention Thl Scoot

Including
Parcel Post.

•‘A Quaint and Alluring Hook.”
Literary World.

THE STARS
NIGHT BY NIGHT

A Popular Guide to the Constellations.

JOSEPH H. ELGIE, F.R.A.S.

With over 100 Diagrams by the Author, and a Revolving Star Chart
Limp cloth Price t/- net

Mr. Charles T. Whitmell, m a ,
f r a s , one of the best known of

amateur astronomers, wrote that the book revealed (< an acquaintance

With the heavens but rarely surpassed
”

** Nicely bound and ofhanay size, * The Stars Night by Night is essentially calculated

to attract popular attention to * the first of all the scieuces —Dundee Advertiser

At all Booksellers, or post free for 1/8 from

C. ARTHUR PEARSON, Ltd., Henrietta Street, London, W.C.
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l.g£l JACK SHARP,
1
ar

Offloial Scout Outfitter to the Liverpool Boy Scout Auociation.

The OaaUttM offered by J.S. «re the very best at tin prices

quoted. No better value can be obtained. Carriage Paid on—— Orders over 10/* exoe
SCOOT SHIRTS.

Khaki, Nary, or Gredn
FtanneUtte, 1/9.

Amy Gr^JChaW, or Navy

Groan Santa. Gilt Button*. 2/6.
Meg'*, 3d. extra. Poet 3d.

Scoute’ Hat 1/-. 1/6-, 2/-.

Scoutmaster*’ Hat, 2/9 and 4/6.
Poet 10

Haversack*. 7id., 9d., 1/-.

Do. Strang, 1/3 and 1/6,
Post 3d.

SCOUT KNICKERS.
,
Special Navy Serge, 1/6.

I
Superior „ „ 1/9.
Beet „ „ 2/3.

Post 3d.

Scoutmasters’ 1 unics and
Breeches, a speciality

Patterns post free.

Scout Belts, 1 Ojd.

„ 2 awivele, 1/1,
Post jd.

Official, 1/3 and 1/9.

Stocking., 7id., 1/-, 1/6 pair. I Wolf Cub Outfit* I ’* V?/"**'*
Poet 3d.

I
a speciality. « Glaaa, 2/..

Waterproof Capaa, 3/11.
Post 4d.

Strong Kit Bags, 1U
Superior ,, 1/6.

Post 3d*

Staffs. 4<L, fid. end 6d. each.
Knivas, superior make, 10*d.

and 1/-.

Axe. 1/-, 1/6 and 2/3. Pott *&
Axe Pouch, lojd. Post ad.

Billy Cana, Bd.. l/.and 1/3,
Post 4d,

Water Bottle*. with Sling,. 1/3.

„ pure Zinc, 1/9 and 2/3.
t Glaaa,2/..

Scout Bugles, from 7/11. Scout Side Drums, from 16/9. Bugle Cords. 1/6 A 2/-.

Sptotal Quotation* for Large Ordera. danrf /or Catalogue peetfree. QlltL GUIDE OUTFITS A SPECIALITY.

J.S. it Outfitter te the Liverpool B.P. Girl Guide Aauciatioa List Free.

JACK SHARP, 38 Whitechapel, LIVERPOOL.

Ah! that’s the flavour

1 y

The first taste of Sharp’s Kreemy Toffee

captures the palate—it’s so different—so

much better. Don’t try to judge Sharp’s

Kreemy Toffee by the memory of any

other kind; buy some—that’s the only

way to know how good it is.

NEWEST, PUREST AND BEST OF ALL

Sold everywhere*“TUTqfatTo/Mr UlllU kl SeU cverywhsn.

Kreemy. Toffee
KREEMY WORKS. MAIDSTONE
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Boy Scouts’ Headquarters
116 Viotoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Telephone No. 8854 Qerrard. Telegraphic Address: “Scoutcraft, London,4

NOTICE s-—
<2

The stteatien of Scoutmaitera and District and Local Secretaries Is drawn to the fact

that even now spurious infringements of the copyright badges of the Boy Scouts ars on the
market. Beits mod various articles of eauiMneat are offered for tale hearing stamps ef tbs
designs which are also infringements of the designs of the Boy Scouts, and It must be
pointed out that anyone who deals with articles of this nature renders himself liable to the
penalties set out in the Patent Act

lu a similar way unauthorised books purporting to be official for the Boy Scout* are
on the market.

It should hardly be necessary to appeal to the loyalty of Scoutmasters to see that
Infringements of copyright, whether in the nature of badges or manufactured goods or
publications, should not receive any support

INSTRUCTIONS AS TO CORRESPONDENCE
All Correspondence Bhould be addressed to the Secretary.

Articles and Reports for Gauttt, letters to the Editor, should be sent, If possible, by the
•jth of the month to Mr. H. Geoffrey t Uc*, 255 High Street, Colchester, and not to Headquarters,
except Reports of Oversea Scouts, which should be sent to Col. Brownrigg, at Headquarters, and
Scotch news, which should be sent to the Scottish Headquarters

It is requested that all correspondence may be plainly marked with the County as well as tha
town or village from which It emanates, and in the case of Scotland, Ireland, North and South
Wales, or the Colonies, the Country should be named.

Letters relating to Equipment should be written on separate sheets.

The Boy Scouts’ “Headquarters Gazette”
Official Journal for all Scout Officers and Workers.

In this publication, which is issued monthly, Scout Officers and Workers
are brought into close touch with what is going on in the mo/ement.

It form>, as it were, 1 connecting link between workers all over the United King*
dona and abioad, and ideas and suggestions, having for their object the welfare of the

movement, are recorded month by month.
As an example of the scope of our Gazette

,
the following synopsis of the contents

of a recent number will show the practical nature of the publication :

—

The Chief Scout's Outlook.

Programme of Work for Senior Scouts.

Scout Tours Abroad.
Football as an aid to Scout Training.

From the Editor's Chair.

Our Scouts Oversea.

Scout Book-keeping.

Chief Leaders of the Boy Scout Movement.
Our Sea Scouts.

Camp Reports.

Notes from Here, There, & Everywhere.
Scottish Headquarters Notes.

Warrants and Rewards Issued.

Headquarters Price List.

The price per numbei is 2d, with id. additional for postage, but for 2/6(abroad 3/-),

paid in advance, subscribers may have the Gazette forwarded to them post-free, each
month, for a year.

The Headquarters Gazette is published by and is the property of Headquarters,
and it is hoped that all interested in the movement will do what they can to increase

the circulation of the paper.
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Thrilling Stories of Adventure.
In handsome Cloth Covers. Price 2s. 6d, each

,
with 8 full-page ittnstraUans.

Also in Paper Wrappers. Price Is. net each.

The Boys of the a Tale of the Boy Scouts.

Otter Patrol. By E Le-Breton Martin.

" It is a capital story . . . and will be a thoroughly appreciated addition to every
library of youthful literature ’—Evening Standard

The Phantom Battleship. By Rupert Chesterton.

“ A rattling story of thrilling adventure afloat. . . . One of the beat tea stories we
have read for many a day. —Field

Kiddie of the Camp. WesteraPra^a"
of the

H By Robert Leighton.

"A capital boys' book, cram full of adventures and useful information , . •

Will hear favourable comparison with Femmore Cooper s tales of the American
Indians —Aberdeen Journal.

Otters to
the Rescue.

A Sequel to “The Boys
of the Otter Patrol."

By E. Le-Breton Martin.

#
“There is a fine breeziness about these pages, a healthful, inspiring tone that

lifts the story at once above the Hamby pamby fiction often served out to

juveniles.”—Dundee Advertiser.

Strong-hand
Saxon.

The Adventures of a Canadian Scout
and a British boy in the Par West.
By Christopher Be&k.

“Boys who like a story positively throbbing with excitement should by all

means invest in Christopher Beck’s ' Strong-Hand Saxon ' ... Of breathless

interest ''—Western Mail. #
_ , A Story of Peril and Adventure
Coo-ee ! in the South Seas.

By Robert Leighton.

“ This story of peril and adventure in the South Seas will be welcomed with
acclamation by boys. . , . One of the best sea stones it has been our good
fortune to peruse "--The Schootmaster,

The Honour
of the Lions.

A Scouting Story of

Adventure and Mystery,
By Stacey Blake.

“It U the type of story •which a boy declares to be ‘ ripping.’

”

Manchester Courier.

The Young
Cavalier.

A Story of the Civil Wars.
By Percy P. Westerman,

“One of the best stories of the English Civil Wat wd have met, and Mr,
Gordon Browne's fine pictures enrich it unspeakably.”—/*/*# Matt Gazette.
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LIBRARY
The Quest of the
Veiled King.

The Story of a Perilous Mission.
By Rupert Chesterton.

**A really good yarn which will be appreciated by every scoot and by many
a bey who belongs to no patrol.''--Momtng Pit.

, The Story of an Adventurous
Pirate Gold. Jigkt fo/a Hidden Fortune.

By J R. Hutchinson.

t

" The search for hidden treasure is a subject of which readers seem never to
tire. Mo one knows how to tell a siory of this kind better than Mr. Hutchinson,
and here he is equal to himself. He keeps us in suspense as to the issue up
to the last minute : who is to succeed ? Our readers will get no little entertainment
in (hiding out this for themselves. "-^Spectator.

Corby and I

(Marooned).
The Adventures of Two Chums Adrift,
By A. B. Cooper.

“ This is not one of the milk and water tales so often served up to boys. There
is real excitement, stern adventure, and breathless interest from beginning to
•nd.'*—’Dundee Adtwtiser.

Rattlesnake
Ranch.

A Tale of the Great North-West.
By Robert Leighton.

“ This (s one of the best stories of adventure in the North-West that we have
met with for a long time '—Mamheslct C ounc-

11 ‘Rattlesnake Ranch is splendid —Daily Express

The Crimson Aeroplane. By Christopher Bee*.
Author of ' Strong Hand Saxon, • I ho Mister of the An. eve

uW« are bound to say that Mr. Heck can grip the attention of grown up people.
As^for boys . . . well, no boy will drop this book willingly until It is quite
finished."—Academy.

Frank Flower. %*£>£ ^Correspondent.

“ Boy Scouts should thoroughly enjoy this story, for the principles on which
young Flower always acts are thoroughly sound, and, though no offensive morals
are drawn, the advantage of ' straight" conduct is made obvious. '—Aiadtmy.

Jack Corvit. Patrol Leader, or Always a Scout.
By V R. Nendick.

“This is a rousing book for Boy Scouts, full of stirring incidents and exciting

adventures, with the nero always well to the fore. 1 he idea of the story ii to illus-

trate the various items of the Scout Law, and the idea is well earned out."

The People.

A Thrilling Tale of Redskin and Prairie
By Robert Leighton.

Author of " Kiddie of the Camp," etc.

Gildersley’s
Tenderfoot.

Stas of the Sea.

The Boy Scouts of
Birchbark Island.

An Engrossing Tale of the Sea Scouts.
By Christopher Beck.

Author of “ The Crimson Aeroplane,* etc.

By Rupert S. Holland

- Mag hi had at aU Booksellers and RaUuxxy Bookstalls / or post-paid Sd. extra , from

K F. SGWTER, PuWistar, " The Scout ” Offices, 28 Maided Lane, LfWDQty, $f.G,
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Boy Scouts Headquarters,
116 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Telegrams: “ Scoutcraft, London Telephone: Garrard 6854.

THE BOY SCOUTS ASSOCIATION (Incorporated bp Royot Ct>arfr\

ration- HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

Chief Scoutfor Walts—

H

R.H THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

THE COUNCIL
Piestdtnt

H R.H THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT AND STRATHEARN, K.G.

Chairman

*Lieui Gen Sir Robert Baden Powili
, kib, kcvo, lld, fugs

{Chief Scout)

Viscount Alverstone c cm g , d C I (Ex Lord
Chid Justice of England)

Sir Abe Bailey ic c M o
Rev J H Bateson (Wesleyan Metho list

Church)
Adnur d 1 ord Charles 1 eresford g c d gcvo
mi (Sea Scouts)

‘C C 1 rtncl 1 M) |
B A ,

F S G s

*Coloncl H S I lownrigg
Sir 1 I tuder Itiunton Bt md ii d
*( olonel Uliclv G C de Buigl u ha
1 he Most kev Airhl ishop of Ca iteil ry

The Rt Rev 1 ishop VVilJia n I >yd C irpenter

K C V f V 1

*Major l M Crum(Slottihi unci)
Sir Matthew I)t Isw >rth It (\ MCA)
Sir Henry Dundas 1 trt (Scott hi unul)
*L cut t eueral SirEdmond Liles i ue k c b

*H Geoffrey Elwes Esq
Viscount IslertCB cevo
*P U I verett F sq M a i ss
Sir Percy fcnrjatnck kCMG (Siuth \frica)

Lord C lan isk cb d b c (Ci inmtoner Jor
Wales)

Rev J Campbell ( ibson, or (Presbyternn
Church of i ngland)

F arl Grey oni G,r tv o

J Norton CnfTiths 1 s i , M i

JheVeryRex F II Hertz mi
Sir Alfiecl Uopkinson kc, V i e Cl ancclloi

(Manchester University)

Lieut 1 H Hordern r n (Sea Scout )

Ctrl] Jackson I sq
,
M A (ICC Fducalion

Committee)
Rev H A lames di President of St J>lns
Colley (Os ford University)

Rev J II Jovrtt ma (tree Clmieh Council)

Major C enrnilH B Jtffr ys c u (< omi nssiotnt

fo* J on ion)

Lid op of Kensington (I ondon Diocesan Scout
Corps)

field Marsl al Tarl Kitchener, K P
,
GCL,

>M i < si gcm t cm
Sir Tohr kirk (Ragged Sdiool Union)
Major ( ei eral Sir konal 1 I une kivo,Cb
lhe Hon Hairy W Lawson m i

Rev J Scott I i lgett

1 oi 1 M tyor of London [of Eton)
kev the Hon F I yttelton D D (Headmaster
*Earl of Meath, K l 1C (Commissioner for

1 it mi)
I leld Ma shal Lor 1 Methuen c cn,xcvo
Sir ( W Macalf ine(Bapti t Union)
li fessor Iliward Marsh t sc MC JP,
Master f Downing (Cambridge University)

Dike of Norfoll k( I c (Earl Marshal of
I lgKnd)

Sir Frederic Nathan (Jewish Lads Brigade).

Duke of 1 ottKnd k< r c tevo
Rev W Trikins(W sleyan Methodists)
Fr mcis W Pixley Esq , J p l s a
Lieut General Sir Herbert i turner kcb
R t lion Sir C eorg<. H K„id IC.GCHG

l ci (Atstiaha)
Fill Maishal I ail Roberts PC vc, kg,

K I LB ( M G C S I
,

( GIF
F irl of Rosel ery fc C K T t C
\ S Rt wi liee I sq

,
M l

1 ishoj of Salisbury
I ai of Sh iftesl ury K h kcvo
lioftss r M F Sadler, cb Vice Chancellor
(led Umverstty)

Maiquis of Tullibardine vivo, nSO,MP
(f i n misstonerf 1 Stotlar / )

Rev W H G Twining [Cardinal Bourne)
Aidlisbop of Westminister (He. Eminence
Archl ishop ef Yoik
R Youne Esq
i r <o l

Thf Chifp Scotrr Chief Commtsttcncr—Lieut. ( encral Sir Edmond Elies act a kcb
Deputy ChiefCommissioner—Colonel Ulick t C de 1 urgh c B

,
u A ft easut er—Francis W

Pixley E*q , J P isa Comhiss one*f > Oj isea Dominions—Colouel H S Brownrigg

Commissioner for Foreign Department—C C Branch, Esq
,
BA Commissioner for Sea

Scouts—Lieut L H Hordern l N Co nmtsstonerfor Emigration—»A Q Burchardl AjhtOfl,

Liq Commissioner for tire Services—C&pt L de L Wells, r m,
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SHARPSHOOTERS,FOR

B.S.A. AIR RIFLES

U3INQ THE AIR RIFLE.
" Where there is no local rifle range or the rifle range cannot be used one or more

air rifles should be obtained for the use of the section Up to twenty yards the
B S A Air Rifle is just as accurate as a miniature rifle -and very much rheaper with
regard to the cost of ammunition A field or school playground with a vi all or high
mound in it makes an excellent air rifle range In wet weather or during the winter,
air rifle instruction can be carried on in a schoolroom or hall—anywhere where a
seven yards range can be obtained

* 1 he air rifle because of the extreme cheapness of ammunition is really better for
teaching boys tl.an the miniature rifle and should be used in all cases where there is

the slightest d faculty about obtaining range or rifles for miniature rifle instruction

HOW TO GET RIFLES.
“ A B S A Air Rifle costs from 35s The local committee should advance the

mouey to buy one or more of these rifles—a service pattern if possible—and make
the section pay for it by making a small charge for ammunition The profit on the
sale of the ammunition will soon pay for the rifle

tot fully tllusltafel Ait Atfie Biol <v, post / u wt iti to

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO , Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.

THE "SOMERTON"

Yearly Troop Record and Register

Arranged so that every detail of the Troop can be kept in one book.

The cheapest book of its kind on the market

Every Scoutmaster should send for one on approval.

Highly recommended by the County Commissioner of Somerset

Price 1J9 post free. To be obtained only from —

D.M.R., Somerton, Somerset.

NOLAND'S MAN OF THE HOUR.

LORD KITCHENER: The Story of his Life

By HORACE G. GROSER.

New Edition brought down to date With Foreword by T. P. 0X0NN0H, M.P.

Paper Wrapper, Trice Is. net Cloth Boards, Pr ct, Is. 64. net

*'A very telling, though quite popular and rmtechmcal story of the life of this truly great man,
$0 fir as it has yet extended, and will be gladly read by thousands who at this time will desire to

know something more than popular legendand gossip affords of the career of the grim leader who
never failed because he never spared either others or himself when duty to England rilled

Of all Baahullera, or peat fra. far 1/3 a, 7/e /ram

C ARTHUR PEARSON LTD., Henrietta Street, Londea, W.C.
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AMUSEMENT FOR THE HOME
In Still Pictorial Wrapper#. Price is. Not 6tLQh.

Trieka for Evuryono.
Clsvsr CeaNriri with Coanwa Ofelccts.

By DAVID DBVANT.
{QfMasktfyut &• Dxtant, St. George'» Hall,

IrtHtdOM,)

Third Edition.

Illustrated with 134 Photographs, showing
tb« complete working of the experiments.

The Contents include Tricks at the
Writing Table—Tricks In the Smoking Room
—Trick* at the Work Table—Tricks at the
Dinner Table—Tricks In the Garden—Card
Tricks—Thought Reading Tricks, &q.

The Con*
tents of this

interesting
volume in*

elude ; — Bits

for Wits —
Queer Limer*

ick*— Prorok*

ing Pare—Pic-
ture Puzzles—

Puns, Wicked

and Other-
wise - Cryptic

Messages-
Capital Verses

—Sundry Sift-

ings, &c.

The New Book of Puzzles.
Qp*to*OaU and Original.

By A. CYRIL PEARSON.
Author Of ** The Twentieth Century Standard

Puzzle Book,” &c.
Puzzle Editor “Evening Standard,"
“ The Throne and Country," &c.
Fully Illustrated by Diagrams.

Containing Picture Puzzles— Enigmas—
Diagram and Word Puzzles—Old Saws Reset
—Tangrams by Sam Loyd—A Medley of
Curios—Solutions.

The Pearson Puzzle Book.
A CoHsctioB of ovor 100 of the Best Puzzles.

Edited by J. K. BENSON.
The Contents include Simple Puzzles—

Figaro Puzzles—Trick or Secret Puzzles -
Puzzles requiring Dexterity and Patience—
Puzzles of a more Instructive Nature-
Arithmetical Puzzles—Pictorial Puzzles—Wire
Puzzles—Puzzles with Matches— Miscellan-
eous Puzzles—Riddles and Conundrums.

Pearson's Humorous Reciter And .

Header.
Contains Choice Se'ectians from the Writ.

and all the best humorous writer*.

After-Dinner ftleUhtu mud Pocket
Tricks.

. By C. LANG NEIL.
With upwards of zoo Illustrations.

A Collection of Amusing Tricks requiring
very little skill, and no, or very simple,
apparatus. Iheae Tricks are, as the title

suggests, especially suitable for a few minutes'
amusement after dinner, or to fill up what
might become an awkward pause, as the time
occupied in presenting each Is very abort.

Hand Shadowu.
The Compute Art ef Shadewgraphy.

By LOUIS NIKOLA.
In Stiff Pictorial Wrapper, with numerous

Illustrations showing how the Shadows are

Indoor Games for Children and
Young People.

Edited by E. M. BAKER.
In Stiff Pictorial Paper Hoards.

The Contents include indoor Games for

a Wet Day—Games that can be played alone
—Sunday Games—Games for Christmas and
Birthday Parties—Home Stage Entertain*

ments—Guessing Games—Table Games

—

Writing and Letter Games—Round or Parlour
Games—Artistic Productions—Home Theatri-

cals— I ableaux Vivants—The Art Exhibition
— Forfeits, &c.

Modern Card Manipulation.
By C. LANG NEIL.

With upwards of zoo Illustrations.

Contains Explanatlonf of all the best Card
Tricks of the leadii g Conjurers. Tbe tricks

are illustrated with actual Photographs taken

at tbe various stages of performance, and thus

tbe amateur is enabled to follow the methods
employed with the greatest ease.

Card Tricks.
Without Sleight of Hand or Apparatus.

By L. WIDDOP.
A volume which will give the Amateur or Semi-

Professional, who does not wish to spend a great deal

of time In practice, material few entertaining per/onn*
ances Card Tricks presented in new fotmo and with
up to date patter

Simple Conjuring Trick*.
That Anybody can Psrfera.

By Will Goldstpn (Manager of Carnage's
Conjuring Department).

A Splendid Collection of Trick** with and
without Apparatus, within the scope of the

beginner who wishes to amuse his friends at

evening parties, Ac.

Tba abova voluntas may bo bob from all Boakaalfara and Railway

Bookstalls, or peat fraa las ?!$ frost

C. ARTHUR PEARSON. 144., 17 Henrietta Stmt, London, W.C.
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TIE IMMOVED V.A.D. STBETCREK
Bact Lanes. Pattern, R.D. Biesftr.

B
TTHIS STRFTCHER, owing to US Ughtnels of weight gfr

p^g\ * end extreme portability, makes- a most useful

fra* addition to Boy Scout Troopt and the bearer sections of Jkjm

^

Jpi Boy*' Brigade* ; where the sire and youth of the frjWj\
jt \ members render it advisable that they shall not be over* \

.f y 1

(v-JqV l burdened by weight of appliances jEgDjO*
]

I Price h consists of two poles,Price
Complete!

Ash Poles

(for

Hoy Scouts),

Hickory
Poles. 13 0

JAMES WOOLLEY,
SONS & CO., LTD.,

Victoria Bridge,

-MANCHESTER.-

6' 9" x ii", two traverses, O 1 y
i 1 io"x i having on each 81 1 I

end the improved bracket H lrn r
which provides a locking {! Hea

f

nn and foot to give ease | efrf
n liftingWrom ground, and R Her

two lengths of rope, each 0 <£So
xg

,
having a loop on one vr „

end No *

When put together, a Stretcher is

found, having the appearance shown in

the illustration No i

Catalogue of Ambulance Cases, Haver*
sacks, etc., for School use. Boy Scouts, Bed

Cross Detachments i and ether Life Saving

Appliances, free on Application.

A USEFUL VOLUME FOR SCOUTMASTERS.

HOW to MAKE THE MOST of LIFE
And Other Talks to Boy Scouts

Crown 8vo, cloth boards. Price 2s. net (postage 3d. extra).

This volume includes contributions by LORD AVEBURY, Author of ‘ c
Tlf*

Pleasures of Life,” etc ; Rev. Lionel Ford, Headmaster Harrow School?

Dr, \V. T. A. Barber, Headmaster Leys School, Cambridge; J L. Patou, High

Master Manchester Grammar School ;
Canon Gurney Hoare, Dr W. J. Dawson,

Rev. W. Yorke Fausset, and others. With an introduction by Rev. John Holyoak

on ** How to Run a Scouts* Own,” and Preparing Addresses for Boy Scouts.

** These 4 talks * we admirable in e\ ery way , they are written by men who understand boys
}
tell-

ing them how to live healthy lives, giving them good advice for the management of their bodies as

well as their minds ; and, better stilT, guiding them on the road to eternal happiness
Lngksk Churchman*

it is to be hoped that thole Scoutmasters who hitherto have felt unable to personally deliver

the addressat their Scouts* Own, or tho<e who are dissatisfied with the efforts they have made in

tfefe direction, will gain help and encouragement from the study of the contents of this little ,

G***tt*.

x
At off Booksellers, or post ft ee for 2/3, from

{, AfiTHUfi PEARSON LTD., Henrietta Street, London, W.C. -
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THE SCOUT LIBRARY
BOOKS OP INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL INTEREST
In Paper Wrapper, price it. net each; fir iff Cloth Boards, as. net: postage 3d. extra.

Yams for Boy Scouts. t0h round the Camp Fire.
By UeutJGen. Sir R. BADEN-POWELL, K.C.B.

“ There is no gift book that could be put into the hands of a schoolboy more valuable
than this fascinating volume, and if you asked the boy's opinion he would probably add,
' No book that he liked better.' ”

—

Spectator.

Scouting Games. ®7 r“baden.powbll, k.c.b.
A splendid collection of Outdoor and. Indoor Games specially compiled for the use

of Boy Scouts. Second Edition, containing many new games.
4
* No one who, as a schoolboy, has read a word of Femmore Cooper or Ballantyne,

nobody who feels the fascination of a good detective story, or who understands a little

of the pleasures ofwoodciaft, could fail to be attracted by the^e games, or, for that
matter, by the playing of the games themselves."

—

Spectator.

Things All Scouts Should Know.
A Scries of 313 lllustiated Paragraphs about the Army and Navy, Ship4 and Boats,

Flag and other Signals, Railways, Cycling, Camping, Hobbies, etc.
41A book which ought to be in the hands of every schoolboy, whether he is a Scout or

not. ... I do not believe a single peison could take this book up without learning
some interesting little fact of everyday life.”— / amty Pair.
“Teaches us how littje we use our ejes, or at any rate how little we understand what

we sec. ”—Daily Mail.

Boy Scouts Beyond the Seas. "My world Tour.”

By Lieut.-Gen. Sir ROBERT BADEN-POWELL, K.C.B.
Illustrated by the Author’s own Sketches.

44 Describes in brightest and most concise fashion his recent tour of inspection
amongst the Boy Scouts . . . h very boy will read it with avidity and pronounce it

‘jolly good.
*

Graphic

.

“The book should, I imagine, appeal urgently to those for whom it has been written,
and, at any rate, I can vouch for the fact that it is a wondrous mine of information. . . .

Sir Robert understands to perfection both the matter that Boy Scouts ought to have
and the manner in which they must have it."

—

Punch.
* 4 It is a book for boys and for most men.”

—

T. P.'s Weekly.

My Tightest Corner.
Personal Narratives of Thrilling Adventures and Hairbreadth

Esoapes by eminent men in many ranks of life.
44 A welcome and even valuable addition to the Scout Library, for the chief acton in

the scenes and incidents recounted themselves fight their battles over again. Adven-
tures ashore and afloat, perils from men and beasts, suffering and. privation, and the
facing of grievous odds are the ke> -notes to the various stories, which show the young
readeragain and again how cool self-reliance more often than not brings a man out of

the tightest of corners.”

—

held.

The Scout as Handy Man.
This volume contains instructions for those wishing to.obtain “The HandyMan'"badge.

It is very fully illustrated with diagrams, and gives reliable information on the fdHowimr
subjects amongst others: Painting and Whitewashing, Repairing Gas Fittings, Bail
Cocks, Tap-Washers, Sashlines, Window and Door Fastenings Venetian Blinds, etc.

Many besides Scouts u III find it an exceedingly useful volume of Information.

Mae be ordered through your Bookseller, or will be sent poet-free for 8d. extra from

k. F. SOWTEft, Publisher, “ THE SCOUT “ Offices, 28 MAIDEN LANE* LONDON, V.C
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TWO NATURE BOOKS
BY

OWEN JONES AND MARCUS WOODWARD
Authors of "A Gamekeepers Note Book**

Illustrated, Crown 8do. Cloth, Price 2s, net each. Also tn Pictorial Paper

Wrapper, Prtce Is. net each, (Postage 3d, extra,)

Woodcraft
"Packed from end to end with observations ai 1 instructions which turn the country side and

its small inhabitants from a series if prr| lexng puzzles into a vast book which every intelligent
person can read for himself He ( Me

A book which would make a dt li^htful present for any country chil 1 —Country Life
1 Boys will certainly like this book — W ltteht iter Cuardian
" A truly delightful companion far the mill lei and woodman —/ all Mall Gazette
" A charming book on woodcraft —School ( natrftan

Going About the Country With Your
Eyes Open

"A delightfully varied v lune Unling w tl t
j
i s f 11 of interest and also of instruction to those

who knock about the c untry —'1to* nm 1 i

“These well known collaboratois o ire m re slio v that tl ey h e the knark of imparting
information in the most charimn^, fas! ion n? bettor look cou 1 e i ut into the hands of
a boy —Evening Standard

“ An excellent book for boys with a love of ihe country an 1 for the in liter of that, f r those who
have passed the years of boyhool but have rctai ed the ri itcrest in wil 1 nature —b itmingHam Post

"A capital book of all kind* of outdoor lore and practice —Times

ALSO BY MARCUS WOODWARD
^

In same Style and Prices

In Nature’s Ways
A book for all young Lovers of Natural History Being an Introduction to

Gilbert White’s munoiUl “Natural History of bclborne
’

Illustrated by J A SitErHERD

With Preface by Wilfrid Mark Wfbb, Secretary of the Selborne Society

' This is a ' White s Selborne for the young giving passages from the original under different

headings and, side by side, som* talk about the bird or beast referred to ,
wnb plenty of illustra*

turns by Mr J A Shepherd, full of his usual vitality —Titles

"We think this volume cannot fail to interest and instruct the young —Field

"Whites History of Selborne is here amplified and explained for young readtrs Mr Wood
ward has that gift of humour without which all writing on nature is a weariness unto the flesh for

young readers, and for many readers who are no longer yoi ng Mr J A Shepherd s illustrations

cat<*h the spirit of the letterpress, and are of a piece with the work that has made his reputation as

an artist -Literary World

Ths above Books mag bo ordered through any Bookseller or to tl be sent on itce pt of the publtehed

pnot itnd Postage by -

A, ft SOWTER. Publisher, “THE SCOUT” Offices, 28 MAIDEN LANE, LONDON, W.G
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USEFUL HANDBOOKS
» SBfiCIALLY PREPARED FOR BOY SCOUTS

Pioneering and Mo0 - Making. By a r^ald
Enock, F.R.Q.S. Limp cloth, prit8 2s. net ; post free Is. 3d.

" seopftef the book is a little wider than the title indicates, for besides the excellent
and advice it gives for pioneeringjagd map making it may be regarded as an elementary

guide tfMpuupg, surveying, and rural dSKtamy generally —Scotsman

Astronomy. By T. W Corbin The Professor of “The Scout."
Author of “The How Poes It Work of Electricity," etc. With many Dia-
grams and Illustrations Limp cloth , price Is. net

,
post free Is. 3d.

Camping Out By Victor Bridges With Prefatory Note by Lt -Gen.

Sir R, Baden Powell, KCB Limp cloth, price 2s. net, postfree Js. 3d.
“ A complete guide to the methods by wind) this, branch of the simple life may be en-

joyed in comfort —Nmcastle Chronicle

Bands and Music for Boy Scouts. ( Official
r

Badge Books No i ) By J A Kylk Limp cloth, prtce6d.net; postfree Id.

Fire Drill for Boy Scouts. m«iai Badg. Books.

No 2 ) By J. A Kyle Crown 16mo, Imp cloth
, Price 6d. net, post free Id,

The Scout’s Book of Trees. By John VV. Gofion.
With Sixteen Plates. In Pictortal Wrapper, price 6d. net; postfree 7d.

* Should be particularly valuable to the Buy Scout It tells him all he need know about
British trees, and haw to identify the difRruit varieties at any lime of the year, the authors
drawings bemg very useful for the latter purpose —Sheffield Daily Telegraph

Scout’s Birthday Book & Remembrancer.
In cloth, Crown 26mo, price 6d. net , post free 7d. Also tn Ump leather

for Presentation, price 2s. net, post free 2s. Id.

A specially prenaied Series of Quotations suitable for Boy Scouts for Every Day tn the
Yeas, with spaces for names 01 recording events of interest

The New Official Book of Fure Drill.

Scouts Fire Service. A Practical Manual By Lionel de L.

Wells* (Captain R N ), Commissioner for Fire Services (Boy Scouts Associa-

* tion). Formerly Chief of the London Fire Brigade, Price 6d. net {postage 2d*)

Plays and Displays for Boy Scouts. i»ms
Boards, price 2s. net, post free Is. 3d.

This volume contains six long pUw, varying from thirty to sixty minutes m performance, also

several shorter plays occupying from live to fifteen minutes, and a number of recitations suitable

for Scout Entertainments
Instructions on How to Run a Scout Kmei t unment, the Art of Making-up, by Willie

Clarkson, and How to Make Scenery are also mducled

The following plays contained in this book may also be had separately* price 2d*

each ; postfree 2\d.

WINNING A RECRUIT ON THE TRACK OF THE SPIES.
A COUPLE OF SCAMPS. POCAHONTAS; w, The Capture of Captain John Smith.

May be orderedthrough your ftooketlle*. orW/At sent postfree on receipt

ofthe p* tee namedfrom
#

A. F« SOWTEft, Publisher. “The Scout" Offices, 2S MAIDEN LANE, L9ND0N, WX.
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“HOW DOES ITWOffK” Series
In StiffPaper Wrapper*, Is. mt] also in Cloth &oa?dst JvfjL net

Postage %L>e*tra,
**

No. i, ELECTRICITY By Thoma*W. CO&bin.
Thu volume explains Simply the working of Dynamos—Motor*-Heatrng and Llgktimr

Apparatus—Tramways and Railways, with many illustrations from photographs and other designs.

No. 2. MODEL MAKING. By Cyril |®Ill. With many Diagrams.
Contains instructions for making a Steam Locomotive—Turbine—Steam Boat—Electric Engine

—Motors—Yachts—Printing Press—Steam Crane—Telephone—Electric Bells—Telegraph, etc

No. 3. MODERN ENGINES By T. W. Corbin.
The volume deals with the Highspeed Steam Engine—The Steam Pumping Engine—Marine

Engines—Railway Locomotives—The Steam Turbine—Oil Engines—Internal Combustion Engines
—Petrol Motors, etc etc

,
and is illustrated with numerous photographs and diagrams

No. 4. WIRES AND WIRELESS By T W. Corbin, With Illustrations
from Photographs and Drawings

“The book may hersaid to provide popular instruction on a subject in which nowadays old and
young alike require enlightenment — l he P teld

No. 5 MINING AND MINING MACHINERY. By Sydney * Walker/
mimk, Author of “Aviation/ etc

gbowmg the various methods of obtaining Coal Minerals, and Precious Stones in all parts of the
|< 0rCw0hJi

rated by photographs and diagrims

world ‘"iiiitwford an3 'SUfVon S
,v 11 ‘ n concise loin; It will probably remain one of the most in-

‘ Pull of uitoru U
of*.-s«.«

Vines, Airships, etc By T W. Corbin.
No 6 AIRCRAFT All about Aeropi am

Illustrated by Photographs and Diagrams
*2 .ataVrftabout flying

“This fascinating little book seeks to explain simply an 1 clearly a few oTtW **
and flying machines wl ich are ot interest to the man in the street The peculiar features of aw ,rT%\
planes—monoplanes and bipljvnes—waterplanes, airships, and balloot s are simply described, and a ;

very clear explanation is given —Tim

'

MODERN MODELS By V E Johnson, M A With numerous Drawings

and Photographs.

“Ibis is just the book that the average Intelligent modern boy, interested in applied science,

will enjoy, for it tells him how to make at small cost such things as model aeroplanes dirigibles,

hydro aeroplanes monorail railways, wireless telegraphy, X ray apparatus, and other marvels of

modern mechanical science —Literary li othl

SUBMARINE ENGINEERING By Sydnby F. Walker, R N. Illus-

trated with Photographs and Diagrams

An interesting account in popular language of all work under water—Diving—Submarines

—Torpedoes—Bubmann Cables—Dredging—Submarine Signalling—Lighting Under water—

Sounding Apparatus, etc etc.

The above volumes may be had efall Boohsellers, or post freefor 1/3 or 1/9 from the Publishers,

c. ARTHUR PEARSON, LTD„ 17-18 HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, V.C.

THE SCOUT SONG ROOK The Official Song Book for Boy Scout*.

A Collection of One Hundred Songs of the dptn air for Boys and Old Boys.

Edited by Arthur P$ys*r Musical Edition, with full score, Paper Wrapper.

Price 23. fid. net ; post free 2S xod Musical Edition, in Cloth Boards, gilt

Price 4*. 6d. net * post free 4* Pocket Edition, $| in x m., with

music of the alrf only, Paper Wrapper. Price fid. net
,
post free 7$d.

1 rl.miTfi-fr-m ,A «"*«"««*• good poetry, and good sense, and we cannot imagine anything
Mrt if i» »>«,*«.

Ma, 6. tknu}h now loekmlhr, or mil bt mri «. rtoolpt of out,fnm
,

K t. S0WTE8, MUhfar, “TBS MOOT ” (Hhm, M HMDEN LAKE, UHUKW, W.8, '*



USEFUL HANDBOOKS ON

ATHLETIC SPORTS.
Training

For Athletics and
Oeneral Health.

fly HARRY ANDREWS,
Trmtnsr 0/ Montagu* A Holbttn, A Shrubb,
Frank Shtrland, J Butler A A Chase A B.

Walters Platt Belts eh etc

Cloth, Price la., post fret la. 2d.
Some of the so Chapters are —

CllAFTBR 1 —TRAIMNC AND FXFRCtSP —Affea
for TrMtunf—l he Best V e irs—(rood at all Ages

—

For the Delicate—IV alkmg I iterclse—Un oiunou.
Benefit—W hen to 1\ allc- A M rdical Opinion— The
Rate of Walking
CHAPTER 111—SLFEP BaTIIIHC. AND MLDI

CINK
CHAPTER IV —FOOD, DRINK, AND SMOKING.

Swimming
BY

MONTAGUE A HOLBEIN,
Tht well known Channel Swimmer

With Illustrations

Cloth, Price Is., post fret Is. 2d,

The Content!

kd
nutv. iu —

r mating -Breast

Stroke — Swim

joing on the Back

— Sea Swimming

—Ihe 0\erhaml

Stroke — Tread

log Water —
Under Water
Swimming —
Swimming like

a Dog—Flung ng

and Diving—Training— Life Saving, etc

Practical Fishing
FOR THE SO CALLED COARSB

FISHES.

(PRACTICAL FISHING! A Complete
Treatise on Float

Fishing ft Leger-

i n g , Spinning,

Trolhng.and Live

Baiting on River,

Lake and Stream.

BY

J W MARTIN,
Ihe Treat Otter"

\uthor of " Float.

Iishing in the
Nottingham
Style,'* " Barbel

and Chub Fishing/* etc., etc.

Illustrated.

Prio« is., tost fr'Af'aa.

Cricket
EDITED BY

GILBERT L. JESSOP.
Cloth, Price la., post free la. 2d.
The Contents include Contributions by

K. S. Ranjitsinhji, C. B. Fry,

G. L. Jessoy, C. L. Townsend,
and Geo, Brann.

Boxing

Rowing and

Sculling
By W G. EAST,

Ex Champion Sculler of the

Thames, and Bargemaster to

H M. King Edward VII.

Cloth, Price le., post free la. 2d.

A thoroughly practical handbook by

an expert, with to illustrations showin*
. m - - — __

oerreot and incorrect position*.
. TTTT, pukliekar

The above Volumes may be hadof all WC ’

C ARTHUR PEARSON, LTD., Henrietta Street,
London, fr.v.
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With a Selection on
Singlestick.

•T

A J NEWTON,
Lightweight

A mateur

Champion,

1888 and 189a

With

to Illustrations

v Cloth,

PrijGff.oJ -

post free

le. 2d-



BOOKS FOR SCOUTS
First Steps in Scouting. Pme Id.; per

post, lid. Gives full in (nation m the
J enderfoot and Second Cl \ss 1 ests

Wolf Cubs, tests the> have to pass.
Price 2d. ,

per post, 2id Gives all pat tic

ulars about Wolf C ubs

First Class Tests. Tnce id , p« post Ud.
Gives full instructiin fur the hrst cl iss

bidfce

Bov Stout Tests and How to Pass
I hem. Paper (Over 16, p i p>st 1/10

Cl< th cover, 2/6, per pjsl, 2/10 New
edition now out, revised and pieatly

enlarged Complete it struct ion 1* m all the

new lests Also Sea u 1^ lesis b3o
pages, 4 pages colouird fligs

Sea Scouting and
Seamanship for
Hoys. Paper tovo
1/ ,

[fr pit, 1/S

t loth Ci vti, ? - , j
er

lost 2 3 By W
1 aden P.aeli, K t
f oreword by 1 ord
Beresford ind Sn K
Bad ci 1 owe II

Biown’s Boy Stout
Diary and Pass-
port. Pruefid. .per
post, 7d. Year rcji

enlarged and levised

Be sure you gtt
Brown's

wn*nMn*n*nMn*nMnMnMn)*n*

Practical Hints to Scoutmasters. Price

6d. ,
per post 7d.

Star Map. Splendid for Club Room Price

1/6 ,
per post, 1/8.

Hints, on Marksmanship. Price Id. .
per

post, l^d. full mstiuetions foi the test

Complete Drill Book for Boy Stouts.
Pri t 6d. pci pest 7d. Contains every
t till ul Dllll

Surv tying for Scoits. With Sutional
pil Inu l/«, p rp t, 1 2,

How to Sttrt. Hit Scoutmasters first

b ok Putt 3d ,
per post, 4<1.

Knots and Srlices. Iustrurtton ind dins
Union of eveiy Knot Pine 1/-, per

Record of Tents
Passed. Price 6d.,
per post, 7d Gives

p st 1/2.

Official

Handbooks
. , for .

.

Boy Scouts

n
sour i n mctions ir in

1e

*n*n*n*n*n*n*n*n*nHn*n*

Tramp Camps and Standing Cnmps.
Pru e 1 -, [itt post, 1/2, ( ontair s al o
list of forms of St l vice Pre entatioii of

t olours etc

Trek Carts and Bridge building for
Boy Scouts. Price I'- ,

per post 1 2.

Patrol Roll Book. Price 2d. ,
per post, 2jd.

Troop Roll Book. Price 4d .per post, 5d.

Troop Account and Record Book. Price
2/- , per post, 2/3,

Troop Register. P.-tce 1 6 per post, 1/9.

Boy Scout Complete Signalling In-
structor. Price fid.

,
per post, 7d 1 his

luok has been specially written for

Scouts

Displays for Girl Guides. Price 6J
,
per

post, 7d. Contains n complete plays for

Girl Guides.

end erfo< t ti Scout
craft

Astronomy Simply
explained for Be-
ginners. Price 6d. ;

j>ei post, 7d. 1 he
lil er il apply of Dia-
j,i im> will help ihe
Sc rut ovri any diffi

cully
1 lags of all Nations
and Colonies. Pme
1/- ,

per post, 1/|.

(Kei s,o l laj,s beau
tifidlv printed in

c doors

1 nrollment or Membership Cards.
Pit t id and Id. t

er 1 i 5d and lid.

Semaphore Cards. I er pack, 3d., per
post 4d

Morse Cards. Pet pat k, 3d ,
per post 4<L

First Aid Book for Boy Scouts. Sp-ci*

illy wntten for Bo* icouls Price fid. ;

pei post 7d.

Signal Handkerchief Puce 6d. . per
trust, 7d. Punted cotton handkerchief for
lea UK g Mone semaphore etc

Headquarters Notice Board. Price 1/fi;

per post 1 10.

Scout's Signalling Whist. Price 2/6 ,
per

pist 2/9. By means of this game learn
Morse hand flag, and semaphore signalling.

Union Jack Defined. Price Id. A folding

card giving the histury of the Jack.

Send a post card for our 32 page Illustrated List, it will inlet est you.

Sent by ictutn of post free,

JAMES BROWN & SON,
52 to 58, Darnley Street, GLASGOW.
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u The Scout,” which was founded by Lt -Gen. Sir R. Baden-Powell,
K.C.B

,
is tne official or^&n of the Boy Scouts. EVERY Scout should make

a special point of taking the paper regularly, because the Chief Scout
contributes a special article to it every week. The stones and illustrations are

the best that can be procured, and the general tone of the paper the highest.

THE ANNUAL VOLUME forms the best CHRISTMAS PRESENT for a Boy.

In Handsome Cloth Binding, Bevelled Boards, Gilt

Price 6s. 6d. 'net. Rost free 7a. 2d.
Cloth CAsis for binding ran also lx snpphf

1
prim Ik 6d <uli oi post free Is Qd which

will enable pirn hast r ol the vutklj paiti to bin 1 tlioir own c ipit

SCOUT CHARTS
Approved by Lt.-Gen. Sir R BADEN-POWELL, K.C.B.

These1 S< out Charts are most \ ftlua >lt * a ery boy should possess them They are printed
on cardl oird about UJ indies deep by inches bioil Price id ladi, or Id post ftic

,
or

you can have any ai\ fox Is 2d post free

Nos 1 to 6 (ompilbe a complete course ot Phvsmil Culture 'Dm other charts (Nos 7

to 25) tied v ith \anous subject*, in which every llritisli 11 jy, uhethei ho is a Scout or not,

should Lt i rollcKut Hue is a complete list ot the charts

1. How to be Healthy.
2. WrUt and Arm Exercises.
3. Leg and Trunk Exercises.
4. Abdomen and Leg Exercises.

5. Dumb-Bell Exercises.

6. Indian Club Exercises.

7. Ju-Jitsu.

8. Rescue from Fire.

9. Rescue from Drowning.
10. How to Act In Emergencies.
1 1 . How to Prevent Consumption.
12. Quarter-Staff Play.

13. Knots, Hitches, and Bends.
14. Morse Signalling Code.

15. Semaphore Signalling Code*
16. Simple Bandaging.
17. Sick Nursing.
18. Swimoilng,
19. Figure Carving.
20. Boxing.
21. Stencils and Stencilling.

22. Hammock Mailing and Netting.
23. Bugle Calls.

24. The Scout's Staff and Its Uses.
25. Fretwork.
26. Camp Cookery.
27. How to make a Model Aeroplane.

Ea<U card is pinched at the top, $o that a string rnay be passed thiougb if it Is re.

qnired to hang it up These Charts ha\e beeu prepared with the utmost care both as
regards the lnstiuctions and the diagrams, and those dialing with special subjects, such as

Rescue from Tire. Simple Bandaging Boxing and others of this kina, have been submitted
to, and approved by, the highest available authorities,

Noe 1 to 7 are novr published in book form under the title “How to be Healthy/ at

6d net (post ftee 7Jd ) This edition can bo easily carried in the pockot, and forma an
instructive and useful little book

Send your application
>
with remittance

>
to

THE EDITOR, “ THE SCOUT,” 28 MAIDEN LANE, W.C.
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